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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
.

1

\

Introduction
Background of the Study
When United
opinion

States District

in the Halderman

it was considered
disabilities

that Pennhurst

appropriate

of institutionalization
restrictive

settings

Following

1978, plaintiffs

leadership

Evaluation
Development

in 20 other

Broderick

ruled

was incapa,ble of providing

care and habilitation.
of Pennhurst,

This finding

those on the waiting

retarded

led him to

list to the

perSOll!in the community
be provided

services

"at risk"

in less

ruling and the issuance: of his decree in March,
states began the proce~s

the potential

national

(ASPE), and the Region

of seeking

significance

of Health and Human

in, the Office of the Assistant

Services

focused

in the community.

in the Department

specifically

case in 1977,

judges who had, primarily

of institutional. settings,

at Pennhurstshould

Broderick's

Recogn1zing

issued his

legal event in the field of mental

other federal

and any other mentally

Broderick

State School and'Hospital

State School and Hospital

that the residents

institution,

relief.

Unlike

on the improvement

constitutionally
conclude

v. Pennhurst

the most far-reaching

to, date.

their attention

Court Judge Raymond

Services

Secretary

similar

of the Pennhurst

case,

(DHHS) --

for Planning

and

III (Phi lade Lph i a.) Office of Human

(OHDS) -- decided

to support a, five year longitudinal

study which would:
•

measure the relative growth of residents in the institution and ~n
the community in order to determine ,the impact of relocation on
mentally retarded persons;

•

assess the impact of deinstitutionalization
on the families of
retarded persons and on the communities ~n which they live;

•

compare the costs of providing
in community settings;

•

assess

•

address significant issues growing
district court decree.

the legal history

serv~ces

l.n the institution

of the Pennhurst
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to those

case;

out of the implementation

of the

The main value of the study has been its utility
state, and court officials
policy

decisions

Pennhurst

can be made.

Longitudinal

of Pennsylvania,
information
Office

provided

group include

to ensure

representatives

Office of Mental

Retardation,

and the Region

Further,

The Committee
retardation,
retardation

is comprised

a representative

of the national

and others

and deinstitutionalization

The Longitudinal

Study, which

by the Temple University

Philadelphia
three major

and Human

experts

Services

because of the

in the

In addition

the Pennhurst
relevance.

to

Study Work Group
Member

of this

the Hearing Master,

Developmental

the

Disabilities

Office.

relevance

Study, an Advisory

the

and the Pennsylvania

Disabilities

the national

of national

Further,

of the project.

the Pennsylvania

of materials

Committee

emerging

was appointed.

in the field of mental
organization

interested

of ~state mental

in the general area of

••
is being conducted

Developmental
Research

as a collaborative

Disabilities

Institute

Center in

in Boston,

is divided

into

parts:

Impact on Clients

and Communities

(Temple University)

This portion of the study involved monitoring the developmental
progress of the study population, the services they received,
the quality of their living environments, and the level of their
satisfaction -- both at Pennhurst and after relocation to the
community.
This segment also included an assessment of the
impact of deinstitutionalization
on families of clients, both 1n
anticipation of the action to be taken under the decree and

4

:

the Commonwealth

also participated

of the Special Master,

Longitudinal

commissioners,

litigation

•

III.

the study's continued

in order to ensure

from the Pennhurst

oversight

III Developmental

t erm

of the project,

involving

their representatives

by the DHHS project officers,

was also established

effort

conception

needs of the Office of the Special Master

design and in the ongoing

direction

Council,

From the initial

Study has been a partnership

Retardation,

DHHS,

on which vital short and long

the court, ASPE, and OHDS Region

of Mental

original

with information

in providing

following the actual relocation, and the attitudes of others in
clients' local communities both before and after deinstitutionalization.
Included in this study component were case studies of
several Pennhurst residents which prov i de: a more in-depth exploration
of the impact of the case ori particulat individuals.
Briefily, the study population

had the following

characteristics:

Average age: 39 years
Average years institutionalized:
24
Level of disability:
86% severely or profoundly disabled
Other disabilities:
40% displayed physical violence toward
others; slightly more than 50% non-verbal
Sex: 64% male
•

Impact on Costs (Human Services

Research

Institute)

The results of this portion of the study include an assessment of the
costs and cost configurations of services provided both at Pennhurst
and in community settings.
For as many service categories as
possible, average cost per unit of service at Pennhurst and in the.
community were calculated.
These service unit costs were applied to
the reported units of service received by, individual clients.
From
t h i s ; the staff derived estimates of total costs for each relocated
client","as a function of how much service the client actually
received.
•

History and Implementation
Institute)

Analyses

(Human Services

Research

This study area include~a
continually updated historical account of
the implementation of thePennhurst
decree and the events surrounding
the l~tigation for the first three years ~f the study.
In the course
of these assessments, the actions and intentions of policy makers
were highlighted.
Further, the interrelationships
among events and
key system actors are chronicled and the implications for state and
federal policy were explored.
In addition, four aspects of
implementation were singled out during the course of the study for
extensive investigation and analysis.

Organization of the Report
This final report of the results of the Longitudinal
integrates

qualitative,

comprehensive
of evidence
Research

report
generated

Institute.

quantitative,

and cost findings

1n order to facilitate

is organized
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into one

a review of the varied

by both Temple University
The material

Study

and Human Services
as follows:

strands

Chapter

II -- History

of the Case

This chapter provides a summary of the six Historical Overviews prepared
during the first three years of the Longitudinal Study. It is organized
chronologically,
with special sections on legal developments,
Pennhurst-related
developments, and general system developments at each
historical stage. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of events
for the last two years.
Chapter

III -- Implementation

Issues

This chapter summarizes three of the implementation issues that have been
addressed in depth during the course of the project.
The first topic is
the Special Master mechanism employed by the federal court to monitor and
enforce the Pennhurst decree.
The second area focuses on the actions and
reactions of the state defendants in the case as contracted with those of
state defendants in other suits around the country.
The third analysis
is a multi-state assessment of limitations and constraints to the
implementation of court decrees.
Chapter

IV -- Growth and Development

This chapter describes the results of the systematic assessment of client
growth and development among the study population both at Pennhurst State
Center and in the community.
Chapter IV through Chapter VIII represent
the findings from the quantitative studies.
Four of the five chapters
are introduced by a digest from one of the project's case studies.
Chapter

V -- Consumer

Satisfaction

This chapter presents the results of surveys of clients in the study
population to determine their level of satisfaction with their
surroundings both in the institution and in the community.
Chapter

VI .-- Quality

This chapter
at Pennhurst
Chapter

of Environments

reports the findings of surveys of client environments
and in the community.

VII -- Family

both

Attitudes

This chapter concentrates on the responses of families to the process of
deinstitutionalization
and focuses on changes in their attitudes over
time.
Chapter

VIII -- Neighbor

Attitudes

This chapter discusses the results of surveys of neighbors of the clients
in the study population both before and after community living
arrangements were developed.
Chapter

IX -- Comparative

This chapter
at Pennhurst

Cost Analysis

describes the comparative costs of the provision
Center and in the community.

6

of services

Chapter X -- Impact of Court-Ordered Change
This chapter, which is also the fourth and final implementation analysis,
explores ten questions regarding the impact of the Pennhurst case on the
mental retardation system in Pennsylvania. It draws together
quantitative, qualitative, and cost findings in order to shed light on
the issues.
Chapter XI

Policy Implications

This final chapter summarizes the larger policy questions that have been
uncovered by the study and offers suggestions for future planning and
policy development.
Where appropriate, instruments used to collect information are included in
the Appendix to the report.

7

CHAPTER 2,
HISTORY

9

History
Introduction
As part of th~ longitudinal evaluation of the Halderman v. Pennhurst
case, a series of Historical Overview reports was prepared in order to
chronicle key events surrounding the implementation of the court decree and to
analyze the ro~es of various actors in the implementation process.

Since

1980, a total of six Overview reports were prepared -- one every six to eight
months (in the last two years of the study, the Overviews were replaced by
brief updates).

The historical analyses describe the major activities

surrounding the implementation of the decree, and assess the constraints and
limitations on such actions.

The reports also characterize the influence that

the litigation had on the general service system andl, conversely, how general
system factors affected the requirements of the decree.
Iripreparing for each Overview report a number of data gathering
activities were conduted.

In addition to reviewing relevant legal documents,

state reports and regulations, and other materials, staff interviewed a cross
section of key actors in the state including county, provider, state, legal
and consumer representatives.
Each Overview report corresponded to a specific time period during which
certain key events concerning the decree transpired.

The first Overview was

somewhat different from subsequent reports because it set the stage for
ensuing analyses.

As such, it served two major functions:

(1)

to describe

the context in which the litigation was brought; and (2) to highlight those
activities that took place immediately after Judge Broderick arrived at his
decision in December 1977.

All other phases in the historical analysis of the
-'

Pennhurst case are presented in three parts:

legal activities, Pennhurst-

specific activities, and general system developments.

11

An Introduction to the Litigation and Court Ordered Reform
Some of the key background elements reviewed in the first historical
account included the following:
•

Overview of the study area -- The history and characteristics of the
Southeast Region of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, Bucks, Delaware,
Montgomery and Chester Counties) were described and the history of
Pennhurst Center was presented. As map of the Department of Public
Welfare regions is included in Exhibit 2-1, and the population trends
at Pennhurst State Center are described in Exhibit 2-2. A detailed
discussion of the social and economic characteristics of the state,
the region, and the five counties is included in the appendix.

•

Legal history of the litigation -- Similar litigation in the field of
mental disabilities was reviewed and compared and contrasted with the
Pennhurst case; the use of public law litigation as a tool of social
reform was also analyzed.

•

Events leading up to the suit.-- A brief account of the rationale for
the Pennhurst suit was summarized including the early expose of
conditions at the state center, the pivotal role of the Pennsylvania
Association of Retarded Citizens, attempts by the state to upgrade
Pennhurst and create alternatives in the community, and finally the
filing of the suit by David Ferleger on May 30, 1974 on behalf of
Terri Lee Halderman for both injunctive relief and money damages. The
complaint was later amended when PARC intervened in the suit; money
damages were dropped from the remedy and the five Southeast
Pennsylvania counties as well as the state were named as defendants in
the suit.

•

Legal arguments made and the remedies sought -- The plaintiffs argued
that both constitutional and statutory law guarantees mentally
retarded persons a right to habilitation and a right to receive
services in the least restrictive setting. Moreover, the plaintiffs
maintained that Pennhurst was incapable of ensuring the rights of
mentally retarded persons because of deplorable conditions. The
remedy sought was the ultimate closure of the facility and the
movement of residents to less restrictive community-based services.
The state did not significantly contest the facts presented by the
plaintiffs but asserted that the proposed remedy went beyond the
powers of the courts. The Judge's attempt to get all parties to agree
to a form of relief failed and he proceeded to fashion one of the most
complex decrees in the field of mental disabilities litigation.

•

State mental retardation system -- Certain general characteristics of
Pennsylvania's mental retardation system were described including such
factors as the state/county partnership arrangement, the influence of
1966 MH/MR Act, and the growth of community living arrangements. The
influence of these factors on the implementation of the court ordered
reforms was assessed.
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Exhibit 2-1

DEPARTMENT

OF ~UBLIC WELFARE REGIONS
,,""'-

--
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Exhibi. 2-2
Population Trends at Pennhurst Center (1966-1984)
Date

Clients On
Books

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

3071
2979
2761
2653
2534
2414
2217
2047
1718
1619
1545
1448
1257
ll70
964
912
817
676
576

Clients In
Residence
2864
2778
2300
2029
1893
1780**
1704
1584
1488
1424
1399
1322
12ll
ll45
927
857
669
592
399

Admissions

To"Norrnalized"
Environments*
57
43
77
184
237
169
63
ll6
97
49
35
61
76
43
38
85
177
69
180

51
45
48
94
75
92
90
89
75
81
46
20
1

1

*Norrnalized environments include group homes/apartments,
return to family, indepedent living, etc.

Transfers

Deaths

22
22
338
158
12
49
79
142
84
85
22
17
1

i
155****
1

53
56
54
61
39
40
21***
28
23
20
17
16
26
18
17
12
II

5

8
9

family care program,

**This figure, from 1971 to 1980,represents clients counted in residence, but
who were actually living at Pinehill Rehabilitation Center.
***This figure, from 19.72to 1980, includes deaths occurring at Pinehill.
****This figure represents the 155 clients discharged to Pinehill when that
facility became a free standing ICF/MR.
Source:

J. Gregory, Pirmann, Pennhurst Center, 1985.
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•

Specific litigation activities within the mental retardation framework
-- In addition to the organizational aspects of Pennsylvania's mental
retardation system, the court's requirements were reviewed. The
responsibilities of the Office of the Special Master (OSM) -- the
court's primary enforcement mechanism --·were described, including the
way in Which the court orders would be monitored, and planning and
resource development would be conducted. (A summary of the major
orders that make up the decree is included in Exhibit 2-3).
.
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Exhibit 2-3
Major

Court

Orders

"Original Order" (March 17. 1978)
Judge Broderick's initial order included the following requirements:
•

that suitable community services be provided for all Pennhurst
residents and other class members;

•

that individualized program plans be developed for each class member;

•

that plans for the placement of Pennhurst residents into appropriate
community services be submitted to the court;

•

that a Special Master be appointed to supervise planning and
implementation;

•

that no further commitments be made to Pennhurst State Center;

•

that a "friend advocate" program be established to represent class
members and to monitor community services along with other entities
set up by the court;

•

that the Commonwealth take steps to eliminate abuses at Pennhurst;

•

that the Special Master prepare a plan to provide alternative
employment for all Pennhurst employees.

Order for the Interim Operation of Pennhurst (March 5. 1979)
This order includes the following requirements:
•

that the Special Master appoint a liaison to Pennhurst State Center;

•

that OSM monitor compliance with institutional requirements regarding
the administration of medication, use of restraints, appropriate
feeding procedures, maintenance of sanitary conditions, prevention of
abuse, use of seclusion, and modification of wheelchairs and other
equipment.

•

that OSM review and approve all Individual Habilitation Plans based on
OSM guidelines developed pursuant to the original order;

•

that counties appoint case managers to serve the needs of Pennhurst
class members;

•

that OSM review and approve the employment of all county case managers
and case management supervisors;

•

That OSM provide training to case managers, coordinate their duties,
and establish procedures for the activities of certified advocates.
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"Employee Order" (April 1979)
This portion of the decree eat ab.lLshed an Office of Employee Services as
part of the Office of the Special :Master. The Office was created in order
to provide counseling and guidance to those employees of Pennhurst State
Center who lost jobs because of court-mandated deinstitutionalization.
The order also included a schedule for the ultimate closure of the
institution. This order was nullified by the circuit court on December
13, 1980.

"Children's Order" (June 8, 1979)
This order requires the following:
•

that all children under the age of 21 years be moved out of Pennhurst
into appropriate community living arrangements by September 1979;

•

that co~nties prepare a plan for the provis~on of services to schoolage:children
and that OSM approve such plans;
,

•

tha t: t he Commonwealth prepare ,:1 plan for program and fiscal monitoring
of the provision of services to school age children and that OSM
approve such plans;

•

that OSM monitor the placement of such children and make periodic
reports to the court •.

"Hearing Master Order" (April 24" 1980)
This order, which was necesitated by the ruling by the Third Circuit,
mandated the following:
•

that a Hearing Master be appointed to conduc-t individual
determinations in cases of contested placement out of Pennhurst, and
in cases where institutional commitment is recommended;

•

that the Hearing Master establish procedures: for hearings, ensure that
notice is given to all parties, set hea rd.ngs:at specified times,
review evidence on both sides, and make a decision regarding the
legi timacy or placement objections or adnd ssdon request.

This order was subsequently modified to give. the!Hearing Master
responsibility for determining the "voluntariness" of all placements out
of Pennhurst pursuant to the Supreme Court stay.

"lrnplementation Order" (March 2, 1982)
This order included the following directives:
•

that the Commonwealth and county defendants place 61 Pennhurst
residents (not covered by the Children's Order) and 29 community class
members in community residential and support. services by June 30,
1981;
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•

that Commonwealth and county defendants place 150 Pennhurst residents
and 100 community class members in community residential and support
services by June 30, 1982;

•

that Commonwealth defendants place 100 Pennhurst clients who resided
out of the Southeaster Region, in community residential and support
services by June 30, 1982;

•

that the Commonwealth develop a plan for complying with the placement
schedules and submit such plans to the court.

"Consolidated Order" (August 26, 1983)
This order consolidated and updated the previous orders and added the
following provisions:
•

that the Special Management Unit be substituted for the Office of the
Special Master to monitor the interim operations of Pennhurst Center;

•

that the Commonwealth's placement procedures, which allow for IHP
review by the Special Management Unit, be substituted for those
developed by the Office of the Special Master;

•

that the Commonwealth be given 90 days to submit plans for the
placement of class members to any facility operated by the
Commonwealth defendants.

"Final Settlement in Halderman v. Pennhurst" (July 12, 1984)
The following are the major points included in the agreement reached
between the plaintiffs and the defendants:
•

that Pennhurst Center will close by July 1, 1986 (possible extension
to September 30, 1986);

•

that the definition of plaintiff class will be "any retarded person
who has resided at Pennhurst at any time on or after May 30, 1974";

•

that resources currently committed to Pennhurst will be reallocated to
community programs and services;

•

that the Hearing Master will continue his ftmctions until the
settlement is approved by the District Court. At that time unresolved
matters will be transferred to an independent neutral retardation
professional who will also hear any cases in which a person (class
member, state, county, parent, advocate or legal counsel) disagrees
with a decision to move an individual to a CLA or an institution;

•

that client advocates will be continued;

•

that court jurisdiction will end for the counties two years after the
last of each county's residents leave Pennhurst; and for the state
defendants on July 1, 1989.
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What emerged in this analysis is a picture of an already complex system
beset with the usual array of structural and political problems, and faced
with meeting the very specific and immediate mandates of a complicated and
far-reaching court decree.

The weight of the discussion provided a view of

both the llmi tations of judicial intervention in the area of mental
retardation and the ways in which litigation can shape the course of reform in
this field.

It further highlighted the unique position of the Office of the

Special Master in an ongoing state statutory, regulatory, and political
environment.
In assessing the progress of implementation of the decree during this
phase (which concluded in early December 1979), it is safe to say that the
major cons tratnt, to compliance was the defendants' unwillingness to accept the
results of the. district cour t decree.

Such resistance was manifest in

.,

continued appeals and a hope that Judge Broderick' Sl decision would ultimately
be overturned.

This posture made it extremely difficult to secure the

planning and funding commitments necessary to begin the movement of resident
out of Pennhurst in the numbers envisloned in the original order.

This

singular fact, unlike aspects of litigation in other states where consent
decrees have been signed, made the case and its implementation during this
period, unique.
Other factors that influenced implementation were primarily derivative of
larger system problems that would have constrained any major deinstitutionalization activity.

They include the foLl.owlng r

•

Restrictions in the state's mental health and mental retardation
statute that limited the development of community residences to three
person homes;

•

A lack of cooperation and participation in resource development from
other state funding agencies such as the Bureau of Vocational
Rehabili tation and the housing finance agency;
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•

The absence of.any regional planning or funding mechanism in the state
mental retardation system capable of consolidating and funding highly
specialized and expensive services for more disabled individuals;

•

No comprehensive plan for the use of ICF/MR (Title XIX) funds in the
community which would free up state funds for the expansion of
community-based living arrangements;

•

Limited development of back-up resources for the support of severely
mentally retarded persons living in the community;

•

Turn-over in staff in the community living arrangement (CLA) program
at an average rate of once every six-months -- a phenomenon that adds
costs and creates instability in the minds of some observers;

•

No mechanism in the state to ensure an orderly transfer of state'
employees from institutional to community-based settings;

•

No comprehensive standards for CLAs.
Additionally, there were constraints that were peculiar to the

litigation:
•

Given legal doctrine in the field, it is difficult if not impossible
to force a state legislature to appropriate funds to implement the
decree.

•

Current structural, organizational and political problems surrounding
the relationships between the Office of the Special Master and the
defendants constrained an easy and mutually trusting relationship.

•

There were no officially recognized county plans to guide the
implementation of the decree in the Southeast Region.

•

The nature of the individual planning process on behalf of Pennhurst
residents was long and tedious and resulted in numerous delays that
purportedly discouraged the participation of some local providers.

•

The addition of Pennhurst case managers at the county level, while
accepted in some counties, caused consternation and resistance in
other counties.

•

The implementation of the Employee Order was constrained by the
inability ot OSM to secure job placements and training resources.

•

The role of OSM with respect to planning caused duplication and
confusion and removed accountability from the state and the counties.

,
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Another Ruling and An Opportunity for Agreement

(December 1979-July

1980)

Legal Developments.
Appeals

On December

for the Third Circuit

case.

In a

Broderick

I

S

S1X

issued its en banc opinion

to three decision,

decree and negated
1) the requirement

included:

Pe-nnhurst employees;
and 3) the portion
of the decision

13, 1979, the United

the court affirmed

others.

in the Pennhurst

certain aspects of

The three area s that were eliminated

that alternative

2) the presumption

employment

that Pennhurst

of the decree banning

was affirmed,

States Court of

however,

all admissions

be found for a11

would eventually

close;

to Pennhurst.

The core

since the court supported

the community

presumption.
With the appeals
parties

to negotiate

former director

court decision
a settlement.

of the Willowbrook

among the plaintiffs

in hand, there was an opportunity
The appointment

of mentally

that agreement

Negotiations

retarded

Pennhurst.

Specifically,

considered
After

and articulate

optimism

Given her past position,

spokesperson

for the

persons.
for several months.

among the parties was the! ultimate
discussions

focussed

part of the class and, therefore,

several proposals

magnitude

could be reachedl.

began early in 1980 and continued

major area of disagreement

Howse,

Review Panel in New York, generated

Dr. Howse was seen as an aggressive
interests

of Dr. Jennifer

for the

role of

on how many persons

eligible

The

for community

should be
placement.

from both sides, there was still no consensus

on the

of placement.

OMR staff maintained

that the sticking

the speed of CLA development
that discussions
improvement.

point was a disagreement

and client movement,

while

broke down both over the placement

the plaintiffs

schedule

and system

Given the high hopes of each side, the inability
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regarding

to reach

asserted

agreement

left the parties with a great deal of bitterness

Each side felt that its position
for the ultimate
During

had not been respected

and blamed the other

failure of the discussions.

the negotiations,

Judge Broderick

revised his original

conform with the changes made by the court of appeals.
the scope of his original
individual

rather

the changes

order and placed additional

than the collective

aspects

in his order was the termination

(OES) -- a unit that had been established
of institutional
Special Master

employees.

invol ved in finding alternative

directed

of the remedy.
of the Office

employment

individual

and where

instititutional

a class member.

Infilling

Michael

an attorney

Lottman,

reviews

Included

among

of Employee

to ensure

Services

the protection

the multiple

for Pennhurst

involving

admissions

this critical

on the

of the OES, the Office of the

also created the Hearing Master.

to conduct

discharges

emphasis

at Pennhurst

Upon te~ination

order to

The changes narrowed

(OSM) issued a special report outlining

Broderick

and ill feeling.

problems

employees.

The Hearing
contested

Master was

institutional

were being sought on behalf of

position

Judge Broderick

with broad background

selected

in the field of mental

disa"bilities.
Finally,

Judge Broderick

allowed

of anti-deinstitutionalization
in the litigation.

continues

supportive

Moreover,

to receive)

County and Municipal
interests

parents

and Pennhurst

This move further fragmented

group that was neither
the defendants.

the Parent-Staff

financial
Employees

in maintaining

employees

institutions.
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-- to intervene

nor entirely

Association

a powerful

a

supportive

was receiving

support from the American
(AFSCME),

-- a group

the case by introducing

of the plaintiffs

the Parent-Staff

Association

Federation

of

(and
of State,

union with similar

Following
negotiations,
whether

the court of appeals
the defendants,

or not to pursue

different

motives

such an important
parties

collapse

of the

Association

the case in the U. S Supreme Court.

had to decide
Each group had

and some '",erereluctant

test case to the Supreme Court.

about taking

In the end, however,

all

sought review.

granting

certiorari,

ability

to enforce

Disabilities
ability

the Supreme Cour.t agreed
the Court agreed

a private

to take the Pennhurst

to hear arguments

case.

in four areas:

right of action either under

(DD) Act or under general or federal

In

the

the Developmental

civil rights provisions;

the

of the DD Act to support the breadth of the remedy in the Pennhurst

case; the ability

of the state Mental 'Health and Mental

to support the Pennhurst
intervene

case; and the extent

in state affairs.

a partial

Although

In addition

there were

to schedule
arrangment

to granting

several different

a hearing

had been prepared.

or not the transfer

courts cari

certiorari,

the Court

di schar ge s from Pennhurst.

interpretations

of the Court's

issued an order directing

for each Pennhurst

Act of 1966

Retardation

to which federal

stay prohi biting "involuntary"

stay, in the ~nd, Judge Broderick

whether

and rthe

and the Parent-Staff

for seeking certiorari,

On June 9, 1980,

granted

decision

resident

partial

the Hearing

for whom a commnnity

Master
living

The purpose of the hearing was to detemine

of Pennhur.st;

clients

to the community

was in fact

"voluntary."
Pennhurst-Related
Pennsylvania,
major

Dr. Howse created

responsibilities

other key actors;
Pennhurst

Developments.

providing

benefits

continuity
Region,

growing

after her arrival

the Pennhurst

of the PIT included:

and the Southeast

any positive

Shortly

Implementation

Team (PIT).

serving as a liaison

between

the policie~

and statewide

policies;

out of the litigation
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in

to OSM and

developed

for

and ensuring

were expanded

The

that

statewide.

One of the first tasks
staffing

taken on by the PIT team was the preparation

study at Pennhurst

Center that recommended

care staff at a cost of $11
Master's

million.

Office was complicated

negotiations,
regarding

and a growing

implementation

polarization

development

proposed

implementation

residents

and another

activity

between

for the Southeast

surrounding

the failed

the state and OSM staff

Region.

order showed 150 community

100 slots for class members

for Pennhurst

number of placements

feelings

of the PIT and other OMR staff during th~s time

only 65 CLA slots were actually
placement

of the PIT to the

of the court decrees.

One of the key concerns
was resource

by the negative

of 107 direct

the addition

The relationship

of a

projected

Though

the Commonwealth's

placementsforPennhurst
by 1981,

in the community

by OMR for "Phase I" of annual

residents.

"Phase 2" included

as a result of the initiation

an unspecified

of a community-based

ICF/MR

program.
Judge Broderick
circulated

an implementation

The proposed
community,
movement

the creation

Fer1eger,

State Center.

Pennhurst

it was unrealistic

this period

raised

consultants

of 150 Pennhurst

The Commonwealth
medical

of medical, practices

activities

and ultimately

residents.

State defendants

for the original

regarding

responded
practices

and subsequent

criticized

David

deaths at Pennhurst
a atudy by outside

at the institution.

The issues of

abuse and neglect

by OSM staff.

Despite

reports were accepted

led to certain reforms and policy
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and the

system capacity.

plaintiffs,

suspicious

order.

by commissioning

and resident

among the key areas to be monitored
monitoring

and

to the

class members

given the existing

the attorney

serious questions

regarding

placements

residents

of 150 CLA beds for community

of 150 out-of-region

During

projected

plan of his own in the form of a proposed

order included movement

the order because

adequacy

was not satisfied,withthe

at Pennhurst

were

a rocky start, OSM
by Pennhurst

staff

changes at the institution.

General

System Developments.

Dr. Howse also developed
after her arrival.

proposal

the

for mentally
for the

XIX plan of
staff had

retarded

developement

numerous

to operationalize

on new staff to OMR,

plan for the Office

intermediate

of small ICF /MRs as part of Pennsylvania's

reservations

Health

Care Financing

Office,

a

Title

Admini stration(HCFA)

about the small ICF/MR proposal.

Regional

Despite

the

OMR staff began to develop a plan

In the initial planning

was no special focus on the Southeast

Region and the community

of the Pennhurst

care

. The new unit prepared

(ICF IMRs)",

the ICF/MR program.

requirements

immediately

changes was the creation

of community-based

persons

Regional

of the Federal

to bringing

major organizational

development

compliance.

reservations

reorganization

One of the

of a unit to oversee
facilities

a

In addition

stages, there
placement

case.

Relations~jp~__
~~teriorate and the Court Asserts its Authority
(August 1980-March 1981)
Legal Developments.

Up to the Summer of 1980, the Halderman

case had been

characterized

confrontation

mmong

by numerous

the parties.

The ensuing

U. S. Supreme Court heard oral argument
Pennhurst,

Judge Broderick

class members
years,

stalemates

and continuing

period was much the same.

on the circuit

signed an implementation

into community

and two related

appeals,

v. Pennhurst

living arrangements

court decision

in

order cover~ng movement

for the ensuing

cases -- Romeo v. Youngberg

The

of

two fiscal

and In Re Joseph

Schmidt

were decided.
As noted ~n the previous
Court's

stay to mean that no one could be moved

transfer was "voluntary."
originally
November

section, Judge Broderick

requested

The Parent/Staff

interpreted

from Pennhurst

Association,

the stay, disagreed with the Judge's

the Supreme

unless

the group that
interpretation

4, 1980 went again to the Supreme Court to renew its request
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the

and on

for stay

and to ask that Judge Broderick
state but not the counties
denied the request

suspend implementation

of the decree.

also joined in the request.

immediately

The

The Supreme Court

prior to the oral argument

on the Pennhurst

case.
On December
case.

8, 1980, the Supreme Court heard arguments

The primary

the Developmental

focus of the oral argument
Disabilities

by Judge Broderick.
Developmental

The defendants

Disabilities

granted in Article
differed

Act supported

the comprehensive
maintained

regarding

under the Act, they all maintained
conferred

by Congrees.

specified

substantive

Fourteenth

Amendment.

A week before

spending

Though

that no substantive
(respondents)

the Supreme Court argument,
an en banc decision

argued

the U.S. Court of Appeals

for

in the Romeo v. Youngberg

case.

involved

a profoundly

resident

confined

at Pennhurst,

injuries

that were

resident's

damages

decision
the jury.

State Center.

or the result of attacka

While

either by

by other residents.

on behalf of Romeo by his mother who sought compensatory

from the defendants

Constitutional

The plaintiffs

of Pennhurst

court in 1976,

Romeo was injured on over 70 occasions

The action was brought

authority

rights under the

filed in the federal district

and punitive

the petitioners

that Congress

The ·suit, which was originally

self-inflicted

power

rights had been

due process and equal protection

retarded

remedy ordered

the extent of federal enforcement

The plaintiffs

rendered

on whether

that the

solely on the general

I, Section 8, of the Constitution.

among themselves

the Third Circuit

on both sides focussed

(petitioners)

Act rested

on the Pennhurst

because

rights under the Fourteenth

lost in the federal district

citing irregularities
In its ruling,

of violations

and Eighth Amendments.

court but appealed

in the trial and in the Judge's

the circuit court remanded
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of the

the

instructions

the case back for a new

to

trial

not i.ng- that

a malpractice
a civil

the district

case,

action.

requested

court,

adopted

court

proposed alternative

to reconsider

its

testimony •. Although Romeo won a favorable
legal.hurdles
the state
certiorari

petitioned

significant

Pennsyl vania

Supreme Court.

and mental

In Re Joseph
The case arose

retardation

circuit

and

court,

other

In the. meantime,
of

Mental Health

Center.

county leveL

for

of which unit

the responsiblity.
found that

an appropriate

County mental

Joseph

asserting

as required

for

that

by the

ruled

that

Schmidt was at the

supreme court

asking

for a

the county or the Commonwealth has

long term residential

the responsiblity

Schmidt be

The lower court

.placement

to the state

the 1966 Act created

and that

that

arrangement

Act of 1966.

of government,

to develop

Allegheny

requested

residential

The county appealed

clarification

environment

finding

t he:

when

by the

The Commonwealth intervened

and Mental Retardation

responsiblity

Schmidt,. ~as decided

administrator

the Center was not an appropriate

court

of

of exper,t medical

the U.S. Supreme Court for a writ

case,

committed to Western State

t he

instructions

exclusion

judgment in the

from

•.

Another

health

earlier

jury

the suit

n the context

i

money damages could be awarded.

remained before

'defendants

to distinguish

.tha t was too rI.gorous

a standard

The circuit

the lower court

in an effort

a right
for

care.

The state

to ~are in the least

such care rested

with

supreme
restrictive

the

Commonwe
aIt h •.
On March 2,
placement
the project

1981. Judge Broderick

schedule

for Pennhurst

were perplexed

that

class

signed an implementation
members.

Broderick

cmose this

given the imminence of the Supreme Court decision.
speculated

that

the Judge had become increasingly

movement of individual
had been allocated

for

sout

of Pennhurst

placement

to issue

Several

observers

frustrated

to the state

setting

interviewed

period

and was concerned

would revert
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Many of those

order

for

the order

by the pace of
that

resources

general

fund.

that

a

that, from March 2, 1981 to June 30, 1981, the

The Judge ordered
Commonwealth

develop 61 community

(not covered

by the children's

class members

in the Southeast

state's allocation

letters

150 Pennhurst

identical

targets

presented

Broderick

justified

Region.

Pennhurst

Developments.

Fiscal

cou r t or de re d placements

constraints.

Certain

attributed

problems,

solutions:

counties

~HP requirements

etc.) at greatly

in other

first, they covered

for

state and

in the Southeast

and other unanticipated

some of the deficit

increased

fiscal

to the court

that some counties were

and providing

costs.

certain

In order to rectify

the

both short term and long term

the existing

deficits

and second, they developed

and controlling

preoccupied

counties

too literally

OMR staff prepared

the 1980-81 allocation;
monitoring

concerns

On the other hand, OSM staff contended

(nursing,

by noting that

for FY 1980-81 to cover reported

in existing

budgeting

placements

living arrangements

Several

short-falls

services

placed -- the

to the court in May 1980.

find community

Region used part of their allocation

i nter pre t i ng certain

with the

persons out of state centers

staff during this time period.

requirements.

for retarded

residents.

Pennhurst-Specific
community

residents

For the second year,

class members

100 out-of-region

several hundred

coincided

1980-81.

for

by the Commonwealth

the state could therefore

outof-region

These figures

and 100 community

an additional

since OMR had placed

for Pennhurst

order) and 9 similar arrangements

to the counties

the Judge'ordered

regions,

living arrangements

the use of expansion

through a modification

special procedures

funds for Pennhurst

of

for
class

members.
At Pennhurst,
Medical

Association

a contract,

which

an $800,000 contract

was awarded

(NEEMA) to provide medical
included

nine physicians .and
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to the Northeast

care for residents.
a medical

director,

Emergency
The use of

was a

response

to concerns

regarding

deaths and other medical

care issues at the

institution.
Other

significant

OSM's appropriation
separate

from the overall

this action

1981-82 proposed

and its inclusion
budget.

attention

of the Hearing Master were praised

as a

As could have
to OSM"s almost

five of the Hearing

Master's

regarding

community

placement

Woodhaven

Center.

$1

literate

His 'approach was

and comprehensive.

Up to this point,

from Pennhurst

and one regarding

pre-placement

to

the Hearing

visits before a "voluntariness"

The "pre-placement"

issues raised by the appealing

-four

an admission

In three of the five cases, the Judge upheld

could be held.

-even

rulings had been appea lle d to Judge Broderick

Mas.ter; the .-other two required

the complex

by most observers

agree· with his decisions.

viewed as fair and his opinions

decisions

did: not address

parties -- they merely

any of

deferred

a

for a later time.

General

System Developments.

was the release
in new program

Department

proposed

for community

favorable

funding

The ICF/MR program
FY 81-82 -- continued
staff.

ICF/MRs.

during this period

budget which provided

funds for OMR -- $2.3 million

of Public Welfare

Administration

One of the major events

of the Governor's

and $6.05 million

receive

budgeit

drew the legislature's

those who did not necessarily

decision

Pennhurst

the removal of

budget.

The activities

hearing

during this period included

line item in the Governor's

been predicted,
million

developments

$10.2 million

of which was targeted

Though

was lean, mental

the overall

retardation

budget

services

for new CLAs
for the
continued

to

increases.

-- with a proposed

to encounter

development

resistance

In order to achieve
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strategy

by Regional

a resolution,

Health

of 500 beds for
Care Financing

a meeting

was held in

Washington

D.C. with Central

the state prepare
accomplish
submitted

the request

clarifying

At the meeting,

Although

a waLver was developed,

given the change in administration

listed the criteria

for DPW approval

Act to

in January

1981.

including

program memoranda

of ICF/MR proposals,

OMR

that

and preparLng

an

plan.

OMR staff were determined
community-based

In a December

to a maximum

implementation

and developing

to use the ICF/MR program

living arrangements.

of new ICF/MRs was limited
The proposed

issuing

that

OMR staff never

to develop plans for the. small ICF /MR program

agency roles and responsiblities,

implementation

it was suggested

a waiver under Section 1115 of the Social Security

its objectives.

staff continued

HCFA staff.

small,

1980 memorandum,

the size

of eight beds on non-contiguous

plan called for converting

new facilities

to promote

sites.

large CLAs to ICF/MRs

to serve only "self-preserving"

clients.

Community Placements Pick up Steam Amidst Legal Confrontations
(March 3, 1981-August 31, 1981)
Legal Developments.
theoretical

legitimacy

During

this period,

of the Pennhurst

the legal theories

case, were challenged,

prer-ogatives of the Judge were tested, and the responsibilites
defendants

to comply with various aspects

The major

Pennhurst

and to remand

reconsideration
issues

sections
Supreme

the Third Circuit Court of Appeals

of the remaining

the Pennsylvania

of the Developmental
Court ruled,

of the'

by the U.S

decision

in

the case to the lower court for consideration
Constitutional

and state and federal

(i.e., Section 504. the Eighth and Fourteenth

Constitution,

the enforcement

of the decree were reinforced.

legal event during this period was the decision

Supreme Court to reverse

and

Mental Retardation
Disabilities

Act).

in a six to three decision,
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Amendments

or
statutory

to. the

Act of 1966, and other
On April 20, 1981, the
that Section 6010 of the

Developmental

Disabilities

create any substantive
restrictive"

and Bill or Riight s Act (DD Act) does not

rights to "appropriate

treatment"

the Court did not address

by Judge Brodericks

itself to an)\"of the legal

it provided

only partial

courts regarding

the future course of the litigation.

Court's

did not automatically

decision

alter the tone and momentum
test the implications
Broderick

pending

occasionss

of the rulings

the state's withdrawal

placed

in a separate

attempt

clarify

sections

maintained

decisions

for Pennhurst

payment

indicated

orders.

Public Welfare

Some observers

to cut OSM's funds while

As

for the Master was
saw this move as an

Commonwealth

and to avoid misrepresenting

to

the level

Center.
rn

June s the Legislature

to $35.000.

Following

1981. Judge Broderick

and Secretary

Helen O'Bannon

per day fine to run each day after September
Several requests

and the Commonwealth

to

cut the

this action.

the

to the court that it could not pay the court's monthly

In August

were not obeyed.

strongly

that the shift to a line item was intended

Office appropriation

Commonwealth

in order to

the Judge responded

the 1981-82 appropriation

In its .f i na l action on the budget
Master's

decree s it did

from the Office of the Special Master.

the issues for the legislature

of resources

though the

As he had on three other

line item of $900 sOOO.

to prod the legislature

representatives

The defendantss

to the lower

denied the request.

of funding

'in the previous

Howevers

issues

sought a stay of the decree from Judge

the Third Circuit review.

Judge Broderick

guidance

vacate Judge Broderick's

of the litigation.

In spite of the Supreme Court's

mentioned

in the "least

environment.

Because
considered

Assistance

elected

found the the Department

in contempt

and assessed

2 s 1981 that the payment

for stays by the Commonwealth

to pay the fines instead of OSM.
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of

a $10s00
orders

were denied
In the meantime

OSM staff "volunteered"

their serV1ces without

pay for a period. of three

months.
In another

assertive

the Commonwealth

action,

and four counties

not be held in civil contempt
"implementation
For example.

order."

defendants

slated for community

proceedings,

and plaintiffs

agreement

showed a total of 81 placed.

agreed

concerned

counsel

defendants

case was decided

Pennhurst
year~

proceedings

placements

agreed

for costs incurred

Specific

class members

agreed

including

described

The plaintiffs

above.

issues

By signing the

of the March 2nd Order, but

by September

during the contempt

30, 1981.

proceedings

Moreover,

the

fees to plaintiffs'
and to provide a

of "good faith."

Developments.

For the most part, placements

in 1980-81 went more

A number of constraints,

however,

delays in site identification,

and client crisis

of the first

to settle placement

smoothly

By July 31, 1981, almost all residential

developed.

the course of the

in 1977.

to pay $15,000 in attorney's

fund as. an expression

Pennhurst

During

about the lack of county attention

did not admit contempt

to make its required

performance

of who

placed, while the

this phase was the consummation

since the Pennhurst

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

definitions

spelled out in the OSM guidelines.

in the civil contempt

agreement,

raised a number of key issues.

were using different

and the Citv and County of Philadelphia
raised

to obey his March 2nd, 1981

only 15 had been officially

The final legal event during
consent

should

July· 31, 1981, OSM showed that of 90 peraons

the Judge also became

to the IHP process

County was in compliance)

The contempt hearings

residences,

figures

(Chester

for failing

was· placed and who was not .By

Commonwealth's

the Judge issued an order to show cause why

situations.
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of

than in the previous

and day programs

had been

were cited by the counties

zoning obstacles,

community

resistance

Escalating
period.

for Class members

Many of the per diems, according

to $100.00
sometimes
program

costs of programs

range.

Some county

to county

staff maintained

high because of the complexity

needs.

became an issue during this
staff, fell in the $70.00

that the per diems were

of the clients'

Such costs were not necessarily

residential

questioned

commissioners'since

most of the programs

resources,

were becoming more limited, especially

however,

1981-82 budget

for the Southeast

were cut by the legislature,
the Southeast

Region.

funding would

be available

counties

were concerned

its funding

indicated

to cover its court-ordered

developments

affected

to establish

Southeast' Region with responsibilities
class members.

revised

IHP guidelines

eventually

takeover

OMR staff proposed
University
clients.

responsibility

to Judge Broderick's

a "special

for reviewing

management

including

the procedures

only on an aggregate

supervisor

the unit would prepare

from OSM.

strategies

developed

about 'the proposal

continued

conducted

two

for

In addition,
by Temple
individual

since Temple's

basis.

reviews
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unit" in the

would include

Study, to aid in monitoring

at Permh ur s t State Center
the medication

March 2,

set out by OSM and would

for IHP monitoring

skeptical

of

all TIHPs and IHPs for

that initially

to use the data collection

OSM staff wer'e somewhat

Developements
services

to "streamline"

as part of the Longitudinal

data was analyzed

to

some

implementation

The unit, to be based at Pennhurst,

OMR staff anticipated

County.

commitments

requirements,

staff persons -- one of whom was the former case management
Chester

funds

to county staff that

the on-going

As part of their response

1981 order, OMR staff proposed

Pennhurst

in new program

about future funding for the court orders.

Two other important
the PennhurstDecree.

the Commonwealth

State

~n light of the

Since $8 million

OMR staff had to adjust

Although

by county

are 100% state funded.

Region.

and day

to focus on medical

by an outside medical

consultant.

According

the level of interest
medication

issues.

NEEMA contract

to Pennhurst
and knowledge

Meanwhile,

completed

Retardation.

conversions

the transition

Although

component

to the community

a $22 million

requirements
progams,

This increase was $8 million

to develop

OMR staff had never intended

beds that would

of the Pennhurst

Reg i on ,

their original

be developed

throughout

of 504 beds would be developed

system developments

that Marcy

for the

lower than the

freed-up

To make up
from

become a major

112 community

ICF/MR

to meet the court-ordered
of the budget cuts in new
estimates

of the number of
A total of 225 beds

the state.

to rCF/MRs

statwide.

during this

and 200 new rCF/MR beds

Further

because

housing.

of a ban on

Aa a result,

clients would be served.
included

State Center in Western

Based on a feasibility

determined

remedy,

rCF/MRs would be limited to existing

only "self-preserving"

Secretary

Because

to 317 beds would be converted

Other general

Legislature

increase

that t~e program

in the FY 1981-82 projections

for the Southeast

new construction,

were initiated.

small ICF/MRs was also completed

OMR staff had to reV1se

as opposed

funds and dollars

residents

CLAs to ICF/MRs.

in the implementation

beds were included

for Pennhurst

In July 1981, the Pennsylvania

to use carry-over

of existing

OMR's proposal

1982.

services

and as such, cut into plans for new programs.

the loss, OMR planned

instead

director was hired as part of the

work on the state budget and approved

Office had requested

rCF/MRs

a new medical

System Developments.

Office of Mental

period.

making

of Dr. Ziring increased

among direct care staff regarding

and plans for improved medical

and for those residents
General

staff, the presence

that Marcy residents

study conducted

a statement

Pennsylvania

by OMR Deputy

would be closed by

the year before, OMR staff

were among the most appropriate
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candidates

for

commmunity

placement

in the entire

would occur if all residents

state system and" that a significant

were placed

ln alternat~ve

Lie

Cooperation Prevails but Fiscal Uncertainties
(September 1, 1981-March 31, 1982)
Legal Developments.
Broderick
and Mental

Retardation

Act of 1966.

the more thorny Constitutional
remanded

of Broderick's

court of appeals
somewhat

ruling,

changes

Instead,

diligence

in carrying

his implementation
had pursued

in-region

in contempt

achieved.

receptivity

possibility

by state law.

The

left the remedy
of

to a reduction

placements.

responsibilities

As a, result,

the Judge found

fines since compliance

performance

Office and to the

to the Commonwealth.
court, compliance

clouded by the lack of state action on

This issue, coupled with the possibility

during
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had

may have influenced

won kudos from the district

proceedings

with

that the county defendants

in the Master's

would not be completed

of additional

OMR staff for their

to ensure rapid compliance

but did not assess

The Commonwealth's

the Commonwealth

placements

congratulated

with the same zeal.

fiscal year 1981-82 was somewhat
outof-region

questions

and opened up the possibility

He did not find, however,

of some compliance

Though

avoided

stated that the entire

for plaintiffs,

out those tasks necessary

order.

some of the counties

the Judge's

in Pennhurst,

distinctly

statutory

decree could be supported

Judge Broderick

implementation

been virtually

opinion

the opinion

though a victory

decision

in the 1966 Act.

In the meantime,

transfer

The majority

at the mercy of the state legislature

significant

Ahead

of the state's Mental Health

issues of and federal

by the Supreme Court.

superatructure

living arrangments.

In the second court of appeals

was upheld on ~he basis of provisions

savings

that

by June 30, 1982, raised
the summer.

the

for

On the O'Bannon
the Commonwealth
early January

contempt

issue, Judge Broderick

of the responsibility

1982, the fund had swelled to approximately

reimburse

collection

since the funds paid by the Commonwealth

the amount needed

to operate

OSM personnel

the Secretary

to pay the $10,000 daily fines.

Judge agreed with the state that any further
inequitable

relieved

the Master's

offices.

$1,200,000.

and

By
The

of fees would be

were already

in excess of

The Judge used the funds to

for back pay and left the remainder

in interest

bearing

accounts.
The Friend Advocacy
of monitoring
surfaced

responsibilities

in another

the plaintiffs.
consent,

to the Commonwealth

round of negotiations

Aside from discussions

into serious negotiations.

according

to those interviewed:

of class members

were the major

issues that

among lawyers for the defendants
surrounding

the Philadelphia

There were two major
(1) the frequency

living in the community;

from the contempt

wer~ close to agreement
opinion

role of the OSM and the transfer

and

County

this was only the second time that some or all of the parties had

entered

monies

.pr ogram , the future

OMR program

collapsed.

of Commonwealth

fines back to the Commonwealth.

monitoring

Although

on the first point, there was substantial

Ironically,

points

and (2) the timing of any transfer

on the return of fines to the Commonwealth.

negotiations

sticking

of

the parties
difference

of

In the ~nd, the

shortly after the negotiations

staff and OSM were able to reach an agreement

broke down,

of the transfer

of

monitoring.
The final legal event during this time period was the Judge's
vacate his order of July 14, 1980 which directed
hearings
whether
hearings,

on every individual
the placements

the Hearing Master

being placed out of Pennhurst

were "voluntary."
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to

to hold

and to determine

With the elimination

the Hearing Master would be limited

decision

of voluntariness

to cases where "beneficiality"

of

a placement

was challenged

by the client or his parents

By the close of this period,
fire.

First,

the outcome

Though Romeo differed

there were

several legal issues

of the Romeo v. Youngberg

in character

or guardians.

litigation

from the Pennhurst

was not known.

suit, it offered

Supreme Court its first opportunity

to define the Constitutional

institutionalized

persons.

mentally

certainly

affect

somewhat

related,

certiorari

retarded

any future rulings

it was not clear whether

in Pennhurst

court jurisidiction

The decision

on the Pennhurst

beyond

Supreme Court's

would keep the pressure
covering

successful

the issue of federal

would· do to structure

in both Romeo and Pennhurst
on the Commonwealth

Events.

It was thought

that the

would influence

whether

through an implementation

As discussed

in forging agreements

responsibilities

including

-facilities

housing

agreement

included

involed

he

order

regarding

the aproval

Pennhurst

above, OSM and OMR staff were

the transfer

class members,

Funding
and possible

future orders

this period.

As a result,

The

that OSM would

conduct joint reviewa of
visits.

County

staff

positive.

placements

to be made under the March 2nd Order

became increasingly
funding

training.

and a stipulation

for some period of time and would

for the remaining

of community

and case manager

time lines for activities

to the shift was generally

of some compliance

of IHPs, monitoring

several TIHPs and IHPs, as well as joint monitoring
reaction

grant

future placement.

Pennhurst-Specific

rema1n

Second, and

of state laws.

the end of fiscal year 1981-82.

action

by the Court would

the Supreme Court would

Also, it was not clear what Judge Broderick
compliance

the

rights of

litigation.

for a second time thereby opening

in the enforcement

left hanging

more difficult

for FY 81-82 placements
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to obtain during

was to some extent

"boot-legged"
federal

from other sources.

funding

accruing

Because

to the mental

of an underestimate

retardation

program,

in the amount of

a one time only

surplus was generated.

These funds, which were not part of the community

services

were channeled

appropriation,

"blue-black"
funding

contracts

through

with the state. These agreements

for the expansion

interviewed

to the counties

of community

programs

during this phase were concerned

so-called

included

augmented

under the order.

about developing

County

staff

new progra

!

ms because

of potential

Philadelphia

shortfalls

new "no growth" budget.
for the upcoming

counties.

staff were concerned
requirements.

County decided

its proposals

In its December

the Commonwealth

to be a point of contestion
against

developing

rCF/MRs

for two, 15 bed facilities.

1981 rCF/MR

status report,

Southeast

General

of out-of-region

to maintain
would

and, therefore,

Region

among
since the

Other county
federal

the state reported

that would

a

serve

was stalled because
residents

Title XIX "run-down"

the

in other parts of

requirments

in state

federal reimbursements.

System Developments.

to programs

placements

that placing Pennhurst

jeopardize

during this period

orientation
introduced

the size of facilities.

class members.

state continued

occurred

of the Governor's

about. the costs of rCF /MRs given the additional

The implementation

centers

because

would

saw that the only way to expand

continued

total of 20 sites, with 91 beds 1nthe
Pennhurst

schedule

fiscal year was to increase

Delaware

state would not accept

placement

Other counties

The size of rCF/MR programs
certain

funds for FY 82-83.

and Bucks counties were t91d by OMR staff that adjustments

have to be made in their Pennhurst

programs

in annualization

Events

signalled

for mentally

in the General Assembly

in the state legislature

a potential
retarded
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change in the Commonwealth's

persons.

in September

I

events

House Bill 1824,

1981, called for significant

changes

in the Mental Health and Mental Retardation

out of concerns about the spate of individual
common pleas around the state, th~ decision
Circuit's

action in Pennhurst.

Act of 19'66. The bill grew

litigation

in the Schmidt case, and the Third

Specifically,

the legislation

make it clear that the 1966 Act was not an entitlement
was no presumption
pressure

in favor of least restrictive

from the Pennsylvania

interested

groups,

resolution

pressure

the community
had publicly

for her lack of sensitivity

to parents of mentally

results
concerns

spent several months
about the mental

of the investigation,

of disaffected

providers

conducting

retardation

and some

63 -- a measure
and, in

The sponsor of the

of Mental Retardation

retarded

persons.

was hired to staff the effort.

a former county district attorney

retardation,
information

persons,

the Deputy Secretary

In the Fall of 1981," an investigator
investigator,

from a variety

it funds and supervises.

criticized

and other

by a vote of 23 to 25.

of the Office of Mental Retardation

programs

with no background

The

in mental

site visits and obtaining

system.

a preliminary

to

As a result of

Citizens

in the passage of Senate Resolution

for an investigation

particular,

for Retarded

parents of institutionalized

county staff resulted
calling

actions,

was intended

statute and that there

settings.

the bill was re t ur.ned to committee

In other legislative
groups including

Association

in county courts of

Prior to hearings

report: was prepared.

on the

Some of the

cited in the report included high t.urnover among CLA staff, failure to

consult parents

regarding

placement

of fmily

membeir

s , and limitations

on the

S1Ze of ICF /MRs.
The role'of
the placement
investigation.

parents of mentally

retarded

persons

in decisions

of their adult or minor child was a primary
In partial anticipation
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of legislative

affecting

issue in the

action on the problem,

the Department

of Public Welfare
in late 1981.

participation

issued a policy memorandum

Although

the policy provided

to the court of common pleas as a last resort,
option was not sufficient.

regarding

parents with access

some parents

As a result, a "Parents

parent

felt that this

Rights Bill" was introduced

in order to place the burden on the State to prove that the recommended
placement

was the correct one for the adult client and to force the

Commonwealth

to pay parents'

legal expenses

no matter what the outcome of the

appeal.
During this time period,
finally published.
care was provided

state licensing

The standards

applied

to one or more mentally

standards

for CLA programs were

to all community
retarded

residences

persons.

OMR staff

anticipated

that all CLAs and PLFs would be licensed within one year.

cases where

facilities

provide

were found to be deficient,

six month provisional

concerned

licenses.

In those

it was the state's intent to

Some county provider

that the new standards might result in significant

diems for those facilities

24 hour

staff were
increases

in per

not in compliance.

Enforcement Mechanism Ordered to be Phased Out Despite Failed
Negotiations (April 1982-September 1982)
Legal Developments.

During the last phase, developments

revolved

primarily

affected

the case and one that could indirectly

lawsuit.

around two actions of the Supreme Court

Specifically,

Further,

the Supreme Court granted

Judge Broderick

result in the disappearance
m1rror

certiorari

issued a far-reaching

of the Special Master.

regarding

decree and another

the possible

agreement

in the Pennhurst

in the Romeo v. Youngberg
order that will probably

The remaining

those of past periods and include ongoing appeals

of the Judge's

one that directly

affect the course of the

case for the second time and also issued an opinion
case.

1n the litigation

legal events

of almost every facet

intense but failed set of discussions
in the case.
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The Supreme
litigation

Court decision

persons.

suggested

opinion

detained

constitutionally

protected

from unreasonable

reasonably

may be required

With respect

therefore

retarded

rights:

rights.
finding

restrictive

>

to treatment"

that would diminish

relevant

fashion and according

the Constitution

professional
regarding

judgment

In reviewing

the

safe conditions 'of confinement,
adequate

the Court defined

Romeo's

dangerous

training

as

from the court of

Finally,

interests

practice.

The Supreme

constitutional

must be balanced

against

the Court stated that in ascertaining

only requ1res

is exercised

medical

in the least

1whether an individual's

his liberty

and

of his safety and freedom of

was far different

to accepted

the term narrowly

behavior

that such persons have a right to treatment

state interests.

liability,

case.

and minimally

infringement

This interpretation

rights had been violated,

that might be

persons have the following

reasonably

Court also noted that in determining
,

retarded

by these interests.

avoid unconstitutional

movement

the

of the Supreme Court found that

bodily restraints,

to a "right

to mean habilitation

of Pennhurst

in Romeo, a majority
mentally

commi tted mentally

some of the reasoning

by the Court in its second hearing

involuntarily

appeals

rights of involuntarily

As such, the opinion

Third Circuit's

freedom

to the Pennhurst

be cau sevi t was the first time that the Supreme Court considered

substanti ve consti tutional

applied

in the Romeo case was relevant

that courts make certain

and that judges

which of several professionally

acceptable

that

should not take sides
choices

should have been

made.
In June 1982, the Supreme Court once aga1n granted
Pennhurst.
Eleventh

The major
Amendement

foundation

of the defendants'

and the multiple

certiorari

request

for review was the

ways in which it shields
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in

states from

inappropriate
position

instrusion

by the federal courts.

was sunnned up in the following

[the Third Circuit]

1S reversed,

hand in the management
interest

quote from their brief:

certiorari

questions

despite

including

speculation

regarding

the possibility
federal

1ssues regarding

12, 1982, Judge Broderick

Master

develop

that the Court may want to address

If the Court 1S interested

issued an order requesting

a plan for phase-down

of her operations

1n

since, on

that the Special

by the end of the

year.

of key observers

by surprise,

a series of intense

the President

including

the Secretary

discussions

of the Pennsylvania

for certiorari

had begun between

Association

the two parties.

the Secretary

of Retarded

steps inlcuding
ruling.

disillusioned
Despite

a request

Soon after the working

that the Commonwealth
were terminated

foregoing

presented

had already

In

the Secretary
Citizens

and

(PARC) 1n an

lead to agreement

Several days after the discussiona

of DPW, PARC's President

caught a number

of Public Welfare.

to find some connnon ground that might eventually

Circuit

a much

courts should avoid ruling on Constitutional

The timing of the Connnonwealth's petition

between

of any federal

OSM, it will have to be in retrospect

August

major

the absence

the reasons why the Court granted

if a state law claim is available.

clarifying

effort

it

the decision will give federal courts a free

of state programs

larger issue -- whether

mid-May,

"Unless

at all."

There was much

calendar

The nub of the defendants'

a proposal

were initiated
specifying

by

seven

for Supreme Court reV1ew of the Third

document

was submitted,

filed the petition.

it was learned

As a result,

and once again the parties were left feeling

discussions

frustrated

and

with the process.
the continuing

reach a consent agreement,

inability

of the parties

Judge Broderick
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moved

1n the Pennhurst

case to

in the Fall of 1982 to

phaseout

the Special Master -- an action that caused some consternation

the plaintiffs.

The Judge's

signal a diminution

of vigilance

mention

of the Hearing

perhaps

even in an expanded

Certain

order stated that the dissolution
on his part.

individual

cases were also noteworthy

case, ruled on earlier

reinforced

the Third Circuit

regarding

Act of 1966.

Within

the Pennhurst

locating

non-ambulatory
for sometime

observers

-- persons who are

to place.' The problem

fire and life safety standards.

last fall.

placement.

Planning

The site was eventually

felt was necessitated

class members

It was evident

phase that the five county defendants
for community

began for

rejected
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by

court

-- a choice that some'
deadlines.

during this most recent

had a sense of urgency

placements.

list

the county shifted its

by the court's placement

Developments.

One

When the family was finally

In the meantime"

of ambulatory

is

M.H., has been on the waiting

and appropriate

for M.H.

to the placement

June 30 1982 deadline

of the~ Mental Health and Mental

not be placed, a motion was filed in district

relief

Pennhurst-Specific

This

the State Supreme Court and

of life safety problems.

that M.H. would

seeking emergency
energ1es

because

for April Sauers.

difficult

class member,

for an accessible

M.H. and a site was selected

notified

the requirements

that meets

As in the

Court found that the state must pay

class, one group of individuals

housing

continue,

this period including

Supreme Court.

living arrangements

community-based

the Commonwealth

during

by the Pennsylvania

-- have been particularly

accessible

certainly

The Saures case was similar to the

the interpretations'of

Retardation

non-ambulatory

County.

Commonwealth

100% of the cost of community
further

not

capacity.

Schmidt case, the Pennsylvania

ruling

of OSMdid

the order made no

Master -- an entity that will almost

the April Saures case in Allegheny
Schmidt

Moreover,

among

in me eti.ng the

Although" only one county met

all of its required

placements

close to full compliance.
the deadline

certain

that trial visits

by June 30, the remaining

There was concern, however,

counties

"cut corners."

for certain

counties were very

that in order to meet

Specifically,

class members

it was suggested

were not long enough.

This issue

was
eventually

brought

were notified
observed,

to the attention

that all procedural

but certain

county

taken; on the contrary,
developing
new.

appropriate

denied

funding

to implement

disagreed

and pointed

September

compliance

request

for movement

and ICF/MR delays all presented

part of the implementation
to eliminate

order,

the Judge

the 100 "out-of-region"

contended

that there was inadequate
Judge Broderick

strongly

to the Marcy and Harrisburg

Mental Retardation

unit

efforts

as evidence

in other regions.

the Judge's

ruling, planning

of the state's ability

time limit would be insufficient

the needs of these clients

who and how those placements

for the out-of-region

to guarantee

adequate

placements

placements

as candidates

There was some concern

will be monitored
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until

requirements.

could strain the resources

Once the out-of-region

to fund

He gave the Commonwealth

By June 1982, 90 persons had been identified

to a total of 14 counties.

rural counties.

the deadline were not

with the March 2nd Order.

30, 1982 to comply with placement

was accelerated.

had to be

the out-of';"region placements,

reductions

Following

month

resistance

the Commonwealth

deinstitutionalization
institutional

Counties

that short cuts had not been

Other compli meeting

to the remaining

Although

and OMR.

for class members

staff maintained

community

the Commonwealth's

placements.

Master

they asserted that a great deal of thme had gone into

to meeting full

With respect

safeguards

placements.

Zoning disputes,

obstacles

of the Hearing

that the three

planning

and that

of some of the smaller

are made,the

must be addressed.

question

of

During this phase, the Special Management Unit (SMU) in the Southeast
Region became operational and took over monitoring and rHP reviews from the
Office of the Special Master.

SMU staff agreed to monitor each Pennhurst

placement once a year and to monitor the conditions of each class member within
120 days of placement out of Pennhurst.

Although there were some concerns with

certain aspects of the monitoring process, most of thos~ interviewed were
pleased with the SMU's and Temple's efforts.
General System Developments.

Funding issues dominated general system

developments during this time period.

The new 1982~-83budget passed by the

legislature contained few surprises for mental re t aedat i on except that funding
for interim care and CLAs was separated into two line items.

Several county

staff expressed reservations about this move while provider representatives and
others were pleased to see that interim care -- the!primary funding source for
pr i vate licensed facilities (PLFs) -- was clearly visible in the state budget.
Two proposed per diem ceilings for rCF/MRs were issued in June 1982.
ceilings were $87.70 for urban areas and $77.27 for non-urban areas.

The

The

proposed ceilings created an uproar in the provider community and dismay and
frustration in some counties.
controversy.

They included:

A number of key ar ea.s were at the center of the
the lack of differentiation in the regulations

among types of rCF/MRs and the clientele they served; the data used to develop
the proposed caps; and the distinction between private and public rCF/MRs in
the application of the ceilings.

The Commonwealth ultimately postponed the

final regulations through the end of the fiscal year or until an acceptable
rate methodology had been developed.

Lf

applied as;proposed, the ceilings

could have eliminated many providers already on line to develop rCF/MRs for
Pennhurst class members.
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Finally,

the implementation

for community-based

residential

certain

programs.

residential

their rates because
state and regional

of the recently
facilities

enacted

created

licensing

some fiscal problems

A few of the large PLFs requested

of the upgrading

required

OMR staff noted .thatonly

diems and that so far, there was no statewide
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regulation

increases

to meet the standards.
a few providers
trend.

for

increased

in

However,
per

Key Events During the Final Two Years of the Study and Beyond
Briefly,
federal

some of the major events

district

1983-1984,

December

court decree during the final study period

and 1984 to date) include

Termination

transferred

to an entity

monitoring

mechanism,

previously

As of the end of

set up by the Commonwealth

habilitation

(IHPs), on-site monitoring,

plans

of individual

client progress

University

Developmental

Disabilities

conduct hearings
placement

14, 1983.

implementation

schedule

order requires

the counties

arrangements

Services

of Pennhurst,
Region,

Waiver

continues

to

to community

14 order sets out an

to provide

81 other members

community

The

living

of the plaintiffs

and 50 Pennhur at re si dent s from outside
v

Application.

Administration
Following

the January

for a Medicaid

Budget Reconciliation

Counties.

The Hearing Master

is proposed.

The January

to the court following

noted that an application

Financing

advocates.

Region.

Community
compliance

habilitation

is being carried out by the Temple

and the Commonwealth

class living rn the Southeast
the Southeast

for

for the 18 month period ending on June 30, 1984.

to 143 residents

by

The new

of the certified

there are exceptions

or when reinstitutionalization

Order of January

(TIHPs) and individual

Center.

in those cases where

defendants.

Unit, has responsibility

and supervision

Monitoring

terminated

carried out by OSM were

the Special Management

review of transitional

Omnibus

(1982-1983,

1982, the Office of the Special Master was officially
Many of the functions

of the

the following::

of the Office of the Special Master.

the court.

plans

that shaped the implementation

As part of their plan of
14, ]982, order, the Commonwealth

waiver under the provision

Act of 1981 had been submitted

(HCFA) on behalf of Philadelphia

submission

of the plan, applications
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of the

to the Health Care

and Delaware
were also submitted

on behalf of Montgomery,
the implement~tion
population

Bucks, 'and Chester Counties.

of Pennhurst

to 200 by fiscal year 1985-1986.

for the suburban

federal audit of the Philadelphia
Supreme Court Arguments.

argument

centered

waiver

resulted

in numerous

During this period,

primarily

to order a major reordering

the interpretation
they related

of the Eleventh

Amendment

to the facts in Pennhurst.

of the Office of the Special Master.

of the district

court

and the principle

revolved

around

of "comity" as

also addressed

the powers

In June, the Supreme Court announced

they had been unable

to reach a decision

The second argument,

in October,

The

system ostensibly

assertions

The argument

case was

and once in October.

retardation

The theoretical

and the

exceptions.

the Pennhurst

around the ability

of the state mental

on the basis of a state law claim.

As of early 1985, the

counties had not been approved

twice in the Supreme Court -- once in February

February

impact of

of the waiver and the judge's order would reduce the

waiver applications

argued

The combined

that

and that they would rehear the case.

focused on the same issues, with the exception

of the Special Master.
Legislative

Task Force.

special report on the mental
task groups were

convened

groups looked at placement
responsibilities,

Following
retardation

procedures,

in addition

groups have been presented

investigation

and a

system in the state, three legislative

to develop revised

respectively.

and county officials

a legislative

state legislation.

definitions,

and state and county

The task groups included
to Le gi slato r s ,

to the legislature,

The three

providers,

consumers,

The reports of the task force

but to date no action has been

taken.
Consolidated
"consolidated"
all previous

Order.

In August 1983, Judge Broderick

order which encompasses
orders,

-- where relevant -- the provisions

and adjusts provisions
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issued a

to reflect

of

changes made over the

past year (e.g., the dissolution
instance,

the responsibilities

class members

vested with OSM to develop

have not been shifted to the state.

responsibilities

at Pennhurst

Hearing Master's

responsibilities

over class members
facilities.

The Commonwealth

Special Management

Commonwealth
members

OSM's preV10US monitoring

have been expanded

Unit.

The

to include jurisdiction

commitment

in mental health

and counties have f i.Le d exceptions

concern is that the Judge has essentially

to the order.

mandated

Unit as party of the decree and also expanded

those to which the state agreed.

For

county plans for

were given to.the Special Management

who are subject to involuntary

The state's primary

beyond

of the Office of the Special Master).

its powers

The new order also requires

to develop and submit plans for class members

the

the

and non-class

through the end of June 1985.

Commonwealth
submitted

Plan.

In November

a plan to Judge Broderick

plan described
half years.

how placements

1983, the Commonwealth

1n response

defendants

to the consolidated

would be carried out Eor the ensuing

It was i.n this plan that state officials

indicated

Center would be closed and that closure would be accomplished
plan called for a small residual

population

order.

The

two and a

that Pennhurst

by 1986.

that would be transferred

The
to other

institutions.
Supreme Court Decision.
issued on January

prohibits

state officials
Circuit's

that affirmed
grounds alone.

immunity principle
a federal district

to comply with state law.

earlier

an the Pennhurst

23, 1984, the Supreme Court -- in a five-to-four

held that the sovereign
Constitution

In its second opinion

ruling

of the Eleventh

decision

Amendment

court from ordering
The ruling reversed

court's decree in Pennhurst

The Supreme Court decision
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to the

Pennsylvania
the Third

(which follow.ed the Cou r t ls 1981 decision

the district

case,

noted above)

based on state law

significantly

altered

the

traditional
litigators

jurisdiction
with

with the decision

Consent

in Romeo v. Youngberg

insofar as its emphasis

is in keeping

on judicial

retardation

is concerned.
Agreement.

On July 12, 1984, ten years after the original

that they had reached

The only party

claims to file in state and federal

to state law and state mental

lawsuit was filed, the Commonwealth
announced

and may force

This second Supreme Court ruling in Pennhurst

and its deference

professionals

courts in. state law matters

state as well as federal

court respectively.

restraint

of federal

not included

and· county defendants

consensus

and the plaintiffs

on the terms of a consent agreement.

in the agreement

was the Parent

Staff Association.

,

The consent agreement
Commonwealth's

November

the preparation
quality

included

Habilitation

and the maintenance

protesting

the provisions

definition

of the class by eliminating

Pennhurst

waiting

included

1983 plan and spelled out ongoing

of Individual

assurance,

the schedule of placement

of an IHP.

Plans,

in the

responsibilities

for

the conduct of monitoring

or a placement
The agreement

and

review forum for those

also narrowed

ongoing monitoring

the

for those on the

list -and those at risk of being institutionalized

at

Pennhurst.
Hearings

on the Consent Agreement.

held a public hearing
determine

whether

on the provisions

In September

of the consent agreement

there were any objections.

protest was the Parent

Staff Association

Pennhurst

should not be closed.

approval
placements

State Center

which

one postponement,

the Judge postponed

the Judge scheduled

held in his chambers.

continued
Because

his decision

another hearing

At that time, the Commonwealth
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in order to

The only group that lodged a

of the wa.iver (on which much of the financing
depended)

1984, Judge Broderick

to maintain

that

of the delay in the
for class member
on the agreement.
rn November
voiced

After

which was

its concern about

its ability

to carry out the agreement

state's waiver
another

applications.

hearing

at which

comply with the agreement
It is expected

Finally,

because

on December

time the Commonwealth
regardless

of the lack ~f .pproval
5,1984,

announced

of the disposition

that the Judge will soon announc~

of the

the Judge held
its intention

to

of the federal wa1ver.

his approval

of the consent

agreement.
New Role for Pennhurst.
announced

that the Pennhurst

state medical

facility

In January,

1985, Go,vernor Richard

State Center facility

for veterans

by 1986.
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Thornburgh

would be converted

into a

CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATIONI ISSUES
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Implementation
As part of the qualitative
litigation,

assessment

Issues

of the conduct of the Pennhurst

four special analyses were conducted.

terme'd "implementation
environment

in which

analyses,"

were directed

These focussed

at particular

the decree was being carried out.

aspects

of the

The subject of each

analysis

was selected

Council.

Candidate

issues were drawn from the findings

of the Historical

Overviews

described

in Chapter III.

analyses

possible

to go beyond

fuller exploration
about

The implementation

the broader historical

The analyses

in the implementation

~hange as discussed

organizational,

study and its utility
The following

which

the backdrop

analyses

Finally,

to a
to bring

staff to examine

factors

of

surrounding

social

in the last three

have expanded

in other states thereby increasing

to include

the relevance

of the

to state and federal policy makers.

section describes

used to s~cure information

analyses,

have made it

of the litigation

and legal theories

in a wide body of literature.

analyses

Advisory

in the use of litigation

decree against

years of the study, the implementation

methods

analysis

have also allowed

of the Pennhurst

sociological,

comparative

staff and the Pennhurst

of one or more key element

social change.

political,

jointly by project

assessments,

summarizes

three of the analyses

and the major findings

the impact of the decree,

including
reported.

comprises

the
The fourth

Chapter

10 of

the report.

Year 1 -

Office of the Special Master

Nature of the Issue.
to supervise
relatively
human

The use of special ma ste r s appointed

the implementation

new phenomenon

services.

Masters

in the conduct of complex

of broad-based

-- particularly
are judicial
lawsuits.

structural

reform is a

in the area of public health

deputies

appointed

These officers
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by the courts

and

by the court to assist

traditionally

have been

utilized

to superintend

to aid in corporate

such things as the complex

reorganization

and dissolution.

conventionally

been used to oversee

More recently,

masters

sector agen~ies
governments
masters

remedies

Further,

directed

of damages -, or
masters

in prison reform cases.
directed

in desegration

The appropriate

role and function

The purpose

case history

of the master

1n the Halderman
Method

appointed

v. Pennhurst

and Objectives.

to superV1se

the legal context within which the master
milieu which
appointment

the district

was also assesssed

court's

in Pennhurst

decree

picture

of the

encompassed

both

and the larger bureaucratic

is the object of the court's intervention.
of the master

on the

case.

the analysis

functions

is a

of the Implementation

State School and Hospital

(OSM) in Pennhurst,

of

programs

In order to provide a comprehensive

Office of the Special Master

public

cases and state

for Year 1 was to shed some light on the 1ssue by focussing

Analysis

sector.

against

at reform of large bureaucratic

subject of much debate and controversy.

have

at the private

have been used to carry out injunctions

such as school districts

1n litigation

calculation

Because

the

is part of a larger legal tradtion,

in light of the experience

of other masters

OSM

in related

litigation.
The analysis
compliance

mechansisms,

administration
analysis

and from the political

literature

encompassed

preparation
provided

drew both from the legal literature

on implementation

interviews

of the Historical

two perspectives

and parameters
Special Master,

and document

Overviews

and program
reviews

for Year 1.

compliance

and the other directed

change.
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litigation

and

science and public

-- one that concentrated

that characterize

on complex

change.

conducted

Further,

the

as part of the

Thus, the analysis
on the legal expectations

mechanisms

like the Office of the

at system reform and bureaucractic

Findings
(1)

Lack of Consent
Almost

all of the cases in the mental

be'en settled by consent
implications
strategies
chnage.

for the efficacy
that it employs

The significance

Court Monitor
ensure

decrees.

appointed

compliance

disabilities

field have ultimately

A <consent disposition

of the compliance

and the resources
of consent

mechanism

it requires

is highlighted

by the federal district

in five institutional

has important
selected,

the

to bring about

in a report by the external

court in Massachusetts

class action

suits (Horowitz,

to
1979):

It may be useful to clarify here the significance of the fact that the
decrees were entered by consent IOf the parties.
The spirit of seeking
agreement has been fundamental to the success of the litigation to this
point.
Despite the far-reaching powers of the federal court, there can be
no doubt that better and quicker results are achieved when all parties make
an effort to cooperate and reach a common groud. (p. 4)
Achievement
necessarily
connoted

of a consent

guarantee

by a consent

decree

litigation

does not

the success of reform or even the spirit of cooperation
disposition.

the Wuori v. Zitnay case in Maine,
district

in institutional

David D. Gregory
illustrates

(1980),

Special Master

this point in a report

in

to the

court:

The State's failure to comply with the Court's [consent] decree remains
substantial •••
The State could have made much greater achievements if
all State agencies bound by the decree had given their active, informed
cooperation.
The administrative complexity of carrying out the decree in
the absence of just such cooperation has prolonged the time needed for
compliance without bring any countervailing benefit to the state. (p. 1)
The fact that Judge Broderick
Pennhurst
adopted

case to negotiate

by the court.

the defendants
subsequent
result,
little

clOuld not persuade

a consent

In the absence

the parties

decree also had an impact on the remedy
of consent or of any proposed

that the court could adopt, the character

orders has been significantly

the defendants

influenced

view the orders as instrusive

stake in the remedy

in the

from

of the initial and

by the plaintiffs.
and unrealistic

since they have not participated
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orders

A a
and have

in its development.

(2) Limited Enforcement Powers
Given documented problems of other court appointed implementation
mechanisms ~n institutional and deinstitutional litigation, the plaintiffs ~n
the Pennhurst case attempted to structure a remedy that embodied comprehensiv
planning and compliance duties.

The master mechanism ordered by Judge

Broderick encompasses both broad and individual planning responsibilities,
needs assessment activities, monitoring tasks to ensure compliance with basic
standards at the institution, and a variety of other responsibilities ranging
from the recruitment and training of case managers to the certification of
advocates for individual clients.
Notwithstanding the broad powers vested in the Office of the Special
Master in Pennhurst, the ability of the Master to enforce compliance with the
decree has been hampered because of the limited sanctions available to the
court.

The only real sanction i.s the contempt power which, in cases like

Pennhurst, is generally regarded as a last resort -- in part because it must be
directed at an individual or individuals within the broader bureaucracy
implicated in the litigation.

By focussing the punishment for non-compliance

on one actor, the larger, more complicated wrongdoing is ignored.

The ability

of the court to enforce a complex decree is further complicated by the court's
lack of power to reach through the bureaucracy to the legislature which is
ultimately responsible for providing funds for the reform.

Though some judges,

such as Johnson in Wyatt v. Stickney (1972) have threatened to circumvent the
legislature by attaching public lands or taking some other action that would
inhibit the legislature's ability to control specific public funds, by and
large courts have been unwilling to take the legislature on directly.
The court is thus limited to negative and to some extent blunt powers ~n
enforcing its decrees.

It has no bonuses or rewards to hand out to compliant
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defendants

except

the ultimate

disappearance

of the court and the master

the scene once the aims of the decree have been fulfilled.
therefore

the master,are

or judicial
(3)

Involvement

when the defendants

in Individual

The Special Master's
involvement

through

in the community

approval

of both individual

such substantive
advocacy,

functions
mentally

fiscal auditing.

safety,

The Master's

Compliance

plans, and

activities

program

program
design"

and staff training.

retarged

individuals.

in Pennhurst
sanitation

Because

the institutional

are relatively

development,

They span

client

client and family

]n short, OSM"s compliance
system for

of the deinstitutionalization
compliance

functions

limited and focused

and other mechanistic

aspects

to

entail review and

plans for class members.

assurance,

carry

continue

touch on almost every aspect of the tradiitional delivery

of the decree, however,
Master

of the decree.

of the class in the institution,

and collective

operations,

reflect a broad and deep

habilitation

and beyond.

areas as quality

institutional

grievances,

implementation

of individualized

placement

have done well.

functions

begin with the condition

the initiation

reinforcement

Cases

compliance

in the day-to-day

responsiblities

What the court, and

left with in some form of psychological

back-patting

from

thrust

of the Special

primarily

on life

of the program at the

institution.
The individuated
in diverting
aspects
places

the attention

of the decree.
the master

professional
making

nature of the remedy

judgment.

it difficult

also analyst

of the Special Master

Involvement

squarely

in individual

in the middle

is a significant

from the broader

of particular

of debates reflecting
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planner and general
cases.

factor

structural

cases siphons off energy and

It creates a sort of schizophrenia

to be both detached

and arbiter

in Pennhurst

conflicts

in

in the operation
system monitor,

and

(4)

Separate

and Countervailing

The establishment
bureaucracy
motivated

to manage

commissions,

as evidenced
Congressional

directly

from the ongoing
Wildavsky

the implementation

separate and removed

of the Pennhurst

frustration

of new agencies

in government

reporting

of OSH as an agency

by the plaintiffs'

The creation

Agency

by the establishment

performance.

is ,a tactic frequently

bureaucratic

machine,

used

of special White House

task forces, and elite semi-autonomous

to agency administrators.

(1979) report

decree was directly

with past bureaucratic

to solve old problems

from the

The isolation

however,

bureaus

of such enterprises

has drawbacks.

As Pressman

and

in their book Implementation:

The cost of independence from ordinary bureaucratic constraints turns out
to be loss of contact with the very political forces necessary to preserve
the thrust of the organization.
(p. 129)
In the case of the Office of the Special Master,
separateness
perceived

favored

bureaucracy
.thecourse

of the agency
position,

created

conflicts

and also because

to carry out the specifics
of implementation,

jeopardizing

its autonomous

the isolation

and tensions

both because

it ultimately

of implementation.

but it cannot become
and unique character

and
of its

relied on the
It must guide

the bureaucracy
-- and ultimately

without
its moral

and legal authority.
Establishing
accomplish
problem

a working

relationship

the ends of the litigation

has been difficult

is that OSH staff are perceived

unbending.

The reaction

group is described

of a bureaucracy

by Eugene Bardach

with the bureaucracy

as being highly

in order to

for OSH.
ideological

Part of the
and

to this sort of "cause oriented"

(1977) in The Implementation

Game:

A not insignificant number of policies and programs or1g1nate in the
desire to extirpate real or imagined evil.
Such policies create
implementation opportunities for activists whom many political interests
will perceive as "hotheads," "extemists," or "zealots."
A
couterreformation
then sets in. A political coalition emerges to
scrutinize, criticize, and in some cases to terrorize the agency charged
with assaulting the stipulated evils. (p.93)
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In the case of OSM. however,

the problem

OSM staff -- many of whom previously

worked

rigid values and time tables included
perception

from the picture

The various

presented

structural

in the decree.

Nonetheless,

mindset

in OSM and conversely

the bureaucracy

factors have conspired

in the bureacracy.

frustrated

attempts

to make those changes necessary

increasingly

from what it sees as a "foreign"

.(5)

of OSM

let alone

On the other hand, the bureaucracy

its actions but totally outside

the
is

agency with power to

of its control •

Lack of Control Over Policy-Making
Though

proposed

the Master

has a quasi-policy

orders and devises

the broadest

sense.

the Governor,
implementation

This principle
monopolize

the Department
literature

related "policies,"

strongly

of a program

is not directly

relevant

that affect

the system are

and the legislature.

The

of policy making

is fatal to the success of reform.
to OSM's situation,

since OSM does not

in the system and is not ddre c t Ly responsible

but the principle

does have some resonance.

and coherence

court ordered

change as it 1S 1n legislative

between

The need for

policy and implementation
or bureaucratic

for

is as relevant
change.

with the Bureaucracy

OSM seems inextricably
bureaucracy

she is not a policy maker in

that the separation

connectedness

Conflicts

function in that she suggests

policies

of Public: Welfare

argues

policy making

implementation,

making

The sources of broader

from the operationalization

(6)

Polarization

to facilitate

process.

alienated

to create a

to influence,

deinstitutionalization

dirett

the

by Bardach.

and political

is the result of its continually
move,

in the system -- but the seemingly

of OSM staff by those forced to comply with the decree is not that

different

"we-they"

is not so much the actual values of

because

drawn into areas traditionally

of a perceived

reserved

failure on the part of mental

c
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for the

retardation

in

administrators

and the very implementation

instrumentalities

decree.

Though OSM can never become the bureaucracy,

squarely

in the center of the system.

As a result,

established

the court placed
it

1S

difficult

by the
it

to tell

where even the most prudent Master would draw the line between his or her
authority
(7)

and bureaucratic

Lack of an Overall
Though

developing

turf.

Plan

the court order does not specify that the Master
an overall

plan or task description

of the parties have expressed
county personnel

including

useful

the schedule

carry out particular

original

and the specific actors

of detailed

county plans should not be the responsibility

It is the county adminstratorswho

problems

at the local level and. it should therefore
the plans.

practices,

accepted

Further,

the counties

responsibility.

to

plan requirement

to guide the implementation

that almost everyone,

of the Master's

was adopted.

of the

is to institute

As a result,

to
new

as an ongoing
including

role in this area.

of county responsibilities
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that the

be their responsibility

should adopt plan preparation

It would appear

to

are most familiar with the specific

if the goal of the litigation

the inappropriateness

substitute

designated

Region •..OSM and others. argued

Master.

prepare

of the Master

order, OSM was given the responsibility

county plans for the Southeast

development

detai'l

tasks.

In Judge Broderick's
develop

several

They argue that an overall plan

in spelling out the expectations

of implementation

for

In particular,

for the bulk of implementation

need for such a document.

would be particularly

to guide implementation,

the need for such a document.

-- who are responsible

-- see a distinct

is responsible

the court, has
However,

no

there are also no plans
under the decree.

(8)

Compliance

v. Planning

Duties

The bulk of the activity

conduc t e d by the Office of the Special Maste'r

falls into the area of compliance.
far broader
imbalance

The extent of compliance

than the range of general planning

between

general

1S

It is in part thi

duties.

and comp lli ance detail that explai

system functions

the drain of OSM resources

responsiblities

into individualized

crises and particularistic

controversies.
(9)

Constraints

to Compliance

The Master's
counties

ability

is complicated

in the overall mental
responsibility
funding

retardation

delivery

system.

there~ore,

Though

position

counties have the

to influence

that govern program

and goad the counties

content.

into compliance

limitations.

Further,
residential

from the

out the law at the local level, the bulk of the

comes from the state as do the policies

has distinct

level of compliance

by the nature of state law and the counties'

for carrry1ng

OSM's ability,

private

to secure an acceptable

though OSM can apply pr e.s sure to the counties

and support

services

sector to provide

needed

for the class, counties
services.

The county

is based on purchase

of service arrangements

his staff performing

only administrative,

Thus the success of deinstitutionalization

to generate

are reliant

on the

system in Pennsylvania

with the courtty administrator

monitoring

and fiduciary

and

functions.

goals is to a large extent

dependent

on the service marketplace.
(10)

Conflicts

with Case Management

OSM's involvement
case manager.
involvement

According

in individual

Functions
cases may undermine

to some case managers

the role of the county

interviewed,

continued

of OSM in the details of implementation! has been aggravating.

their point of view, the Master

is seeking "perfection"
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from a complex and

From

already strained system.

Further, the tenacity with which OSM staff have

carried out their functions in this area leaves them vulnerable to accusations
that they are merely substituting their own judgments for those of county
bureaucrats "'l'ather
than ensuring overall compliance with systemic norms.

Year 2 -

Reaction of the Pennsylvania Department

Nature of the Issue.

of Public Welfare

In a departure from conventional right-to-treatment

cases, the Pennhurst suit and others like it question the legitimacy of the
institution itself.

These second generation cases assert the rights of

institutionalized mentally retarded persons to equal treatment and freedom from
alleged discrimination enfored on them in large custodial facilities.

Remedies

in these lawsuits became even more complex as they reached into the less walled
off and more complicated realms of community-based systems of care.

As the

second and third offspring of Wyatt have evolved, the interests of more and
more groups have been implicated in court actions including institutional
employees, parents of institutionalized children, parents of children in the
community, community caretakers, and other human service providers and
administrators.
The drama and controversy surrounding cases in this field have drawn
considerable attention to the legal theories and strategies that characterize
the litigation.

However, very little attention has been paid to the

complicated interaction between the nature of court mandates for refonm and the
constellation of resource, leadership, organizational, political, and systemic
variables that exist within a particular state.

Even the impact of seemingly

unidimensional right to treatment suits -- one wrong, one remedy -will vary
depending on the complexity and internal dymanics of a particular state.

As

more and more divergent interests become drawn into a decree, the character of
the state system becomes key to an understanding of the role of litigation in
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creating

the changes

Method

and Objectives.

The response

particular

state, the official
to changes

turn-over

position

in political

leadership,
entered

jurisidiction.

court's

the court's

factors

disabilities

and are attempting

litigation.

constraints

Analysis

constituencies.

with plaintiffs.

Some

the

to terminate

comparison

the influence

that exist within

and the relative

examination

of externally

continue

placement

activites

in a politically

to contest

openness

imposed

the

forms of mental

as a case example and

states, it was possible

to gain insight

of par t i cu llar constituencies,
a system, the cohesiveness

of a system to external

deinstitutionalization

of state

mandates

and the limits of the state's ability

the

changes.

and other states also sheds light on the tensions

community

the

for Year 2 was to explore

to more complex

By using Pennsylvania

leadership,

Specifically,

a

in the state system.

a state's reaction

into state policy-making,

Pennsylvania

of competing

have been signed, have resisted

of the Implementation

cont raat i ng it with selected

internal

the court can shift in

Still other states, like Penns~lvania,

that dictate

a

Other states have begun to reach the limits of

right to intervene

The purpose

Even within

into consent agreements

under consent agreements

oversight.

in the area

the force of public opinion,

and pressures

states, even after consent agreements

cooperation

vis-a-vis

in the level of resources,

Some states have readily

court's

of states to litigation

di aa-b i Li ti.es has been varied and wide-ranging.

of mental

response

desired by plaintiffs.

A close

in

surrounding

to hasten

its

charged atmosphere.

the analysis

accomplished

the following:

•

Provided an assessment
deinstitutionalization
Halderman v. Pennhurst

of state activities directed at
generally and in response to the decree in
specifically;

•

Highlighted major decisions made and strategies
in responding to the plaintiffs and the court;

6~·
-,'

adopted

by the state

•

Compared and contrasted Pennsylvania's response to the Pennhurst case
with the response of other states confronted with roughly similar or
related litigation;

•

Summarized the major constraints to state implementation of the
Pennhurst decree (e.g., resource limitations, employee opposition,
system discontinuities, etc.);

•

Assessed the behavior of the Commonwealth of Pennaylvania and other
states facing litigation based on the theories and case examples
presented in the public administration literature;

•

Commented on the influence that the decree has had on general state
policy in the area of mental retardation.
In order to provide a framework for the analysis, a set of initial

hypothses which seemed likely to explain at least some of a state's reaction to
broad-based litigation was developed.
follows:

The hypotheses can be stated as

"A state's reaction to litigation will vary according to --"

•

the level of sophistication and development of the existing state
mental retardation system;

•

the extent of public pressure for reform;

•

the explicit or implicit agenda of state.officials;

•

the nature of the relationship between state program officials and the
state's attorney general;

•

the o'ri entat i on of the state's political leadership;

•

the extent of previous litigation in the state;

•

the judicial strategies employed by the federal judge in contested and
uncontested cases;

•

the nature of the decree and the monitoring mechanism established;

•

the strategies employed by the plaintiffs;

•

the level and distribution of state resources.
In order to gather material for the analysis, several steps were taken.

First, information was sought from the Commonwealth's Deputy Attorney General
assigned to Pennhurst, the current Deputy Secretary of Mental Retardation,
past Deputy Secretaries of Mental Retardation who held their positions during
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relevant

stages of the litigation,

Pennhurst

State Center

In addition,
and Michigan.

plaintiffs'

staff, and representatives

two states were selected

These

both are currently

lawyers,

states were selected

Second, unlike Pennsylvania,

agreements.

Third, Maine and Michigan

for in-depth

and Michigan

to those of Pennsylvania.
officials,

institutional

literature
change.

regarding

Though

organizations
general

behavior,

describing

Minnesota,

from

and theories

consum~r

in the analysis

of organizations

in mental

advanced

to externally

on the response
disabilities

Finally,

including

staff.

around

the public administration
generated

of state

litigation,

the

were helpful

in

staff reviewed materials

states and other states facing

Nebraska,

centered

1n the literature

under analysis.

similar

representatives

and local program

staff also reviewed

to changes embodied

from the two comparison
including

project

the response

the phenomena

types of states;

state with characteristics

lawyers,

there is very little written

principles

into consent

very different

administrators,

plaintiffs'

they

similar to

represent .two distinct

is an industrial

-- Maine

First,

they both have entered

the issues to be considered

organizational

comparisons

In each state, key actors were identified

state legal representatives,
Because

organizations.

for several reasons.

Maine is a fairly rural state with characteristics

state program

of consumer

the targets of suits that are roughly

Pennhurst.

Pennsylvania,

county officials,

similar court mandates

New York, Massachusetts,

and the District

of

Columbia.
Findings.
hypotheses,

complex

to a summary of the usefulness

of the various

it should be noted that there were sensd b le explanations

state's posture
factors.

Before proceeding

that do not necessarily

Organizational
organization

theorists

bear on internal

assert

to resist competing
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political

that it is perfectly

for the
or systemic

rational

control over its traditional

for a

domains.

Though human serv~ce organizations

tend to have less control over their

environments

in the private

intrusions

than do organizations

sector, their reactions

in those areas they do control are similar.

also be expected

that organizations

cases is by no means

settled.

states would ultimately
institutional

litigation

The analysis
and non-consent,
court decrees.

the relevance

In many ways, it was inevitable
and statutory

that one or more
underpinnings

of

in this field.

can be divided
and factors

into two parts -- factors affecting

influencing

progress

No one factor can be isolated

reaction

though it can

will conform with the law, the law in these

test the Constitutional

and not all of the variables
Pennsylvania's

Further,

to

in the implementation

as necessarily

proved useful in explaining

differed

of

the most prominent

the reasons why

from that of Maine and Michigan.

of the initial variables

consent

that formed the hypotheses

A 'summary of
follows:

•

Level of sophistication and development of the existing state mental
retardation system -- This factor did not prove very helpful in
explaining the distinction between Pennsylvania on the one hand and
Maine and Michigan on the other.
Though Maine's system at the time of
the suit was not fully developed, certainly the Michigan system could
be seen as relatively complex and sophisticated.
The more interesting
factor that emerged, which is somewhat related, is the extent of
shared ideology among key staff in the mental retradation agency in
Pennsylvania and their sense of efficacy in creating system change.

•

Extent of public pressure for reform --Certainly
in Michigan the
pressure in the press and from the public weighed in favor of
expedited negotiations.
In Maine, the pressure was more diffuse and ~n
Pennsylvania the pressure was more sporadic.
This factor may be a
partial explanation for consent but does not necessarily explain
progress once the agreement is reached.

•

Explicit or implicit agenda of state officials -- This factor appears
to be important both with regard to consent and progress in
implementation--a
fact that is born out in the comparison states and ~n
the literature.
To the extent that state officials see litigation
as a means of furthering their programmatic agendas, the chances of
consent and progress are heightened.

•

Nature of the relationship between state program officials -- This
factor appears to be important in the forging of a consent decree.
the two comparison states, state lawyers were more governed by the
program agenda of state agency officials than was the case in
Pennsylvania.
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In

•

Orientation of the state's political leadership -- This factor has a
somewhat hazy relationship to the events under analyais.
If
orientation means political party, there appears to be no relationship
between party identification, and the inclination to settle.
In
Pennsylvania, the case now spans two political administrations,
and
neither showed any inclination to consent.
What is clear is that the
aims of the Governor playa key role in the decision to consent.

•

Extent of previous litigation in the state -- Though it cannot be
directly shown that the cumulative effect of mUltiple suits in a state
will eventually turn state officials against consent decrees, anecdotal
information clearly suggests that enthusiaam wanes and wariness
increases after prolonged experience with complex consent decrees.

•

Judicial strategies employed by the federal judge in contested and
uncontested cases -- This factor requires substantially more
exploration in more cases before any real conclusio.ns can be drawn. At
leasttentati vely, cit does appear that the judges in Maine and Michigan
weremoresuccessftil
at cajoling the parties into consent--and into
fairly reg·ular.pr ogr e ss-c-but it is not clear whether the other factors
suggested. outweigh. the judicial influence in all three cases.

•

Nature of the decree and the monitoring mechanisms established -- This
factor leads to a circular argument which is not terribly useful in
explaining the differences among states.
Since the nature of the
decree and the compliance mechanism are directly related to whether or
not there is consent, the analysis becomes a tautology.

•

•

Strategies employed by the plaintiffs -- Thi s factor has potential
utility for explaining the behavior of state defendants, but the
limited amount of information in this analysis is not conclusive.
If
..
the defendants' perception of the lawyers themselves are taken into
account, then this factor plus the strategies employed did tend to
establish expectations among the defendants in Pennsylvania regarding
the "implacability"
of the plaintiffs' attorneys.
Level and distribution of state resources -- This factor is not
particularly satisfactory in explaining the deci si on to consent among
the three states -- at least at the time such decisions are made.
Michigan's level of funding, if anything, was lower than what was
available in Pennsylvania and certainly the economi c future of that
state was much more precarious.
Level of funding may, however, bear on
the degree of progress a state is able to make in implementing the
decree.
Further, the extent to which funding for the decree is
obtained at the expense of other parts of the system may ultimately
constrain compliance.

Though

Pennsylvania

trend of settlement

is treated

in mental

t

n this analysis

disabilities
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a s an exception

cases, the posture

of the

to the

Commonwealth may increasingly become the rule.

The question ~s whether those

settled cases, if they were brought now, would result in consent agreements.
Of the cases brought recently, more are going to trial, and consent agreements
are more agressively negotiated by the defendants.
Even without a shift in the case law, many state officials are
increasingly reluctant to submit control over aspects of the service system to
federal court oversight.

In part, this reluctance stems from direct experience

with other consent decrees and in part it is the result of a growing consensus
among such individual s that the price paid for consent is not worth the
benefits that may be conferred on the system.

One state official among the

several states contacted for this analysis was asked whether he would support
consent if he had to do it allover

again and his answer was a reluctant "no."

Finally, the increasing resistance to federal court interveution is also
strongly influenced by the gloomy financial picture emerging at the federal
level and in several states.

As long as resources were relatively flexible,

there was enough "play" in the system to accommodate comprehensive consent
agreements.

As resources become short, meeting court requirements may be

accomplished at the expense of expansion or improvement in other parts of the
system.

The uncertainty surrounding future cut-backs in federal funds also

may mean that many state officials will be Loa t he to contemplate significant
ystem reform projects.
Another related fiscal issue has to do with the Medicaid program.

Those

states that have certified a significant number of institutional beds for Title
XIX reimbursement may resist court-mandated, deinstitutiona1ization unless they
can be assured that the Title XIX funds will follow the clients into the
community.

In states where there is an aggressive ICF/MR program in the

community, this shift may be accomplished with no substantial loss to the state
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treasury.

However, 1n states where community programs are funded primarily

with state dollars, deinstitutiona1ization will result in a direct loss of
federal funding and a concommitant drain on scarce state funds.

The rumored

cap on Medicaid may even diminish the ability of those states with communi
ty ICF/MR facilities to expand the program given the reluctance of providers to
invest funds in the face of an uncertain potential for reimbursement.
Growing fiscal concerns have also resulted in increased attention by state
legislatures to the fiscal impact of litigation.

Whereas in the past state

legislatures were oq1y somewhat involved in the development of litigating
strategies, today more and more legislatures are demanding a role in
LmpLement'at i on , Their potential resistance to funding complex decrees poses
serious problems for implementation and forces the issue of federal court
jurisdiction over legislative Qodies.

Issues Affecting Complex Decrees
Nature of the Issue.

The first two Implementation Analyses concentrated

on key actors in the litigation -- the Office of the Special Master in the
first year, and the Department of Public Welfare Lrusecond year.

The topic for

Year 3 covered a range of issues -- both as they emerged within the context of
the Pennhurst litigation in Pennsylvania and in other comparison states.
The Pennhurst litigation has focussed a spotlight both on the
implementation of public law litigation in the field of metal retardation, andalso on the stresses and strains afflicting the mental retardation system in
general -- particularly in the face of funding cut-backs and increasing
concerns regarding the allocation of scarce resources.

The Historical

Overviews highlighted several 1ssues that bear further assessment and
exploration.

They included:
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•

the seeming state legislative "backlash" against both the litigation
and the general orientation of the mental retardation system;

•

the strong and vigorous opposition
on the part of unions representing

•

the appropriate role of the court, through
enforcement of complex judicial decrees;

•

the schism among parents of retarded
institutional care.

Method and Objectives.
several major objectives:

to continued deinstitutionalization
institutional employees;
its Special Master,

citizens

The Implementation

regarding

Analysis

1n the

the future of

for Year 3 had

•

To highlight the political and legal forces that influence the
administration of the mental retardation system in Pennsylvania;

•

To analyze each of the four major issues and the relative impact that
each has had on the system in the state to date, and in the
foreseeable future;

•

To compare and contrast the influence of the four major issues across
other states where significant litigation is in progress;

•

To assess the relative weight of each of the political and legal
phenomena as catalysts in the system, and the extent to which they
stem from similar or dissimilar motivations and/or circumstances;

•

To suggest possible policy directions for addressing
by each of the factors under analysis •

. To gather
identified

the information

four comparison

Massachusetts.
litigation

The major

directed

characteristic

the base of analysis

HSRI first

Minnesota

retardation

in order to provide

for Year 3.

raised

and

of each state was the presence

at some aspect of the mental

Analysis

order to broaden

for this analysis,

states -- Maine, Michigan,

first two states were included
Implementation

necessary

concerns

continuity

system.

of

The

with the

The second two states were selected
and because

the litigation

in

in those

states is longstanding.
Prior to site visits,
related

each state was contacted

and program materials

were requested.
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and pertinent

court

The names of key system actor

were secured and interviews were scheduled.

A specialized interview guide was

prepared to ensure that all relevant topics were covered.
lasted approximately two days.

Each site visit

Material on the Pennsylvania portion of the

analysis was gathered during the five day site visit conducted prior to the
preparation of Historical Overview VI.

Findings
(1)

Legislative Backlash.
In Pennsylvania, one of the major changes 1n the political landscape 1n

which the mental retardation system functions is intensified legislative
scrutiny.

Whereas in the past the legislature had, within reason, relied on

the Department of Public Welfare to set the tone and directi.onfor the mental
retardation program, insistent complaints from parents and others stimulated
the legislature to conduct its own investigation of the management of the
system.

Late in 19'82,' the Pennsylvania Senate pasesed a resolution

establishing a five member investigatory committee to review the operations of
the Office of Mental Retardation.

The committee looked into allegations of

mismanagement within the Office of Mental Retardation, and in the community
system generally •
.The final report of the committee is primarily' focussed on community
living arrangements in the state.

Though the committee finds them to be the

most "home like" of all facilities visi t ed , the report concludes that there is
a need for "additional planning, preparation, and safeguards," and that it is
time to "take stock."
The major recommendation by the Senate Committee was the formation of a
Senate Task,Force to design needed changes in the Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Act of 1966.

In making its recommendation, the Committee notes

that "the legal base upon which the State's MR system is built may no longer be

adequate."

In addition to problems in the delivery of servi ces , the Committee

also appears to have been stongly influenced by the Pennhurst litigation.

In

reviewing the actions of both the Third Circuit and the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, the Committee states:
• • • these decisions now interpret the Act to entitle all of the MR
population to the above-stated treatment without regard for the
availability of funds and services exists. Intervention of the courts has
created additional legal and manpower costs; has limited the available
choices of professionals, parents and MR clients; has made regional and
statewide planning more difficult; and has encouraged a .division among
Pennsylvania's advocacy groups.
Though attempts to amend the 1966 Act have consistently been unsuccessful,
it is possible that the combination of the litigation and the growing
dissatisfaction among some parents provide sufficient momentum to those seeking
to put the brakes on deinstitutionalizationthrough

revisions of the state

statute.
In each of the four comparison states, legislative attitudes toward the
mental retardation system generally and to related litigation were explored.
In all four states, legislators were supportive of services for mentally
retarded persons and did not appear to question continued development of
community-based services.

In Michigan, for example, legislators had

appropriated $3 million in new funding to provide services to "underserved"
persons in the community.

This investment .in the face of Michigan's dire

financial condition underscores the legislature's continued commitment.

In

Maine, though there has been no significant increase in state funding for
community services this year, legislators remain pleased with the progress
being made toward expansion of community services.
In Minnesota, a state which has also been hard hit by the recession,
legislators are concerned about how to make the most of shrinking resources,
but these hard fiscal realities do not appear to have dampened their enthusiasm
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for community-based services.

In Massachusetts, the legislature is clearly

concerned about the conduct of the system, but its criticisms are directed at
the state's managment of the system rather than at the viability of community
programs.
Though legislators in the four states do not seem to share the concerns
about the community system expressed by their opposite numbers in Pennsylvania,
they all share a certain restiveness about the continued presence of the
federal court in the management of state mental retardation programs.

In

Minnesota, legislators complained that even after the recent stipulation in the
Welsh suit that expands reforms to all of the state's institutions, the
plaintiffs continue t()bring the defendants before the court over various
enforcement details.

In Massachusetts, the Chairman of the House Ways and

Means Committee has formed a special subcommitte on "Federal and Court Consent
Decrees."

The purpose of the committee is to assess the impact of the court's

intervention and to explore the state department's management of the funds
provided by the legislature to meet the requirement::;of the decree.
In Maine and Michigan, the level of hostility is not as prominent but
individual legislators are still concerned with the court's continued
presence.

In Maine, legislators are perhaps more sanguine because the state

has already been released from half of the provisions of the decree in the
Wuori sui t ;

In Michigan, there is no significant disagreement among

legislators regarding the aims of the decree, though individual legislator are
unhappy that they were not involved in the negotiations.
(2)

Union Influence
.Ln .Permay Ivania,

the American Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employees (AFSCME) is a significant actor in the poHtical
mental retardation system.

environment of the

Actions of the union have taken many forms
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including the use of litigat~on to attempt to block institutional closures and
institutional phase-downs; financial support for the Parent/Staff Association,
a defendant intervenor in the Pennhurst suit; and legislative lobbying,
including successful opposition to zoning legislation that would have opened
up residential neighborhoods to small group living arrangements for mentally
retarded persona.
The intensity of AFSCME's activities definitely increased once the
deinstitutionalization

character of Judge Broderick's decree became clear.

The

nature of the litigation in the four comparison states, however, is
somewhat different than the Pennhurst case in Pennsylvania.

In Massachusetts,

for instance, the five class action suits are all directed at institutional
improvement and have resulted in at least a doubling of staff to client
ratios.

In Maine, though the consent agreement required the movement of some

residents of the state mental retardation center to the community, the
increased staffing standards in the decree offset the need for any lay-offs of
state personnel.
In Minnesota, the state AFSCME chapter considered joining the plaintiffs
in the Welsh suit in order to press for institutional improvement.

Even though

the defendants have now signed a stipulation agreement that includes a
reduction in institutional census. AFSCME spokespersons do not see any abnormal
reductions in force at the institutions.
closest to the situation in Pennsylvania

The situation in Michigan Comes the
sa nee

the litigation has resulted in

the planned closure of a state institution.AFSCME

in that state did attempt

to intervene in the suit, but the Judge rejected their petition.

Since that

time, union officials have brought in staff from their national headquarters to
try and persuade legislators and others to stem the tide of deinstitutionalization.

To date Michigan AFSCME has not been as effective as their
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counterparts in Pennsylvania though they have been successful at negotiating a
12.5% ceiling on institutional staff lay-offs.
(3)

Role of Enforcement Mechanisms
The creation of the Office of the Special Master in Pennsylvania caused a

great deal of consternation both because of the extent of its responsibilities
and the amount of resources devoted to its operations.

Since its inception,

OSM has been viewed by the state defendants in particular as an intruder into
trac;litionalstate prerogatives.

In part, OSM's problematic relationships with

the defendants had to do with its multiple mandates and the individuated nature
of much of its compliance mission.

It:was also a v,ery large target given its

$900,000 budget at the height of its powers.
Again, the situation in the comparison states is very different.

For one

,thing, the litigation in all of the states visited has been settled by consent
agreement.

As mentioned earlier, the presence of consent has a direct bearing

on the nature of the compliance mechanism established by the court.

As a

result, the court-appointed officers in the four states have responsibilities
that are much more removed from the day-to-day operations of the system and the
resources at their disposal are much more limited than those allocated to the
Office of the Special Master in Pennhurst.
This is not to say that there were no tensions between court officials and
st~te defendants.

In Maine, state defendants became upset with the attitude of

the court monitor in the Wuori case because of what they asserted was his
failure to acknowledge the positive accomplishments of the state in meeting the
requirements of the decree.

The monitor finally resigned a.nfavor of another

individual whose personal style is less confrontational.

It should be noted,

however, that ~any of those in the state feel that the initial court-appointed
official had the right approach for that phase of the litigation, and that 'the
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approach of the recent monitor is consistent with the requirements of the later
stages of the litigation.
In Minnesota, though the Welsh case has been active S1nce 1972, it is only
recently that the court appointed a monitor.

By and large, relationships with

the state defendants have been smooth though, as mentioned earlier, the
patience of the legislature with the court is beginning to wear thin.
In the other two states, relationships between court compliance officers
and state defendants appear to be fairly positive.

In Michigan, the monitor

has eschewed obvious demonstrations of authority in favor of an "illusion of
power."

In Massachusetts, most seem to accept the monitor's role and appear to

direct most of their attention to the actions of the Judge.

Some legislators

in particular have been concerned with the Judge's involvement in the system -particularly his decision to subpoena the Chairman of the Senate Ways and Means
Committee.
(4)

Schism 1n Parents Groups
The Pennhurst litigation appears to have exacerbated if not created en10ns

among the parents of mentally retarded persons in Pennsylvania.

Because of the

fra~k deinstitutionalization character of the remedy, proinstitution parents
were forced to take sides and they ultimately formed a separate organization
and became opposing parties in the case.

Given the community orientation of

the Office of Mental Retardation in Pennsylvania, this polarization may have
occurred in any event, but perhaps not as quickly nor as intensely.

In order

to determine whether the apparent schism in Pennsylvania was repeated in other
states -- as the result of litigation and/or state deinstitutionalization
policies -- parents group representatives in the four comparison states were
interviewed.
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In Maine, where
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seemed pleased with

to

to placement

of the state
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who personally
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\
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somewhat more

of the

has been
parents
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CHAPTER ·4
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT

\
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Individual Progress Case Study:
Growth in the Community
Robert was delivered prematurely, at 6 1/2 months, in 1961; he weighed
just over 3 pounds, and spent two months in an incubator.
Due to retrolental
fibroplasia at 6 months, Robert became blind.
From that point on, Robert was
developmentally
delayed.
He developed a seizure disorder and was not toilet
trained until he was 5 years old. His parents enrolled him in a school for the
blind, but he was asked to leave within a year, as he had begun to lose bowel
control.
For the next 3 years, Robert went to another school, where he learned
to dress and undress, toilet himself, and speak in simple sentences.
Robert's parents were going through a divorce, and his school was too far
away, so his parents institutionalized
him at Pennhurst.
The early records
indicate that Robert began to regress soon after admission.
He lost his
ability to speak, began havingt:oileting .acci dent s , and began to bite and slap
himself and others when he was upset.
Since Robert was under 21 in June 1979 ~when Judge Broderick signed the
"school-age children's order"), he was slated to be one of the early movers.
Because of parental objections, Robert did not move until the summer of 1982,
and even then his parents were less than thrilled.
The changes in Robert in the 2 years since his placement have been
remarkable.
When the Case Studies Coordinator visited Robert in his group home
most recently, he seemed very different.
His clothes fit properly and were, in
fact, quite stylish.
Hi s hair was well trimmed and neat, and he was smiling,
something that had not been the case in the 12 visits with Robert while he was
at Pennhurst.
In addition, as staff pointed out, Robert had no open wounds on
his hands, which had been the prime target of self abuse in the past.
In place
of .the open wounds were scars, a reminder of Robert's past behavior.

a

There had been quite
change in Robert' s home, as well. ~All over the
house one could find soft sculpture on the walls to both stimulate and orient
Robert in the house.
He was also using a cane and, with it, was able to move
about the house independent of staff. During the visit, Robert signed
"bathroom" to the staff person and proceeded to the bathroom without help.
When he returned, staff praised him and Robert, smiling, looked quite pleased
with himself. Knowing he had achieved a major accomplishment,
Robert approached
the staff person and signed the words "please" and "cookie."
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Introduction
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the early 1970s, certain
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Similar community serV1ce settings have been proliferating rapidly across
the country (Janicki, Mayeda, & Epple, 1983).

But to the extent that a given

state's community serV1ce configuration differs from the model described above,
the power to generalize from our Pennhurst Study findings to that state is
decreased.

As an extreme example, our research would probably have little to

say about a state in which the community service system that is composed of
IS-bed, specially constructed or renovated facilities located in mixed zoning
areas.
The deinstitutionalization

of Pennhurst Center should be seen in the

national context of declining institutional populations and increasing
community residential facility populations.

Figure 4-1 on. the next page shows

the changes in public institution populations from 1960 to the present.
Clearly, there has been a strong trend away from institutional care, but the
figure also reveals that as of this writing about 100,000 people still live in
public institutions.

Whether it would be possible to serve those people in a

"better" way, at the same or lower public cost, is an essential question
addressed by the Pennhurst Study.
In the sense of Campbell (1967) in his classic article "Reforms as
Experiments," the Pennhurst Study was an evaluation of a social experiment.
The reform (experiment) in this case was conducted by a Federal court.

On

March 17, 1978, Judge Raymond J. Broderick of the Federal court for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania ordered that all the people living at Pennhurst (among
others) move to alternative CLAs.

Evidence and expert testimony had convinced

the judge that people would be better off out of Pennhurst Center but no one
was really certain.

The issue of deinstitutionalization was controversial and

provoke~ broad public concern.
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Figure 4-1

POPULATION OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS
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community

placement

was,

In the first section of our quantitative research on this question, we
were concerned with behavioral growth and development. This area merited
primary attention because several ideological trends and practical program
models were converging toward the "reduction of dependency" as the central goal
of services.

This concept was based, in part, on a growing realization among

professionals in the field that all people could grow and learn (Gold, 1973).
New behavioral technologies were being used to impart skills such as
independent toileting to people who professionals had thought were incapable. of
learning such skills.
In the Federal standards for reimbursement under Title XIX, Intermediate
Care Facilities for the;.
Mentally Retarded, the phrase is was "active
treatment."

Active treatment implies interventions that are designed to be far

more than custodial.

The requirement· is meant to facilitate gradual but

continual increases in independent functioning.

The Accreditation Council on

Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities, formerly a part of the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals, has supported that notion in
conjunction with an emphasis on the developmental model.
The single most influential principle in the field of mental retardation
in the past decade has been the principle of normalization.

In his original

formulation, Wolfensberger (1972) defined normalization as:
"Utilization of means which are as culturally normative as.possible in
order to establish and/or maintain behaviors and characteristics which
are as culturally normative as possible" (page 28).
The definition of normalization has evolved since 1972 but the original
formulation held sway through most of the 1970s.

The pr i nc i ple strongly

implied, through the phrase "in order to," that one of the two central purposes
of services was to increase peoples' behavioral repertoires to encompass
skills and patterns displayed by average citizens.
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1054
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of the two strong quasi-experimental
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Methods: General
Subjects: General
The people of primary
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the 1154 people who lived at Pennhurst
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Instruments: General
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4-1.

The 1984

Procedures: General
In September 1978 a BDS was completed for every person at Pennhurst by
teams of institutional staff members most familiar with the individuals.

Each

team usually included a direct-care worker, a psychologist, and a nurse.
Written instructions were provided, and the Temple University Developmental
Disabilities Center's Evaluation & Research team was available on site to
answer questions about the form.

A total of 1113 forms were completed (41

people had already left Pennhurst).

This supplied the baseline data for the

entire five year study.
In subsequent years, BDSs were collected by project field staff by direct
interviews with interdisciplinary groups of direct care and other staff who
knew the individuals best.

Records were used to verify the data in the

sections on written plan, demographics, health, and services.

Table 4-1 below

displays the record of BDS data collection for the whole study.

TABLE 4-1
BDS DATA COLLECTION
Year

At Pennhurst

In CLAs

------------

------0

1978

1113

1980

713

70

1982

0

223

1983

618

408

1984

0

474

Data were not collected at Pennhurst in every year because the focus of
interest was the effects of community placement.
did not call for any Pennhurst data after 1978.

Originally, the study design
The Temple team added this

facet after the study began because it made possible the matched comparison
designs.
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'Methods:' Matched Comparison Study
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nonequivalent

scores

and several

so that

,

and that

with

of institutionalized

subjects

no adequate

way, ,s'pec1t'icv~riables

that

are

that

matches may be avai LabIe

for

no
some

samples.

compare the behavioral

and deinstitutiona'Iized

is a

matched on pretest

The weaknesses, of thede'sign

we can wind up with biased

Ourobjectiveswere'to

preliminary

group design

other "variables.

can be per fe c t

matching
people,

c~ntrol

it

':l';"

~hang~s of matched

samples

~nd to' i.de nt i fy , in a

people

might 'beassoc'iated

:with individual'

growth.
Subjects'
Prerelocation
people

(1978) and postrelocation<l98"3)"

who were placed

in CLAs under federal

matched as closely

as' possible

in 1983, and there

were 61'8 such "staY-ers."

bases

of (1) gender,

Adaptive

Behavior

Behavior

Total

for

(2) chronological

total

Score

with a person

score

+3 points.

191 of the 340 movers.

court

data were available
order.

who was still
rodivi!duaIs

age ,!5 years,

+5 points,

at the' institution
were matched on the
pr'er e Loca t i on (1978)

located

Maladaptive
excellent

gender matches wer'e found in all

95

340

E'ach' "mover " was

and (d) prerelocation

The matching process

Perfect

(c)

for

'matches
cases' 034

males, 57 females); means for the two groups on the,other matching variables
are shown in Table 4-2.

No significant differences were found between the

movers and stayers on the matching variables (using simple .E.-tests).

----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 4-2
ADEQUACY OF MATCHING
Movers

Variables

Stayers

Matching variables
1978 Adaptive Behavior
1983 Maladaptive Behavior
Age (in 1978)

54.8
18.3
38.1

55.0
18.1 '
37.7

Other variables*
Vision
Hearing
Ambulation
Years at Pennhurst (in 1978)

3.6
3.9
3.4
24.3

3.5
3.8
3.4"
23.8

*Vision, hearing, and ambulation are on scales from 1 (extreme impairment)
to 4 (no impairment).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Both the movers, and the stayers displayed an average 1978 adaptive behavior
score of 55 points (the scale range s from 0 to 128), which was very close to
the overall population's average of 51.

In maladaptive behavior, both groups

scored about 18 points, again close to the population average of 17 points!
The average age for both groups (in 1978) was 38 years, similar to the
population average of 39 years.
Group differences were examined on some other variables as well. Secondary
conditions, including vision, hearing, and ambulation were compared using
simple t-tests; none were significantly different. These results seemed to
indicate a lack of "creaming" (i.e., sel~cting people to leave the institution
specifically because of less serious secondary disabilities) in selection of
the movers.

No difference was found between movers and stayers in the number

of years they had lived at the institution.
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Both groups averaged 24 years, the

same as the population.
Thus, although
comparison

not chosen by lottery,

study reflected

the people 1n this matched

the characteristics

of the population

quite well.

Results: Matched Comparison Study
Group Comparisons of Behavioral Change
Several methods
compar1son

of developmental

conclusion, aS,the
because

of statistical

simple t-test.

it is the most

were placed
adaptive

i.n community

behavior

growth

analysis

et al., 1982); all led to the same

(Conroy,

Here, we present

only the simple t-test

As Table 4-3 shows, the 191 people who

straightfqrward.
settings

were used in the prior matched

were functioning

in 1983 than were their matched

at a higher

level of

peers who had remained

at

Pennhurst.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------BEHAVIOR

TABLE 4-3
CHANGES AMONG MOVERS ANi!)STAYERS
Change

1983

1978

1

-----Behavior

Adaptive
Movers

54.8

66.3

+1l.5

Stayers

55.0

55.7

+ 0.7

Movers

18.3

18.,0

- 0.3

Stayers

18.1

18.,2

+ 0.1

Maladaptive

*Higher

Behavior

for both.

scores are favorable

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------A t-test on the 1983 adaptive
significant

(t

behavior

= 3.94, (380),2

showed only very slight changes

total scores of the two groups was

= .001).

The results

in both groups,
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in maladaptive

behavior

and the t-test revealed

no

significant

difference

This analysis
adaptive

changed

indiiated

behavior

group which

between

by more

remained

the movers

that the deinstitutionalized

group had improved

than 11 point's over a five year period, while

at Pennhurst

significantly

in 1983.

and stayers

gained

less than one po i.nt;.,

1n

the

.Nei t he r group

v

in maladaptivebehavior~

Group Comparison of Service Provided
Service
stayers.
month

data were collected

in 1983 on the BDS for both the movers

The amount of developmentally

at the living area was obtained.

academic,

mobility,

development

behavior

recreation.

program(vocational,

hygiene),

modification

per month

service

services

community
therapy

rendered

included

(physical,

etc.).

in the prior

t ra i rii.ng(e s g ,,

living, etc.),

skills

occupational,

(to reduce maladaptive

We also measured

educational,

service per person

These

interaction,

•(dressing,eating,

speech, etc.),
supervised

social,

oriented

and the

behavior),

and

time spent at the day
Table 4-4 presents

average

hours of

for the two. groups.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 4-4
HOURS OF SERVICE PER MONTH REPORTED

IN 1983
Stayers

Movers

Services

at Living Area

Day program

TOTAL

104.5

156.0

120.7

33.1

225.2

189.1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------As the table shows, people
their living areas each month
However,

the movers

spent more

living at Pennhurst

received

than their counterparts
time at the day program
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more

service on

in the community.
and received

more total

serv1ce.

On the average,

the stayers received

the movers

received 8.0 hours of serV1ce per day and

6.8 hours of service per day.

Correlates of Adaptive Behavior Gains Among Movers
Because
movers,

a substantial

we examined

adaptive

change in adaptive

factors correlated

with growth among the movers.

behavior was compared by Pearson

including

personal

secondary

conditions

information,

characteristics

behavior. was found only for the

correlations

with 23 variables,

(sex, age, etc.), functioning

(vision, hearing,

Change 1n

level,

ambu la t i on, sei!zures), medical

family contact, and service data.

4-5.
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The results appear in Table

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 4-5
CORRELATES OF ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR GAINS AMONG MOVERS
r

Year of admission to community
living arrangement
Ambulation (1978)*
Adaptive behavior total score (1978)**
Number of goals in written plan
Weeks since case manager last visited
Level of retardation (1 = not retarded,
5 = profound)
IQ
Change of address in past year***
Medical needs*
Sex (0 = female, 1 = male)
Family contact (1 = weekly,S = never)
Vision (1978)*
Maladaptive behavior total score (1978)**
Number of residents at the site
Year of admission to Pennhurst
Amount of behavior modification used
Months since last medical exam
Seizure frequency
Amt. of developmental service received
Hearing (1978)*
Year of birth

-.25
-.23
-.21
-.11
.11
-.11
.11

.10
.09
.08
-.08
-.07
.06
-.06
.05
-.05
.05
-.05
-.04
.03
.02

p

.001
.001
.001
.057
.058'
.072

.190
.083
.098
.137
.143
.169
.187
.225
.228
.231
.247
.247
.280
.358
.366

*Scale of 1 (extreme impairment) to 4 (no impairment).
**Higher scores are favorable
*** 0 = no, 1 = yes.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Three variables displayed significant correlations with adaptive behavior gains
upon deinstitutionalization.
arrangement,

They were year of admission to community living

ambulation, and beginning adaptive behavior total score.

These results suggested that (1) people who had been in CLAs the longest
showed the most overall growth, (2) people who could not walk displayed more
growth than those who could, and (3) people who started out with lower levels
of adaptive behavior showed larger gains than did people who initially had more
skills.
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Methods: Longitudinal Study
Subjects
In 1984, we visited
at their

new homes .in CLAs.

people

since

"stayers"

Again,

Ninety-two
had died,

CLAs.

77 of them while

care

at family

convenience

138 people
still

these

analyses

of growth

1% were living

in

an immed-iatequestion

in a. CLAby

age,

a total

14 had retur.ned

to the natural

19% had just

person

one

and 6%we.re a n

activities

have resulted

functioning

people

for

was how the movers·.compared .to the original.

awaiting

level

a n three

to' six people,

-of .four

of only the highest

prior. years

still

grew in numbers,

15 in CLAs; 32 had gone to

t hemse I ves,

of .the Pennhurst

between Move.rs and St ayer s;- people

same as those

1154 minus 474 minus 450)

small CLAs•. Most, 63%:, lived

deinstitutionalization

or selection

1154 people .• ,In

original

of· -seven to 11 people.

with a total

"creaming,"

(the

Living at Pennhurst.

still

choice.

Because many. past

behavior,

about

order

adopt the "movers" and

and the other

hou semat e , 11%were .i.n CLAswith

differences

we will

at Pennhurstand

facilities,

movers were living

Another

settings

the Long i t ud i.na.l

for

under court

we had collected

were about 450 Stayers

of the remaining

congregate

"I'he

for

set

Center

terminology.

In mid 1984 there

family

The information

1978 formed the data

and development.

other

474 people who leftPennhursit

placement

of retardation,

being placed

and secondary

some of the differences

they. wer.e st i.I L not Lar ge. a n magni tude,

reached

placement,

population

were just

of .adaptive
handicaps.

stati

stical

as shown in T'able 4-6.
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n

of

we had found only trivial

Study-,

in the areas

i

about

the

and maladaptive
As our data

significance,'

set;

but

TABLE 4-6
COMPARISON OF MOVERS' CHARACTERISTICS TO
THOSE OF THE ORIGINAL POPULATION OF 1154 PEOPLE
Movers

Population

1978 Adaptive Behavior

59

51

1978 Maladaptive

18

17

37

39

Behavior

Age in 1978
Years at Pennhurst

24

*
*
*
*

Vision (I to 4 scale)

3.7

3.5

Hearing (I to 4 scale)

3.8

3.8

Ambulation

3.4

3.3

*

(I to 4 scale)
!-test

*

significance, ~<.Ol.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The statistically

significant differences meant that the people placed in

CLAs by'1984 were slightly higher in adaptive behavior, had slightly fewer
maladaptive

behaviors, were about two years younger and had spent three fewer

years atPeimhurst,

and were slightly less likely to have a visual impait:ment,
I

tha~the

average person who lived at Pennhurst in 1978.

These differences

suggest that, strictly speaking, our findings for the people placed so far will
not necessarily hold true for those to be placed in the future.
differences

However, the

are small, and we think it is very likely ~hat future placements

will have outcomes very similar to those we have observed.

Design
. The longitudinal

approach is, in this case, really a family of analyses of

the form called "interrupted

time series" by Campbell (1967). .We observed the

behavior of people repeatedly,

both before and after they moved to CLAs.

move to the CLA is the "interruption"

in the time series.
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If significant

The

changes

are observed

right at the time of the "interruption,"

changes

are unlikely

to be coincidental.

The strength
configurations

of the design is enhanced

available

data (as previously

1984.

1n the data set.

displayed

For some individuals,

in Figure

then those

by uS1ng all possible
We have done so.

time series

We collected

BDS

4-1) in 1978~ 1980, 1982, 1983, and

we collected

a BDS in all five years;

people who were still at Pe nnhu r st in September

these were

1980" and went to CLAs in late

1980 or by the middle of 1981, so that we saw them in CLAs in 1982 (we only
collected

data for people

after they had been out for six months

in 1983, the 1982 CLA data point did not exist;

other people, who moved

them, there were just four observations.
examined

simultaneously,

all the ways,o~

or more).

When ali of the permutations

we can see whether

analyzing

behavior

the resu]ts

are consistent

for
are
across

change.

Results: Longitudinal Study
".,

.

Adaptive Behavior
The overall

results

of the family of longitudinal

iri Table 4-7 in numeric

analyses

behavior

are presented

findings

and then provide more detail on two of the clearest

meaningful

analyses.

behaviorally
continue

The overall questions

upon deinstitutionalization,

after placement?
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form.

for adaptive

We will summarize

the

and most

are, again, did people

For

charige

and did that ~attein of change

TABLE 4-7
LONGITUDINAL RESULTS
ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
Year:

1984
(CLA)

(N)

51.6 *** .59.9 *** 65.2

65.1

(92)

63.8

65.1

(176)

69.1 *** 73.8

74.4

(163)

64.8

(200)

72 .2

(326)

70.7

(383)

1982
(CLA)

1983
(CLA)

1978
(PC)

1980
(PC)

l.

51.4

2.

53.0·

53.6 ************

3.

60.8 ************

4.

52.4

5.

60.5 *********************

6.

59.3 ******************************

Design

53.0 *********************
71.3

* Entries connected by asterisks were significantly
different by paired !-tests at p<'OOl.

Table·4~7 indicates the five years of data collection across the top. The
subheading "PC" means that the data in those columns were collected at
Pennhurst Center, and the "CLA" subheading means the data were from CLAs.
Overall, the table shows that significant gains never occurred within
Pennhurst, always occurred upon CLA placement, and sometimes gains continued
even after placement.

Notably, none of the designs revealed significant growth

among people in CLAs between 1983 and 1984.
In design 1, which included all five data points; the right hand column
shows that N = 92, which means that there were 92 people who were at Pennhurst
in 1978 and 1980, and then moved to a CLA 1n time for us to visit them in 1982
and 1983 and 1984.

The asterisks show where significant increases in adaptive

behavior occurred:

for this design, significant increases were observed from

1980 to 1982 (initial CLA placement) and from 1982 to 1983 (advances continued
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after placement). The gal.ns appeared to level off after 1983.
presents these findings visually.
all the designs in Table 4-7:

Figure 4-2

Figure 4-2 also shows what is evident from

there was no statistically significant growth l.n

this measure of adaptive behavior among these individuals while they were
living at Pennhurst.

The second longitudinal design included everyone for whom

we had baseline 1978 data, who were still at Pennhurst in 1980, and who went to
,

,-

••

_

",,,,

-

.'

n'

•

,

'

a CLA between 19~Qa~g;-J,He)98?~"T:here

.':

'

-><"

,'..

"~

•

,,-'

.~

....

:

i"

:Were 176people'in

:

this category, and,

as can be see'9,i~gigu.!e ,4-3, they also made large gains-.in ,'~dapcti
ve behavior
' .' _~ ,.. ,:;: '!,ft"{. i· ! .,.'.";_ :~,
o".
~; -.. '"
~'"
.'
upon community placement. The gain from 1983 to 1984" within the CLAs,:,w8s,not

<.

'I,

' ..",

"."

.'.

statistically significant in this analysis.
Design 3 re~¢al'ed..the·:large initial gains, and also showed a continuation
.:-,..

of growth within the cotemurri.by

settings.

Designs 4,5, and 6 further confirmed

the lack of growth within Pennhurst and the sudden gains upon placement.
In sum, the adaptive behavior "data showed clear and large gains among
·1

people who went to CLAs.

.

After placement they were doing more things

independently or with less help.

Because this could have been the resu~t of
''''

the change in environmental demands between the institution and the CLAs, it
':

.

was important to test for continued growth after pla'c,emenL IIitwo of the

observed.

In the fi rst;of those analyses, the po at+placement growth rate was

just as rapid as the large gains uponp1acement.

These adaptive behavior

findings, especially among people who had been institutionalized an average of
24 years, seemed to us to tell a very positive story about human potential that
had laid dormant among these people with mental retardation.
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Figure 4-2
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Maladaptive Behavior
The results of the longitudinal analyses of changes in our measure of
maladaptive behavior were that there was no significant change when people went
to CLAs.

The data are presented in Table 4-8.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 4-8
LONGITUDINAL RESULTS
MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
Year:

1978
(PC) ,

1980
(PC)

1982
(CLA)

1983
(CLA)

1984
(CLA)

17.2

17.7

17.8

93

.17.6

17.7

179

18.6

18.6

165

17.6

203

18.5

326

18.2

386

N

Design
1.

17.2

17.0

2.

17.2

17.3

3.

17.9

4.

17~3

5.

18.1

6.

18.0

*

18.1

***

17.3

18.3

Entries connected by asterisks were significantly
different by paired t-tests at p<.05.

--------~-------~~~-------------------------------------~---------------------Table 4-8 represents over 5 years of trying to detect any change on this scale,
and the only one noted was statistical:ly weak and was within-CLA rather than a
change upon placement.

It is possible that there was no improvement in the

maladaptive behavior area among these people over the years.

But it is equally

possible that our scale was not sensitive or reliable enough to detect genuine
changes.
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As noted pr-evi ous l y , the maladaptive
interrater

reliability.

constitutes,

respondents

for example,"Rebelliousness."

statistical
(large

Different:

behavi.or scale

significance;

in magnitude)

measurement).

the "signal"

it

is at

least

further

even though the trends

we suspect

CLAplacement,

that

that

;ny signiii~~nf
."

~enefits

reduction,of'malad~ptive
'.-,"

all

do not reach

changes may be taking

on what
to attain

of

of the rows in Table
maintainance

or

statistical

place.
scientifically'

of
de~nstifutionaliz~~ion
..,

.

difficult

and'ther~'after

In summary, however, we are not statistically
report

very well

"noi se" (random error

suggestive

scores 'after

significance,

from a lack of

(behavi.or aI change) must be very "loud"

4-8 show increased
increases;

do not agree
This. makes it

to be hea r d over the

Indeed,

suffers

able

to

in t6e area of

behaviors.
'

Longitudinal Changes ·in ,Service. 'Delivery Patterns
se c t i onjof ,the BDS was develqped

The services
were no baseline
Pennhurst,
'(

,data on services

,we did ,<;ollect

. '. .

• :,......

1

~""

._

.•

•.• '

question

,

:.

of services
f: '
.

rendered
;.

person

different

'-,

,'\

si~i,lar

"I'

;....

_.,,,

.'

. ...,'

in 1984 is receiving
~

previously

,

.

The
results
,.. -'
"

figures

"

.

, .

"

•

more or less

•"

received

'.'

~

,1

~::.;

•

•

':~.,

at
Pennhurst
:
~~
-';

"

. ~

or different

..

in the

.

different

ask wheth,er a person
-',

services

the
.

which asked

\

pe<?p'~ewere receiving

~n,th~,longitu.d~na.l."ClPproa~h"we
",

we
were .~",asking
'. . .'
'

'from the matched comparison analysis,
.. ~
......
- .

wh~~her two grqups,of

1983.

of change s in the amount

or different

at Pennhurst?"
'';

In 19~0, at,

:..

This time,
'.

mor~ Or less

received

1978, so there

and .al so in the community in

.•

to
people.
.""

receiving

community than slhe formerly
1S

information,
••

", -~ ".

',o'

"~~this

This

','

This enab le d Long i t ud'ina I analysis

sub saquent; ,years.
and pattern

rendered, to th.e ~opulation.

services

,

only after

l...

se rvi ce s in
in the community

~

services

than th~t

same person,

-'.

in 1980.
',\

were
Li ke those
.:~, much
..

of the matche d comparison.

. ~'.,..

.',

are given in Table 4-9.
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The summary

TABLE 4-9
HOURS OF SERVICE PER MONTH REPORTED
AT PENNHURST IN 1980 AND IN CLAs IN 1984
(N=207)
1980
(PC)

1984
(CLA)

------

-------

Services at Living Area
Day program

TOTAL

139

95

48

119

187

214

The decrease in hours of service per month delivered via the residential
program was significant (!=5.17, (206), ~<.001), meaning that the community
service system delivered fewer hours of developmentally oriented programming,
at the place where the person slept, than did the institution.
The community system delivered more than twice the amount of day
programming, away from the place where the person slept, than the institution
(!=19.6, (205),~<'001).

,When,the two forms of service were combined into a

tot~l index, the,1984 community service system was delivering a larger quantity
of service to these people'than they had previously received at Pennhurst in
1980 (!=4.15, (205), ~<.001).
As an exploration of an.urgent contemporary issue ,in service delivery, we
tested whether the 207.people in our data set who had been at Pennhurst in 1980
and were in.CLAs in, 1984'had shown any change in the number of medications
administered,to
vitamins.

them on a daily basis, other than topical ointments and

At Pennhurst in 1980, these people had received an average of 2.1

medications each day;, in 1984 in CLAs" they received an average of 1.7.
decrease was significant (!=3.22, (206), ~<.001).
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The

Discussion
The dveiall
consequences
behavior,
person

results

of deinsti

person

Pennhurst

s/he,was

did not

sudden increases
off;

least

display'signi'ficant

usually

significant

suggests,

a year

Pennhurst

~s better

after

after

this

living

at

the dramatic

did not

and

stop ,and

the .ave r age person

continued

begin

at

to

growth.

however,

that

or' more after

investigation

still

,Moreover"

gains

placement.

It

to level

with

support

off

seems to us that

growth from, 1983 to 1984 demands attention

wi11continue

The average

sca l e of adap t i ve

CLAplacement

placement,

of, adapti ve

off.

Matched people

improvements.

the behavioral

.t erms

on our 128 point

behavior

~'year

into

clear :,~n

atPennhurst.

developmental

The evidence
point,

while

show signifi-cant

at

are

,higher

in &Japtive

for

of investigation

who left

r s now about ,;11 points
than

years

tutionaLization

the average

behavior

level

of five

some

the

and continued

lack

of

study.

We

from the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania.
We 'should
did detect
When all

favorable

under

These gains
1 point

trial,

evidence

that

time there.

,Any visitor

of that

among the people

over

This

living

finding

~t Pennhurst.
do, at t a in

,we
&

Feinstein

is mentioned
at

residing

the average

v

the t~me of the trial

ati.the institution.,
<

~..

year s , then,

tour that

t.hat

Pennhurst

III

.

in

At
:

had lost
situation

has improved

our f.i.nd i ngs of growth .ar.e quantitative

fact.

and

Qere because

per son at Pennhurst

In more recent

study we

iinvadapt i ve behavior

at Pennhurst
while

of the

in .the analysis

1, point

can te 11 in a brief

.and -i t may be that

the course

by Lemanowi.cz, Conroy,

situation

indicated

that, during

included

behavior.

have not bee~ regressing

the years',

ieflectibns

changes

amounted' to just

unlike'the

sk i l l.svdu r'i ng his/her
has changed.

however,

as reported

in maladaptive
that,

1977, people

over

behavior

"s i grri'fi cance-,

it 'suggests

the

,here,

at -Peunhur s t are

the' people

statistical
(1984).

reiterate

Nevertheless, the results of the two.designs presented here do establish
the quantitative superiority of CLA settings in fostering adaptive behavior
expression and growth.

People who have gone to CLAs have gained literally 10

times as much as the people who still await placement.
The limitations of the two designs should be kept in mind, and, even more
important, our caution about generalization of these results to other areas or
states, is very important.

To the extent that a commun~ty service system is

similar to the Pennsylvania model, such generalization is warranted with
moderate caution.

But for systems unlike th~ one implemented for the Pennhurst

class members, it would be extremely hazardous to assume that our findings will
apply.
In additi9n to the elementary finding that people are better off in terms
of behavior, we also noted that the pattern and amount of developmentally
oriented services rendered had changed.

The patterns were that the institution

delivered more service at the living area, while the community system delivered
more service at the day program, and more service overall (6.8 versus 8.0 hours
per day for Pennhurstand

CLAs.respectively).

Thus we conclude that the.people

who have left Pennhurst are also better off in terms of the,amount of
developmentally-oriented

service rendered to them.

We hope that further

evaluative studies will address the quality and consequences of various kinds
,

of.i.day

,

'~'i": i,

,.'

program.

I
We also examined medication use, and found that the average person who h~d
been; placed was receiving fewer daily medications than previously, at
Pennhurst.

This would usually be reg~rded as a favorable out come., because

there has beeq, a great deal of concern in the field
of mental
retardation~bout
.
.':..
.-"'
,.'
overuse and misuse of.many kinds of medications, particularly ';t'h'o~e
.used

for

behavior control, and parti cu La r Iy when they may have serious 'and permanenj;
:

side effects such as tardive dyskinesia.
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(We should also note cthat , from

~.
~,-

19$0

to 1983, since the reorganization of medical services at Pennhurst under the
auspices of a private corporation, the average person at Pennhurst is also
rece1v1ng fewer medications.)
Other than the essential findings that people are better off in terms of
behavior and services, we believe the most important outcome of our years of
work in this area is that we have .developed a technology for quantitative
monitoring of the well being of people in dispersed, decentralized community
service systems.

Many observers have suggested, over the years, that the

difficulties in monitoring community services would De enormous compared to the
ease of monitoring all the people in one place at an institution.

This has

been offered as a major argument against deinstitutionalization.
In fact, quantitative monitoring is not a difficult process at all, nor
does it need to be terribly costly.

The Temple part of the team has embarked

on a long term partnership with the Pennsylvania Office of Mental Retardation
to continue monitoring the Pennhurst class membe rs when the Federal funds for,
this study ex~ire, and to expand that monitoring as rapidly as p6ssible to
other people in'community settings.

Although our once a year monitoring visits

are no subst i tut.e for frequent case manager visits, active family
participation, fiscal controls, and alert neighbors, the quantitative
information about individual growth (or regression), individual services,
family opinions, and environments yields a rich basis for individual
corrective actions and for systematic analysis and planning.
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Consumer Interview Case Study:
If I Were a Rich Man
Steve moved to the community after having lived at Pennhurst for 27 years.
While Steve reported having been very happy at Pennhurst, he is even happier in
his new group home. When he was asked what he liked about the group home, he
talked about how good the staff were to him and how they had put a bell in his
bedroom so that if he needed help during the night he could just ring and the
staff person would come (Steve is non-ambulatory).
Steve also talked about how
good he felt having been able to visit his Aunt Sue when she was in the
hospital.
When asked if he missed Pennhurst or any of the people, Stave said no.
After thinking for a moment he said that he does miss a few of his friends, but
not very much.
When he was at a Speaking for Ourselves meeting he saw a few of
his friends from Pennhurst who were now also living in group homes.
Steve
explained that Speaking for Ourselves is a place where you talk about a lot of
things, like Pennhurst closing,. and if you have a problem or something is
bothering you they try to help you figure it out.
When asked what he would wish for if he had one wish,
Steve responded, "I
wish for people to live with me who are nice and kind to me like these people."
Bruce would like to stay in his group home.
He moved there about 6 months
ago, after having lived at Pennhurst for 28 years.
He likes living in the
community, because he gets to see his sister and her family and he works and
earns money.
(Bruce works on a pressing machine that steams and presses
cardboard.)
When asked how his
"Pennhurst was alright,
getting up and going to
ourselves.
This is more
asked what he would wish
millionaire."

group home differs from Pennhurst, Bruce said,
I grew up in that place. We have different hours of
sleep here. We have Saturdays and Sundays to
home; there is no big crowd, just a few people."
When
for if he had one wish, Bruce replied, "I wish I was a
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Introduction
Among the many ways that the well-being
may be assessed,

one th~t stands out in importance

the peo p Le themsel ve s ,':In- the Pennhurst
the feelings

of people with mental

of the people

themselves

It seemed-particularly

important

that only parents

and professionals

person with me n ta I retardation

and in difficulty

Study, we were determined

to the maximum

is their perceptions

However,

Sigelman,

and encouraging
" •••virtually
information

derived

persons'

community

and the psychological

from their living environment s."

retardation

to speak for themselves,

is known about the reliability

through

survey research"

It was clear at the outset
For example,

living at Pennhurst

-and validity

of

(p. 1) with them.

that the methodological

difficulties

Center were nearly or completely

the views of those who were unable

suggested
themselves

nonverbal,

we knew that

that some people with mental

that the effort

to measure

from the institution

fashion.

represent

to speak.

to this problem of representativeness,

in a consistent

were

because we knew that nearly half of the people

the vi'ews of the people who were able to speak would not necessarily

In addition

a

et ale (1979) stated that, despite a trend toward allowing

nothing

considerable.

about whether

(980) pointed out,

As Seltzer

about their environments

people with mental

gained

to address

extent possible.

can make valid judgments

is better off.

sense of well being or discomfort

is to ask

to avoid the common error of assuming

"A critical ,.yet often .i gno red , aspect of retarded
adjustment

retardation

retardation

Despite

had difficulty

these problems,

changes in individual

to small community

pr-ior studies had

satisfaction

it was decided
after movement

based living arrangements

by the nature of the study.
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in expressing

was demanded

The consumer
objectives.
Pennhurst

interviews

First,

it was designed

into community

change, and whether
and happiness.

methodological

people who moved from

(CLAs) were pleased with the

of questions

the study was also intended
inherent

time in the self-expressed

in soliciting

satisfaction

satisfaction

about the reliability

the study was, unexpectedly,

during

whether

two

there was any change in their self-expressed

problems

Moreover,

then, addressed

to ascertain

living arrangements

Second, because

of such interviews,

Pennhurst

part of the study,

and validity

to shed new light on the
direct consumer

input.

able to investigate

and happiness

the years 1n which the population

changes over

of people who remained

of the facility

dropped

at

from

1154 to 450.

Methods
Consent

Procedures

At the outset,
extremely

careful attention

themselves,
demanded
willing

it was determined

because

to the rights and privacy

this was practically

direct contact.

Certainly,

to be interviewed,

participation

of these parties.

as well:

if an individual

viewpoint

program

written

there would

informed

be no significant

consent was obtained

But there were

the advisability

staff and families.

The only people we interviewed

that

said that s/he was not

would be done.
regarding

from prior data, to be capable of responding
staff judged

of the individuals

the only 'part of the effort

then no interview

others who might have an important
person's

that this phase of the study required

We considered

approached

themselves),

to verbal

interview,

risk to the person,

(either from families,

(b) for whom

(c) for whom

or, in the case of
consent,

and (d) who agreed on their own behalf when

by our interviewers.
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all

were those (a) who appeared,

people who had no family but were capable of giving their own informed
from the people

of the

Our extreme

caution

1n safeguarding

rights and privacy

study grew at least partly from the knowledge
living in institutional
have been approved

1n this part of the

that, in past years, people

settings have been part of studies that would never

if the subjects had not been labeled mentally

retarded.

Design
Interviews

were designed

to be administered

toa

sample of people

still at

Pennhurst

in 1980, and then again after as each person was placed into a

community

living arrangement

"post" interviews
about resident
received,

(CLA).

in community

satisfaction

and general

The "pre" interviews

settings asked the same standardized

with the living

self-reported

This simple pre-post

consumer

aspects

situation,

interviews

pioneering

work of Edgerton

known to us.

& Bercovici

(1967), and Edgerton

on interviews

that began only after people had moved

related work,

Birenbaum

adults

for four years,

and utilized

interview

in early 1981, the last in mid~1984.

most functional
move

to CLAs.

interview.

Because

(especially

CLAs.

In fact, when the study was finished,

our Consumer

Interview

questionnaire,
settings.

be among the first to

the people in this part of the Pennhurst

skills, we thought

and·

that the people with the

verbal) would probably

verbal

In

The first post-placement

on the basis of prior literature,
skills

living.

after each 'person's placement,

the post-placement

We expected,

(1976) was based

& Re (1979) followed

into community

about six months

Even the

a standardized

and then conducted
occurred

and serV1ces

into community

(19:76) and Birenbaum

but again the study began only after placement
In our design, we waited

questions

design had not been implemented

in any study of deinstitutionalization

& Seiffer

activities

and the

of "happiness."

previously

interviewed

at Pennhurst

Study had

that, by the end of the study, most would be in
only about half of the people

sample had left Pennhurst.
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(For convenience,

an

this group

will be referred

to as "movers.")

This presented
Pennhurst

an opportunity

1.n 1984 ("stayers")

satisfaction

and happiness.

there was no matching
non-equivalent
institutional

to reinterview

and to check for changes

or random assignment,

group, because

but rather as a convenient

group for whom the results would also be of interest.
populations

decrease

during moves

The results

were not intended

of interviews

to be compared

toward closure,

but
As

it is important

the people who still live in those

)

studies,

1.n their self-reported

This was not viewed as a control

to know how such a si t uat-i on affects
facilities.

the people who were still at

with the two groups, movers

to one another;

and stayers,

they were two separate

each with its own set of policy implications.

Subjects
The sample of people
not representative
it representative
the interview

interviewed

in this part of the Pennhurst

of the 1154 people who lived at Pennhurst
of all the people who.'moved

method

itself biased

not able to communicate

verbally

to CLAs.

(or by signing).

Subject
instrument

development

decide which
had already
economic

selection

The first stage of selection was to
for inclusion.

could not be included.

that, of the people

this decision

Naturally,

the people who

It was also decided

still at Pennhurst,

from the greater Philadelphia

of Pennsylvania)

Using

the diverse elements

population.

was completed.

left Pennhurst

reasons

every effort

took place in Spring of 1980, after all design and

people would be eligible

were originally
counties

of the Pennhurst

this was because

all people who were

Nevertheless,

was made to select a sample of people that would reflect
of the verbal portion

in 1978, nor was

Again,

the sample by excluding

Study was

for

only the people who

area (the five southeastern

would be candidates.
rule, there were 713 candidates
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for inclusion

1.n the

consumer interviews.

These were all the people who lived at Pennhurst

1980, and who came from the Southeast Region of Pennsylvania.

t

n May

We then examined

Behavior Development Survey data (collected at Pennhurst in 1978) to identify
all the people who were reported to possess moderate or good verbal skills.
There were 287 such individuals.
From these 287, we wished to select a representative sample.

In the view

of the Temple team, the best such sample would have been simple random.
However, a consultant retained as an outside methodological reviewer by the
government required a stratified sample of 60 people, with approximately 15
from each labeling category for level of re t ardat i on:

mild, moderate, severe,

and profound.
In our first stage of probabilist'ic selection, we oversampled from each of
the four categories.

By simple random selection, ,~bout 25 were taken from the

moderate, severe, and profound categories; all 19 people labeled mild were
taken.

In all, 92 people were selected at this stage.

The oversampling was in

anticipation of losses due to our strict consent procedures.
Because we were only able to secure complete consent and valid interviews
with 35 of these 92 people, a second stage of sampl~ selecti6n was initiated,
by similar rules, in which 51 additional peop le were drawn.
drew 143 candidates for interviews in this part of the study.

In all, then, we
By the

completion of the baseline surveys, we had interviewed 56 people who lived at
Pennhurst in the summer of 1980.

The disposition of the sample is displayed in

Table 5-1.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 5-1
THE
CONSUMER INTERVIEWS SAMPLE
DISPOSITION OF
Reported Level of"Retardation
Mild

Moderate

Severe

Profound

The universe of 713

21
(3%)

55
(~%)

197
(28%)

440
(62%)

The 287 verbal people

19
(7%)

S2
(18%)

136
(47%)

80
(28%)

The 143 drawn 1n sample

19
(13%)

45
(30%)

43
(30%)

36
(25%)

The 56 completed
baseline interviews

12
(21%)

15
(27%) "

22
(39%)

7
(13%)

The 30 Movers

7
(23%)

8
(27%)

13
(43%)

2
(7%)

The 26 Stayers

"5
(19%)

7
(27%)

9
(35%)

5
09%)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Table 5-1 shows that the people we interviewed were not representative"of all
the people at Pennhurst, nor .even of all verbal people.

People wi th fewer

functional abilities were ll:nderrepresentedfrom either point of new.
The table also shows that, between stayers and movers, the differences in
level of retardation were small but noticeable; again, these two groups were
not treated as controls or comparisons.
Because of the way subjects were selected in this part of the Pennhurst
Study, the consumer interviews should be viewed as (a) a case study of changes
in the self-reported well-being of a specific group of deinstitutionalized
people, (b) a case study of changes in the self-reported well-being of a
specific group of people living in an institution as it phases down, and (c) an
exploration of reliability and validity issues in direct consumer surveys.
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Instruments
An extensive

search for prior work in this area was initiated

The study team obtained
available

literature,

such work.

copies of instruments

and telephoned

A draft instrument

used before, analyzed

many of the researchers

was developed

in 1979.
all

who had conducted

from this groundwork

in 1979.

It

was pilot tested and revised.

In Spring of 1980 it was tested again, this time

compar1ng

to face-to-face

1979).

t~lephone

interviews

The third revision

was piloted during

section was added to assess

respondents'

interviews

(Conroy & Beyer,

Sununer 1980, and an entire new

ability

to label their own feelings

accurately.
In the process
demanded
Hromas

primary

of instrument

attention

to reliability.

the weight

Sigelman,

the suggestion

bias.

format questions

Schoenrock,

Spanhel,

appeared

and checks for consistency.

and Open-Ended

to yield the highest

consistency.

Yet Sigelman,

questions

all questions,

reliability

effort

proportion

were problematic

regardless

questions.
of responses

Budd, Spanhel,
because

of content;

&

or

should include

Winer,

& Hromas (1978) compared responsiveness

Multiple-Choice,

Schoenrock

they noted were considerable;

they offered was that any such interview

alternative

Either-Or,

The difficulties

of pr10r research

Winer,

(1978) focus~d on the" problems of responsiveness,

consi stency, and response

Yes-No

development,

Sigelman,

to Yes-No,

The Yes-No

format

and also the highest

& Schoenrock

(1981) suggested that

of a commop. tendency

to say "Yes" to

this was called the acquiescence

phenomenon.
Our interview

was designed with these studies in mind.

its final form, 12 Yes-No,
section of

7 Multiple-Choice

3 Either-Or,

4 Open-Ended,

It contained,

and an entire

in

separate

(Likert scale) items with five facial drawings

(big smile, small smile, neutral,

small frown, big frown) to assist
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in labeling

the way people

felt about var10US

1ssues.

The questionnaire

1S included

as

Appendix 5-1.
An important. facet of the interview
were

six pairs of redundant

checks for consistency

questions.

instrument

They were designed

on the most important

"Do you like living here?"

was the fact that

questions.

(a Yes-No. question),

there

specifically

For example,

as

we asked,

and later in. the interview

we

asked "Would you. like. t o .Leave here and live somevhe.re el se?" (another Yes-No),
and also "Which

[face] is most like how you feel about living here?"

Multiple-choice

item with visual aids).

give the most weight

to consistent

(a

These check items were intended

to

responses.

Procedures
Interviews

were generally

and then the individuals
The interview
Researchers
mainframe

scheduled

themselves.

data were collected

at Temple

edited

disk storage,

for the Social Sciences

Appoi ntme nt s w.ere made by telephone.

directly

on the, form in Appendix

the forms .and entered

and conducted

the. re si de nt i aI staff

by contacting

analyses

5-1.

the data directly

unng

the. Statistical

onto
Package

(SPSS).

Results·
Internal Consistency: Acquiescence and Nay..;Saying
The problem

of acquiescence

(1974) in connection
recently,

retardation
concrete,
tendency
resistive,

with interviews

it was investigated

Their article,

was first no ted by Rosen! Floor,
of people with mental

by Sigelman,

titled "When in doubt,

Budd, Spanhel,

say Yes," concluded

&. Zistein

retardation.
&. Schoenrock

More
(1981).

that many people with

were likely to say' "Yes". to any que stion that was not clear,
and immediate.

They speculated

to avoid responses
or rebellious.

that "normal"

that this was part of a general
people might

In related work,
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Sigelman,

interpret

as negative,

et al., (1979)

found a smaller number of people who acted in the opposite way, saying "No" to
all questions - a phenomenon called nay-saying.
·In their samples, Sigelman and colleagues found an acquiescence rate of
44% on Yes-No items, and a nay-saying rate of 4%.

Because of their work, we

included check questions for five of the Yes-No questions. They are shown in
Table 5-2, along with the results as to consistency.

TABLE 5-2
ACQUIESCENCE AND NAY-SAYING, PRE AND POST
if of
responses

Question
YES-NO VERSUS YES-NO
Q3: Do you want to keep on
living here?
Q16: If you could, 'would you like to
leave here and live somewhere else?
YES-NO VERSUS'SCALE
Ql: Do ~()ll like. living here?
Q7B: Wh{ch face is most like how
you feel about living here?
Q13: Do you like your day program?
QI0B: Which face is most like how
you feel about your day program?
Q2: Do you like the people who work
here?
QIIB: Which face is most like how
you feel about the staff?
YES-NO VERSUS EITHER-OR
Q2: Do you like the people who work
here?
Q7: Are people here mean or nice?
OVERALL

if
Acq

if
Nay

Pre: 55
Post: 53

16
8

0
0

Pre: 48
Post: 46

6

6

1

0

Pre: 46
Post: 42

4
1

2
0

Pre: 48
Post: 45

6
2

1
1

Pre: 54
Post: 53

3

5

1

1

Pre: 251
Post:239

35

14

13

2

Table 5-2 shows, in the column headed "Acq, II the number of people who displayed
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ac qu ae scence on each item pair.
question,
headed

but then contradicted

"Nay" works

This me'ans that they said "Yes" to the Yes-No
that answer on the check question.

The column

the same way for people who said "No" and later contradicted

that answer.
There is a lot of .information in Table 5-2, but there are really just three
main points.
interviews

First,

our overall

rate of acquiescence

was 35 occurrences

at Pennhurst

in the baseline

out of 251 possible

occurrences,

This was much less than the rate of 44% r-epo rt ed by Sigelman

14%.

(1981).

Second, our baseline

rate of nay-saying

Sigelman

et al. rate of 4%. Third,

sharply in the post interviews;
5% and the nay-saying
(even by the relatively
Further

investigations

occurred

conservative
revealed

among the movers

et a1.

was 6%, about the same as the

our rates of inconsistent

the rate of acquiescence

rate was 1%.

or

responses

in the post-test

This decline was statistically
nonparametric

declined

Wilcoxon!

was

significant

test, E<·OOl).

that significant ,declines in inconsistencies

and among the stayers.

Internal Consistency: Recency
Spanhel,
the responses
inconsistent

Sigelman,

Schoenrock,

of institutionalized
because

of "recency."

Winer ,&
children

to Either-Or

that 28% of

items were

19% of the children

chose the most

heard option both times (small the first time and big the second

time), and another
questionnaire
Q8:
Q15:

9% chose the first option offered .bot h times.

contained

one pair of questions

Our

to check recency:

Are you usually happy or sad?
Are you usually

In the baseline
people

(1978) reported

For example, when asked "Are ypu big or

small?" and later "Are you small or big?,"
recently

Hromas

interviews,

sad or happy?
53 people responded

chose the first option on both questions,
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to both items.

Among them, 3

and 8 people chose the second

option on both questions, for a combined "recency" inconsistency rate of 21%.
This was somewhat less than in the prior work of Spanhe1 et a1., probably
partly because of our screening procedures and'partly because Spanhel et ale
were dealing exclusively with children.

In our second round of interviews,

there were 54 people who responded to both questions.

None of them chose the

first option on both questions, arid nine chose the.second'item on both
questions (17%).

This was not aigni f i cant Iy vdi.f fezent from the baseline

recency rate.

Changes in Satisfaction: The Movers
Of the 56 people interviewed at Pennhurst 1n the 1980 baseline, 30 had
moved to community living arrangements (CLAs) and had been reinterviewed there
by 1984 (movers).

This section presents our findings for these movers.

In the baseline, 18 of the 30 movers had said "Yes" in answer to the
question "Do you like living here?"

However, as snown in the upper part of

Table 5-3, four of those 18 later contradicted themselves on the check question
by indicating ~hat they felt "Sad" or "Very Sad" about living there. In the
table, these four can be seen in the "Yes" column (one sad and three very
sad) •

The people who were consistent in their responses are marked with an

asterisk; those who contradicted themselves are marked with parentheses.
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TABLE 5-3
MOVERS' SATISFACTION WITH WHERE THEY LIVE
PRE:

AT PENNHURST
Ql:

Do you like living h~re?
Yes

Q7B: Which face
is most like
how you feel
about living
here?

No

Very Happy

9*

o

Happy

3*

o

Neutral

2

3*

1

o

0*

1

1*

0)

Sad
Very Sad
(3

POST:

In Between

(1)

people did not respond)

IN COMMUNITY LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
Ql:

Do you like living here?
Yes

In Between

21*

1

(0)

Happy

1*

o

(0)

Neutral

1

1*

1

Very Happy
Q7B: Which face
is most like
how you feel
about living
here?

No

Sad

(0)

o

0*

Very .Sad

(0)

o

0*

(4 people did not respond)
The table revealed that these verbal individuals had increased in their
self-reported level of satisfaction with their living arrangements, but the
data in the table must be interpreted carefully. In the baseline, at Pennhurst,
12 people, or 40% of the sample, reliably expressed satisfaction with living

there; conversely, one person (3%~ was reliably dissatisfied.

Later, 1n CLAs,

22 people, or 73% of the sample, reliably expressed satisfaction, and no one
was consistently dissatisfied.
doubled.

By this measure, satisfaction had almost

On the facial picture scale item, the increase in expressed
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was tested both with the parametric to-test (!=4.30, (24), ~<.001) and with the
nonparametric Wilcoxon T (~<.001).
A condensed presentation of the responses of the movers to the check
question described. above, and to the five other sets of check questions, is
given in Table 5-4.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 5-4
SUMMARY OF MOVERS' RELIABLY EXPRESSED SATISFACTION
BEFORE AND AFTER CLA PLACEMENT

Satisfaction with
Living Arrangement
(Q1 and Q7B)

~

Change

Before

After

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

40%
3%

73%
0%

+33%
-3%

Sat i af i.ed

Desire to Move
(Q3 and Q 16)

Dissatisfied

43
17

63
7

+20
-10

General.Happiness
(QB and Q15)

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

67
3

67
0

0
-3

~atisfactio~ with
Staff
(Q2 ·and Q7)

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

60
0

80
0

+20
0

Satisfaction with
Staff
(Q2 and QllB)

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

53
7

63
0

+10
-7

Sat i sf i ed

53
0

53
7

Satisfacti~n with
Day. Program
(Q13 and Q10B)

Dissatisfied

0
+7

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The figures in Table 5-4 reflect only. the consistent responses, 'and all the
percentages are taken as fractions of the entire 30 people in'the movers
group .We

have already discus sed the first change in the table , Living

Arrangement.

The second change was in Desire to Move, which decreased; at'

baseline 17% wanted to move and after relocation it was 7% (Wilcoxon.!,
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On the General Happiness questions (Are you usually happy or sad), the

.E.<' 01).

table shows that there was no change.

About two thirds reiliably said they

were usually happy, .both whi Le they were at Pennhurst, and later in.the CLAs.
On both.sets of check questions about st~ff, the proportion of people who
reliably reported positive feelings increased after CLA placement (Wilcoxon 1,
Finally, there were no significant changes in satisfaction with the

.E.<'OS).

day programs; although not statistically significant, it is worth noting that
this was the only area in wl}ich~here
~as increased d i ssat isf ac t i on ; two people
.
','

.,':

"

reliably expressed dissatisfaction with their community based day programs.
Thus, in four of the si?Careas of satisfaction in which the consistency
and reliability of. responses could be checked , satisfaction increased; in the
other two areas, satisfaction was unchanged.
There were also a number of questions for which there were no check
questions.

There were no significant changes from pre to post relocation for

"Do you ·have any real good'friends?" or "Do you ever see.anyone.in your
family?" or "Do you make any money?"
you have a girlfriend/boyfriend?"

A significant increase was noted for "Do

from 10 people saying "Yes" in the baseline

to 17 saying "Yes" after ,relocation to CLAs.
~.'.
'

The smile face Likert scal~·l.tems were of special Lnt erest , and further
analyses of change were undertaken.

The special interest arose from prior

reports of failure of this que at i on format; (Winer, etal.,

1978) because too

few people could respond to it at a'll j yet, if it could work, the. data from a

)
I

five point scale lIlightbe more useful than simple Yes-No answers.

As has

already been noted, in our sample, th.e smile face format worked fairly well;
response rates .di.dnot drop I!lpchbelow those of the.Yes-No and Either-Or
formats.

It was therefore possible to treat the seven smile face items as

ordinal scales, calculating average scores on each one before and after
relocation, and to use routine statistical tests of significance of change.
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For each item, a score of 1 meant the "big frown

ll

IIbig smile."

face, and a 11511meant the

Thus higher scores were more positive.

The results are presented

in Table 5-5.

------------------------~----------------------------------------------------TA:BLE 5-5
CHANGES ON SMILE SCALE ITEMS AFTER RELOCATION
"Which face is most
like hov ••••• ~"
Q7B ••••you feel about
liying here?
Q8B ••••the sta~f feel
about you?
Q9B ••••the other residents
feel about y.ou?
QI0B ••••you feel about your
day pr ogram?
QI1B ••••you feel about the
staff?
QI2B~ •••you feel about the
other residents?
QI3B ••••you feel about
yourself?
OVERALL SCALE

Signif1cance
of ! (T)

Mean
Score
Before

Mean
Score
After

3.4

4.7

.00l( .oor:

3.5

4.3

.021(.028)

3.4

4.0

.076( .096)

3.9

3.9

1.00(1.00)

3.8

4.3

.109(.140)

3.3

4.3

.021(.026)

4.1

4.3

.484( .469)

25.5

30.0

.ooi r .003)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------The test of significance of change from before relocation to after was the
simple paired !-test.

The sample size was often less than 30 because not

everyone answered every question; therefore we also ran the nonparametric
Wilcoxon T tests.
parentheses.

The!

Significances of the Wilcoxons are show~ i~ the
and the Wilcoxon were nearly identical in each case.

The largest and most significant change was in how people felt about where
they lived, which became more positive in the CLAsl. Significant changes were
also noted in people's beliefs about how staff felt about them, and how people
felt about the other residents.

When all seven Likert items were added up to

form a single satisfaction scale, the change on this "overall scale" was also
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significant.

Results on the overall scale showed that the movers were more

satisfied in three of th~se seven areas, and also overall, after they moved
into the CLAs.

Changes in Satisfaction: The Stayers
For the 26 people we interviewed in 1980 at Pennhurst who were still
living at Pennhurst ,in 1984, it was of interest to find out whether they had
changed in any areas of satisfaction/happiness.

Certainly, the four years had

been eventful ones in the history of Pennhurst.

the population declined from

about 1000 to about 450 in those years, some buildings had closed, some staff
had been furloughed, and it had been announced by 'the Department of Pub lic
Welfare that Pennhurst definitely would close.

For these reasons, we conducted

reinterviews with the 26 people in the Summer of 1984.
Table 5-6 shows a summary of the changes in satisfaction among Stayers on
the items for which we had check questions.

TABLE 5-6
SUMMARY OF STAYERS' RELIABLY EXPRESSED SATISFACTION
IN 1980 AND IN 1984
1980

1984

Change

'35%
27%

-7%
+15%

Sati~faction with
Living Arrangement
(Ql and Q7B)
Desire to Move
(Q3 and Q16)

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

35
27

27
35

-8
+8

General Happiness
(Q8 and Q15)

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

50
8

58
15

+8
+7

Satisfaction with
Staff
(Q2 and Q7)
Satisfaction with
Staff
(Q2 and QllB)
Satisfaction with
Day Program
(Q13 and QI0B)

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

65

69
0

+4
-4

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

38
12

50

a

+12
-12

Satisfied
Dissatisfied

38
4

58
4

+20
0

Satisfied
Dissatisfied'

42%
12%
.
',~
.

4
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The data in Table 5-6 indicate, if anything, a slight decrease in
satisfaction with the living situation, as evidenced by the consistent
responses to the first two pairs of check questions, on which satisfaction
decreased slightly and dissatisfaction increased slightly.

General happiness

appeared to increase for some, and decrease just as much for others.
regarding satisfaction with staff were all in a positive direction.

Changes
The

largest change was an increase iri~atisfaction with the day program.
Statistical tests, however, showed that none of these changes were significant.
The unchecked items regarding good friends, girlfriends and boyfriends,
family contact, and making money were also examined for change from 1980 to
1984.

There were no significant changes in these areas.
As we did for the,Movers, we treated the face scale items as ordinal data

and computed averag~s·and t~sts of change overtime.

The results of this

analysis for the stayers are presented in Table 5-7.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 5-7
CHANGES ON SMILE FACE SCALE ITEMS AMONG STAYERS, 1980-1984,
"Which face is most
like how •••••"
Q7B •••you feel about
1iving here?
Q8B ••~the staff feel
about you?
Q9B •••the other residents
feel about you?
Q10B •••you feel about your
day program?
Q11B •••you feel abqut the
staff?
Q12B •••you feel about the
other residents?
Q13B •••you feel about
yourself?
OVERALL SCALE

After

Significance
of t (T)

3.7

2.9

.074(.075)

3.4

3.6

.709(.638)

3.9

4.,0

• J.74(. 790)

3.7

4.5

.111(.139)

Mean
Score
Before

Mean
Score

.276(.272)

3.6
3.7

3.,6

.822(.875)

3.5

4.,0

•394(.394)

26.8

26.,9

.940(.638 )

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Remarkably, none of the changes reached even the .05 level of statistical
significance.

The decreased satisfaction with the living situation came close,

as did the rise Ln satisfaction with the day program.

But strictly speaking,

we cannot infer that there were any real changes in these measures of
satisfaction.

Discussion
The central question of the Pennhurst Longitudinal Study for the Temple
University part of the effort was "Are people better off?"

In the consumer

interviews section of the study, the answer seems to be that the people (in our
sample of verbal people) who have moved to CLAs are, Ln fact, better off.

They

are better off in terms of their own verbally expressed satisfaction with
various areas of their lives, particularly with the place where they live.
In our explorations of reliability, we found generally higher consistency
than in prior work, but we certainly agree with the body of work by Sigelman
and colleagues that it is es~ential to include check questions in this kind of
work.

Hence asking questions in several ways, and in several formats, is

important.

Answers given to varied formats must be compared, and then the

presentation of the results should give weight to the consistent, reliable
responses.

We believe that the extra effort required to perform quality

interview work with people with mental retardation is amply justified.
This study revealed no strong preference as to the best question formats
to use with people with mental retardation.

Probably because of our

preselection of people with verbal skills, nearly everyone was able to respond
to all the formats (Yes-No, Either-Or, Multipl'e choice, Open-ended)·most of the
time.
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Our surprising
interview

finding of sharply reduced

was of considerable,

explanations
interview

although

for the phenomenon

subsidiary,

are possible,

rates on the second

interest.

including

Many

the idea that the first

may have been the first time the people were asked for their opinions

in a formal way by a stranger,
became more able to respond
possibility

of increased

Similarly,

it is possible

answers

inconsistency

and that, with even a little practice,

in such a situation.

~nother

concerns

they

the

trust of, and rapport with, our interviewer.
that our interviewer

by the time of the second interviews.

gained in skill in probing
If any of these explanations

were the case, they could pose a threat to the val~dity

of the increased

satisfaction

to interviews,or

improved

findings

openness,

explanations

sirice improved

or improved

for the changes

interviewer

validity

in satisfaction,

could all be potential

However,

in contradictions,

both the movers

and the

but only one group showed

so there does not seem to be a direct threat to

in this area.

Finally,

the stayers 1n this sample did not change

self-expressed

satisfaction.

with the day program;
Pennhurst

There was a suggestion

significantly

of increased

one would hope that the decreased

Originally,
stayers ,which
phase-downs,

attention

could help to. illuminate
but the opportunity

lived in facilities

of the

and to receive

when they do.

we did not expect to be able to investigate

work will continue

in their

satisfaction

population

Center has enabled more people to attend day programs,

more individual

phased

to respond

technique

in satisfaction.

stayers displ'ayed sharp reductions
the increases

ability

the effects

of institutional

to do so was welcome.

here and elsewhere,

We hope that similar

so that the! feelings

for decades are taken into account

down.
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changes among the

of people who have

as those facilities

are
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CHAPTER 6
QUALITIES OF ENVIRONMENTS

Assessment of Environments Case Study:
Access to Generic Resources
Joan left Pennhurst in June 1980, after having lived there since May
1969. Joan has Down's Syndrome and is legally blind.
At 4 years of age, Joan
had eye surgery which revealed a congenital cataract in her "good eye." As she
got older, her eyes began to atrophy, as did the muscles around them. Joan had
significant instances of self-abusive behavior while at Pennhurst.
Her
self-abusive behaviors consisted of face-slapping, mainly around her eyes.
In
addition, Joan has been known to spit at and pinch others.
Joan's move to the community in the summer of 1980 was fairly uneventful.
She moved into her new home in the suburbs with 2 other women, one of whom had
lived at Pennhurst and the other of whom had lived at another state-operated
mental retardation facility.
Joan seemed to adjust to her new home fairly
well.
She learned new skills at a steady pace, yet her inappropriate behaviors
remained the same.
Over the next two years, Joan's sel f+abu sive behaviors increased steadily,
especially face-slapping to the ar'ea around<he r' eyes. The community doctor
believed there was no medical problem and did not deem it necessary to bring
Joan into. his office -for va visit.. .. ..
'~

In December of 1982 a new project director took over Joan's program.
When
she assessed Joan's behavior problems, she made several changes, including
bringing in a new house team leader and getting a new behaviorist and general
practitioner.
Joan's parents were quite upset with the regression their
daughter was experiencing, and contacted staff on a daily basis.
The project
director met with the Harris's and suggested that Joan's problems with
self-abuse may have been d~e to irritation in or around her eyes. When the
project director suggested an evaluation at Wills Eye Hospital, Mr. and Mrs.
Harris were hesitant, as they believed that Pennhurst had exhausted all options
with regard to Joan's vision or lack thereof.
After some coaxing, the Harris's
consented to an evaluation at Wills.
The evaluation concluded that, due to the
atrophy of Joan's eyes and the muscles surrounding them, her upper and lower
eyelids had grown inward, causing her irritation and pain. The opthamologist
suggested that Joan should be considered for prostheses to alleviate the
irritation.
In February 1983, after numerous fittings and close communication with one
of the only occularists in the city, Joan received her prostheses.
Over the
past year Joan's behavior has improved considerably.
The incidence of
self-abuse has decreased appreciably, and when Joan does slap herself it is
never around her eye area. Joan seems very happy with her new eyes, and, most
important, she is no longer in pain.
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Introduction
In this part of the Pennhurst
peop le are "better
live.

off" in terms of the qualities

We have consistently

emphasize

Study, we address

of the places

used the phrase "qualities"

the fact that there is no generally

instead,

the question

there are many measures

in which they

of environments

accepted measure

of environmental

of whether

quality

to

of quality;

in use, and we have

used several.
In the first part of this chapter, we describe
our investigation
normalization

between

and individualization.

of our efforts
settings

of differences

to identify

and results of

and the CLAs in terms of

In the second part, we present

and measure

that are correlated

Pennhurst

the methods

aspects

a summary

of communi.ty residential

with developmental

progress

among the people

living in them.

Methods: Institution to Community
Instruments
Four dimensions

of the environmental

setting were measured
Service

Mental

(2) selected

Retardation

field experts

(1)

at the institution:

Systems; Wolfensberger

normalization;

program quality

& Glenn,

portions

& Developmental

to measure

physical

environment;

and (4) the Resident

1971; Balla,

1976),

which measured

PASS-3

1975),

a widely used measure

Disabilities

(ACMRDD),

and (3) programmatic

versus

of individualization

versus regimentation.

to which

individual-oriented,

PASS-3 may be thought of as a quantification
It is the oldest and. most widely
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Council

of

of

Standards

for

chosen by ACMRDD

aspects

of the

Survey (King, Raynes,

the extent

institution-oriented

ideology.

(Program Analysis

of the Accreditation

Management

of the serV1ce

treatment

& Tizard,

was

or, in other terms, the degree

of the normalization

used ~nstrument

for that purpose.

As it is usually applied,
50-item

rating.

about' ~ix"t6 15 person days are needed

Because

measures.

After considerable
.

nationwide
developed

wou ld not permit 'that level of effort

of CLAs, it see~ed that PASS cou l d not be included

for ea~h 'of hundreds
our environmental

our resources

.

literat~re

a shortened

that the l8-item

version

among

review' and

,"

Flynn & Heal (1981) had

contact with experts': a solution was found.

that was correlated

for a complete

of PASS-3.

They identified

an l8-item

at r=.965 with the full 50-item PASS-3

short form, administered

scale.

by highly experienced

subset

We concluded

~aters, would

be ideal for this study.
The ACMRDD

standards

consisted' of 807 Yes-No

items.

In August
,

project

engaged Mr. Terry Perl, former head of the Survey Proc;edures Committee

of ACMRDD,

"

and Mr. Willia~Snauffer,

experienced

ACMRDD

field surveyors,

'director of a corporation

as consultants.

-,: ,f'; ~ ., :"!"

consultation
physical
were

1979 the"

,

was to ~educe the ACMRDD

standards

selected

and program

standards.

The core item checklist

, in Maryland.

!

!

physical

individual

applicable

assessments

Our attempts

growth within

controlling

at a ~esidential

reliability.

of

school

independent

'The consultants

were conducted,
physical

to identify

the institution

and comm~nity

programs.

and the data analyzed,

and program

standards

any relationship

for in~ividua1 'characte~istics,

of

between

and either ACMRDD'environment'a1

After trying 'simple correlations,
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then

~nd 106 for programming

to both institutional

that use of the modified

had met with no success.
correlations

aspects

'

After the institutional

ACMRDD be terminated.

of the

"i

each performed

selected 41 items con,cerning the 'physica'lenvironm~nt

it was decided

l

and programmatic

was pilot-tested

in order to assess inter-team

that were most readily

•

From the full 807 st anda rd s , ,323

Two survey teams of four me~bers

.

The purpose

",.

staridards to'two sub~~ts'~ focused on

as core items representing

environments.

evaluations

;

tha't employed

partial

and multiple

score

regression

of various

forms, we had not been able to detect a relationship.

Moreover;

ACMRDD

exception

to this experimental

objections

central office

were the conten~ion

stafE and at least one board member
study of the standards.
that the standards

scale, that the iristitutional cottage
specific

items selected

relationship
received

of statistical

all efforts

analysis

to validate

voluntary

found that the instrument
regimented

treatment,

the institutions
replicated

Surv~y (RMS) was designed

theoretical
settings,

to abandon

to differentiate

care practices.

(50-93), and hostels

King, et al.

in institutions
or group homes

was a sensitive measure

the least.

Because

importance

McCormick,

and extended

was adapted

Data Base at UCLA.

of the living area

(size
(12-41).

of individualized

Balla, and Zigler

comparing

it was included.
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More recently,

with the Individualized

of its wide use, prior findings,

of the RMS'in

and

(1975) later

them cross-culturally.

for wide use in conjunction

They

versus

with the group homes being the most individualized

these findings

the instrument

its own search for a

of those standards.

from individual-oriented

homes

Our repeated

to co]lect, we decided

(1971) used thi s scale to compare care practices
121-1650),

and

and because 'the 'ACMRDD standards

and expensive

the utility

Management

institution-oriented

to conduct

In this atmosphere,

labor-intensive

The Resident

as a

that the

was: misleading.

growth and the ACMRDD characteristics

no response.

were extremely

should not be considered

sampling was'in~dequate,

the data tape for ACMRDD

between

Among the public

and the way they were selec:ted were questionable,

that one of our methods
offer to provide

took strong

institutions

and the
to community

Sample
At the institution.
Pennhurst.

In October

The first principle

environmental

of our appro~ch

rating for the whole institution

considerable

variation

among living areas.

living area.

Therefore,

of the people

in the living areas

demographic

it was. necessary

was performed,

We then randomly

selected

With respect

even test the clustering

and
When

of living areas.

each ,cluster.

score, two ACMRDD

We want~d

scores, and an RMS score

as possible.

to environmental

Therefore,

behavioral

i~to 10 cluster~

ratings

i

n the community,

of the study to

each CLA was rated along all

to add three other environmental

began the community

phase of data collection:

Characteristics

Characterisitics

of the Treatment

of the Phys i ca] Environment

The Life Safety Codes Instrument
Group at Temple University's

It recorded

adherence

preparation

for emergencies,

selected

the characteristics

of similar living areas.

We had no data at the beginning

idea.

rate every

dimensions.

We decided

Research

clusters

one living area to represent

sampling was not possible.

Instrument,

to crosstabul~te

living area as ~ccurately

In the community.

since there was likely to be

We could n~t, however,

Pennhurst:fell

to be able to assign a normalization
to each individual's

was that we should not do one

(using our 1978 Pennhurst

data) and look for natural

this analysis

environmental

1978 there were 45 living areas at

quality

Environment

(CTE), and

(CPE).,

was developed

by the Evaluation

Developmental ,Disabilities

and so forth.

&

Center.

procedures,

This instrument

for intermediate
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before we

the Life Safety Codes

to life safety codes, emergency

items from the standards

instruments

staff

also contained

care facilities.

Characteristics of the Treatment Environment (Jackson,1969) was developed
to measure the degree to which autonomy and activity are·encouraged in the
I
I..-

r'\

,.,.

residential setting.
Brownlee, 1977 L

It was revised in 1977 (Silverstein, McClain, Hubbell and

Silverstein et. a1. identified 10 items from Jackson's

original scale that produced· the highest item-factor correlations with the
scale's two fac'tors: autonomy and activity.

This instrument was designed to be

collected by interview with appropriate CLA staff"
Characteristics of the Physical Environment wa.s developed by the
Developmental Disabilities Project on Residential Services and Community
Adjustment at the University of Minnesot·a (1981).

This instrument measured the

degree to which the environment was home-like. Each of five rooms was assessed
on a five-point scale with "1" indicating a very home-like environment and "5"
indicati"ng a very non-home-like environment.

This instrument was designed to

be completed by the site reviewer after direct observation of the residence.

Procedures
At the In!;ltitution. For Normali~ation and RMS ratings, it was desirable
to locate a number of people highly familiar with PASS-3, because normalization
assessment in the field presupposed intensive training.

We were supplied with

a list of 18 persons who were not only familiar with PASS-3, but were qualified
as PASS-3 Team Leaders or Assistant Team Leaders.

A

training workshop was held

~n September 1979.· The 18-item short form ofPASS...;.3
(which we will henceforth
call the Normalization Instrument, because it is not actually PASS-3) and the
RMS were presented and explained.

The normalization and RMS assessments ~n the

institution were performed by two-person teams in September 1979.

The

interrater agreement appeared to be sufficiently high (Flynn & Heal, 1981) to
justify later reduction of field team size in the community to one rater per
site.

This was seen to be cost effective, as weI] as less intrusive.
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_ The condensed ACMRDD surveys were performed by a team of three qualified
and experienced surveyors.

For the Physical Standards section, the surveyors

performed an on-site inspection to complete their checklist of 41 items.

For

the Program Standards section, the Principal Investigator was asked to draw a
small simple random sample of three to six individuals in each selected living
area.

The surveyors assessed the·individual records of each individual thus

drawn, visited each unit, interviewed staff, and completed their 106-item
Program Standards checklist for each individual.
The institutional environmental data were coded and keypunched and entered
into the computer record of each person at Pennhurst. Each individual was given
a normalization score, an RMS score, an ACMRDD physical standards score, and an
ACMRDD program standards score.
In the Community.

At the second training session, held 1n early 1982, site

reviewers were retrained in Normalization and the RMS, and were trained in the
use of the three new environmental instruments (CTE, CPE, Life Safety Codes).
The three new instruments added approximately 1/2 hour to the review.
In March 1982, data collection began in the community.

As of that time,

approximately 200 people had been relocated from Pennhurst to the community.
One site reviewer went to each site where a former Pennhurst resident lived;
each reviewer collected the Normalization Scale, the RMS, the CTE, the CPE, and
the Life Safety Codes instruments (in addition to a Behavior Development Survey
for each individual).

Once the data were collected, they were entered onto the

record of each individual, thus enabling comparison between institutional and
community scores on the environmental instruments.
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Results: Institution to Community
Within Pennhurst
In 1980, the Behavior
individuals

who remained

the five counties
Delaware,

points

partial

we examined

correlations

those BDS scores to the
of 1. ~4

were tested for·relationship,tothe

by the people

in the Pennhurst

simple correlations,

controlling

used several forms of multiple
forced individual

Comparisonof

(Bucks, Chester,

that people had gained an average

variables

growth displayed

one approach,

Region of Pennsylvania

behavior.

The environmental
behavioral

for all 713

and whose county of origin was one of

and Philadelphia).

in 1978, revealed

in adaptive

Survey wa.s collected

at Pennhurst,

in the Southeast

Montgomery,

ones collected

Development

characteristics

to enter the equation

we were asking was whether

account

growth above and beyond

for by unchangeable

individual

behavior,

characteristics

In

we used

and in a third we

In the regression

nature of the question
for individual

living areas.

in a second approach

for 1978 adaptive
regression.

amount of

analyses,

first, because

environmental

we
the

variables

could

the growth that was accounted
(e.g., sex, age, or level of

retardation).
Above and. beyond
individual

the growth that could be explained

characteristics,

showed suggestions
statistical
being equal,

we identified

of statistical

technique.
greater

a few prog rammat i.c variables

significance,

The analyses

suggested

time in day program
treatment

daily.

oth~r forms of analysis

with the ICF standards,
continuity.

However,

depending

(as measured

that

on the choice.of

that, individual

characteristics

could make a difference

could individualized
In addition,

by unchangeable

in growth, as

by the RMS) and fewer medications
itpplied some effects

of· compliance

smaller living areas, more! staff, and residential

regardless

of the stat i st i carl procedures
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used, these

programmatic variables could not account:for very much of the variation 1n
growth among the people living at Pennhurst.
individual characteristics,

Compared to unchangeable

these program and environmental variables appeared

to be relatively weak in predicting, or explaining, variations in individual
growth.

1982 Community Data
The results of the first round of data collection in the community are
summarized in Table 6-1, which gives the average Normalization scores and RMS
scores for individuals from the five counties while they were residing at
Pennhurst and once they had moved to the community.
.

.

.

_.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 6-1
AVERAGE NORMALIZATION AND RMS SCORES FOR INSTITUTION
<

AND COMMUNITY BY COUNTY
NORMALIZATION

RMS

------------County

N

-----1
2
3
4
5

Pennhurst

--------14
22
29
34
58

-239
-237
-247
-226
-226

Average scores
Average change

....
232

CLA
----152
163
110
177
207
172

404

Pennhurst
.

CLA

--------54
55
60
58
58

66
66
64
64·
65

58

65
7

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The people who had moved into CLAs had clearly experienced a large increase 1n
the degree of normalization

(from -232 to +172), and a significant increase in

the degree of individualization

(from 58 to 65), as measured by our short

version of PASS-3 and by the RMS.

The conclusion from these measures was that
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people who had moved to CLAs were better off 1n terms of these two
environmental qualities.
The county tabulation shows, in "addition, t ha t there were significant
variations among Normalization scores received by GLA programs in different
counties; however there was practically no variation among RMS scores in CLAs
in different counties.

This illustrates why the RMS was eliminated from the

CLA data collection process; all CLAs were at or very near the top of the
scale.

Methods: Within' the! CLAs
Instruments
For the'second round of community data col Le c t i.on, the environmental
assessment package was revised.

We decided to keep the normalization measure

derived from PASS-3, because the questions'it addressed were basic and
essential, and were not addressed by the other environmental measures.
The Resident Management Survey was dropped in 19831,after the institution to
community changes had been assessed.

The RMS was replaced with the Group Home

Management Schedule (Pratt,1969), another measure of individualization versus
regimentation, but designed to be mo re sensitive'to the less obvious variations
among community programs.
The Characteristics of the Treatment Environment was also dropped in 1983
for the same reason the RMS was eliminated:
highest possible score.

almost all CLAs received the

The study team decided that replacement of this

instrument was unnecessary because our normalization scale covered the same'or
similar areas.
The Characteristics of the Physical Environment was replaced by the
Physical Quality Instrument (PQI) (taken from a modification of the MEAP Rating
Scale created by Seltzer, 1982, and further modif~ed by our group).
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The

Phy~ical Quality Instrument was found to be a more thorough measure of the
pleasantness of the residential site.

This instrument also assessed the

physical quality of the neighborhood in which the homes we re located.

As with

the CPE, the PQI was completed by the site reviewer after the site review,
including a tour of every room.

Procedures·
Since approximately 100 additional individuals had been relocated from
Pennhurst to the community, it was necessary to recruit additional site
rev1ewers to complete,the envi~onmentalassessments.

We recruited 10 more

individuals who had been PASS trained through the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania's PASS training program.

At a four day training session held late

in 1983, site reviewers were retrained an the Normalization Scale, and were
trained in the use of the three other environmental instruments (GHMS, PQI,
Life Safety Codes).

The three instruments took approximately 1/2 hour to

administer, the same as in the previous y~ar.
Data collection occurred late in 1983 and early in 1984.

One site

reviewer went to each site where a former Pennhur st resident Ii ved; each
rev1ewer collected the BDS, the normalization scale, the GHMS, the Life Safety
Codes Instrument, and the PQI.
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Results: Within the CLAs
One of the original
differences
did so.

in enviromental

Equally

community

qualities

important

progr~ms

policy makers
designed

aims of the Pennhurst
between

was the question

institution

operators

to foster individual

growth and development.

were associated

whether

with individual

and we

qualities

That is, it was important

alike to know how programs

Permhur s t; Study, data set to investigate

the

and community,

of what environmental

would "make a difference."

and program

quality measures

Study was to explore

in

for

could best be

We therefore

used the

any' of our environmental
growth and development

among

I

people

living in CLAs.

The analysis

presented

in CLAs in 1983 and 1984.
it also included

here was based on the data collected
This was the most recent

the largest number of people.

information

We further

for all people
available,

selected

were living at exac t Iy the same CLA, with the same street address,

1984, in order to eliminate
only moved
environment,

to an apartment

people who had changed environments,
across the hall.

at least, was relatively

and

people who
in 1983 and

even if they

This assured us that the physical

constant.

There were 320 people

in the

study's data base who met these criteria.
The index of individual
behavior

growth and development

from 1983 to 1984 as measured

320 individuals

in the analyses

was the change 1n adaptive

by the Behavior

had gained an average

Development

Survey.

The

of 2.0 points between

1983 and 1984; actual changes ranged from a 45 point loss to a 34 point gain.
Literally

hundreds

of variables

with growth, but our interest
variables.

The first analysis

selected were the following

were available

in this analysis

was in the environmental

was a simple Pearson

environmental

living at the site, hours of developmental
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to test for association

measures:

correlation.

The variables

number of other residents

service, hours of day programming,

Group Home Management Schedule score, Physical Quality score, Normalization
Score, Characteristics of the Treatment Environment score and total staff
hours.
Of all the variables entered into the Pearson correlation, shown in Table
6-2, the only significant correlation was between adaptive behavior growth and
the Group Home Management Schedule score (r=-.20, 314 df,p=.OOl).

This

suggested that individuals living in more regimented settings gained more in
the area of adaptive behavior. This was a paradoxical finding, because the
prevailing wisdom indicated that more regimentation would inhibit growth.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TABLE 6-2
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN
ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES AND INDIVIDUAL GROWTH
WITHIN CLAs
Simple Correlation with
1983 - 1984 gains in
Adaptive Behavior score

----------------------Number of residents

-.09

Hours of developmentallyoriented service per day
Hours of day program per day

.05
.00

Group Home Management Schedule

-.20

Physical Quality Instrument

-.06

Normalization Instrument

*

.04

Total staff hours per week·

-.06

Characteristics o~ the
Treatment Environment

-.10

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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It is a well established
matter what the context,
Furby,

1970).

significantly
negative

fact that much of the variance

can be accounted

for by initial

In our case, the 1983 adaptive
correlated

correlation

behavior

~n gain scores, no

scores

(Cronbach

scores were

with the gain scores (!=.:... .24, (318) ,.£<.001)-.

meant

&

The

that people who started out with lower scores were

likely to gain the most, and people who started out with higher

scores were

likely to gain the least.
We also know that many ~nvironmenta:l measures
level of functioning

of the people living in the environments;

Group Home Management
fosters exp~es.ion
and regimentation

are correlated

Schedu le measures

of individual
for all.

for example,

choices,

as opposed to having

blanket

yield higher

s~6re~

behavior,
scores,

useful

then possible

correlation
adjusting

functioning

the environmental

influence

way. of doing so is to use partial
gives a measure

for the effects

of the relationship

number of firefighters?
relationship

between

No, because partial
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It is
One

while

(As an example,

the number of

Should the mayor cut the

correlation

the nu~ber of firefighters

and

A partial

two variables

variable.

between

and the speed of putting a fire out.

variables

from the analysis.

between

of one or more additional

with gain

correlations.

correlations.

it is found that there is no correlation

firefighters

correlated

if we rely solely on simple Pearson
this confounding

people.

with initial adaptive

is negatively

between

retardation

Hence such a measure might

are correlated

behavior

relationships

to try to remove

mathematical

suppose

measures

and initial adaptive

gain may be masked

retardation.

for settings with higher

If the environmental

rules

there would tend to be less evidence

of individual' f~~e'dom of choice among people wi th profound mental
mental

the,

the degree to which the environment

But obviously

than among people with,mild

with the'

shows a strong

and the speed of extinguishing,

when we adjust for the sue

of the fire.)

To see -how strongly our environmental measures were influenced by the
level of functioning of the people in the set t ings , we computed the
correlations of each of the environmental measures with initial (1983) adaptive
behavior. -positive correlations were found with the 'amount of day programming,
the Group Home Management Schedule, the normalization scale, and theCharacteristics of the Treatment Environment.

Negative correlations were found

with the number of other residents and the total number of staff hours per
week.

The simple coirelations are shown at the left of Table 6-3.

TABLE 6-3
PARTIAL CORRELATIONS -BETWEEN -ENVIRONMENTAL
MEASURES AND INDIVIDUAL GROWTH WITHIN CLAs,
CONTROLLING FOR 1983 ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
Simple
Correlation
with 1983
Adaptive
Behavior
Number of residents

-.14

Hours of developmentallyoriented service pet day
Hours of day program per day

-.04

*

-Partial
.Cor re l at i on

with Gain in
Adaptive
- Behavior

-.13
.04

.20

**

.05

Group Home Management Schedule

.43

**

-.12

Physical Quality Instrument

.02

Normalization Instrument

.31

Total staff hours per week
Characteristics of the
Treatment Environment
* p<.05
**p<' 001
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*

*

-.05

-.47

**
**

.47

**

.12
-.20

.00

*
**

The simple correlations
environmental

variables

were measur1ng

living in the environments.
environmental

quality.

individuals:

in Table 6-3 indicated

The data specifically
settings,

(c) received

fewer total st~ff hours,
less regimented

was the functional

This is not a desirab]e

(a) were in smaller

that some of what the
level of the people

property

for a measure

showed that higher

(b) were in settings

more day programming,

settings where normalization,

autonomy

of

functioning
that required

and (d) lived in

and activity

were

encouraged.
Table 6-3 ,also presents
When the confounding
measures

effect of the relationship

anhd the ad~ptive

four partial

c~rrelations

gain were signi.ficant:
Management

Sch~dule

the results of the partial

behavior

between

correlation

analysis.

the environmental

of the people in the setting was removed,

between environmental
number of residents

score (.!:=.12, (308),

measures

and adaptive

behavior

(.!:=-.13, (308), .£=.'019), Group Home

.£=.030),

score .!:=.12,

Normalization

(308), .£=.'032), and staff hours per week (.!:=.20, (308), .£=.001).
These partial
differences

correlations

in,initial

larger gains w~thin
more regimented
eLAs 1n which
Findings

adaptive

behavior

controlling

for

scores, tne people who tended to make

the eLAs were those who lived:

(a) in smaller eLAs;

Cl.As; (c) an Cl.As with higher normalization

(b) in

scores; and (d) in

fewer total staff hours per week were expended.
(b) and (d) were puzzling,

the Group Home Management
correlated

sugge-s t ed that, when

so both were explored

partial

correlations.

hoth were acting through

Howe ve r , partial

the Group Home Management

Schedule

initial adaptive

and size, were still significant,

behavior

Both

Schedule and the total number of staff hours were

with the size of the eLA, and possibly

to product mi sleading

further.

correlations

and staff hours with growth,

magnitude.
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controlling

S1ze
of
for

and about the same

We stress, however,
overwhelmingly

large; instead,

relationships.

relationships

since a series of partial

significant,

correlations

may not lead to the same conclusions
the methods

used here assume

simple linear fashion.
investigation
services

they indicated

correlations

It should also be noted that these results

model of growth,

and moreover

that none of these partial

The validity

before drawing

do not represent

was used.

that the variables

final conclusions

for people with mental

but weak,

as multivariate

of that assumption

were

a

These
techniques,

are all related

merits

1n

further

about the nature of quality

in

retardation.

Discussion
These five years of work on measurement
been intriguing

and rewarding,

that "really matter"
this arena.
behavioral

At the time of this writing,

Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania

years of Federal
the foreseeable

1n

the support of our entire

process has been taken over by the

as a monitoring

system.

that were very clear.

into CLAsin

they went into settings

Pennsylvania

that were much "better"

Hence, although

the five
into

One is that when people

under this Federal

court order,

in terms of our measures

of

and individualization.

In fact, the change was so extrem~

that our measure

(the RMS) ceased to be of value after people moved
the CLAs attained
institutional

of measurement

future.

from Pennhurst

normalization

assessment

has

any final list of things

all of the problems
however,

qualities

funding are over, work in this crucial area will continue

A few things did emerge
moved

but has not produced

nor has it resolved

and environmental

of envinronmental

the highest

environments

possible

of individualization

to CLAs.

score on that scale.

and small community

environments

Practically
This implies

that

are so different

that it may be an error to try to use the same set of of standards
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all of

for both.

That could result in unrealistic demands for large institutional settings and
unnecessarily low expectations from community programs.

It is possible that we

would be wiser to start from scratch i.ndeveloping standards for community
.

I

programs, rather than trying to tinker with and adapt the existing
institution-oriented

standards.

I

Another is.that many so-called "environmental'" measures are highly
sensitive to the characteristics of the people living in the setting being
rated.

We hope that ~his will further impel the effort to develop standards

and measures that areindpendent

of the functional level of the people being

served • Even our normalization measure ,which
of individual functional level, was not.

defini tely should be independent

This need: for "functional-level-free"

measures of environmental quality is similar to the:need for measures of
individual intelligence that are free of "culture-bias."
We were not able to discern relationships between aspects of one of the
most widely used set of program standards in the nation (ACMRDD) and individu~l
growth and development within the institution in this study.

That does not

mean that a relationship does not exist, and we hope that others will
investigate this issue in a rigorous scientific manner.

It seems.to us

extremely important that programmatic standards should be shown to be
associated with continual increases in the ind~pendent functioning of the
people served.

These comments apply also to the multitude of other standards

and licensing instruments that are used at national, state, and local levels;
we urge a great deal more scrutiny of validity (particularly predictive
validity vis-a-vis growth).
During the research process, we were constantly reminded that growth is
not the only criterion of a good environment.

Our measures of Physical Quality

and Life Safety, for example, wer.e completely unrelated to people's functional
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level or their growth.
dropping

Yet not one of our site reV1ewers

those measures.

Of course,

We constantly
One concern

our Normalization

showed that the .Normalization
from one year to the next.

reliable.

of our environmental

we applied
PASS-3

Although

about reliability

phe nome na rmay be genuine,

such

conclusion
standards

our impressions

that skepticism
isa

to any review

invol ved, providers

from service providers

of environmental

not a de-s-i ra b Le product

therefore

call for far greater
licensing,

become

of the quality assurance

attention

to the interrater

and environmental

may need to be vi nr enai f i.ed,

videotaped

site reviews

.We have continually
about the entire

to train surveyors
perceived

simple terms, that question

We

reliability

measures

Data

and reviewer
promise

in the use of

of a significant

and program

standards.

is to what extent is it feasible

to measure
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of the

and to test their scoring accuracy •

the quiet presence

issue of environmental

object

That is

proces s ,

quality measures.

We see considerable

and

that luck is

cynical and resentful.

collection .instruments may n.eed to be revised or replaced,
training

measures

of the reviewer

the extent that .they believe

will gradually

as

have led us to the

It seems unde r atandab.le that the agencies

certainly

standards,

measure

in this area.

in which the result depends on the orientation

who is sent out that year .To

existing

(We must emphasize

-- our work did not use the full

about the reliability

ma j or. problem.

they may

was only about our normalization

Ou~ work will continue

Over the years,

analyses

Score of a· given CLA could change a large amount

it.wi t.his.i.rrg le site reviewers

scale.)

instruments.

Scale, because preliminary

also car i.se cf rom a lack of .one or mo re kinds of reliability.
that this concern

of comfort,

to do wit~ individual

they too must be demonstrably

tested the reliability

involved

suggest

There is clearly a place ~or standards

safety, and other areas that may have nothing
development.

would

question
In

qualities

of the environment

researchers

have suggested

the quality

of a program

observation.

Because

very small community

in a brief visit to a residential
that literally

nothing useful

residences,

we must continue

well we can measure

things in brief visits,

the things measured

make a real difference

settings
suggested
settings

of environmental

led to some provocative,
that, adjusting

for initial adaptive

tended to display more growth.

tended to display more growth.
settings
Schedule)

that were ~

that a certain amount

behavior,

of structure

growth will occur.

how much "restrictiveness"

settings
that people

although

it could be accurate,
professional

and beneficial

the possibility
(although

of the people

Tae question

that

served),

and

for scientific

1S proper for which kinds of people?
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1n

by the Group Home Management

to the level of functioning

that below this amount,less

The data

however,

trend of current

is necessary

served.

people 1n smaller

We hope that others will investigate

amount varies according

study is:

Such a finding,

not in line with the general

in the field.

analyses.

suggested,

(as measured

that

of growth in community

People in more normalized

The analysis

regimented

did slightly better.

is certainly
theories

if not conclusive,

of how

we can establish

in the lives of the people

corrlelates

and

for _large systems of

to face the question

and whether

Some

can be learned about

in less than several weeks of direct presence

that is not likely to be practical

Our investigation

program?
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CHAPTER 7
. FAMILY IMPACTS"
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Family Impacts Case Study:
A Case of Guilt
Susan left Pennhurst in 1974, before the Pennhurst litgation began;
therefore, by current definition she is not a class member. She was included
the case studies as part of a comparison group of individuals who had been
living in the community when the litigation started.

in

Since Susan moved to the community she has lived in 2 different homes.
As
a result of Susan's ambulation problems, the provider felt it would be better
for Susan to live in a ranch-style home.
Susan's ambulation problems were
caused by chronic phlebitis, which has required hospital care on several
occasions.
While Susan was at Pennhurst, she had little or no contact with her
family.
When she moved to the community, however, family visits increased
dramatically.
She has been visiting with her family in South Carolina at least
3-4 times a year over the past 10 years.
Upon examination of records at
Pennhurst and at the group home, it was quite clear that Susan's family (aunts
and cousins) felt a great deal of ~~lt.a.round her living at Pennhurst, yet
they were unable t o care for her t hem seI've s •.
·.It seems that, to alleviate their
own guilt, they have become a doting family. - In f~ct, they are perpetuating
the myth of the sick, helpless, eternal child itl Susan. Over the past few
yeats gifts to Susan have been gifts ~hat e~courage dependence rather than
foster independence.
One year they gave her a single bed with bed rails. More
recently, they gave her an ejection chair so that she wouldn't have to struggle
to get up; she pushes a button and is lifted to an upright position.
Staff and
the provider agency have been unsuccessful in discouraging such gifts.
While increased family contact is certainly a desired outcome, it should
never occur at the expense
of the individuals who are struggling so hard, in
many cases, to achieve their independence. Certainly, in this case, Susan is
getting mixed messages from her family and from staff and others around her.
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Introductlon
When Judge Broderick
decision

ordered

Pennhurst

closed"

would have an impact on the lives and attitudes

as on the people

themselves.

Therefore,

Study has been an assessment
Strangely,
alternatives

therefore

became

relocation

the first to examine

placement.

Literature

Families

of people

placement.

(1969).

changes

satisfaction,
families

and opinions

the same situation.
Intagliata,

in Nebraska

satisfaction

Study were released

placement.

was from Klaber

in Connecticut,

delivered

care, among

In Texas, Pay tie (1976) discovered
was also reported
Meyer

by Willer,

(1980) found that over

in Pennsylvania;

Our own initial findings

in 1980, and showed the same pattern.
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he found

similar levels of

about community-based

70% of families were satisfied with an institution

Pennhurst

change?

that the facilities

(1979) in New York state.

the idea of community

to

have been found to be very

(1975) reported

institutions.

Overwhelming

& Atkinson

were opposed

reports of such satisfaction

Brockmeier

after

to changes 'such as -commun.i t y :

and opposed

coupled with skepticism

of people

This study

below) had already established

parents of people 1n institutions

care~Later,

by the court

we were able to address was, if people were

more than three fourths of them were convinced
excellent

Study.

in family feelings

(described

in public instituti~ns

One of the earliest
Surveying

to do both was presented

family behaviors

satisfied with 'th~ facilities,

ab6ut

family contact before and after

of people living in institutions

The question

placed anyway; how would

Longitudinal

to and feelings

support of the Longitudina]

firmly that most families
community

careincltided

The opportunity

of a relative.

as well

of the impact of the court 'orders on families.

to institutional

decree plus the federal

that the

of families,

part of the Pennhurst

no prior study of family reactions

deinstitutionalization.

against

it was obvious

and were
in the
Atthowe

&

Vite)lo (1982) detected similar feelings among families i.nNew Jersey.

In

their survey, 54% expected no more than custodial care, and 91% said the
institutional care was adequate or better.
Payne (1976) also identified a "deinstitutional backlash," a loosely knit
countermovement of various local and state-wide associations of parents
organized in support of institutions as opposed to community living
arrangements (CLAs).

While many families of people in institutions see group

homes or community living arrangements (CLAs) as a viable way to care for some
people, most prefer the institution for their own relatives (Atthowe & Vitello,
1982; Frohboese

s

Sales, 1980; Payne, 1976).

Similarly, Ferrara (1979)

documented that par~nts of children with mental retardation were much more
supportive of normalization activities for children with mental retardation in
the abstract than they were ~or their own children.
Many families believe that there are individuals with mental retardation
who will never be able to achieve the level of independence they think is
necessary for community living •. Further, many families think it is damaging
for professionals to create expectations that their children will achieve such
independence (National Association for Retarded Citizens [NARC], 1977).
Families generally believe the decision to institutionalize their
relatives was permanent and final.

Atthowe and Vitello (1982) found that 84%

of families believed that their child would stay institutionalized for life.
Stedman (1977) suggested that deinstitutionalization of a relative with mental
retardation forces the family to question-whether institutionalization had been
appropriate in the first place.

To those families who institutionalized their

children, deinstitutionalization

represents a "pa i nfu I revisitation" of the

original decision (Willer et al., 1979).
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Families

also fear the implications

alternative;

of the concept of least restrictive

they fear that their children

small community

(NARC, 1977).

settings

will not be protected
et al. (979)

As Willer,

properly

1n

said:

In this instance, the 'individual is moved from a very secure situation
where someone else, the state, is responsible for his safety and future.
Al.t erna t i ve settings are, by defini tion, less restrictive, and the family
is faced with the belief that increased risk of harm or abuse may occur.
(p. 13)'
.
and Sales' (1980) documented

Frohboese
institution
relatives.
within

that families

believed

the state

alternative

feasible

for their

to be the least restrictive
They perceived

greater

freedom of movement,

independence,

concern

families have about deinstitutionalization

the institution.

Perhaps

the greatest

the permanence
q~estion

of the community

of permanence,

settings

practices
years,

reveals

that funding

and'federal

contrast,
federal

funding

assistance

An analysi~

for institutions

of funding history
has continued

has grown significantly

for CLAs has come primarily

demonstrations.

programs

Recent

federal

year 2020~ institutional
Thus, a reasonably
families

short-term

fed, and clothed

in

Study was -t o test whether

test for changes among the same families
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in the

relatives.
attitudes

and then to take the unprecedented

their relatives.

For a

many states shows that most

focus of the Permhu r st Longitudinal
fit this pattern,

In

& Hemp, 1984).

of their institutionalized

families

100

to be a safer bet than CLA support.

large array of research

community

and current

for community

placement

Pennhurst

oppose

funding may appear

Howes,

be housed,

amount,

in the past decade.

funding initiatives

is that their relative

1S

The

for nearly

from states and/or

have not yet been tested fully (Braddock,

family whose concern

1980).

(F'rohboeae & Sales,

in turn, is linked to funding and the duration,

source, and intent of that fund~ng.

step:

and safety

after community

The
of
next

placement

of

Methods
Respondents
There were 713 people residing
came from the five southeastern

at Pennhurst

counties

630 had known relatives.

Questionnaires

families

Survey.

for the Baseline

follow-up,

responses

non-respondents
was determined
of 630.
answers

were mailed

from 472 families

that the 472 respondents

(That is, the non-respondents

134 people who moved

and extensive
(75%).

tel~phone

One-fourth

of the

of the population

did not differ from respondents
by t-test~.

it

in their

Hence the sample was

bias~)

Survey, we telephoned

the families

to CLAs; only the families

in a CLA for six months were telephoned
interviews

to each of these 630

were representative

to 19 key survey items, as measured

After the Baseline

Of these residents,

and asked a subset of the survey questions;

judged to be free of non-respondent

telephone

of Pennsylvania.

After two mailings

were received

were telephoned

in May 1980 who originally

were conducted

of each of the next

of people who had already

for the Post-Relocation

between January

Survey.

1981 and February

been
The

1984 in

four waves.
In the first wave, conducted
had been in CLAs for six months
.

43 more families
families

in mid-1982.

of recently

spoke with another

placed

had spoken with families
andwhose

relatives

or more were
interviewed.
.

of people who

The second wave added

In the third wave, in early 1983, there were 54
people, and in the final wave, in late 1983, we

15 families.

had spoken with 134 families

in early 1981, the 22 families

At the end of the Longitudinal

of people who had moved

who had completed

had experienced

to CLAs.

the baseline

Study, then, we
In all cases, we

mail survey form

the CLA setting for at least six, but l~ss.

than 12, months.
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Instruments
one for the baseline

Two questionnaires
survey

were: developed

for the family impact s study.

instruments

were to assess

initial

post-r~location
aims of.these

deinstitutiona.,..lization,
relocation

to measure

of the relatives,

changes

and to identify

educatiory., sex, and race, which might
Barnes,
community

Krochalk,

residential

families/guardians
questionnaire
needed

for development

fromPennhurst

they had recently

study· but would

Additional

and necessary
the Office

placement.

survey was prepared

were received

which

advocate

of Management

on nine family contacts

issues,

Although

etal.

instrument

were made.

and Budget

1979.
and.

At about the

whose relatives

as the population
t er

study.

had

of the

The pilot test

from several psychologists,

of the Special Master
The revised

in February,
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•

in the: questionnaire.

and feedback was obtained
from the Office

1979.

no

This group was selected

for the be fore=and+af

led to improvements

modifications

services

in September,

in December,

been in. the same situation

criticism

.and a certified

survey

on philosophical

for out-of-home

into the community.

not be eligible

provided. feedback

survey of

of the first draft of our questionnaire

same time, the survey was pretested

because

a comprehensive

an this field were consulted,. and their reviews

for modification

recently

such as

to attitudes.

was used in ours, I;p.eBarnes,

.The first draft of the baseline

moved

variables,

of the person with retardation,

preferred

item from their questionnaire

after

with mental. ret,ar:dation. Their

living at home, positions

and the types of facilities

recommendations

relate

(1976) conducted

characteristics

to keep the person

experts

demographic

The

toward

care: system study that Lnc lude d a mail

of individuals

served as a.model

attitudes

in those attitudes

possibly

and Hutchinson

assessed

Two national

survey .and one for the

instrument

]980.

for Pennhurst,
was submitted

In March,

that agency

to

req~ested
April,

additional

changes.

1980. This baseline

The Post-Relocation
families'

attitudes

retardation.
baseline

The final form of the instrument

questionnaire

questionnaire

six months

gather any perceptions,
post-relocation

attitudes,

many questions

be questioned,

because

Therefore

question,

not covered

in Appendix

toward deinstituti6nalization.

scale.

The validity

errors and misinterpretations

with mental

intended

Toward Deinstutionalization

well-structured

and internally

consistent

from 1 to 5; the higher

(Cronbach's

the numerical

This

the attitudes

of

of single items can

is reduced when many similar items are combined

the Attitudes

to

can bias any particular

of 25 items, was constructed.
Alpha

into a

Scale (ATDS), a
It was

=

.94).

This scale

value of the score, the greater

toward deinstitutionalization.

simple additive

in

in the survey.

that addressed

scale composed

the resistance

changes

7-2.

simple additive

ranged

7-1.

of their relatives

or feelings

is included

contained

This problem

to measure

~n

was simply a subset of the items on the

the respondent

response.

as Appendix

We also asked an open-ended

questionnaire

The instruments

was designed

after relocation

This post-questionnaire

questionnaire.

is included

was approved

The items contained

scale are marked with asterisks

in Appendix

in this

7-1.

Procedures
The overall
was pre-post.
1980, before
Pennhurst,
months

design of the family impacts portion of the Longitudinal

Families

of Pennhurst

their relatives

his/her

the six-month

time for each family to develop
relocation

were surveyed

left the institution.

family was interviewed

after the relocation;

or temporary

residents

familiarity

phenomena

to fade.
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by mail in June

As each resident

by telephone,

approximately

delay was intended

Study

left
six

to permit enough

with the CLA, and for transitional

The decision
questionnaire
officials,

to use telephone

was reached

consultants,

that the change
results.

judging
telephone

moved

=

(pre

mail,

post

=

Committee.

phone)

It was possible

could influence

it assured

collection

family

move,

and

of data from virtually

100%

By mail, we could only be confident

As it turned out, there were 136 families

and met our criteria

the

sample size to be 100, we chose

prepost

of people who moved.

post-relocation

Advisory

with government

Not knowing how many people would actually

because

about 70%.

consideration

too small an "N" could call the entire

acceptable

follow-up

of the families
reaching

'and the project

On the other hand,

the minimum

for the post-relocation

only after careful

in methods

study into question.

contact

for this part of the study.

of

of people who

If we had done the

survey by mail, we might have 'obtained only 95 completed

prepo'st interviews,
,

rather than .t he 1:34 we actually

received.

J

Hesults
Baseline Study
The central
overwhelming

and most

opposition

decision?",

finding

of the families

When asked the question,
from Pennhurst

striking

the responses

family

to the idea of community

"If your relative

to the community,

of the baseline

were to be selected

study was the
placement.

for movement

how likely would you be to agree with this

were as follows:

Very likely to agree
• • • • • .9%
• • .5%
Somewhat likely to agree •
14%
Unsure • • • • • • • • • •
Somewhat unlikely to agree
• .9%
Very unlikely to agree • • • • • • • 63%

· '.

Thus,

72% of the families

have disagreed

of the people

with any proposal

still living at Pennhurst

for community
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placement

1n 1980 would

of their relatives.

In addition,
relatives

the families ,were very satisfied with serV1ces

were receiving

how satisfied
Pennhurst?"

at Pennhurst.

In answer

to the question,

are you with the services your relative

the following

responses

their

has received

"Overall,
from

were given:

verysata~
• • • • • • • • • • • 54%
Somewhat~~fied
•••••••••
29%
Neutral •••••••••••••••
11%
Somewhat dissatisfied • • • • • • • • 5%
Very dissatisified ••••••••••
2%
Together,

these two questiDns

institution,

finding of the baseline

Attitudes

Related

Analysis

at Pennhurst
educated

feelings

revealed

to community

placement.

with the

This was

study.

to Opposition.

for these initial

opinions.

a clear pattern of satisfaction

coupled with strong opposition

the primary

reasons

revealed

We were also interested
of the families,

i~ some of the

and in some related

that families who were older, and whose relatives

were cIder, were more opposed

families were more opposed,

to community

placement.

and white as opposed

More

to non-white

families

were more opposed.
An attitude
placement

that appeared

was that 75% of families

that their relatives
development.
relative's

to be related

had no potential

Moreover,
adaptive

believed,

a family's

behavior,

was not related

suggested

not necessarily

grounded

strongly or somewhat

opinion

IQ, or level of retardation.

in empirical

observation

1970s and 1980s have been "normalization,"
Families

strongly,

or psychological

in this area was not related

that this pessimistic

and "deinstitutionalization."

about community

for further educational

Three of the best known philosophical

agreement/disagreement

to feelings

attitude

to the

The fact that it
among the families was

or rational

thinking.

trends 1n service delivery
the "least restrictive

in the

alternative,"

were asked for their degree of

with these ideas and the results
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showed that they were

not 1n accord with these concepts.
with "nQrmalization;"

In fact, 32% 'agreed (strongly

36% agreed with "least restrictive

19% agreed with '''deinstitutionalization.''
that there was, a general
might

lead to change

pattern

There were other opinions
deinstitutionalization.
somewhat)
permanent,
families,
offered

and 61% disagreed.

services

would

that CLA staff would
situations

that might

care.

from doctors

community

placement.

the family
pr1mary

=

3

=

=

(strongly

or

was secure and

seemed to be a cent ra l issue for
of the permanence

in the community,

knowledgeable

predictors

and security
agreed

that

and only 20% agreed

and skillful

of a family's

perception

or nurses,

to handle

all

to community

of the relative's

that the relative

need

had great need for

then that family was likely to oppose

A questionnaire

for collection

opposition

of the intens~ty

believed

survey and the Behavior

instrument

1
2

be available

If the family

attention

agreed

arise with their relatives.

was the family's

for medical

to

Si.mi.La r Ly , only 18% of families

be sufficiently

One of the strongest
placement

living arrangements

not confident

by the new CLA concept.

suggested

relatives.'

to: opposition

only 15% of families

Permanence

and they were clearly

all needed

4

that were relevant

for community

and only

and di.st ru st of "new" .i de a s that

of the institu~i9nilized

For example,

that funding

alternative,"

This lack of agreement

of suspicion

in the situation

or somewhat)

item on medical

Development
of information

Survey

needs was put into both
(BDS), which was our

about individuals:

would not survive without 24-hour medical care
has life-threatening
condition that requires very
rapid access to medical care
needs visiting nurse and/or regular visits to
the doctor
ge ner a lly has no serious medical needs
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In 1978 we collected theBDS

for each 'person living at Pennhurst, from staff,

including nurses, and from facility records.

We were therefore able-to compare

the responses from the families to the responses from the facility.

The

comparison revealed that the facility responses and the family responses did
not agree very much at all.

Table 7-1 presents the results .f rom both sources.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-Table 7-1
Medical Needs as Perceived by Families
and by Facility Staff
FACILITY RESPONSES
High·
Need
1
F
A
M
I
L
I
E
S

High
Need

Low
Need
Total

2

3

Low
Need
4

Total

1

5

7

43

**57**

112

2

2

3

20

21

46

3

0

5

50

62

117

4

1

2

41

96

140

8

17

154

236

415

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The meaning of this table is simply that the families perceived much more
I

,

intense medical needs among their relatives at!Pennhurst than did the staff who
were providing direct care.

The entry in the table marked by asterisks is the

most extreme case of this disparity in perceptions; it represents the fact that
there were 57 people about whom the family reported that the person would not
surv1ve without 24-hour medical care, but about whom staff reported that there
were no serious medical needs.
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Post-Relocation Study
Representati veness of the sample.

The 134 people in the Post-Relocation

study were generally very similar to the average Pennhurst person, except in
age.

The 134 were five years younger on the average, and were admitted to

Pennhurst about five years later than the average.

In both adaptive and

maladaptive behavior, the 134 people were not significantly different from the
average of the Pennhurst population.

The distribution of level of retardation

labels was about the same for our sample and the population, as well.

In both

groups, 86% of the people were labeled severely or profoundly retarded.
Characteristics of the 134 family respondents.

The 134 family respondents

interviewed in the posc+rel.ocati.on study were not '7ery different from the
population of,472 fa~i:lie's-,,!lthregardto education, race, sex, and
.\' ..

;-

'.

..

'

relationship, as Table 7-2 ~hows.

--------~----~----~~------~--------------------------------------------------table 7-2
Demographic Characteristics of Families
Population
of 472 Families
Education:
Race:
Sex:

High school or more

Non...;.whi
te .
Male

Relationship:

Parent

Sample
of 134

55%..

51%

18%

16%

63%

51%

68%

72%

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Furthermore, in analyzing the responses of the 134 family sample to the
25-item scale assessing attitudes toward deinstitutionalization,

we found that

this group did not differ in initial attitudes from the average Pennhurst
family (472), as Figure 7-1 shows.
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Figure 7-1

P
E
R

INITIAL ATTITUDES: ATDS SCALE

POPULATION OF 472: SOLID'
SAMPLE OF·-134: LINED

30

C

E
N
T

o

20

F
F

A
M
I
L
I

E

S

10

0 ........-

1.0

2.0
1 .5

3.0

4.0

2.53.5

ATDS SCALE SCORES
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5.0
4.5

This bar graph showed what the statistics
were,

to begin with,

Pennhurst

just

also

reveded:

the 134 families

as opposed to community placement- as was the ave r age

family.

Because the 134 families
Pennhurst

family,

here ~

we believe

generalizable

we have observed

initially
that

the findings

to the entire

for

were not different

134 families

set

will

about

attitude

of Pennhurst

probably

from the average
changes contained

families.

hold for

That is,

the remaining

what

hundreds

of families._

General Pre-Post Changes
Satisfac~ion.
Pennhurst,

The 134 families

but are

was, "Overall,
receiving

now just

as satisfied

how satisfied

satisfied"

The average

the CLAs.

the, services

The re sponses

(1) to "very

baseline

study were very satisfied

with

are you with

from (Pennhurst/theCLA)?"

from "very

in this

dissatisfied"

survey response

with

The question

your relative

we asked
is

were "on a 5-point

scale

(5).

of the 134 (in

1980, while

the-ir

,
relatives
for

all

were still

at Pennhur st ) was!.

472 families.

families

gave an average

as satisfied

with

remarkable

because

had not expected
Family visits
changed.

After

7, which was identical

movement of the 134 relatives

response

of 1.5,

which indicated

to CLAs, 'their
'that-they

the CLAs as they had been with Pennhurst.
the families

to be pleased
to relative.

Initially,

by community services
Families'

42% of the 134 reported
to the 472, at 44%).

52%, and,

change was statistically

change was very small.

Similarly,

visits

After

relatives

their

relatives

relocation,

significant,

13% of the 134 families
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and'generally

..

to their

visiting

were just

This 'was

had been so opposed to'placement,

once a month (similar
though this

to the average

hardly
at

the figure

least
was

the substantive
reported

that

their

relative came home for a visit at least once a month (much like the 472 at
11%), but this figure changed only to 15% after relocatiqn of the relative to a
CLA.

Thus we found no confirmation of the notion that visits to or from the

family would become more frequent upon deinstitutionalization.
Perception of medical needs.

We obtained the families' perceptions of

their re La t i ves '.medical ~needs from 126 of the 134 families .Ln the pre-post
study.

In general, families perceived serious medical needs among their

relatives.in 1980, before relocation, and also after relocation.

Families

continued, for the most part, to view their relatives as being in.need of
frequent attention from doctors and nurses.

On a, scale of 1 to 4, families

averaged 2.B both before and after relocation.

Changes in Attitudes Toward Deinstitutionalization
Overall change.

Our general measure of attitudes ,was the 25-item ATDS,

descri bed previously.
deinstitutionallzation)

Thi s overall scale ranged from 1 (in favor of
to 5 (opposed).

before relocation·w~s3.5;

The average score of the 134 families

,the average score after relocation was .2.4. ,This.

change was highly significant (t = 12.94, = (114), .R

<

.001).

The families

were much more ,positively.disposed toward the comp1ex.of c::onceptsrelated to
deinstitutionalization

after the relocation of their relati,ves had taken place.

Changes in particular attitudes • The most direct questions about the idea
of community placement were measured on 5.,-pointagreement scales.

The

questions.were:
Baseline: If your relative were to be selected for movement from
Pennhurst to the community, how likely would.you be to agree with this
deci sion?
Post Relocation: Overall since your relative was selected for movement from
Pennhur st to the Community, how do you feel about that move?
From pre to post, the changes were dramatic, as shown in Figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-2 -
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The figure shows visually what the data revealed statistically:
families had drastically changed their positions.

these 134

Before relocation, 55% of

the families were strongly opposed to community placement, and afterward, only
! (.
4% were still strongly~posed
(the bars at the extreme right of the figure).
Conversely, the bars at the left of the figure show that, before placement,
only 19% agreed strongly with placement, and afterward, fully 66% strongly
agreed.
Treating the same data statistically, as a pair of 5 point scales, the
average score of the familie~ before relocation wJs 3.8, indicating strong
opposition.

Afterward the average was a very posJtive 1.7, and the change was

highly significant (.! = 13.7, (130), .E

<

.001).

I

.

Other Changes.
There were a .number of other areas in which potential changes from before
to after relocation were of interest.

In Question 13, we asked whether

families believed changes would occur in 14 areas of their lives; after
relocation, we asked whether changes had occurred in the same 14 areas.
Of the 14 items within Question 13, the 12 that showed significant
.".

"

-

~.

pre-post changes are shown in Table '7-3. Each item was on a scale ranging from
1 (large change for the better) >to 5 (large change for the worse).

For the 134

pre, the means indicate expectations; for the 134 post, the means reflect
actual changes.'
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Table 7-3
Expe c t ed and Perceived Changes*

in Family

Life
134 Post
(Actual)

134 Pre
(Expe

c t e d ):

a. Your own social life

3.5

2.8

b. Your job

3.5

2.9

3.4

2.8

e. Your time alone

3.5

3.0

f. Your time with your spouse

3.4

2.9

h. Family

vacation

3.5

2.9

Your general happiness

3.7

2. 1

j. Your relative's relationships
with other people

3.6

1.9

k. Your relative's
happiness

general

3.6

1.7

1. Your relative's
with you

relationship

3.1

2.5

m. Your relative's relationship
with your spouse

3.3

2.7

n. Your relative's relationship
with brothers and sisters

3.1

2.6

d. Family

1.

recreation

*All changes were

activities

significant

at the .001 level.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------The initial
at baseline,
changes.
7-3.

(expected)

which meant

responses

they were basically

Their expectations

(The two areas

in which

were exceeded

clustered

about 3.5

about expected

on each of the items shown in Table

living at home.")

from pre to post was from negative

of no change

pessimistic

changes were not significant

job" and "Your time with your children
change

of the 134 families

expectations

were "Your

spouse's

In many areas,

the

to an a~tual observ~tion

(e. g ,, "Your job" went from 3.5 to 2.9, and 2.9 is essentially

change).
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no

In some areas, however,
post-relocation

reports

largest change reported

the differences

of distinctly

were from negative

positive ~bs~rvations.

expectations

For example,

by the families was 1n their relatives'

to
the

general

I

happiness,

followed

by changes i.n their relatives' irelationships with other

people and in the family respondents'
As a concrete
expectations
Relative's

example

of the magnitude

and actual experiences,
General Happiness

item because

of these differences

we present

to be happier

between

the pre and post data for the

in greater detail in Table 7-4.

of its special interest

people are perceived

own general happiness.

(We select this

for families who want to know whether

in community

settings.)

'.
.
.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------"

Change

Table 7-4
1n Relative's General Happiness
Post (Actual)
Much
Better
l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

l.

19

0

2

0

0

2.

4

1

0

0

0

3.

7

3

5

0

0

4.

10

3

2

0

0

Much Worse

5.

20

10

11

4

0

the diagonal

from upper left to lower right on Table 7-4, we see

Much Better

Pre
(Expected)

Examining

Much
Worse

that .there were 25 families

(19 + 1 + 5) whose expectations
the 19 expected

actual experience.

For example,

in their relatives'

general happiness,

Above the diagonal

their

a large change for the better

and then reported

are the families whose expectations
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matched

seeing exactly

were disappointed.

that.

There were only two who expected

a large change for the 'better, but saw no

change.

(Le.,

All the other families,

that the happiness

of their relati~es

In fact, at the extreme
change

for the worse,

In another
10 specific
responses

presented

had improved

beyond

from 1 (strongly
direction,

agree)

expected

a large

saw a large" change for the better.
14 to 23), we posed a ser i e s of

part of the survey (Questions
concerning

perceived

their expectations.

lower left of the table, 20 families

but actually

statements

in a positive

those below the diagonal),

dei n ati.t u t i.onali aait i on, and asked for
to 5 (strongly

di sage ee ) •. All items changed

and 8 were statistically

These 8 are

significant.

in Table 7-5.

Agreement

Table 7-5
with Specific

Id'eas

134 Pre:
(Expected)
14. Relative will not progress
beyond present level

134 Post*
(Actual)

2.9

17. CLA personnel are knowledgeable and skillful

3.5

1.9

18. CLA funding is secure

3.8

2.7

19. All needed
available

3.8

1.8

2.8

1.7

services are
in community

20. Community placement does not
add to family financial burden
21. Normalization

1.9

22. Least restrictive
alternative

2.9

1.6

23. Deinstitutionalization

3.6

1.9

*The significance of the prepost
paired !-test for all items.

change

for the 134 was ~

<

.001 by

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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These results

followed

significantly

more positive

(note that on Question

one general

pattern:

it concerned

14, agreement

ideology

in mental

rejection

This concept

retardation

particular

is one of the cornerstones

model,

Both in the institution

families were not responsive

The second item of special interest
security

of CLA funding,

initially
permanent.

somewhat

After relocation,

to approximate

neutrality.

tended toward

then, it appeared

that

new philosophy.

from Table 7-5, Item 18, concerned

a very important

tended to disagree

of the new

changed only to

and the commu~ity,

to this relatively

that all people

initially

and at post-test

to CLAs

Item 14 was important

(i.e., the belief

The families

moved

attitude).

interest.

model,

serv~ces.

of the developmental

neutrality.

implied a negative

the developmental

can grow and learn).

became

about each area after their relatives

Two items in Table 7-5 were'of
because

the 134 families

issue for families.

the

The families

that funding for CLAs was secure and

the 134 families

Their anxieties

changed their opinion,

but only

on this issue were reduced,

but by

no means eliminated.

Qualitative Results
At the conclusion

of the structured

question:

"Is 'there anything

relative's

recent move from Pennhurst?"

comments

verbatim,

Upon analysis
majority

services

else you would

of these responses,

of service

expressed

therein.

like us to know about your
were instructed

to take

questions.

the predominant
very positiv~

A significant

and were quite overwhelmed

we asked an open-ended

Interview¢rs

and not to ask additional

of the respondents

the quality

interview,

tone indicated

feelings

majority

that the

about the CLAs and

had not expected

by the superior quality

such

of the facilities.

I

The general

feeling was that the relatives

development

of skills for independent

had shown progress

living.
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Many respondents

toward
attributed

this

growth to the personalized
greatly

facilitated

staff-to-client

crowds of·other

also reported
to Pennhurst

to bringing

younger

appeared

home-like

environment

there were

and individual

for visits.

tone indicated

from the "normal"

a positive

residents

world;

opposed

and another

facilities

respondent

to move the relative

In addition,

(medical,

severely

recreational,

on the grounds

to a CLA was a violation

there were many expressions

for the CLAs from both the respondents

who.did

not.

responsibilities

for which

for "these people"

of

or profoundly

educational)

of
on the

that the court

of parental

rights.

of concern about the security of
who approved

the move and those

feared they might have to assume
they had no resources.
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to

retardation

CLAs did not have the advantage

objected

A number of respondents

Some

this belief was understandable.

funding

financial

toward community

that they should not be free to

(86% were labeled

the move because

all the necessary

decision

attitude

Given the level of functioning

and nearly half were non-verbal),

One respondent

that their

the small family and

was that persoas with mental

since they are vulnerable.

these former Pennhurst

parents had

impersonal

indicated

to the move from Pennhurst.

need to be protected

premises,

felt the CLA setting

felt it .was "not safe" and "rather dangerous"

walk around,

by converging

Previously,

most respondents
They enjoyed

to the CLAs.

attention.

The implication

having

Other respondents

at the CLAs.

some objections

their visits

to the large, hospital-like,

"walk around alone."

retarded,

and a high

and were intimidated

siblings

In addition,

happier

Though the general

respondents

"scary"

other children

of Pennhurst.

relatives

living,

that they enjoyed

people who lived there.

to expose

environment

of the staff, which was

ratio.

They had found visits

not wanted

and interest

by the small size of the facility

The respondents

was conducive

attention

Also, there was

some apprehension

about the effect of staff turnover.

the staff could not possibly

be permanent

One respondent

felt that

since they would want to "live their

own lives," and feared that this would be emotionally

damaging

to his/her

-

relative.
The retrospective

evaluation

from these 134 families was that

of Pennhurst

it was too large and crowded a place to offer adequate
opportunities

of persons housed,
professional

behaviors

but also to the chronic

open-ended

shortage

of direct care and

counterpoint
comments,

the needs of the clients more

there was strong concern that they would not have the

of a large institution

the central

due not only to the large numbers

the eLAs were seen as addressing

than Pennhurst,

permanence

prevailed

staff.

Although
favorably

It was felt to be a place where

for the people who lived there.

repetitive,· institutional

care and growth

like Pennhurst.

to the general extreme

and this paralleled

This appeared
satisfaction

the quantitative

to us to be

expressed

results

1n the

of the

survey.

Discussion
The most
positive

comment

random.

among the families

and went to live in community
were the attitudes

based

of the people who left

settings.

which did not change.

Also of significant

In this discussion,

we will

on both.

Before proceeding,
results

result of the family survey was the overwhelmingly

change in attitudes

Pennhurst
interest

striking

it 1S important

did not arise from families
We cannot be certain

representative

of individuals

that the "sample"

of the "population"

found that they were

to stress the caveat that the Pennhurst
deinstitutionalized

of 134 families

of 630 families

were

1n every way, although

so in nearly every way we could measure.
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at

Although

we

cautions

against

facilities
believe

pe~fectly

in other
that

states,

policy

p6pulation,

expr e s sed by the families

in the baseline

(1969),

obtained

Klaber

A large

number of the families

deinstitutionalization,

Payne (1976),

in our 'study

and a substantial

of normalization

and least

disagreed!

restrictive

environment

with Pennhurst.

and Willer,

fo r :their

Our findings

studies

strongly

brought

'with the'

The families

that

r~latives,

(1979).

with

alternative.

in other

Brockmeier

et al.

strongly

number disagreed

our study seemed to agree with 'families
was the most appropriate

study were

by Atthowe and Vifello(l982),

Meyer (980),

or to

to the' -Permhurat oresu Lt s , we
can be drawn.

(1975),

very satisfied

iothe

implications

with the results

principles

generalizatibn

must be applied

some 'general

The attitudes
consistent

confident

~n

the instituti~n

and ,were generally

to mind Klaber' s (1969)

comments:
The parents ••• were convinced of the excellence
of the facilities
in which
their children were placed ••• The praise lavished on the institutions
was so
extravagant
as to su~gest severe dis~ortionsof
reality
in this area.
Most of the families
relati

ves had reached

families

families
medical

the highest

did not accept

profound mental

needs (although

advice
in this
years

medical

that

05%) also

Study also
this

belief

believed

of development possible.
everyone,

even persons

can grow and develop
believed

relatives

was not confirmed

that

their

Evidently',

with severe

(es g , , Gold,

their

needs,

pessimism about future
may be related.

given to the families,
study admitted
ago,

level

study

1973).

or

The

had serious

by comparison to reports

staff).

These two attitudes,
serious

the idea

retardation,

in the Baseline

from Pennhurst

in the baseline

there

their

development and perception

They could both have arisen

decades ago, by professionals.
relatives

were no alternatives,

to Pennhurst,
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from the

.When the famil ies

an average

and the professional

of

of more than 20

with the most

authority

1n these matters

was usually a physician.

The message

gi ven , we 'speculate, was on the order of "S/He will

will always need medical

care."

today.

Among both families

efforts

to provide

These attitudes

and professionals,

never be able to learn, and

are not eradicated

we would

the most up to date information;

of people .who may move out of institutions.

most often

even

suggest vigorous

particularly

Any educational

for families

interventions

should stress the idea that people can grow and learn, and should address
medical

concerns

Families
security

directly.

in th~ baseline

of funding

for community
institutions
to provide

study also were greatly concerned

for community

alternatives

placements.

They did not believe

was secure and permanent'--

services

of their relatives.
the baseline

survey.

of their relatives,

the funding

Many expressed

astonishment

The families

of their relatives,

reported

for

system

the 134 families

their relatives'

and their own happiness.

quality

of CLA staff and about the availability

seem to have been allayed

In addition,

somewhat,

although

examination

of the beliefs and attitudes

revealing.

For example,

the developmental

model

to grow and learn).

since

changes for the better

especially

with regard

relationships

families'

to

with other

fears about the

of services

in the community

by no means completely.

An

which did not change is also

even after the relocation,

had serious medical

in

placement

over their own changes

unexpected

people,

their relatives

service

Study were more than satisfied with the community

in their lives, and in the lives of their relatives,
the happiness

the funding

for their relatives.

after the relocation

the Post-Relocation

continue

unlike

-- and felt they could not depend on the community

Six months

accept

about the

needs.

Families

families

still believed

also did not completely

(i.e., the idea that, their relative would
Attitudes

became more positive,
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but only to the

point of neutrality,

not to outright

acceptance.

families

had seen in their relatives'

reported

in the open-ended

In essence,

also expressed
ser vi ce s ,

for community
significantly,
anxieties
central

remaining

surprised
institution

they believe

service

witnessed

large

of funding

neutrality.

This appeared

Their

to us to be the

who otherwise

were generally

by the change from care in a large segregated
settings

in regular

public

neighborhoods.

the services

in the community,

if

can be cut off for lack 'of funding next year -- or,

this issue must be addressed
has provided

systems

more fiscal
Howes,

(Braddock,

for states to develop

Two final implications
arise directly

to interpret.

in ten or fifteen years -- families will not support community

government

a disincentive

as

that funding was secure improved

how much families may prefer

We believe

community

-- especially

concern about the security

but not eliminated.

those services

more important,

federal

Their belief

to small, more integrated

No matter

living.

continued

issue among these families,

and pleased

the

that more was po ssi b Le.,

but only to the point of approximate

were reduced,

abilities

saying that they had recently

improvement s, but they doubted
Families

developmental

-- this finding was difficult

comments

most families were

In light of the increase

on a federal

level since the

support to institutions
& Hemp,

community

]984).

This has engendered

services.

of our five years of research

with families

from data, but rather from years of impressions.

that any deinstitutionalization
through which

families

their reasons

for opposition.

plan or effort

can express

have the power to veto community
hearings

in the Pennhurst

arena

families

will become willing

should provide

their feelings,

Although

strongly

especially

impressions

do not

The first

1S

a formal forum
their fears and

this need not guarantee

placement,

than to

that families

from formal family

imply that many, perhaps most,

to "give it a try" after a formal and structured
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hearing

designed

to treat their concerns with dignity.

The second is that, in our experience
have come to the conclusion
should include annual
third party,
express

state, county,

welcomed

that any monitoring

surveys of families.

Many dissatisfactions

or private

might

fallon

by families,

providers

permanent

they are very inexpensive

of Pennhurst

class members

Commonwealth).
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system
by a

that families would not
families

such statements

to conduct,
attention

to come, our surveys of families will continue
monitoring

we

fear that

and that the

Our surveys in this area have been

to ra~se red flags that would not reach official
In years

assurance

when conducted

go untold because

will rese~t

the relatives.

these families,

or quality

Particularly

such surveys can reveal information

otherwise.

consequences

with surveying

and they can help
in any other way.

as part of our

(and others

in the
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CHAPTER 8
NEIGHBOR ATTITUDES
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Introduction
When a group home or community
mental

retardation

living arrangement

opens in a neighborhood,

even know about it, and do their attitudes
retardation

how do neighbors

change in any way? .How do these attitudes

in southeastern

Longitudinal

Pennsylvania

react?

How many

toward people with mental

about people with other kinds of differences?
questions

(CLA) for people with

compare to feelings

We have been exploring

these

for five years, as part of the Pennhurst

Study, and some of the most interesting

findings

are reported

in

this chapter.
Attitudes
stereotypes.
stereotype

about unfamiliar

groups of people are generally

As noted by Triandis
is inversely

related

(l971) and others,

to knowledge

characterized

as

the strength of the

about thre'group~

The more one

knows about a person or group, the less likely one' is to deve Lop stereotypes
about them.
In most of this century,
meant

the practice

that people with severe or prof ound mental

seen in public places.
been declining
experience

Despite

that demonstrate

Siperstein,

& Conant,

Therefore

retardation
attitudes

the fact that institutional

community

about mental

1979; Gottwald,

settings

rarely have been
populations

the literature

have

and

s

1970; Hollinger

The question

& Jones,
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(Budo f f ,

1970; Latimer,

towardI>E~'ople with mental
of whether

these public

can change, then, should be viewed from the perspective
attitudes.

can

(e g ,, Bradley & Conroy,

re't arda t i on is limited

it is likely that public attitudes

are based on stereotypes.

on stereotypical

care has

that people with severe degrees of retardation

1983), the public s knowledge
I

institutional

retardation

since 1967 (Lakin, 1979), and despite

live and grow in less segregated

1970).

of segregated

of theories

Budoff et al. also implied an important
knowledge

function.

to maintain
attitudes

an organized,

function

whether

of some kind.

because

Ln a neighborhood,

when a citizen

directly

Researchers
retardation

either

knowledge

on attitude
community

is related

encounters

affects

structure

or because

to the situation

attitudes

or contact would

studies of attitudes

was structured

Ln some way.

of a group home

change those attitudes.

contact and attitudes
Begab

retardation.

toward such people, and that change of

vary in their conclusions.

between

of a new environment

about and contact with people with

rather than unstructured

a relationship

rather than in the
contact),

and previous

Most of the studies indicating

were concerned

(1969), for example,

only effected

Much of the research

a positive

with contact

about retardation

education

was coupled with direct contact with people with mental

There have been few studies which examined
community

living arrangements

(1974), and Sandler and Robinson
communities

for the opening

likely to raLse opposition,
the home.

Mamula

initial opposition,
prevents

of a residence

to become more positive.

the effects

of preparing

that preparation
the opening

(1976) reported

tended to accept the residence.

Sigelman

there can be no opportunity

(1976) suggested
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retardation.

and Seltzer

to the point of preventing

however,

when

change in communities

Seltzer,

and suggested

(1973) and O'Connor

communities

homes from opening,

Baker,

(1981) examined

perhaps

and Newman

opened.

change in attitudes

attitude

that

found that increasing

knowledge

where

These

for dealing with

with mental

change has been done in school settings
(i.e., structured

of the world.

may prove to be of little value

a new neighbor

that knowledge

called the

to the needs of persons

is insufficient

in that stereotypes

have assumed

mental

attitude

of new information

This viewpoint

of attitudes,

is related

stable, and meaningful

change when the existing

situations,

openLng

The knowledge

function

is
of

that, after
If opposition
for attitudes

that a Machiavellian

approach

(i.e., establishment

measuring

attitudes)

opening"

of homes without

"has the advantage

and that such an approach

than more elaborate
Because

strategies

community

issue in the opening
the Pennhurst
members

neighbors

moves

to block the home's

"may be no less effective
advance

attitude

has been portrayed

and without

in the long run

sampling"

of the communities

Study included

an examination

offered

the opportunity

interview

study of neighbors.

to conduct

moved.

of

The

the first "before-and-after"

There was no preparation

was the actual opening

programs,

of the attitudes

into which the people from Pennhurst

situation

(p. 26).

in the media as a crucial

and success of group homes and other community

Longitudinal

only "intervention"

of preventing

involving

acceptance

informing

of neighborhoods;

of the community

the

living arrangement

(CLA).
The plan called for the assessment
with mental

retardation

apartments.

general

related

research

neighborhoods?
attitudes,
(3) Were

were:

of the factors

in attitudes

retardation

some kinds of neighbors

in attitudes

related

the patterns

(2) What factors and characteristics

there changes

toward people

pattern

The

of at t i.t udes among

living in their

were associated

more! accepting

after the CLAs entered

there be any consistent

to attitudes,

over time, was planned.

(1) What were

toward people with mental

that is, were

and (4) Would

an exploration

to changes

questions

the general public

attitudes

before and after CLAs opened in nearby houses or

In addition,

and of factors

of neighbor

with those

than others?

the neighborhoods?

to, or predictors

of, changes

attitudes?

Methods
Subjects
The locations
quarter
around

of eight prospective

to one half mile radius
each.

CLA sites were obtained,

(depending

In each circle, 45 households
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on population
were

and a one

density) was drawn

se Leic t ed by a simple random

in

selection

procedure

representative
a procedure
member

from crisscross

sample of the adults

developed

eligible

selected would
allowed.

be varied

approximations
neighborhood

to simple random

age was 48 years.

high school education
an average

which household

In this table, the one

to the next.

No substitution

samples in each neighborhood

samples

was

that were close

(i.e., every person within

the

had about the same chance of being interviewed).

There were 362 neighbors
average

in the household.

achieved

using

based on the number and kind of

from one interview

In this way ,we

A probabilistic,

was accomplished

A table determined

subject,

respondents

directories.

in those households

by Kish (1965).

was to be the interview

potentially

telephone

who were interviewed

in the initial round.

Their

They were 87% white and 54% female, and 80% had a

or more.

They had lived at their current addresses

for

of 16 years.

Design
This study of neighbor

attitudes

attitudes

before and after opening

interview

neighbors

six months

was designed

of a CLA nearby.

after the opening.

however,

team determined

year later.

to interview

at s~x months

after CLA opening,

0' Connor,

1976) had suggested,

to

and

that design,

the neighbors

significant

and others

we intended

the neighborhood,

After completing

The reason was that we had detected

attitudes

Initially,

before the CLA entered

then again s~x months
the research

to be the first to assess

again about a

changes in

(Mamula and Newman,

but had not quanti tati vely demonstrated,

1973;

that

such short term changes would vanish by about a year to a year and a half.
The national

advisory

committee

worthwhile. design modification,
therefore

conducted

for the study agreed

as did the government

project officers.

a total of three waves of interviews

sample of neighbors •.
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that this was a
We

with the original

Instruments
·Because we did not want to inform respondents
~n their neighborhoods,

t ha t

a CLA was, about to open

we could not ask the most direct questions

-- such as

"How do you feel about the group home that's going to open on your block next
month?"
giving

Such questions
information

importantly,
Sigelman

would have destroyed

to many neighbors

it could have engendered

(1976).

It was necessary

people with mental

retardation.

About two thirds'of
archaic

language

settings;

people with mental

suitable

by
about

used scales.

revised or rewritten

needs ,then

retardation;

(4) frequency

The research

keeping

More

was found .in

instrument

in Pennsylvania.

pre-post

about mental

retardation;

each category;

as suggested

for general attitudes

toward peop l.ewith mental

(5) fears and stereotypes.
within

not have had it.

350 items from a dozen previously

or to, suit the conditions

(2) knowledge

of the study by

was developed.

the items were immediately

(1) tolerance

might

active opposition

to aim instead

about 50 new items f or our specific
categories:

who otherwise

No completely

the literature' so a, new. instrument
We began by assembling

the integrity

to remove

We also wrote

sorted all 400 into

retardation

(3)1 general

and locations

in everyday

attitudes

of contact ; and

group then began to eliminate

only the ones that appeared

and concise ways to ask about each content area.

After

toward

items

to be the most clear

several cycles of

review, we settled on a draft set of 50 items.
The draft interview
with mental
disabilities,
Again,

retardation.

contained

these other questions

retardation,

about attitudes

toward people

We added items about people with physical

people of a different

with the impression

many questions

race, and people with mental

were added to prevent

that they had been interviewed

or about new CLAs. We wished
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respondents

illness.

from coming away

solely about mental

to avoid alerting

the neighbors

because

of the possibility

By alerting

neighbors

have altered
CLA.

in away

groups,

and because of experimenter

effects.

that no-rmally would not occur, we possibly

their natural pattern

The extra questions

various

of resistance

of response

also enabled

to the eventual

comparisons

to give some idea of the magnitude

could

opening of the

of attitudes

among the

and direction

of the

attitudes.
Following
pretested.

selection

and refinement

One of the most

of all questions
done because
question,

about various
instrument

final review,
groups,

by May 1980.

approximately

15 minutes

After the baseline
new items were added.
whether

No mention

The

and Budget,

and

to take

of Penn hurst or the

somewhat,

it was of interest

in their neighborhoods,

The questionnaire

a sensitive

and reliable measure

items (ATTSCALE).

All items were weighted

and a few

to ask people
and if so, how

is in Appendix

8-1.

of general attitudes

ret ar dat i on , a scale was constructed

scale was constructed.

items

in the interview.

After CLA opening,

toward people with mental

from

equally,

and a simple

Item selection was based on Cronbach's

of one kind of rel:iability called internal

five questionnaire

retardation.

interviews,· the form was shortened

In order to provide

a measure

people with mental

to administer.

long they had been in existence.

additive

46 substantive

At this final stage, it was designed

they knew of any such programs

questionnaire

" or a similar qualifier.

the qti~stionnaire contained

CLA was contained

This was

said, on at least one

to the federal Office of Management

was approved

prospective

•••

and 34 concerned

was submitted

with "mild" or "severe."

of pretest respondents

on how severe

was

results of the pretest was the labeling

retardation

three-fourths

lilt depends

Following

significant

about mental

nearly

of items, the instrument

items (of the 18 chosen initially
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Alpha,

consistency.

By removing

as candidates

for a

general

attitudes

value of .78.
conservative

scale on face validity

This was a very acceptable

estimate

In addition,
designed

the interview

value because ,Alpha provides

included

n1ne True-False

into a single scale of knowledge

It was intended

and in attitude

Cronbach' s Alpha attained

a

a

of reliability.

to be combined

retardation.

grounds),

to permit analysis

change, according

items that were
about mental

of variations

in attitudes,

to how much people understood

about mental

retardation.

Procedures
Data collection
telephone
months

screening

The second wave

The first interviews

of the CLAs

l

(an average

10

May-June

sample.

of the original

not reinterviewed;

results.

interviews

79% of the

in the: Spring of 1982, an
and produced

who moved out of the boundaries

252 interviews,

69%

of the CLA sample circle were

and in one sample site the CLA did! not open.

from that neighborhood

have been included

The 34 sets of

only in the baseline

The final data set, on which most of the reisu Lt s presented

consisted

S1X

sample.

,Respondents

interviews

were conducted

post opening) was

287 interviews,

The third wave was conducted

of about 20 months ,after CLA opening,

average

by

1980, and yielded 364

of six months

in the Spring of 1981, and yielded

conducted
original

with an int roduc t ocy letter, followed

and interviewing.

prior to the opening

interviews.

based,

was initiated

of the remaining

218 respondents

were obtained.
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from whom all three

here are

Results: Baseline Survey
Specific Attitude Items
Respondents

were asked how much they would be bothered

people with mental

retardation

and to avoid sensitizing
would

be bothered

results

into the neighborpood.

respondents,

if members

are presented

moved

respondents

if two to five
As a comparison,

were also asked how much they

of other groups moved into the neighborhood.

The

in Table 8-1.

TABLE 8-1
WOULD NEIGHBORS BE "BOTHERED?"
Question:
How much would it bother you if 2 to 5 people who are
[•••GROUP ••• ] moved into your neighborhood?
Would it bother you a lot,
some, very little, or not at all?
A Lot

Group
disabled

Physically

Mildly mentally
retarded
Severely mentally
retarded
Mentally ill
Of a different race
from your own

On this question,

responses

Little

Some

2.5%

27.5%

11.9%

80.6%

6.1

9.7

15.5

68.7

14.0

16.8

18.5

50.7

16.4

25.6

15.8

42.1

4.7

12.2

16.3

66.9

concerning

people with mild mental

were most like "those about 'people of a different
with

severe mental

illness.
versus

retardation

Also, responses

severe mental

Respondents
property

race.

Responses

retardation

about people

were most like those about people with mental

showed sharply different

levels of "bother"

for mild

retardation.

also were asked how much they thought

would be affected

the neighborhood.

Not at All

if two to five members

These results

are presented
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the value of their

of the same groups moved into

in Table 8-2.

TABLE 8-2
NEIGHBORS' BELIEFS ABOUT EFFECTS ON PROPERTY VALUES
Question: How much do you think the value of your house would change if
2 to 5 people who are [•••GROUP ••. ] moved into your neighborhood?
A Lot

Group

Some

Little

Not at All

Physically disabled

7.2%

12.6%

15.9%

64.3%

Mildly mentally
retarded
Severely mentally
retarded
Mentally ill

7.3

13.6

18.2

60.9

13.3

17.5

19.0

50.2

15.5

21.0

18.6

44.8

12.4

25.6

14.4

47.6

Of a different race
from your own

On the property values question, again, feelings about peop

1;;.

with mild

;r

mental retardation were less intense than fee Li.ng s' about neigti-boiSwith severe
mental retardation.

'This time, however, responses about people with mild

retardation were most like those about :people with a physical disability;
responses about people with severe mental retardation were' similar to those for
people with mental illness and people of a different race.
Comparison of the "bother" question to the property values question
revealed an intriguing pattern.

Figure 8-1 on the next page is structured to

show the comparison as a bar graph, in which each bar represents the average
value of the baseline responses to both questions.
The labels for the 5 groups in the figure have these meanings:

PHYS = People with Physical Disabilities
MMR = People with Mild Mental Retardation
RACE = People of a different Race than the respondent
SMR = People with Severe Mental Retardation
MI = People with Mental Illness
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Figure 8-1
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I

..

I

1__

In answer

to either question

affected),

respondents

the "bother"

[2

different
mental

for property

race, people with

illness.

(Dividing

value effects was different.

values

severe mental

the responses

indistinguishable

from one another.

and people with mental
is based on

scores for the five categories.

The bars

statistically

the bars for RACE, SMR, and, MI were also
However

for SMR and MI .(they.would

slightly),

for people of a

the first two were statistically

three.)

be bothered

considerably),

and MMR (they would not be bothered
affected

retardation,

'mild'

and for people

facet of the bar graph data was that respondents

values would be affected

or of a

severe

Relatively

disabilities

in Figure 8-1 for PHYS and MMR.were

from one another;

An interesting

with

into minor and, major effects

among the mean

than the latter

very little by

retardation,

"Major" effects were projected

indistinguishable

consistent

with mild mental

for people with physical

different

smaller

The bar graph shows that, on

illness.

retardation.

t-tests of differences

values be

A lot]

said they would be bothered

disabilities,

or mental

effects were projected
with mild mental

as 4 point scales.

=

They would be bothered much more by neighbors

retardation

The pattern

[4

[3 = Some]

A little]

respondents

with physical

race.

for property

=

were treated

dimension,

new neighbors

or would property

could say:

[1 = Not at all]
These responses

(would you be bothered

claimed

a different

race, yet they projected

and property

they were fairly consistent

much, and property

but they were not consistent

respondents

considerably

that they would be bothered
major
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were quite

for PHYS

values would only be

for RACE.

Here the

very little by new neighbors

property

value impacts.

of

Factors. Related to General Attitudes
The next step in analysis
factors

that were related

of the baseline

to the general attitudes'of

people with mental

retardation.

scale by combining

13 items (ATTSCALE).

As previously

this scale of general attitudes
factors,

data was an investigation
the neighbors

as knowledge

about mental

such a

The factors that might be related

fell into two categories:

to

unchangeable

be changed by social,policy

retardation

toward

noted, we had composed

such as the age and sex of the resporident, and changeable

things that could conceivably

of the

factors,

or experiences,

or

such

or contact with people who have mental

retardation.
Unchangeable
demographic

factors.

and descriptive

These characteristics
people with mental

The baseline

data on the characteristics

were tested for relationship

retardation

var1ance.

The characteristics

education,

income,

marital

The three characteristics
(ATTSCALE)

via simple Pearson
examined

type of dwelling,

time in neighborhood,

survey produced

an array of
of each respondent.

to general attitudes
correlations

and analyses

were age, sex, ethnicity

which were related

significantly

were age (E=.18, ~=.002), ethnicity

of

(white/other),

length of time at this address,

status, and number of children

toward

length of

1n the household.

to attitudes

(binary variable, E=.13,

£=.023), and sex (binary variable, E=.10, ~=.038).' Using these three variables
together

in multiple

regression,

ATTSCALE,

followed

non-white

respondents,

by ethnicity

these three variables
attitudes

age explained '7.8% of the variation
(3.4%) and sex (1.0%).

and females had more positive
explained

Changeable

factors.

people with mental

respondents,

attitudes.

Altogether,

in our measure

of

retardation.

The survey included

retardation.

Younger

12.2% of the variation

toward people with mental

in

nine true/false

items about

A scale of 0 to 9, based simply on the number
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of correct
general

answers,

was calculated

index of knowledge

programs/services.

factors

about retardation,

Knowledge

(E=.46, £<.001).

for each respondent

people with retardation,

was found to be a strong predictor

We ran a multiple

above were forced

and was used as a

regression

in which

to enter the equation

accounted

for 12.2% of the variation

ATTSCALE;

after them, knowledge

of attitudes

the three unchangeable

first, and together

they

in the general attitudes"measured

accounted

and

for an additional

by

18.2% of the

variation.
There were two measures
one measured

overall

variables,

predicted
entering
accounted

frequency

of contact,

only "contact

in neighborhood"

(E=.30, £<.001).

attitudes

the unchangeable

shopping).

regression,

in ATTSCALE.

Both of these findings

about the changeable

var i ab l.es suggested

subject

to change,

toward people with memt al retardation

either by increasing

and

of the re:spondents first, contact

2.9% of the variance

of citizens

contact

Among the

for an additional

general attitudes

--

(a simple Yes or No item)

Again using multiple

characteristics

retardation

and the other item measured

(e. g ,, school, work, nei ghbo rhood.,

in given settings
contact

of contact with persons with mental

knowledge

or by increasing

that
were

contact.

Results: After CLA Openings
Changes in Attitudes
We divided

the sample into two groups:

the second interview

six months

(1) those who knew, at the time of

after CLA opening

(Time 2), that the CLA had

"
opened,

and (2) those who did not know, at Time 2, that the CLA had opened.

The analyses

of interest

concerned

only those who were aware of the existence

of the CLA.
Only 28% of the respondents
into their neighborhoods

in our sample were aware that a CLA had moved

by Time 2.
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Among these neighbors
significantly
then became

who were aware of the CLA, attitudes

less positive
significantly

from six months

more positive

Attitudes

were not significantly

indicated

simply that general attitudes

after. a temporary
the next page.
higher

negative

to six months

again by 20 months

had returned

after CLA opening.

after

to their original

is illustrated

the average ATTSCALE

score six months

after, and

between Time 1 and Time 3, wh ich

different

swing. Thi s pattern

Statistically,

than the average

before

became

levels

in Figure 8-2 on

score six months

before was

(paired !=1.80, (56), ~<.001).
,

The ATTSCALE

scores six months

(!=2.06, (56), ~=.044).

after

were statistically

after were significantly

before and 20 months

Scores at six months

after

indistinguishable.

Even by the time of the second interview,
there was evidence
direction.

lower than at 20 months

that neighbors'

Six months

attitudes

at S1X months

were mov1ng

after CLA opening,

1n a positive

after opening, we asked the people who were aware of the

CLA how they had felt when they had first heard about it, as well as how they
felt about it at the time of the interview.
graphically

in Figure 8-3 on the next page.

right of the figure,
being

strongly

the open bar represents

right.

shows the pattern
Treating

the statistical

Looking

at the two bars on the

the 7% of respondents

who recalled

in favor of the CLA when they first learned of its existence.

The shaded bar represents
figure

The results are presented

the 20% who were strongly

in favor "now."

The entire

of change -- there is a shift from the left to the

the responses
perspective.

CLA" was 3.09, and the average

as 5 point scales ~roduces
The average

response

the same result from

"when first learned about

"now" was 3.64 (!=5.28, (132), ~<.001).
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Figure 8-2
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In sum, the respondents
having

clearly

recalled

a CLA in their neighborhoods

were already

post-opening
conduct

becoming

interviews

more negative

after

'Thi'ssuggested

more positive

CLA opening,

than indicated

to

that neighbor

by the time of our six month

(and this was part of the rationale

a third wave of interviews).

three months

oeen more opposed

when they first heard about it than they

were at the' time of our second iriterview.
attitudes

having

This also suggested

neighbor

attitudes

by our six month

for the decision

to

that, at one or two or

may have been considerably

results.

Contact in the ,Neighborhood
We explored
neighborhood
associated

contact with' peop le _,wi
th 'mental retardation

whether

increased

after the CLAs opened,

with positive

showed a statistically

changes

in attitudes.

significant

increase,

neighbors

in this study.

For the respondents

interview

to "In the past

S1-X

the neighborhood,"
discern

return

the general

changes
pattern

to the original

increased

None of the contact
overall,

of temporary

variables

for the sample' of

have you had any personal

in general

contaCt was'

who had, said "No" in the first

and who said "Yes" at 20 months

no significant

followed

months,

and whether

in the

after opening,

attitudes.
negative

contact ••• in
we could

This group of respondents
reactions

followed

by a

level •

.' Real versus Hypothetical CLAs
We examined

whether

attitudes

attitudes

toward hypothetical

20 months

after

CLAs.

the CLAs had opened,

of the CLAst existence
(a few others

toward real CLAs were different

from

At the time of the third interview,
68 of our respondents

about

said they were aware

and 144 said they knew of no CLA in their neighborhoods

did not answer

this question).

For the 68 who were aware, we

then asked "How do you feel about that group home now?" and for the unaware
144, we asked

"Imagine

that a group home were
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located

in your

neighborhood •••How would you fee L?"
attitudes
results

of peqple

toward real CLAs to attitudes

are presented

striking

These questions

enabled

toward imaginary

imaginary

few people

(about 10%) were willing

CLAs, -perhaps partly, because

it might affect

the neighborhood.

The
The

strong support for

they were not sure what a CLA was or how

In contrast,

26% expressed

the

on the right side;

to express

the respondents

of real CLAs that had been in their neighborhoods
were more definite;

CLAs.

as the bar graph of Figure 8-4 on the next page.

aspect of this figure is the large difference

relatively

us to compare

who were aware

for an average

of 20 months

strong support.

Discussion
This study of neighbor
before

attitudes

and after group homes/CLAs

interested

in the question

was the first to interview

opened in their neighborhoods.

of changes over time, that is, whether

would become more accepting

or rejecting

toward people with mental

after a CLA moved

into the community.

such changes were

short term or long term.

subsidiary

issues included

We also wanted

the relation

differences

betw.een some peoples'

communities

and other peoples'

~ssues may prove useful

neighbors

feelings

feelings

are involved more directly

contact and attitudes

about imaginary

and planners,

with implementing

retardation
any

some important

about real CLAs.

to policy makers

neighbors

to find out whether

In addition,

between

We were most

and the

CLAs in their
Our findings

on these

as well as to those who

and operating

small community

based residences.
In general, members
mental

retardation.

of communities

Six months

do seem to accep!: their neighbors

after the opening of the CLAs in our study,

only about 28% of l1eighbors were aware of it.
became

less positive

with

from pre-opening

The attitudes

to six mpnths
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of these neighbors

post-opening,

but, by 20

Figure 8-4
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OF CLA

months

post-opening,

attitudes

words,

for the neighbors

had returned

who were aware,

to baseline

negative

levels.

reactions

In other

were only

temporary.
From our baseline

data, we could conclude

would be more accepting
more non-white
combined

are those where the population

people and more females.

only predicted

therefore,

we would

that the neighborhoods

However,

12.2% of the variance

not recommend

is younger

which

and includes

these three variables

in our attitudes

scale, and,

that they be given much weight

in choosing

site s for CLAs.
The responses
by various
property

respondents

no major

on property
believed
different

For people with mild mental

that they would be "bothered"

impacts on property

however,

the responses

of a public perception

recognizable

and about how such neighbors

are interesting.

reported

retardation,
because

about how much citizens would be "bothered"

groups of new neighbors,

values,

expected

to the questions

values.

in a neighborhood,_ and might
values

For people with

retarded

therefore

threat to property

values,

Possibly

this was

have a far greater
Citizens

that small groups of people with severe mental
illness,

severe mental

people are immediately

than people with mild retardation.

race, or with mental

retardation,

very little, and they

were quite different.

that severely

might affect

impact

on the average

retardation,

of a

all posed about the same level of

and the threat was considerable.

About the first

- i

and third groups,

citizens were even willing

would

by such people;

be bothered

respondent s appeared
property

values would

this regard

to admit that they themsel~es

for people of a different

race, however,

to be saying "I don't mind, but most people do, so
be affected."

The possibility

should not be overlooked.
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of public hypocrisy

an

The questions
citizen,

about real and 1mag1nary

eLAs reveal that, for the average

the idea of a eLA in the neighborhood

reality.

In our study, people

positive

is more threatening

who were a.ware of Cl.As were

than the

significantly

more

than were people who did not know of any eLAs 1n their neighborhoods.

The data on imaginary
no eLAs already
be opposed

finding might
accumulate

to us that, if there are

then only abouti lOf to 20% of neighbors

in a neighborhood,

to allowing

then opposition

and real eLAs also suggests

on~ to open.

If one is already

1n the neighborhood,

will be even less, and strong support may be available.
be related

to a common tendency

1n a g1ven neighborhood

there are, the easier

will

for community

residences

-- the "CLA ghetto" phenomenon.

This
to

The more

it is to open a new one -- up to a certain point, at

least.
The 10% to 20% figure
would be opposed

to a CLA -- unless

the eLA, especially

before

that only a small proportion
something

the CLA opens.

of citizens

is done to raise opposition

who are strongly

opposed

can influence

that the CLA does not open.

neighbors

initially

reversed

opposed

due to the efforts

to

One po ssi b le 'scenario -- one that

(1976) has found -- is' that even a small number of community

Sigelman

extent

implies

general

Sigelman

community

reported

the [proposed hostel]
of one intense critic,

sentiment,

to the

that "Although

program,

members

community

only two
sentiment

to the point that almost all

of the people who had originally

accepted

against

one of the eight sites we chose for our study

it" (p , 28).

of community

attitudes

worth repeating
favorable
welcome

Similarly,

the proposal

did not open because

that our respondents

signed a petition

of community

opposition.

who knew of the CLA reported

toward the eLA over time; but neighbors

eLAs if the eLAs are prevented

feeling more

can not grow to accept or

from opening.
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It 1S

It also seems that unstructured
retardation

has little measurable

neighborhood,"

characteristics

of the respondents

contact

Corman,

1979; Voeltz,

"advance

notice"

example,
(Perske

1980), structured

~n

regardless

of whether

problems

with giving

positive

effects

(e.g., Aloia, Beaver,

contact,

of the CLA.

and such research

or structured
attitudes

of structured

& Pettus, 1978;
1980; Marlowe,

contact plus education,

favorably

without

allowing

We suggest this as an area for future

need not be exclusively

the case studies and anecdotal

reports

quantitative

-- for

of Robert and Martha

Perske

& Perske, 1980) are also of tremendous value.

Our results
examination

suggest,

of the effects

the CLA has opened.

to us, that future research
of structured

We also interpret

notion of a Machiavellian
to become more favorable
improve

an increase

& Kaufman, 1977; Leyser & Gottlieb,

of the opening

research,

by the

Post-opening,

Given the possible

predicted

(i.e., time to raise opposi tion and prevent

by other researchers
Gottlieb,

in the

at baseline,

had no effect on attitpdes,

after the CLA has opened, may influence
prevention

"Contact

that predicted

of the CLA), and given the possible

reported

Ballard,

beyond

themselves.

was aware of the CLA.

communi ty members
the opening

corrtact variable

in attitudes

in the neighborhood

the respondent

effect on attitudes.

the only significant

only 2.9% of the variance

contact

contact with people with mental

approach

should include further

contact with the CLA residents

our results as supporting

to the opening of CLAs.

over time, and, as previously

if the CLA never opens.
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after

Sigelman's

Neighbors

do seem

noted, at titudes cannot
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CHAPTER 9
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE COSTS
OF
INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY
SETTINGS
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Study 0 bjectives and Limitations
The purpose of this component of the Longitudinal Study was to identify
and compare the costs of residential, day program, case management,
habilitation, behavioral, medical, and other services in an institutional and

.

in a community setting, and to explain the differences in program costs within
and across these settings.

This study area was intended to surmount many of

the limitations found in previous studies by employing a more comprehensive
and rigorous design, including more exacting cost-finding procedures in
•

I

conjunction with more refined program performance measures (1.e., measures of
program outputs and outcomes).
A limitation inherent in the study was that the unit costs of the
Pennhurst Mental Retardation Center programs and of the community-based
residential and day programs were not necessarily representative of state
mental retardation center costs and community-based program costs in other
parts of the state let alone other parts of the country.

In fact, the

institutional and community-based day programs serving Pennhurst class members
were generally on the "resource rich" as opposed to "resource poor" end of the
spectrum, and had at least the potential of directing more resources to their
clients than did programs in most other parts of the state and country.
The Center for Residential and Community Services at the University of
Minnesota, based on its 1982 mail survey of 279 state institutions and mental
retardation units in public mental hospitals, reported an average facility per
diem nationwide in fiscal year 1981-82 of $92.85 or $33,890 per annum; in
Pennsylvania, the average per diem was reported to be $107.64 or $39,289 per
annum.

The per diem rate at the Pennhurst Center was somewhat higher at

$123.00 per day or $44,899 per year.
The mean cost per client of the sample (N=73) OE community living
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arrangements (CLAs) serving Pennhurst class members in fiscal year 1981-82 was
$33,237.

This is higher than the mean per client costs of all community

living arrangements in the Southeast Region of $22,951, much higher than the
mean per capita costs of all Pennsylvania CLAs of $17,856, and a great deal
higher than the estimated average for small community residential facilities
in other parts of the country, $14,242.
The mean cost per capita of the sample (N=16) of community sheltered
workshops and work activity centers serving Pennhurst class members was $7,800
in fiscal year 1980-81.
per year.

This was more than twice the state average of $3,386

The mean cost per capita of the sample (N=3) of adult day programs

serving Pennhurst class members was even higher at $9,644 per year.

The

estimated cost per capita of work activity centers and adult day care programs
in the United States was an estimated $3,928 in Fiscal Year 1980-81.
Given this limitation, the more generalizable and important findings may
be those explaining differences in program costs rather than those indicating
the absolute magnitude of these differences~

Method
The cost study was confined to those program~ at the Pennhurst Mental
Retardation Center and in the five-county Pennhurst Service area (Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia) serving members of the
plaintiff class.

Plaintiff class members included persons at the Pennhurst

Center or on the Pennhurst waiting list at the time the lawsuit was brought to
the Center, and all those persons at risk of being admitted to the Center.
The cost data covered the period July 1, 1981 -- ~hrough June 30, 1982.
The types of programs costed include residential, adult day (i.e.,
sheltered workshops, work activi ty centers, pre-vocational and adult day
care), case management services, and specialized support services
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(specifically behavioral therapy, speech and hearing, and occupational
theray). 'Residential programs were narrowly defined to include services
provided by residential care staff (including nurses) and their immediate
supervisors.

Some smaller community residential providers may have had only a

single program, larger residential providers may have had a number of
different programs.

Each program consisted of one orrmore .sLte s (apartments

or home) and served clients reasonably homegneneous in terms of adaptive
skills.
The study encompassed 42 living areas (residential programs) at the
Pennhurst Center, and 102 residential programs in the community.

The study

covered four adult day programs at the Pennhurst Center and 35 adult day
programs in the community.

The study covered the specialized support programs

in three of the five counties (n = 3) and at the Pennhurst Center (n = 1).
The study covered the case management program at the:Pennhurst Center (n

=

1),

the case management programs at each of the base service units in the five
counties (n = 5), and the case management teams mandated by the court to serve
members of the plaintiff class in each of the five counties (n

=

5).

Finally,

the study examined the medical program and transportation program at the
Pennhurst Center and the'few medical programs and transportation programs in
the surrounding communities for which cost information could be obtained.
Most of the program cost data, output data, and!organizational data were
obtained through reports on file at the Pennhurst Center and in each of the
five surrounding county mental health and mental retardation (MH/MR)
offices).

Information on .program cost data, output data, and other variables

in part explaining variations in program costs were obtained in structured
interviews conducted by the principal investigators with a purposive sample of
82 direct care staff at the Pennhurst Center, 17 community living arrangement
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staff,

and 20 day program

management

supervisor,

staff, with the mental retardation

and Core team director

with dozens of Pennhurst,

costs:

in each of five counties,

county and state administrative

Three types of unit cost measures

were employed

and

program

(1) cost per client day, (2) cost per hour of of direct care staff
developmental

comparative

and day programs

analysis

(control

the Pennhurst
clients

of the residential

for) the different
settings

served.

21 and under.

The programs

were classified

behavior

51-80, and (4) 81-128.

The client

A ninth group included

data necessary

Temple University
short version

of the AAMD Adaptive

the most reliable
Evaluation

Research

and Research

characteristics,

habilitation

The community

Group at Lanterman

It was developed
State Hospital

the instrument
medical

by

The BDS is a

items from the full scale.

programs

according

were obtained

by the

by selecting
The Temple

by adding items covering
stautus,

the individual

goals, and type and amount of services

residential

age

of all ages and

Survey (BDS).

Scale.

family relationships,

plan, program

to the

needs.

Behavior

Group extended

and types of

(1) 0-25, (2) 26-50, (3)

persons

Development

and valid behavioral

to

and in

and (2) children

to make these classifications

using the Behavior

UCLA Neuropsychiatric

provided

into four subgroups

scores of their clients:

medical

was structured

in the community

(1) adults age 22 andover,

levels but with overriding

The

into two groups according

Each of these groups was divided

to mean adaptive

adaptive

types of programs

services.

in terms of the scope of services

mean age of their clients:

client

case

staff.

in comparing

time, and (3) cost per hour of selected

match

coordinator,

were also classified

delivered.

by facility

type

I

(i.e., those housing
or fewer clients
homes,

four to eight clients

in apartments,

in group homes, those housing

those housing

three or fewer clients

and those where more or less than 24 hour supervision
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three

in small

was required).

Explanations for differences found between the unit costs of programs at
the Pennhurst Center and the unit costs of programs in the community were
examined in terms of relative prices paid for program resources (evg , , staff,
facility, etc.), level of resources employed (e.g., staff/client ratios), mix
of resources employed (e.g., with or without nurses), and organizational
variables (e.g., hours of service provided clients, the level of staff
assistance provided clients, program size, and client mix).

Regression

analyses were used to explain the relative power of variables such as those
cited above to explain unit cost differences among programs within Pennhurst
and within the community.
The cost finding procedure was designed to capture as fully as possible
the resources expended directly and indirectly, in the course of delivering
services to clients.

Generally, the total operating costs reported for

programs were augmented by the costs of goods and services of benefit to the.
clients but not appearing on the books such as state and county charges for
general administrative support, for the amortization of capital improvement
costs, for insurance, and so forth.

Deducted were tnose costs for goods and

services of no perceptible benefit to clients such as research and development
expenses,and

litigation fees.

Next were isolated tnose costs traceable

directly to the residential day, and other client programs using the reports
of expenditure by activity.

Then the cost of the indirect activities were

allocated among these residential, day, and other client programs in
proportion to the direct costs of the programs in order to arrive at "loaded"
costs for these programs.

Finding and Discussion
Residential Programs
Comparison of residential program costs per client day at the Pennhurst
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Center and in the community.

On

average, community programs were found to

cost less per client day than Pennhurst Center programs serving groups of like
clients in terms of adaptive behavior, age, and medical need.

Also, the

community programs showed a much larger range in cost per client day, $19.64
to $252.66, than did the Pennhurst programs, $99.74 to $208.94.
Minimally supervised apartments were the least costly type of arrangement
on average at $54.64 per day.
client day at $59.80.

Group home programs cost a little more per

Apartment programs and small home programs showed the

highest average cost per client day at $74.84 and $121.93 respectively.

In

all cases, programs for children cost more, on average, per client day than
like programs for adults.
Comparison of residential program costs per hour of direct service worker
and supervisor time at the Pennhurst Center and in the community.

Measured in

terms of the cost per hour of direct staff time, a measure more indicative of
staff level of effort than the cost per client day measure, the economic
advantage of community residential programs over the Pennhurst Center programs
increased dramatically.

While the average communi.ty-based residential program

cost 70% as much as the average Pennhurst program in terms of cost per client
day, the average community-based residential program cost only 40% as much as
the average Pennhurst program when measured in terms of cost per hour of
direct staff time.
~omparisoh of residential program costs per hour of selected development
services and nursing services at the Pennhurst Center and in the community.
Along with nursing care, the following types of developmental services were
selected to form this measure:

cognitive and"academic training, mobility

training, sensorimotor training, social interaction training, recreation
therapy, family life/sex education, community living skills training, dressing
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skills training, eating skills development, hygiene and grooming,:..
supervised
recreation, and supervised recreational trips.
selected developmental/nursing

The average cost per hour of

service in the community residential programs

was 42-93% of that in the Pennhurst residential programs, depending on the
average adaptive skill levels of the program clients.
Factors explaining differences in ,the cost per client day in residential
programs.

Client age was the only client variable shown to have any

significant pred~ctive value (p=.OS) in terms of the cost per client day in
Pennhurst residential programs.

It explained 40.4% of the variation in the

cost per client qay.wi th programs serving older clients having higher per
diems.
Client factors that explain differences in the cost per client day among
residential programs set in the community.

Unlike the Pennhurst Center, in

the community programs, age was one of the two client variables not shown to
have statistical significance as a predictor (p=.OS) of the cost per client
day -- the other was client maladaptive behavior scores.

Alone, the mean

adaptive behavior scores of residents accounted for ~3% of the variation in
cost per client day, and medical need accounted for 3.0% of the,variation.
Together, as part of the overall regression equation" these variables
accounted for 23.8% of the variation in the cost per client day of community
residential programs.
The limited abtH ty to predict program cost per client day based on these
client variables may indicate that to some extent clients are ·fit to program
models as much if not more than program models are f~t to clients.

Some

programs may be s,tructured to provide intensive service, while others may be
geared to provide less intensive service for the same types of clients.' There
is some support among our findings for this line of reasoning.
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The

correlation was found to be negligible between the mean number of hours of
service provided to clients per week and the mean adaptive behavior scores of
these clients (r=0,03, n=155), mean maladaptive behavior scores of these
clients (r=0.02, n=155), and mean medical needs of these clients (r=0.17,
n=155).

Similarly, there appeared to be no significant relationship between

the level of assistance staff provided to program clients and the adaptive
behaviors (r=0.08, n=16), maladaptive behaviors (r=0.18, n=16), and level of
medical need (r=-.01, n=16) of these clients.

Even the hours of direct staff

time per client showed no significant relationship to the hours of
developmental/nursing

service that clients actually received.

Organizational factors that explain differences in the cost per client
day among residential programs in the community.
were entered into the final regression.
average salaries

paid to residential

Six organizational variables

Surprisingly, differences in the

programworkers and supervisors bore no

significant relationship to the program cost per client day.

In fact, the

correlation between these variables was negative (r=-.03l) (n=47).
In contrast, the "numberof direct care staff

per client··

variable alone

explained 47.6% of the variation in the program cost per client day.

For each

additional full-time direct care staff member per client, the added per diem
cos t was $32.54 in Fiscal Year 1981-82.

This is t.obe expected as direct

staff costs amount to such a high percent of community residential programs.
Together with the other organizational variables, this variable accounted for
62.6% of the variation in program costs per client·day (f=.OOOO).
The remaining four organizational variables alone accounted for 32% of
the variation in the cost per client day of community residential programs
(f=0.001).

The most statistically significant of these last four

organizatiorial variables as a predictor of the cost per client day of
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community residential programs was the type of facility (small home,
apartments, group homes) which explained 10.2% of the variation in community
residential program per diems.
The second organizational variable shown to be a.statistically
significant predictor of the cost per client day was the number of clients
served by the program (i.e., program size).

This variable was negatively

correlated with program per diems and accounted for 11.9% of their
variation.

Interestingly, the findings, though not at all conclusive, suggest

that given a particular type of facility., the greater the number of residents,
the lower the cost; however, the marginal cost advantage associated with a
larger number of residents may not hold beyond 10.
The generally higher cost per client day in smaller programs (one to four
residents) likely reflects non-economies of scale.

Non-economies of scale

occur when residential programs are so small that fra:ctions of inputs,
particularly staff time and facilities, cannot be secured.

It is difficult

for example to rent one third of an apartment, or to hire a staff person at
less than half time.

On the other hand, to rent excess space, or to hire a .

full-time staff person where only a part-time staff person is required, leaves
the program with excess capacity.

Of course, too few staff or too little

space are not programmatically acceptable alternatives.
~etber

the program was in its initial year of operation,· was the third

statistically significant predictor accounting for 13.8% of the variation in
community residential program per diems.

At the start, the residential

program sponsors must expend resources to organize, staff, equip and supply
the residential facilities before arrangements can be made for clients to move
in.

These one-time costs and delays in reaching full occupancy combine to

explain why the per client costs of new programs are extraordinarily high.
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Not surprisingly

then, programs

costs per client significantly
According

in their first year of operation
higher

reported

than the other programs.

to this latter regression

equa t Lorr: in Fiscal Year 1981-82:

•

Programs housed in small homes could be expected to cost $21.91 per
day more than the average community res Ident Lal, program.

•

For each additional resident, the program
expected to decrease by $3.36

•

A program in its first year of operation could be expected to cost an
average of $8.73 more per day than programs in existence for more than
one year.
The size of the provider

measured

residential

slots across all programs,

significant

predictor

Factors
residential

that explain
programs

There are a number
client

of the program

1981-82 at the Pennhurst

relative

programs

and to other less tangible
Relative

residential

resources,

costs relating

and day program

to personnel

were higher

that the costs per
in Fiscal Year

relate

to the

to the levels of resources

employed,

to the types of clients

served,

differences.

and wages,

(n=122) of the expenditures
devoted

for the finding

These explanations

Personnel

prices of resources.

costs of staff salaries
other miscellaneous

Center and set in the community.

on average,

in the community.

to the types of resources

(1)

the costs per client day of

Center than the costs per client day of comparable

prices paid for program

employed,

between

explanations

programs,

of

was not found to be a statistically

set at the Pennhurst

day of residential

residential

in terms of the total number

costs per client day.

differences

of apparent

cost per client day could be

service

,

fringe benefits,
to personnel.

expenditures

costs include

staff development,

Approximately

programs

and

78% of the

at the Pernnhurst Center,

of residential

the

and 70%

in the community

were

services.

Pennhurs t Center residential

workers,
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supervisors,

and nurses were paid

an average of 30% more than their community counterparts.

Fringe benefits

including paid'absences (e.g., holiday, vacation, sick leave, disability
leave, and personal leave) for staff at the Pennhurst Center amounted to 63%
of base salaries.

Fringe benefits including paid absences in community

programs amounted to only 36.1% of base salaries, less than half the rate of
Pennhurst employees.
If the salaries and fringe benefit levels of direct service staff
positions in the Pennhurst residential programs were reduced to the salary and
fringe benefit levels of the same positions in the community residential
programs, the mean resident per diem at Pennhurst would have been reduced by
more than 9% from $128.08 to $116.22.

Assuming that the average difference in

the salaries of community and Pennhurst program staff of 30% is also
reflective of the difference in the average salaries of community and
Pennhurst support staff in Fiscal Year 1981-82, the mean resident per diem
would have been reduced by about 27% or approximately $35 per day to $91.00
per day -- a per diem rate equivalent to that averaged in the community
residential programs.
(2)

Level of resources employed.

Measured in terms of the hours of

direct staff time per client, community residential programs assigned slightly
more direct staff resources on average to each client than did Pennhurst
residential programs in Fiscal Year 1981-82.

Community residential programs

spent an average of 1,902 hours of direct staff time per client, 84 hours more
than the 1,753 hours of direct staff time per client at the Pennhurst
Center.

This accounted for some of the difference in the average cost per

hour of direct staff time in the Pennhurst residential programs and community
residential programs.
(3)

Mix of resources employed.

There are several explanations for the
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differences in program costs related to how resources are employed in
providing services to clients at the Pennhurst Center and in the community,
specifically:
•

The use of in-house versus out-of-house resources -- specialization of
labor--In the community residential progr~s, the residential workers
were expected not only to supervise and train residents, but
oftentimes to act as the resident's guardian helping them to manage
their personal funds and related affairs, to buy and prepare food, to
help clean the residence, to do the laundry, and to help administer
client medications. At the Pennhurst Center, the residential workers
were not expected to perform these additional functions; they were
accomplished by other specialists.
In private industry the specialization of function such as occurs at
the Pennhurst Center can be cost advantageous. Specialized workers
often demand less pay than workers who are more broadly skilled, and
their rate of production can markedly increase as they become
proficient in their area of specialization.
However, the opposite seemed to be the case in the delivery of
residential services. Specialists at Pennhurst demanded higher
salaries and fringe benefits than the generalists in the community
residential programs, and the community program workers were able to
make more productive use of their time through job expansion rather
than job specialization.
Many of the same goods and services (e.g., recreation, security,
library, religion) that were produced by the Pennhurst Center were
bought by or on behalf of residents in community programs or were
publicly available at no charge. The cost advantage here was to the
community programs given that the costs of these goods and services
was largely fixed, likely to be comparable to the costs at the
Pennhurst Center and could be spread over a greater number of per~ons
in the community than at the Pennhurst Center.

•

The medical model versus development model of care -- Simply put, the
medical model tends to view the relationship between staff and
residents in terms of doctor and patient and emphasizes diagnoses and
prognoses, and treatment services. While the Pennhurst Center in
Fiscal Year 1981-82 had moved in favor of the development model, the
staffing pattern was still a vestige of the medical model with a
significant complement of higher-paid doct~rs, nurses, and other
medical support staff relative to community programs.

Day Programs
The per diem cost of the work activity center and sheltered workshop
programs at the Pennhurst Center ($30.05) was only slightly more than the mean
per diem costs of work activity center and sheltered workshop programs set in
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the community ($27.99).· The mean cost of the community adult day care
programs, $37.75 per day, was equivalent to the cost of the adult day care
programs at the Pennhurst Center, $37.29 per day.
The average cost per hour of direct staff time in the Pennhurst Center
day programs was $19.48, 80% less than the average community day program cost
of $24.54.

For sheltered ,workshop and work activity center programs, the cost

per hour of direct service worker and supervisor time at the Pennhurst Center,
$19.77 ,was

less than 70% of that of the community sheltered workshop and ,work

activity center programs, $28.78.

Conversely, in the case of adult day care

programs, the cost per hour of direct service worker and supervisor time in
the community ($9.73) was just over 50% of that at the Pennhurst Center
($18.72).
The average salary of Pennhurst day program service workers and
supervisors in Fiscal Year 1981-82 was 28% higher than the salary enjoyed by
their counterparts in the community programs (n=24), and the average fringe
benefits rate (including paid absences) was double that of the community day
programs (63% versus 36.1%).

In .addition, the community-based work activity

cen.ters/sheltered workshop programs were able to provide 532 (n=21) direct
staff hours per client versus 340 at the Pennhurst work activity
center/sheltered workshop program.
However, this .ddf ference was not manifest in the relative costs per hour
of direct staff time.

The cost per hour of direct staff time in community

work activi ty centers/sheltered

workshops was $28.78, over 45% higher than the

$19.77 cost per hour of direct staff time at the Pennhurst work activity
center/ sheltered workshop program.

This appears to be due to the fact that

unlike the Pennhurst Center program, many of the community work activity
centers and sheltered workshops supported drivers, food service workers,
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business development, and other support staff.

Indirect staff salaries and

wages amounted to 36.5% of direct staff salaries and wages in the community
work activity center and sheltered workshop programs; whereas, in the
'Pennhurst work activity center and sheltered workshop programs, indirect staff
salaries and wages amounted to only 18.6% of direct staff salaries and wages.

Habilitative and Behavior Management Programs
The manner in which these services were made available differed at the
Pennhurst Center and in the surrounding communities.

The main differences

were that at the Pennhurst Center when these services were provided centrally
and directly by a cadre of full-time professional staff.

In the community,

they were provided at residential and day programs scattered throughout a
five-county area, by county Core teams comprised largely of consulting
professionals.

There are a number of activities comprising each type of

habilitative or behavioral service, some related less directly to particular
clients and some related more directly.

At one end of the continuum are

meetings, coordination and planning activities among professionals centered on
groups of clients.
clients.

At the other end are face-to-face services to individual

In between is the time spent monitoring client records, documenting

individual client programs for implementation, training small groups of staff
on the use of various service techniques, and consulting with residential and
other staff on how to implement a particular therapeutic program for a
client.

The more narrow the .band of activi ties recognized as "direct" service

(i.e., the fewer professional hours counted as "service hours"), the higher
the cost per hour of service.
If

one uses the broadest, most encompassing definition of service (i.e.,

including all but strictly administrative activities as part of a
professional's "service hours"), then the Pennhur s t; Center showed the lowest
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average cost per hour at $23.64.

However, when general and client-specific

program planning and coordinative activities are excluded as well, two of the
three community Core teams become less costly per hour than the Pennhurst
Professional Services.

Case Management Programs
In the commUnity,

the case management functions for develop-mentally

disabled clients in the Southeast Region ate shared by the court-mandated
Pennhurst case management team, and the regular case management system,
located either in the county office or in base service units .(usuallypart
community mental health centers).

of

The ll?ennhurstcase management teams were

established in each county as part of the court-order to place residents from
the Pennhurst Center in the community.

The mean total caseload for each

Pennhurst case manager (including 'persons residing in both community and
institutional residences), was 30.

The mean total caseload for each regular

case manager based in county offices was nearly three times higher at 85, and
the mean total caseload for case managers in base service units was still
higher at 107.

The Pennhurst caseLoads ranged from as few as 28 in

Philadelphia to as many as 38 in Delaware county; the base service unit
caseloads ranged from 68 in Chester County to 143 in Delaware county.
The mean cost per case in the base service units in fiscal year 1981~82
was $299, little more than 25% of the $1,159 mean cost per case of the
Pennhurst case management teams.

The cost per case at the Pennhurst Center

was $1,050 during fiscal year 1981-82, about 10% -less than the mean cost per
case of the Pennhurst case management team but more than triple the mean cost
per case of the base service units.
As

indicated earlier the individualized nature of the case management
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function in general, and the variations in the way case management was carried
out at Pennhurst Center and in the surrounding communities complicated
attempts to arrive at standardized units of activity for purposes of comparing
the costs of the case management programs between. the Pennhurst Center and in
the comnrunity, and even among programs wi thin the]comnrunity. The only unit of
cost which could be used was the cost per case -- a measure providing no
indication of the amount of services received by the clients.

One can be

reasonably sure that the level of effort per case was greater, and necessarily
so, on behalf of clients in transition from the institutional setting
(Pennhurst Center) than on behalf of those not in, transition (e.g., most base
service unit clients).

How much greater could not be ascertained

Medical Programs
A straightforward comparative analysis of the medical program costs at
I

the Pennhurst Center and in the community was not possible since (1) the
nature and intensity of the medical services offered at the Pennhurst Center
i

and in the community differed in major respects, and (2) the costs of services
provided by the multiplicity of private practitioners in the comnrunity serving
members of the plaintiff class could not be obtai~ed.

To arrive at reasonably

precise and valid cost comparisons would have req~ired far more extensive cost
finding efforts than were warranted under this project.

However, cost

I

estimates could be obtained for Pennhurst medical services, and charges (under
Medicaid) could be obtained for other community m~dical services.
For purposes of this analysis, medical programs are defined to include
five major types of services or activities:

medical program administration,

general medical services, infirmary care, emergency treatment, and acute
inpatient care.
Medical program administration.

This catego'ry includes planning,
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coordination, quality assurance and enhancement activities.

The Pennhurst

Center's medical program was administered under contract. to the NEEMAMedical
Services Incorporated.

The estimated cost of this management and

administrative support in Fiscal Year 1981-82 was $24,9,792, or $308 per
resident.
There is no comparable administrative unit in the community dedicated to
the medical care of mentally retarded persons.

Clients are expected to take

advantage of existing medical services.
General medical services.
physicians.

This includes the services of primary care

The physicians are engaged in preventive medicine as well as in

the provision of medical treatment.

At the Pennhurst Center, physicians

engage in a number of prevention activities, prescribe and oversee the nurses'
administration of client medications, and treat general client ,illnesses both
on the wards and in the infirmary.

Most all diagnos tic and laboratory

services are contracted out to private hospitals and laboratorie!,. The
estimated cost of the preventive medicine in Fiscal Year 1981-82 was $128,343
or $158 per resident.

The estimated cost of general medical treatment was

$1,755,818 or $2,264 per resident.

The reported cost of the diagnostic and

laboratory services was $244,941 or $302.

The total annual cost of general

resident services per resident there was $2,624~
In the community, preventive medicine is quite limited.

Medications are

administered to community-based clients. by community living arrangement or day
program staff or they are self administered under the supervis;i.on. The
medications are prescribed by a licensed physician.
With the exception of some clients in Bucks County, the choice of a
physician for each client is made by the community living arrangement staff
with the informed consent of parent or guardian.

Charges for the services of

Jhese physicians are generally reimbursed under Medicaid.

Assuming that the

Jtilization of physician services by Pennhurst class members residing in the
dommunity was not appreciably different than the utilization of physician
Jervices by other severely disabled Medicaid recipients in fiscal year 1981-

I

82, the physician utilization rate and related charges in the community were
far less per client than at the Pennhurst Center.

According to Medicaid

Utilization and Expenditure Reports for 1982, persons eligible for Medicaid
for reason of severe disability in Pennsylvania made an average of 2.54 visits
to community physicians each month wi th an average charge of $11 per visit.
The average annual cost per patient for physician, services was $336.54.

This

contrasts sharply wi th the estima ted cos t of $2,322 per resident for physician
services (not counting laboratory services) at the Pennhurst Center.

It

should be noted that under the Title XIX (Medicaid) program the fees allowed
the physicians for these services are generally lower than actual costs with
the difference between actual costs and allowable Medicaid charges made up by
other private payers.
The Pennhurst infirmary

includes all nursing and other routine services

involved in attending to the needs of inpatients.

The average cost per client

day at the infirmary in Fiscal Year 1981-82 was $187.
Convalescent and other infirmary-like care in the community is made
available through special staff assignments, the use of temporary staff, the
use of nurse consultants obtained through county CORE teams, and in some cases
through ad hoc arrangements with nursing homes.

The reimbursement ceiling

under Medicaid for intermediate care facilities and for skilled nursing
facilities in Pennsylvania in Fiscal Year 1981-82 ranged from $36.58 to $48.02
and $48.85 to $63.11 respectively.

In terms of nursing home care, at least,

private nursing homes represented a more economic alternative than the
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Pennhurst infirmary.
On

the other hand,the

Pennhurst medical program made use of four private

hospitals for acute patient care.

These hospitals and their allowed charges

under Medicaid ranged from $295 to $517 per day in FIscal Year 1981-82.

Thus,

there appeared to be an economic advantage to having; an infirmary at the
Pennhurst Center at least insofar as it:precluded the unnecessary private
hospitalization or prolonged hospitalization of clients.
The provision of emergency

treat.ent

demands the ability to respond

effectively to medical emergencies on a 24-hour-a-day basis.

The Pennhurst

Center boasts a medical emergency response system capable of producing a
physician at a client's side within three minutes.

The best emergency

response systems in communities are able to responsed in no less than ten
minutes.

Counting only the "extra" cost of contracted physician coverage on

nights and weekends as the effective cost of the emergency treatment program
at the Pennhurst Center, the costs came to $4,160 per emergency.
In neighboring Phoenixville, ambulance services are pr~vided to residents
at an average cost of $25 per trip.
Hospital emergency room.

Treatment is provided in the Phoenixville

Clearly, the costs of providing emergency coverage

for mentally retarded clients in the community is less than at the Pennhurst
Center.

The higher costs per patient at the Pennhurst Center was a function

of:
•

the special coverage required in weekends and evenings;

•

the use of physicians directly as opposed to paramedics or medical
technicians as intermediaries;

•

the infrequent and random occurrence of medical emergencies. In the
community, emergency teams are more fully utilized (i.e., operate near
capacity) given the much greater number of emergencies occurring in
the larger Phoenixville community.
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Policy and Research Implications
This study brings to the fore a number
suggests

areas for further

savings

inherent

institutional

programs.

able to take advantage
such as public
library
services

programs

in community-based

of generic

services

religious

through

as opposed

residential

available

services,

and police and fire protection.

are paid largely

donations
persons

Clients

services

recreational

public

facilities,

For the most part these

public taxes along with some private

there may be no economic

be expected.

programs,

wherein

training

functions,

a

employing

benefits

but guardianship,

is made even greater

paid to the residential

to the salaries

specialists

at the Penrihurst Center.

generally

support

Smaller

community

specialists.

generalists

the findings
programs

and

laundry,

and

programs

Theapparent

low salaries

in the community

and

programs

paid to the residential

of comparative

cost studies

of

in other areas of the country.

cost study, show that the employees

command higher
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housekeeping,

by the relatively

and fringe benefits

as well as the Pennhurst

state institutions

Center that normally

than larger institutional

residential

and institutional-based

wi th the specialization

may be true.

food service,

are more economical

Third, this study echoes

of residential

perform not only cltent supervisory

as compared

These studies,

associated

such as the Pennhurst

staff generalists

cadre of in-house

advantage

advantage

In fact, the opposite

other such functions

community

are

in the institution.

of labor in larger organizations

fringe

programs

and user fees, and the cost is spread over a much larger number of
than is possible

economic

to larger

to the general

Second, the findings suggest that in the provision

would

and

it points to some "out-of-pocket"

community-based

transportation,

services

First,

research.

with smaller

of key policy considerations

salaries

and more ample fringe

of

benefits than do their counterparts in community~based programs.

In fact, at

least in the Pennhurst area, these df f fa rances accounted for most of the
difference between the costs of Pennhurst and community residential and day
programs.
Presently, secondary wage earners and entry level wage earners appear to
be the mainstay of the residential program work force in the community.
Clearly if, either as a by product of growth and maturation of the community
services network.or as a matter of policy, community program salaries and
fringe benefits increase, the cost advantage of community programs will shrink
considerably.
Fourth, the community residential ,programs showed a greater cost
advantage over programs at Pennhurst when measured in terms of the cost per
hour of direct care staff time rather than in terms of the cost per client
day.

Thus advocates for community residential programs might be well advised

to argue in terms of these latter measures, measures more indicative of the
level of effort being expended on behalf of clients, than in terms of the cost
per client day measure.

Community residential programs are probably better

sold on the basis that you "get more direct staff time for your money" rather
than arguing simply that "they are cheaper" than programs in institutional
settings.
Fifth, the results indicate that institutional settings can house a
variety of residential programs and day programs as can community settings,
and that these programs vary widely in cost.

It

also illustrates that while

the cost of community and residential day programs, on average, are below
those of the institutional programs, many community programs can in fact be
more costly than programs serving similar individuals in an institutional
setting.
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Sixth, the four client variables -- adaptive behavior, maladaptive
behavior, age and medical need, believed to be indicative of client service
need and of the intensity of staff support required, were found to explain
only 23.8% of the variation in program costs per diem.

This finding and like

findings of earlier studies, suggest that a relatively small percent of the
variation in program cost seems to be explainable in terms of client-specific
variables.

What may well be confounding these attempts has been the diversity

of programs (and associated costs) established to.serve clients, even clients
who are alike in terms of key behavioral and functional indices of service
need.

One has to accept the possibility that the way programs are designed

may be less a matter of the type of client to be served and more a matter of
what is in the mind's eye of program officials.

Moreover, one must be open to

the possibility that the amount of time spent by staff in service to clients
may be more a function of dynamic factors such as program leadership, staff
training, and the proclivities of individual staff than a function of either
the types of clients served or the organizational structure.
It may be time to end our seeming preoccupation with the analysis of
existing program costs at least in so far as they are being used in a
normative sense to inform program planning and budgeting decisions.

A more

useful approach to providing program cost information in support of policy-and
budget-making, might be more prescriptive than descriptive in nature.

One

would first establish program models appropriate to different types of clients
and estimate the costs of these models.

Such models, built around

prescriptive as opposed to normative program designs and costs, if nothing
else, would upgrade the economic arguments for and against programs from an
actuarial, value-less basis to a criterion, value-centered basis--that is from
economic arguments blindly accepting of existing programs and practice and the
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costs thereof, to economic arguments predicated on the·costs of programs shown
to be of benefit to clients or at least to meet generally accepted standards
of practice.
Indeed, the continued emphasis on normative, as opposed to pr,escriptive,
cost analyses and funding arguments could well lead to the widespread
underfunding of cOmmunity programs just as institutional programs have been
underfunded for so many years.

Already community program advocates are

finding themselves caught in the backwater of such simplistic and shortsighted arguments advanced in earlier years.

Officials in a number of states

report that they are effectively prohibited from establishing community
programs at a higher per diem rate than that of the state institutions as they
are still being held to their earlier claims that "community programs are less
expensive than institutional programs."
These prescriptive program models can be constructed through expert
opinion, or given the considerable research that has occurred .over the past
decade, empirically.

Using such mo deLs, policy makers will be able to more

systematically explore the long term impact of funding decisions on system
costs and client outcomes addressing such questions as:
•

What is the projected growth of the developmentally disabled
population and what are the cost and budget implications of this
growth?

•

What are the expected long term costs of cLosdng a given institution
for mentally retarded persons in the state?

•

What are the expected costs/effects of the gradual shifting of Title
XIX funding from programs in institutions to programs in the
community?
Seventh, the study suggests several areas where research is needed to

better inform those policy makers in a position to shape the future of the
developmental disabilities service system:
o

Research is needed to assess the extent to which residential and day
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program size, staff remuneration, and staff tenure affect the morale,
communication and related (presumed) productivity of staff.
•

Research is needed to assess the costs/benefits of alternative medical
service models, within institutional and community settings.

•

Research is needed to assess the relative stability of residential
programs and the effects of facility changes, program changes, and
staff changes on client development, on the sense of well being among
clients, and on family support for commun~ty programs.
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CHAPTER 10
FINAL I'MPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS
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Overview
The following

discussion

represents

Lm a series

the last

the impl ement at ion of the Halderman v. Pennhurst
Commonwealthof Pennsylvania.
Study of the Court-Ordered
the implementation
attention

analyses

on particular

Deinstitutionalization
over the past

issues

focused

lawsuits

on the role
I

differential

6f Pennhurst,

four years
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in other
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of the special

master

responses
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that
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the Pennhurst
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1
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in ment a I disabilities

of families,
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the implementation
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(Year 2),

and, most recently,

and court-appointedl

of comprehensivedec~ees

the influence

compliance officials
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Project ·Objecth(es
Because this
Implementation

is

the final

year of the longitudinal

An~lysi s for Year 5 serves

overall

impact of the litigation

state.

Specifically,

I

as a vehi c Le for

on various

the objectives

study,

of this

levels

the

summing up the

of the service

system r n the

overview' are as follows:

•

To shed light
on the mental

on the influence
that the Pennhurst
retardation
system in the state;

•

To ident~fy both positive
and negative consequences that the
litigati9n
may have had on clients,
county programs, and the conduct
of statel services generally;

•

To assess the extent to which the aims of the litigation
coincide
the aims i of the state I s mental retardation
policy makers;
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litigation

has had

with

,

•

To speculate on Jhe possible ways that the litigation may have altered
the flow of resodrces to mental retardation programs in the state;
I

i

•

To determine the lextent to which the aims of the litigation 1n
Pennhurst have b~en achieved and to contrast these findings with those
i.n other states; ,

•

To reflect on ~P01iCY
implications of the findings in Pennsylvania
against the ba~rop
of imp1ementation'in other parts of the country.
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to

in the

In order to gain an understanding

a list of questions

data on the magnitude

topic list was designed

t i t ude

s,

on client

The analysis is organized into three parts.

The first section discusses

the competing claims associated with public law litigation in the field of
mental disabilities made by plaintiffs on the one hand and by defendants on the
other.

Claims include the legal, philosophical and programmatic assertions

made by the various parties regarding the advisability and utility of the
litigation.

Using such claims as a basis for the analysis, the second section

introduces ten key questions regarding the impact of the lawsuit in the state
and explores each of these questions using data from both the qualitative and
quantitative studies.

The influence of the litigation is analyzed with respect

to each of the following: client well-being, allocatiion of resources,
conditions at Pen'nhurst State Center, and state policy • The final section
draws together the themes in the analysis and posits possible policy directions
at the state and national level based on the findings of the analysis.

Competing Clairns
History

(\"

Opinions about the ad~ility

of using the federal courts to secure the

rights of mentally disabled persons have diverged since the first major right
to treatment lawsuit, Wyatt v. Stickney

II

was filed in 1970.

This landmark case

was ushered in amidst increasing frustration and outrage over conditions in
public facilities for mentally ill and mentally retarded persons.

The case was

also brought duri~g an era of increasing sensitivity to the civil liberties of
disadvantaged groups within the population including handicapped individuals as
well as minority groups.

Further, the use of litigation to bring about reforms

in social Lns t i t ut i ons was still somewhat new and wasl limited primarily to
racial discrimination and reapportionment.

The h i ator i c education

discrimination case, Brown v. Board of Education (1954), was decided only 16
years earlier, and Baker v. Carr (1962), the redistricting case, was only six
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years old.
multi-step
limited

The use of class action litigation
restructuring

primarily

to bring about complex or

of social systems was even newer and at that time was

to employment

discrimination

based on race.

This is all by

way of saying that Wyatt v. Stickney was on the crest of a wave that was to
carryover

well into the late 1970s, but the entailments

management

of social reform were only dimly perceived.

Many state administrators
conditions

for mentally

greeted

retardation

officials

state administrator

the advent of litigation

retarded with cautious

1972 on "The Rights of the Mentally
and members

acceptance.

Handicapped"

judicial

to improve

At a conference

attended

of the emerging mental

made the following

of long-term

1n

by state mental
disabilities

bar, one

statement:

Personally, I feel these are exciting times.
I do not really look on
lawsuits with fear or resentment.
I do not look on the unrest that we
are facing today, whether we be professionals or parents, legislators or
private citizens, as totally frustrating and depressing.
But, I look on
it as a challenge in this country to change the system that applies to
human beings.
I think the basis of all the trouble is that we ha~e a
1930 era delivery system trying to provide services in the 197"~.' and,
in most cases, we are not, at this point, even heading in the ~~fit
direction.
We have an opportunity, for the first time, to come up with a
step by step plan on where we are going in human services. (Ray, 1972, p.

31).
Lawyers
possibilities

at this same conference
for reform inherent

were equally

in public law litigation.

(1972) -- who had successfully

secured a favorable

plaintiffs

right to education

Association

in the Pennsylvania
for Retarded

and who would

subsequently

set out the following

Citizens

positive

Gilhool

suit (Pennsylvania
of Pennsylvania,

the PARC plaintiffs

list of objectives

Thomas

consent decree for the

v. the Commonwealth

represent

about the

1972)

in the Pennhurst

case

for litigation:

(1) the first is to achieve certain end objectives, in the Pennsylvania
case a zero reject system of education; (2) the second is to create new
forums, new places' where citizens may assert their rights; (3) the third
is to raise in court new facts and the need for more appropriate public
responses and, thereby, sensitize the general citizenry, the legislature
and other social institutions; and (4) to permit citizens through a
petition for redress to express themselves. (p. 48)
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This is not to say that those who were present at the beginnings
movement

were naive or unaware

litigation

might .encount er ,

right to treatment
regarding

decision,

the problems

of the potential

problems

Judge Dav i.d Bazelon

'of the

that the use of

(1972) (author of the landmark

Rouse v. Cameron) made the following

observation

of implementation:

• I have become too sensitized to the many problems in the
.enforcement of such a right to remain silent.
It would be a great
mistake to ,ignore the impact of the Wyatt decision, and to leave undone
the reforms it requires.
It wouLd also be a great mistake to think that
Wyatt is the end of the road. We have not even set foot on the path of
grappling with the fundamental problems. (p. 15)
Bruce Ennis

(1972), a lawyer with the New York Civil Liberties

also struck a somewhat

prophetic

Union,

chord when he noted the following:

Every single standard which we developed in the Wyatt case was generated
not by us but by professional people who had an enormous input •••
Other
lawsuits are pending right now •• and hundreds more are going to be
filed •••
If we do not continue to get •••
help from professionals,
then the lawyers are- going to have to do something that they are not
equipped to do. (p.88)
As time wore on and the momentum
administrators
responding

to mounting

improving
compliance

reporting

One of the initial

but legal reformers

conditions

at the state institution
fiscal priorities,

diversion

decree

alone.

administrators

burdens

summarized

concerns,

the merits

which was not limited

By the mid-seventies,
had already

Added to anxieties

endless

and
of

away from ongoing

the negative

effects

2'51

to
cost of

for instance,

cost upwards

of $20 million

about the perversion

also began to voice concerns

placed on state officials

of scarce resources

state offical

began to question

as well, was the seemingly

in institutions.

with the Willowbrook

administrative

requirements

court decrees

to bring about reform in the system of care for mentally

pe r sona ,

administrators

sped up, some

faced with the day to day job of implementing

using litigation
disabled

of litigation

by litigation

about the
and the

system responsibilities.

as follows:

of

A

The most visible effect is the diversion of professional actl.Vl.tl.esfrom
the raison d'etre--patient
care. Treatment resources, although
expanding, are occasionally scarce and generally expensive. in any
economic sense. At times, litigation has forced a majority of clinicians
and top management in specific facilities (and occasionally entire
Divisions or Departments) to concentrate exclusively on documentation,
historical record searches, and other deman~s of Discovery, in lieu of
patient contact or supervision ••• (Marsh, 1972, p. 39)
I

Questions

regarding

posed, especially
the late 1970s.
ment~lly

equally

of public

of resources

The issue became whether
persons

needy non-class

between

In fact, many argued,

litigation

at least minimum
requirements

became more constrained

class and non-class

and continue

disabled

system expansion,

were not as readily

that the presence

However,

the provision

As one of the defendants'

of

of

in an era of cutbacks,

of resources

experts

or

to fulfill the

of a consent decree can become a bone of contention

who feel left out.

--

situated and

for reform and enrichment

persons.

of

were relatively

members

to argue,

l.n

of a special "class"

away from similarly

As long as resources

in a state serves as a catalyst

servl.ces for all mentally

began to be

singled out for favored -- albeit remedial

members.

distinctions

law remedies

the creation

had the effect of taking resources

plentiful,
drawn.

as the availability

disabled

treatment

the equitability

among those

noted in the second round

,

of the Wyatt case, "There is a finite amount of resources
of time available

to use those resources,

spend for one person
and Friedman,

is an hour or dollar

and many needs.
subtracted

the mid to late 1970s, litigation

and plaintiffs

became more sophisticated

remedies

from another"

of institutional
successfu

,

(Rosenberg

attorneys

of deinstitutionalization
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changed as lawyers
and shortcomings

Instead of focusing
n approach

ntal disabilities

to the promotion

strategies

about the strengths

of the lawsuit as a tool for system change.

partially

Each dollar that we

1979, p , 822).

During

improvement

and a finite amount

on the

that appeared

to be only

shifted the focus of their
and the expanSl.on of

community

resources.

the Pennhurst

The change ln emphasis

litigation,

and in the consent decrees

(1978) case in Ma~ne and in Michigan
Smith (1978) (See:

v. Donald

Association

Bradley,

ways, this chang~ in course pressed

for Retarded

Citizens

1982).

et al.

In many

the courts even deeper into the fabric of

disabilities

structural

rather

than discrete wrongs.

assertion

by David Ferleger

plaintiffs

in

in the Wuori v. Zitnay

Allard· and Epstein,

the mental

following

can be seen in the pleadings

system as those seeking reform

sought to redress

This point is borne out in the

(1979), lawyer for the original

in the ,Pennhurst case:

Judicial outrage at the abysmal life of people. in particular institutions
has caused courts to mandate reform under whatever theory was expeditious
in the circumstances.
A weak patchwork suitable for only short-term use
has been the product.
Pennhurst provides a basis for a stronger and more
coherent doctrine.
The right to Habilitation merges in Pennhurst with
the constit~tional principle of the "least restrictive alternative."
This new approach, if combined with eniphasis on the constitutional rights
to freedom from harm and nondiscriminatory
habilitation, makes possible a
direct attack on the very concept of institutionalization
as a method of
providing services to retarded people. (pp. 732,-733)

Impact of Increasing Complexity
However,
rather

as remedies

than merely

began to encounter
"dissolution
places

began requiring

barring wrongdoing,
what Rosenberg

of expert

this dissolution

consensus"
occurred

testifying

mentally

retarded

maintained

(p , 823).

remaining

persons

with the testimony

(1979) referred

Ironically,

surrounding

the Wyatt

In the second round of this landmark

"enriched"

argued

that severely

environment

of the defendants'

could not benefit

of plaintiffs'

to as the

one of the first

living at the state institution,

The assertion

at Partlow

of broad based litigation

was in the rehearings

for the defendants

in a so-called

and training.

proponents

and Friedman

case now referred· to as Wyatt II.
experts

af f i rma t i ve system restructuring

without

and profoundly
Partlow,
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should be

active habilitation

exper.ts that class members

from active habilitation

witnesses

case,

was at odds

in Wyatt and other cases, and

signalled

the beginning

courtrooms

around

of a sometimes

the problems

multifarious.

of accountability

setting,

easy to affix.
alternative

in this. "second

As long as the problem

institutional

However,

community

to be ameliorated

when the objective

were not always

necessary

to ensure

compliance.

extremely

reluctant

to hold representatives

support is crucial
Another
government.
support.

debate in federal

extended

Cooperation

to the creation

of the legislative

of an
and

support was

branch of state

of decrees even though such
for resource

is crucial to compliance

in this context mean~~nding

As noted by one observer

was relatively

federal judges have been

of financing

cooperation

was limited to an

the only acto~s whose

for the implementation

group whose

also became more

became much more diffuse,

For instance,

to the provision

of cases became more

for implementation

system, accountability

accountable

generation"

and implementation

then accountability

those named as defendants

government

professional

the country.

As the issues addressed
complex,

vitriolic

development.
is the federal

as well as policy

in the late 1970s:

Whether states are responding to court orders or to some other impetus
for reform, a major constraint to comprehensive planning is conflicting
policy among the variety of federal social and health programs.
To date,
no one federal program is directly relevant to deinstitutionalization,
yet many have some bearing on mentally disabled persons living in the
community or in institutions. (Bradley, 1978, p. 70)
Even within

the executive

branch of state government,

have not always been able to get the cooperation
named in the lawsuit
and social services

inlcuding
programs.

these other agencies,

Without

some defendants

carry out court mandates
ranges

representatives
access

of other state officials

of Medicaid,

welfare,

to the resources

have maintained

is constrained.

named defendants

controlled

by
to

the further the lawsuit

from the concept of a specific wrong and a specific malefactor,
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housing,

that their ability

To summarize,

not

the more

difficult it is to design remedies that encompass the full range of actions and
actors needed to secure system reform.

Varying Expectations
In the mental disabilities field at large, then, claims made by critics
about the detrimental impact of public law litigation can be categorized as
follows:
•

Inequities -- Class action litigation creates a special class of
individuals whose problems are'artificially elevated above those of
others similarly situated, and! diverts resources from general system
needs t6 those of one favored group.

•

Usurpation of bureaucratic prerogatives -- I.itigation places
significant paperwork burdens on defendants and takes away time from
other r~sponsibilities and obligations.

•

Misplaced accountability -- Broad-based litigation does not always
single out those public officials whose commitment to compliance is
most crucial to success.' .

•

Negati velimpact on clients -- The so-called '.'
second generation" cases
that have concentrated on deinstitutionalization may be forcing the
inappropriate placement of profoundly disab]ed persons into
inadequately prepared community living arrangements.
I

•

Reduction of community consenslls-- The forced choices precipitated by
,litigation (e.g., to close institutions, to expand the number of small
community living arrangements, etc.) tend to coalesce opposition among
othe rwi se unorganized interests including various groups such as
pro-dnstd t ut i ona I parents, unionized employees, unconvinced
legislators,and cautious professionals.

The assertions made by those who are skeptical of litigation clearly run
counter to the ex:pectations of plaintiffs and their representatives.

The

assumptions made by those bringing lawsuits over the past several years can be
paraphrased as follows:
•

Gains beyond the,class -- The reforms mandated by federal courts are
not just limited to the specified class, but have a catalytic effect
on the system at large.

•

Cure for'bureaucratic paralysis -- Judicial intervention is
necessitated in many instances'by financial" political, or other
factors that constrain public officials from carrying out broad scale
reform.
.
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•

Remedies for past wrongs -- Litigation rectifies abuses suffered by
class members by improving and altering the service context in which
the class members reside and learn.

•

Improvement in class member outcomes -- Recent remedies in public law
litigation place a priority on care in the least restrictive
environment which -- in combination with intensive habilitation
techniques
results in improved learning and adaptation.

•

Protection of client rights -- Litigation, establishes compliance
oversight procedures and structures that protect the constitutional
and statutory rights of class members.

These general
the Pennhurst
inequities

about litigation

context with some modification.

in the system has certainly

the system.
infusion

claims and assumptions

The assertion

of funding

been voiced by individuals

that the litigation

into the Southeast

within

the Southeast

members

are now waiting

has forced an artificial

bureaucracy

Region have speculated

habilitation

and individual

The plaintiffs
officials
included

have complained

plan guidelines,

interference

the Pennhurst

in 1978, the state

in Pennhurst,

reserved

to the individual

procedures,

activities

and policy-making

in an attempt

to the state.

have pointed

compliance

client monitoring

to ensure

the Hearing

as examples

of the

authority.
that all of those

to carry out the remedy were named in lawsuit,

the county representatives

implementation

and that non-class

that the court has created a shadow

with state regulatory

who were needed

well as regional

Further,

that resources

of the Office of the Special Master

some state and county interviewees

process,

court's

to class members

and has invaded policy areas previously

Specifically,

Master

key informants.

of

in line for services.

Since the creation
and county defendants

throughout

Region of the state at the expense

coming into the area have gone primarily

1n

A concern about possible

the other three regions has been made by numerous
some informants

have currency

and state mental

from

the Southeast

retardation

of the decree proceeded,

officials.

Region

as defendants

However,

as

it became clear that the cooperation
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as

of

a variety of other entities not named in the decree was crucial to the
defendants' plans.

Ironically, one of the most critical and sometimes

reluctant actors has been the federal government -- ironic,because the United
States Department of Justice was an intervenor on the plaintiff's side of the
litigation.

Cooperation by federal Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)

officials was sought both to secure app.roval of plans for the development of
small intermediate care facilities and Ithe state's community services waiver
under Title XIX.

In both cases, HCFA officials raised questions about

implementation of the two initiatives.
Also, wi t h i n the state's own Depairt merrt of P~blic Welfare, the policies
of the Office of Medical Assistance have not always been completely consistent
with the aims of the Office of Mental Retardation.

For instance, the rates set

by the Office of 'Medical Assistance for the nascent ICF/MR system were lower

•

than OMR staff anticipated and ult Lmat e'l
y compromised the development activity
because of a lack of confidence among providers.

Thus,even

though the

Secretary of Public Welfare was a defendant, the the Deputy Secretary of
Medical Assistance was not and there f ore appears to have felt free to follow
his own organizational imperatives rather than those of the court.
Critics of the litigation in Pennsylvania tend not, as a rule, to
denigrate the no~ion of least restictive care or to question the benefits of
community-based care for class members. There are exceptions, however
notably representatives of the Pennhurst Parent-Staff Association who have
expressed serious concerns about the vi.a b.ili ty of community living arrangements
and the level of supervision and oversi'ght that class members are likely to
recerve in these small group settings.
of county and provider interviewees.
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This view is also shared by a minority

Finally, many of those interviewed have expressed concern about the
extent of polarization that has presumably been provoked by the presence of the
litigation.

This polarization, or backlash against deinstitutionalization has

been noted among parents of retarded persons in the state, members of the state
legislature, and representatives of state employee unions.

The assumption is

that the plaintiffs, because of their uncompromising stand on the phase down of
Pennhurst State Center, have charged the political environment and invited a
negative response from a variety of groups that otherwise would have remained
unorganized or at least at bay had the litigation not been brought.

The weight _

of this argument, however, is somewhat diluted by the fact that the state
defendants themselves closed one institution and the mental retardation units
at two other facilities.
There are also claims about the impact of the litigation that are
peculiar to the Pen~urst

case.

Specifically, cri~ics assert that services for

class members have been much more expensive than those for non-class members.
Further, some observers have noted that during the initial phases of
implementation of the decree, Pennhurst Center was the major beneficiary of the
litigation, not community services.

Finally, key informants on the state level

have noted that the presence of the litigation and its focus on Pennhurst has
retarded deinstitutionalization at other facilities around the state.
In the plaintiffs' view, the litigation has 'not taken funding away from
other non-class members, but in fact has enriched the system in general.

They

also argue that the complexity of procedures in the decree was necessitated by
the defendants' inability to reduce significantly the population at Pennhurst.
They further note that the defendants should have anticipated the problems
encountered with HCFA and their own internal approval and review processes.
With respect to the impact on clients, the plaintiffs have always maintained
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that community

living arrangements

growth and development
polarization,

of class members.

the plaintiffs

enter into a consent

have the proven capability

respond

agreement

Finally,

to facilitate

with respect

that the defendants'

was clear encouragement

the

to the issue of

unwillingness

to

to the opposition.

Areas of Potential Impact
The purpose

of this assessment

is to first organize

the general and

particular

claims that have been made about the impact of the Pennhurst

litigation

into a .set of,analysis

these questions
reviews,

in data collected

cost analyses,

questions,

and second to look for answers

through key informant

and in the quantitative

interviews,

studies conducted

to

document
by the Temple

I

University

Developmental

Disabilities

Based on the preceding
as viewed by the various
developed

System?

discussion

parties

of the influence

to the lawsuit,

which will guide this section.

general areas of inquiry:
Funding?

Center.

What Has Happened
What Has Happened

to Costs?

eleven questions

The questions

What Has Happened

to Clients?

What Has Happened

to Pennhurst?

of the Pennhurst

case

have been

are organized

into six

What Has Happened

to

to the Service

and, What Has Happened

to State

Policy?
What Has Happened

to Clients?

Have class members placed out of Pennhurst as a result of the decree
fared better in small group set.t i ng s than they fared at the
institution?
What Has Happened

to Funding?

Has the concentration of resou~ces on Pennhurst class members come at
the expense of funding for programs in other areas of the state?
Has litigation influenced the state's ut i Li aa t i on of alternative
funding sources, most specifically Title XIX,?
What Has Happened

to Costs?

Is caring for Pennhurst class members in the com~unity more expensive
than caring for other class members? more expensive than the cost of
care at Pennhurst State Center?
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What Has Happened to the Service System?
Has the movement of class members out of Pennhurst constrained more
balanced deinstitutionalization across the state?
Has the decree hastened the expansion of community living arrangements
in the Southeast Region of Pennsylvania compared to other areas of the
state?
Has the concentration of resources on Pennhurst class members
increased waiting lists for community living arrangements around the
state? increased waiting lists of non-class members in the Southeast
Region?
Has the litigation affected the general pattern of resource allocation
in the state?
Has the Pennhurst litigation over extended the capacity of community
services providers?
What Has Happened at Pennhurst?
Because of the court's scrutiny, are the resources devoted to
Pennhurst State Center greater per resident than in other centers in
the state?
What Has Happened to State Policy?
Has the litigation resulted in changes in statewide policy in the area
of mental retardation?

What Has Happened to Class Members?
Have class members placed out of Pennhurst as a result of the litigation
fared better than they fared in the institution?
When Judge Broderick ordered community placement for all Pennhurst
residents on March 17, 1978, there were 1,154 persons at the facility.
time, there are 410 persons at Pennhurst.

At this

Of those.placed in CLAs, approxi-

mately 460 have been placed in the Southeast Region and the remaining 170 were
placed in elsewhere in the state.
happened to class members.

There are many ways of assess1ng what

For instance, since the beginning of the study, 77

persons died at Pennhurst and 15 individuals died following placement in the
community (these two groups may not be comparable since those placed initially
were not necessarily those with the most complex physical disabilities).
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The

facility deaths during this period are slightly less than the national public
institutional norm of 15 deaths per 1,000 residents per year.

With respect to

the deaths in the:community, only two persons died wi.thin six months of
transfer out of the institution which suggests a minimum trauma associated with
the move to a new residence.

Two of the deaths in the community were the

result of accidents (one class member

W~IS

struck by a car, another by a train),

while one of the institutional deaths involved a resident who was hit by a car
on the grounds of the facility.

The remaining deaths at both sites were the

result of LLlne es.,
The Temple ,University quantitative studies provide numerous ways of
assess1ng the well-being of class members including i!nformation derived from
class members the~se1ves, from family members,' from trained observers, from
periodic monitoring and from surveys of client functiioning as measured on
objective behavioral scales.

From the client's perspective, Temple has

collected data on the level of satisfaction with service surroundings from 56
individuals who resided at Pennhurst when the study began.

This group should

not be considered representative of all class members since the respondents had
to be capable of some form of responsive expression.

Of the 56, approximately

I

30 persons have subsequently been placed in community living arrangements.

The

initial satisfaction inquiry showed that the 56 Pennhurst residents were happy
in their surroundings at the institution.

Subsequent interviews with those

placed in the community showed that they were even happier 1n their new homes.
The perceptions of families regarding the well-being of their relatives
have been particularly interesting and are documented in Temple's surveys of
Pennhurst parents.

Initial family responses were collected from 472 family

members (or 75% of those surveyed) through a mailed questionnaire to families
of residents at Pennhurst in June 1980.
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The most striking result of this first

round was the negative

attitude

deinstitutiona1ization

and specifically,

from Pennhurst

State Center.

of the majority

represented

relatives.

About 75% of the families

potential

of families

appeared

to perceive

the institution

alternatives

was not secure and permanent.

families,

who moved

strongly

strongly

.for the better
change).

member

disagreed

or somewhat

Thus, although

Two significant
than satisfaction

change.

Second,

attitudes

that the retarded

security and stability

The 134
more satisfied

only five families,
placement,

and 82%

perceive

(another

were initially

a change

15% reported

no

unsure or negative

to the survey showed

living as beneficial

that also changed"

and happiness,

families

of 134

to their family

was made.
but to a much

were those associated

growth and feeling of permanence.
part to believe

were considerably

their responses

that they came to view community
once the placement

for community

Over 80% of families

these 134 relatives

were

The majority

and late 1983.

general happiness

living arrangements,

had no further

with the families

with the community

strongly.

in their relatives'

about community
clearly

Further,

for their

as a haven of security and

by telephone

to CLAs between mid-1980

living arrangements.

post-relocation,
agreed

were conducted

while very satisfied with Pennhurst,

with community

possible

Family members

there was concern that funding

follow-ups

that the

needs of their relatives.

Conversely,

class members

environment

development.

permanence.

Six month

believed

felt that their relatives

or psychological

about the medical

toward

of their own relative

evidently

the least restrictive

for educational

also very concerned

the movement

Many families

institution

of families

First,

smaller extent

with potential

these families

continued

person had li t t Le or no capacity

reduced only very slightly

of community

their anxiety

living arrangements.
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Though

for

for the most
to grow and
about the

the results

show some lessening

of concern,

Another .way of viewing
material

gained

through

through

this process.

of one client,

study began.
satisfactory

the Temple
According

primarily

of clients

case studies.

to the, Temple

Interestingly,

and monitoring

clients were observed

researchers,

with the exception

to be doing well.

at regular

residents

intervals

the one individual

is not a class member,

is from the qualitative

Twenty

from among Pennhurst

have been observed

~n 1974 -- four years before
management

the well-being

the other 19 persons appear

which were selected
the community,

their fears are by no means eliminated.

whose

These cases,
who later moved

since soon after the
situation

is not entirely

but someone who was released

the Judge's

oversight

order and without

mandated

to

in the decree

from Pennhurst

the same.case
for the Pennhurst

class.
Another
monitoring

source of information

procedure

mandated

the Special Management
Management
observes
bec~use

by the court and currently

Unit and Temple University.

Unit staff, Temple

researchers

some of the more dramatic
of his unique

Pennhurst

residents

had problems

about client well-being

position

sec~ring medical

being carried out by

Interviews

with Special

and also with the Hearing

problems

encountered

in the system)

has not happened

is the client

without

Master

by class members

suggest that the movement
incident.

(who

of

A few individuals

care, some have strayed into mental

have

hospitals,

and a limited number have been forced to change their living arrangement
because
within

of inadequate
the community

The consensus
problems
management
Pennhurst

have tended

program

or other contract

or financial

problems

agency.
among those interviewed

is that i!ndividual class member

to involve either persons

and monitoring
before

resources

requirements

not covered by the case

(e.g., individuals

the decree and/or who surfaced
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because

moved out of
of a change ·~n

residential

status),

inappropriate
adequate

class members

or incapable

whose

serva ce provider

was either

for financial

or other reasons

to provide an

level of care, or persons moved out-of-region.

the problems
counties

that have arisen, most of those canvassed

outside

However,
including

the region, would agree that class members

in spite of
staff from

as a group are

doing well.
The final basis for assessing
client tracking
researchers.

and behavioral

Collection

Adaptive

was administered
operational

assessment

of information

began in 1978 when a modified
Deficiency

Behavior

at Pennhurst.

in 1978, this information

results
points

behavior.

whose

behavior

in maladaptive

and behavior

Association

Development

on Mental

Survey (BDS)

the study was not
by Temple

at the request of

In 1980, the same data were collected
into the community

at Pennhurst

and made negligible

The 70 community-based

the

carried out by Temple

county of origin was in the Southeast

time, had gained an average
change

was collected

showed that persons who remained
in adaptive

Though

who moved out of Pennhurst

residents

is through

about client learning

Scale -- the Behavior

to residents

first 70 individuals

activities

version of the American

the Office of the Special Master.

Pennhurst

class member well-being

class members,

on the

and on 713

Region.

gained an average

The
of 1.24

gains in reducing maladaptive
during the same period of

of 8.2 points in adapt~ve

behavior,

but showed no

behavior.

By 1982, Temple was able to collect BDS data on 157 former residents
Pennhurst.

Between

class members
negligible

the 1978 baseline

gained an average

amounts

in maladaptive

assessment

grown to almost 400 and the assessments
11.5 points

in adaptive

behavior

and the data point in 1982,

of 9.2 points in adaptive
behavior.

of

behavior

In 1984, the community

that year showed an average

and
cohort had
gain of

over 1978 and a 0.5 point gain in maladaptive
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behavior.
1983.

Persons who remained

During

this time, those for whom

gained an average

of 1.08 in adaptive

In order to determine
other retarded
points

at Pennhurst

persons

were assessed

1978 baseline

behavior

how Pennhurst

in 1980 and again in

data were available

and .87 in maladaptive

class .members were, doing relative
BDS dat a was gathered

living in the community,

in time -- 1981 and 1982 for class members
A matched

groups was conducted.

The class members .i.mpr
cve d significantly

while

class members

but non class members

Class members

also received

oriented

changes in the two
in adaptive

(gain of 4.0 points),

while non

regressed! somewhat

(losing 1.0

a total of about 10% more hours of

service per month

hours versus 204 hours

per month).

in CLAs, class members

continue

(and services

to them) exceeds

rendered

in the

class member s did not change in

did not gain significantly;

developmentally

of behavioral

living in the CLAs in 1981-1982

ma1adapti ve behavior,
points).

comparison

to

at two

and, non class members

CLAs of Philadelphia.

behavior

behavior.

than matched

This analysis

non class members

suggests

to develop behaviorally,
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that, once they are

and their progress

that of otherwise

very similar non

class members.
The picture

that emerges

for most of those individuals
and who are living

from these various

who came out of Pennhurst

in the Southeast

life chances and increased

For individuals

also positive

and in some instances

for class member

The physical

quality

who were moved

residences

better.

Wi1th respect

has improved

to other regions,

their
and

the picture

is

PASS scores for instance .were
than in region

was also rated higher
behavior

since 1977-1978,
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that

to deal with their environment

and adaptive

to growth

indicates

since the court order

the litigation

out-of-region

of the residences

class meuiber sco re s for maladaptive
same in 1984.

Region,

their capacities

their needs.

higher

perspectives

(98 vs. 61).

(61 vs. 57).

were virtually

class members

The
the

in the

Southeast

Region

out-of-region
behavior

did slightly better

clients

(12.3 points compared to 8.4), but the

started out the period with slightly higher adaptive

scores.

Some anecdotal
suggests,

however,

information

with respect

health

Other anecdota

interviewed
positive

to medical

information

is whether

their characteristics

remain at Pennhurst

suggests

cohort at Pennhurst,

30% severely retarded,

of class members

very

placed out of the

remaining

at Pennhurst,

are sufficiently

The information

available

4% were mildly retarded,

and 56% profoundly

retarded.

retarded,

and 69% in the profound

retarded,

severe behavioral

and medical

higher

proportion

of such persons

numbers

residing

in the community.

Interestingly,

problems

some of these individuals

range.

According

are reluctant

1n 1978.

Of the
retarded,

At the last data point, in

With respect

retarded,

compared

21%

to individuals

there does not appear

left at Pennhurst

as a group

10% moderately

10% of those remaining at Pennhurst

in the mild and moderate

on those who

5% were moderately

range.

an obvious

similar to those who

that they are somewhat more disabled

the Summer of 1983, 5% were mildly

Pennhurst

with the mental

volunteered

1154 that formed that study population

than the original

with

placements

Region.

like outcomes.

severely

Master

gained from several individuals

about the adjustment

have left to ensure

initial

in out-of-region

care and entanglements

Since there are still 410 individuals
question

to the Hearing

by phone in the other three state regions,

observations

Southeast

presented

that some problems have arisen

-- particularly
system.

and material

to be a

to the relative

State Center are still

to those interviewed

to leave Pennhurst

at Pennhurst,

since they consider

their home.

It does appear,

based on the general information
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on level of disability,

that those left at Pennhurst are somewhat more disabled and that some
I

"creaming" has gone on in the placement process.

However, it should .be kept in

mind that 80% of those placed out so far have severe and profound
disabilities.

Given this fact, it is difficult to imagine that these last 410

individuals will, as a group, have radically different careers when they are
moved into the community, assuming that the same level of financial and
programmatic support is available.

What Has Happened to Funding?
Has the concentration.of resources on Pennhurst class members come at
the expense of funding for programs in ,other areas of the state where resources
have not expanded at the same rate?
Many of those interviewed both within the Southeast Region of the state
and in the rest of the state are convinced that the litigation has diverted
scarce resources to class members coming out of Pennhurst at the expense of
community-based clients and individuals ready to Ieave the state' sother
institutions.

One way of assessing whether or not these concerns are

legitimate is to examine changes in the state's allocation for community mental
retardation services among the four regions of the state.

Exhibit 1 shows the

changes in the amount of money the state allocated to the four regions between
fiscal year 1980-1981 and 1983-84.

Amounts are calculated based on funding per

capita in the region.
This chart clearly shows that the amount of money allocated to the
Southeast Region during the three years for which data were available grew at a
much faster rate than the allocations to the other three regions.
Specifically, funding

per capita in the Southeast Region adjusted for

inflation) grew 33% compared to 19% in the Northeast Region, 83% in the Central
Region and 6% in the Western Region of the state.
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Exhibit 1
PER CAPITA ALLOCATION OF STATE FUNDS
FOR COMMUNITY

SERVICES BY REGION
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(in FY '81 dollars)
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Another way of viewing the same phenomenon is to chart the growth in the
amount of money ,allocated permen~allY" retarded person served in each region.
Exhibit 2 plots 'these
changes.
.
,

The chart shows that greatest change in the

amount of fundi~g expended per client served occurred in the Western Region
where the per clti ent figure grew by 27%.

This is in contrast to a 5% increase

in the Southeast Region and only 1% in the Central Region, and a 5% decrease in
the Northeast Region.
Unfortunat'ely, the Department of Public Welfare did not keep records on
funds allocated .so le Ly for mental retardation services prior to 1980-1981.

In

the years precediing, DPW figures include support fol.'
mental health as well as
mental retardati.on services.

Thus it is only possible to speculate on the

impact of the litigation on funding trends before and immediately after the
court order in 1978.

While the implementation of deinstitutionalization

at

I

Pennhur at;may have been a stimulus for' the Lncrea se in the fortunes of the
Southeast Region"such

increases may also have been, part of trends that had

I

their beginning .pr i or to the Judge's decree.
Further, though the Southeast Region was first in the rate of growth in
the mental ret.ardati on allocation per capi t a , the aHocation
!

retarded person in the region was a distant second.

per mentally

It should also be noted

that the Southeast and Central Regions lost population (1% and 2% decreases
respectively) dU'ring this period whichimay explain the high per capita
allocation compared to the lower per client served ratio.
Another question is whether or not the overall state expenditure for
mental retardation services -- including community as well as institutional
programs -- also increased in the Southeast Region during this period of time.
Unfortunately, we were unable to collect this information since the state does
not assign institutional costs to regions based on actual utilization.
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Exhibit 2
DOLLARS SPENT PER YEAR PER MENTALLY RETARDED
PERSON SERVED BY REGION
1980 through 1984
in .FY '81 Dollars.
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Office of Mental Retardation
Dept. of Public Welfare
Harrisburg, PA

However, g1ven that the rate of institutionalization

per 100,000 is

substantially higher in the Western Region than it is the Southeast (and has
been during the past three years), the overall allocation picture must be
somewhat more balanced, at least between these two reg i ons , Thi s should be
especially true given the fact that funds for. the placement of individuals out
of Pennhurst have in part been deducted from the Pennhurst budget.
It is of course impossible to know whether the: increases in the amounts
of money allocated to the Southeast Region in fact came out of funding that
would have gone to other regions in the state.

For one thing, as noted above,

some of the funding available for the support of Pennhurst class members in the
community has come out of the Pennhurst budget.

Further, the period during

which implementation of the decree took place was one of financial austerity in
the state and a time therefore when expansion of services was no longer the
norm.

The extent to which the Southeast Region received more than its "share"

during this period will be further explored in the section on changes in the
system.
Has the litigation influenced the state's utilization of alternative
funding sources, most specifically Title XIX?
The major source of federal income that had not been tapped for the
development of community resources prior to the Judge's order was Medicaid
funding for intermediate care facilities for mentalJl.yretarded persons
(ICF/MRs).

Pennsylvania was not one of the states, like Minnesota, that took

advantage of Title XIX funding to refinance and expand community residential·
arrangements during the 1970s.

In fact, the community services system in the

state is supported 85.8% by state funds compared to the institutional system
which receives only 55.3% of its support from the state (See Exhibit 3).
According to those interviewed early in the project, state mental
.ret.a rdat i.on staff wer~ concerned that the IeF /MR model was too medically
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Exhibit 3
PENNSYLVANIA
Eight Year Total MR/DD Expenditures
By Revenue Source: FY1977-1984
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at

Chicago. 1984

oriented and that it artificially constrained the operation of small group
living arrangements. with unnecessary regulations.

In addition, state medical

assistance of f i.ci a.ls were concerned about the impact of a community ICF/MR
initiative on the overall Medicaid budget even though the infusion of federal
funds would conceivably offset state mental retardation funds for community
living arrangements.
The plaintiffs argued on numerous occaS10ns that use of the ICF/MR
program -- especially for small group living arrangements':'-would
general pool of funding available to implement the court decree.

increase the
IriApril

1980, The Depar~ment of Public Welfare submitted a plan requesting an extension
of the July 1982 deadline for compliance wi th ICF /MR life safety and other
requirements in the state's institutions.

As part of their propo sal to bring

existing state centers into compliance" the.Department presented an overview of
a proposed 1115 beds or Le ss".program.

Regional HCFA staff stated that. the

proposal lacked .detail and cited numerous issues that had to be resolved.
Negotiations between the Department and HCFA carried on into 1981 when the
state was finally given to understand that their proposals for small ICF /MRs
wou.1d not encounter any further objections.
The Office of Mental Retardation developed a strategy for ICF/MR
development that was primarily focusedl on the conversion of existing community
residences -- specifically, CLAs over three beds and some private licensed
facilities (PLFs) over 15 and under 15 beds.

Funding generated from the

conversions was then to be reinvested in expanded services.

Agreements were

worked out with the Department of Health regarding surveys and certification
and discussions were begun with the Off1ce of Medical Assistance regarding
rates of reimbursement.
It was also anticipated that some new ICF /MRs would be developed.
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New

facilities, however, would be limited to under 16 beds and no new construction
was allowed.

The restriction on new construction meant that the development of

ICF/MRs for physically handicapped, non-ambulatory clients would be extremely
difficult since most existing structures would not meet Chapter 10 life safety
requirements.

In order to explain the new program to potential and current

providers, the Office of Mental Retardation held workshops around the state and
generated a fair amount of cautious interest.
The development of small rCF/MRs began to run into problems in 1982 when
it became known that a reimbursement cap of $100 was being proposed by the
Office of Medical Assistance.

Several providers were convinced that the level

of reimbursement was insufficient to cover the costs of care and began to have
second thoughts about moving into the rCF/MR program.

They pointed to the fact

that this rate was less than the average costs for CLAs in the region •..
Additionally, zoning battles in the Philadelphia area all but halted the
development of ICF/MRs in that county.
Though the level of reimbursement was eventually adjusted and the rate
determination responsibility transferred to the Office of Mental Retardation in
1983, the momentum for the program definitely subsided.

Further, the state

placed a limit on the number of small ICF/MR beds at 500.
following ICF/MR beds had been certified in the community:

Private ICF/MR Beds by Region
1983-1984
16 or more

15 or less

Total

Western

754

78

832

Northeast

247

34

281

Southeast

361

113

474

111
1,473

126
351

237
1,824

Central
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By 1983-1984, the

The above table showing the status of ICF/MR development indicates that
the growth of small facilities did not'even reach the 500 bed cutoff and that
the largest impact was on the conversion of larger private licensed
facilities.

Though the Southeast Region does have 1i13certified small ICF/MR

beds and 361 larger facility beds, it is still a distant second to the Western
Region.

This is in part explained by the fact that in Philadelphia, thelargest

area in the Southeast Region, no small ICF/MRs were developed.
Given what' we know about the limited communi t1 ICF/MR program in the
state, it does not seem to have been significantly influenced by the litigation
but rather by more general fiscal concerns and the necessity to "run down" the
census at state facilities.

It may be that the initial impetus came in part

from court pressure, but the conduct of the program seemed to have only a
passing connection with the implementation of the Judge's placement orders in
the Southeast Region.
The presence of the litigation may, however-, have played a more
significant role in the state's posture vis-a-vis utilization of the Medicaid
community services waiver.
waiver only included

Until the end of 1982, the state's plans for the

pilot activities in Allegheny and Philadelphia Counties.

However, in January 1983, Judge Broderick issued a second "implementation
order" mandating the provision of community living arrangements for 143
residents of Pennhurst, 81 other members of the plaintiff class residing in the
Southeast Region, and 50 Pennhurst residents from outside the Southeast Region
by the end of June 1984.
In response to the Judge's order, the Commonwealth submitted a plan for
placements over the next year and a half.

The plan noted that the state was

considering a Title XIX community services waiver application from Delaware
County 1n addition to the one already prepared for Philadelphia.
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The plan also

noted that the Commonwealth defendants were "seriously considering"
applications for waivers in the 'remaining three counties.

Following submission

of the plan, the suburban counties were notified that they had eight weeks to
prepare the requisite fiscal information in order to allow for submission of
the full waiver application by the end of June 1983.

Meeting the deadline was

important in order to ensure retroactive payments for the period prior to the
end of the fiscal year.
Funds for the Title XIX services proposed under the waiver are scheduled
to come in large part from savings at Pennhurst Center as a result of the
decrease in population projected for the ensuing three years.

Some additional

state money would be required to cover services not eligible for waiver
reimbursement such as household furnishings and other non-service costs.

In

some counties, the amount of money saved by moving one client would in turn
generate funds to cover the costs of community based clients who are also
included in both the waiver applications and the Judge's January 14, 1983,
Order.
Most of those contacted during the latest round of key informant
interviews agreed that the move by the Department of Public Welfare to take
advantage of the waiver was in large part because of the pressure for
placements under the Judge's order.

A change in the leadership of the

Department -- and a shift in attitude regarding the use of federal Medicaid
funding -- early in 1983 is also credited with influencing the decision to
pursue a broader waiver proposal.
Unfortunately for Pennsylvania, the pressure created by the litigation
appears to carry very little weight with the Health Care Financing
Administration which has still not approved the bulk of the waiver applications
for the Southeast Region (Philadelphia was approved last May).
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Initially, two

issues are in contention:

1)

the Medicaid cost saviings that would result from

the phase down of beds at Pennhurst and the expansion of beds in the community
are not sufficient (i.e., HCFA maintains that the community costs must be 80%
of the institutional costs); and 2)

the inclusion of additional community

class members is not acceptable.
More recently, HCFA has justified its prolonged deliberations regarding
approval of the. suburban county waivers on deficiencies found in the federal
review of the implementation of the waiver in Philadelphia.

The most

significant problem appears to be the :so-called "beneficiary of choice" issue
which requires that each potential recipient of waiver serva ces be given the
option of rejecting the proposed placement.

Since Pennhurst class members do

not have the option of remaining at the institution indefinitely,
operationalizing this federal requirement has been difficUlt for the state •.
HCFA,staff, according to state informants, do not consider the court order to
be a legitimate constraint.

This also holds true in other areas where the

conflict between the federal court requirements and HCFA regulations resulted
in a finding of deficiency (e.g, federal plan of ca17erequirements versus
transitional habilitation plan requirements).

IIifact, HCFA has requested that

the state take any' reference to court+ordered procedures out of the guidelines
for the waiver program.

Numerous negotiating sessions between the state and

HCFA officials have not as yet resulted in a resolution of any of these issues.
Thus, though one can argue that the litigation has had an impact on the
state's utilization of alternative funding mechanisms, the ability of the state
to carry out its initiatives has arguably been constrained by another actor
technically outside of the litigation ._-the federal government. Problems In
ensuring accountability among multiple actors for the implementation of complex
decrees were noted earlier.
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What Has Happened to Costs?
Is caring for,Pennhurst class members in the community more expensive
than caring for non+c l.as s members? Is' it more expensive than the cost of care
at Pennhurst State Center?
Since the Longitudinal'Study began, key informants interviewed both at
the local and state level have maintained that the cost of community care for
class members is substantially inflated over the cost of caring for non-class
members.

The reasons cited include the counties' weakened bargaining position

with providers in contract negotiations because of the court pressure for
placement.

From the provider's side, the reason for increased budget requests

is their concern about the level of disability of those coming out of Pennhurst
and the need to build all conceivable contingencies into their proposed
budgets.
HSRI's cost analysis shows that the relative cost of serV1ces provided
under the court order compared to the cost of services to non-class members
elsewhere in the Southeast Region is on the average highe~.

It is also clear

that. the cost of CLAs in the Southeast Region is generally much higher than the
cost in other reg10ns.

Exhibit 4a shows the per diem cost by region (in

adjusted and unadjusted dollars) arid the growth in costs over the past four
years.

As the graphs indicate, the per diem cost of CLAs in the Southeast

Region, $69.76, is substantially higher than per diems in the other three
regions which all cluster around $40.

Growth in the unadjusted per diem cost

of CLAs in the Southeast Region during the years covered approached 35% which
was matched only by a growth rate of 17% in the Northeast Region.
The comparisons become more interesting when you chart changes uS1ng
constant dollars.

As Exhibit 4b shows, in the four years in question, the per

diem rate actually went down statewide by 5%, while the rate in the Southeast
Region went up by 8%.

The substantial difference may be explained by both the
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Exhibit 4B
CtA COST PER DIEM BY REGION
1979· through 1983
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Office of Mental Retardation
Dept. of Public Welfare
Harrisburg,. PA

level of disability

of persons

served 1n CLAs in the Southeast

Region as well

as by the cost of living in that part of the state.
With respect
members,

to cost comparisons,

based on 1981-1982 figures,

it is 1n the community.
spent 1S higher
Pennhurst.

Further,

service costs including
specialized

services

behavioral

are based on an assessment

class members

that is more expensive
Region

therapy,

among key informants

for Pennhurst

Southeast

State Center than
for each dollar

of virtually

room and board, administration,

class

medical

1n

all relevant

care,

speech and hearing,

and

and case management"

The contention

services

in Pennhurst

than the level of service provided

(i.e., occupational

services),

placements

is higher

the level of service provided

in the community

These figures

the cost -of caring for Pennhurst

is undoubtedly

care of class members

that implementation

of community

has created a class of community

than the norm for such services

in the

It is also clear, however,

true.

in the community

that the

is less costly than at Pennhurst •.

What Has Happened to the Service System?
Has the movement

balanced

of class members out of Pennhurst
deinstitutionalization
across the state?

Another

contention

made by several key informants

the state level -- is that concentration
deinstitutionalization
functioning
Pennhurst

clients

in other parts

class members.

retardation

that the overall

on Pennhurst

that many higher

in favor of the more disabled

There are several ways of approaching
in the resident

in institutional

that the Judge issued his initial

populations

population
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However,

this question.

of state centers
The Table

roughly

decree and the present

33%, and the median reduction was 15.5%.

those at .

has constrained

units from 1977-1978 to the present.

reduction

more

-- especially

of the state and meant

remain in institutions

First, Table 1 shows the changes
and mental

constrained

between

shows
the time

time was approximately

during this period,

the

TABLE t
RATE OF CHANGE IN RESIDENTIAL CENSUS IN STATE
CENTERS AND MENTAL RETARDATION UNITS
FACILITY

1977/78

Allentown MR Unit
Clark Summit MR Unit
.Cresson Altoona
Ebensburg
Embreville
Hamburg
Harrisburg MR Unit
Laurelton
Marcy
Mayview MR Unit
Pennhurst
Polk
Se1ings Grove
Somerset MR Unit
Torrance MRUnit
Wernersville MR Unit
Western
White Haven
Wood Haven
Wood Haven Extension

TOTALS

1983/84

% CHANGE

37
51
367
855
302
703
65
376
238
120
1,367 '
2,001
1,274
108
89
47
540
816
268
91*

115
632
1,154
1,022
107
89.
45
520 .
544
267
91

11%
20%
63%
28%
1%
38%
- 100%
3%
100%
4%
54%
42%
20%
2%
No Change
4%
4%
33%
4%
No Change

9,716

6,513

HEAN

=

-25%

MEDIAN

=

-12

41
42
135
614
298
433
364

+

* These people were integrated into the general population at the
Philadelphia State Hospital or other State Hospitals.

Source:

Office of Mental Retardation
Dept. of Public Welfare
Harrisburg, PA
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state closed Marcy Center

(238 persons),

Harrisburg

(65 persons),

During

State Hospital

this same period,Pennhurst

the Mental Retardation
and Cresson

Center

Unit at

(120 persons).

its census by 775 or by 54%.

Center reduced

Interestingly,

Polk State Center in the Western

Region,

a facility

with Pennhurst

State Center because of. its age and si z e., declined

often paired
by 42% or -by

847 persons -:..72 more 'than 'the "reduction at Pennhurst.
Another way of viewing
institutional
utilization
compared

population

deinstitutionalization

by region.

among residents

Exhibit

is to assess

5 shows th:e rates of institutional
i.n 1977i-1978 and 1983-1984

of the four regions

to the rates of 'utilization of community-based

decline

in institutional

population

the decline in

during this period.

CLAs.

The greatest:

39%, was in the

Northeast

Region which went from 83 res i dents, per 100,000 to 50 persons

100,000.

The second greatest

95 residents
Southeast

d~cli~~was

per 100,000 to 65 residents

iu' the Western
per 100,000

Region was next wi th a decrease

or 26%; and the Central

Region

Region which went from
a 32% decrease.

from 68 to 50 residents

showed the smallest

per

Th~

per 100,000,.

decline with a reduction

of

18% or 68 to 50 per 100,00Q.
These figures

suggest that as of this writing,

more or less balanced

approach

region of the state.

In fact the pattern

equalization

to' the reduction

tne state has pursued a

of state center beds in each

in the last :six years amounts

of rates of institutionalization

among the regions.

Specifically,

the discrepancy

of 30 residents

per 100,000 between

region

to 15 residents

per 100,000 1n the last fiscal year.

narrowed

the highest

to an

and lowest
On the

\

other hand, a truly balanced
on the Western
Whileit'rs
population

Region

policy would have concentrated

given its higher residential

~bvious

at Pennhurst,

thattheiit'ig~{iou',

even more resources

population.

affectedl-the reduction

it is not clear that it significantly
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of the

constrained

Exhibit 5
POPULATION IN STATE INSTITUTIONS AND NUMBER OF
CLA BEDS
PER 100,000 BY REGION - 1977-1978 and 1983-1984

100

83

68

65

40

1977-78

1983-84

WESTERN

_INSTITUTION

1977-78

1983-84

CENTRAL

DCOMMUNTTY

1977-78

1983-84

NORTHEASTERN

1977-78

1983-84

SOUTHEASTERN

deinstitutionalization
regions.

.Ln fact

unevenly

carried

individuals
priority

factors

institutions

announced that

years,

an action

ahead of other
importantly,

it

residents

requirements

reductions

into

populations

and'mai.ntain

thistim~

period

around the st at

close . Pennhurst

the five: county- ar ea» ,.

institutional

State

and figured

Center

institutions

One of the questions,

resources

was whether

within

More

on placement s of n()n-clas:g

the, region.

yes.

So far
per capita

The data,

to other

not grow at

the same rate,

arrangement
remaining

It

show a less

we have shown that

services
question

Region clearly

it

clear

all

grew at a higher

of resources

rate

than

was already

higher

that

of this

the costs
Region are

of providing
the highest

money result

system?
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was a

picture.

the allocation

significantly

'round of

of community

instances

per client

clear

did all

the last'

and though the allocation

in the Southeast
is,

arrangements
of the',8ta~e?_-""

the development

however,

regions,

is also

hastened

during

The answer in almost

to the Southeast

regions.

key informants:

Region.

in the analysis,

allocations

. other

posed to all

or not the decree

in the Southeast

resounding

the.

in the next, two

Bas the decree bast ened the expansion of communi.ty living
in the Southeast Region of Pennsylvania
compared to other areas

interviews

1nthe

,More recently,

e;

in,

federal'

in the pace of deinsti.tutionalizati,on.

may place- even more constraints

members out of other

of

may very well' pla ce the Southeas:t Region significantly.

that
regions

it

Xhree

i-onaLi-aat i on mayc.have been

Region where "the placement

of Pennhurst

will

in the other

in the area was slowed, because· of the

at play during

institutional

of .decline

t ut

wheredeinsti

compliance

were also

for

the rates

such as the need to'reduce

to meet Medicaid

planning

~iven

out is, in the Southeast

put on the placement

reimbursement

state

the one place

out of other

Other
order

elsewhere

served

did

than in the
community living
in the state.

is a significantly

The

expanded

Exhibit 5 shows that the Southeast Region, in 1977-1978, had the lowest
.number of CLA beds per 100,000 population and still has the lowest number of
beds.

All three of the othe r regions started' out the period wi th a higher bed

ratio and finished the period with a higher ratio.

It is true that the rate of

increase during this period is greatest in the Southeast Region which
experienced

a 43% increase -- the Northeast was next with 36%, the Central

Region grew 27%, and the Western Region only 5%.
Exhibit 6 provides a slightly different slant on the question by showing
the growth in the absolute number of CLAs in each region over the six year time
period.

This chart shows that in actual numbers of CLA beds as well as in beds

per capita, the Southeast Region is by no means the leader, but is a somewhat
distant second to the Western Region.
The problem encountered

in analyzing this proposition

is that the

Southeast Region started out the study period behind the other regions in CLA
development
position.

and ended the period in a similar, although somewhat more favorable
The 43% increase does outpace the other regions but is not that much

ahead of the 36% gain in CLA beds per capita in the Northeast.
that so many interviewees

Why is it then

noted the dramatic gains in the Southeast Region?

One resson is that it feels as though resource development has speeded up in
the -region because of the amount of effort involved in implementing

the court

order including preparation of expanded IHPs, development of new case
management mechanisms,

preparation of plans to meet placement schedules, and

ali of the other details of compliance.
Another explanation

is that the development of resources for more

seriously disabled individuals with long histories of institutionalization
in fact speeded up over the previous pace.

Data on the clients being served 1.n

the CLA system statewide prior to the court decree showed that persons with
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has

Exhibit 6

NUMBER OF CLA B!EDS BY REGION
1977-1:984
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1980/81

19"81/82

1982/83

1983/84

severe and profound
disability

disabilities

among Pennhurst

fi ve county area clearly
class of resources
meeting

required

the movement

of 460 persons

into the

and day habilitation

capable

services

institutionalized

to provide

of CLA residents
to verify

the levels of

of a special

needs of this previously

not able objectively

Given

a speed up in the development

the state was unable

level of disability

disabled

class members,

-- residential

the multiple

Unfortunately

were 1n the minority.

data showing

population.

the trends 1n the

over time in the four regions

that the Southeast

Region

of

so we are

is serving more

clients.

Haa the concentration of resources on Pennhurst class members increased
waiting lists for community living arrangements around the state? Has it
increased waiting lists of non-class members in the Southeast Region?
As noted earlier,
programs

project

by phone to ascertain

Pennhurst

had limited

non-class

members

waiting

whether

the ability

i

lists as early as 1977-1978

Second,

because

include

and others

need for residential

counties

include

individuals

anecdotal

insights

are not
did not keep

list is not required

on waiting
only include

constitutes

collected,

into the distribution

information

The results

by the state,

For instance,

lists for community
those individuals

an "emergency,"

whereas

other

whose need is likely to occur in the future.

Some of the information
general

that we chose was

from county to county.

Some counties

services

to meet the needs of

The measurement

in institutions

do 'not.

on

since the CLA program was' still quite new.

list varies

persons

retardation

focus of resources

First, many counties

the ma i ntena nce of a waiting

the nature of the waiting

whose

services.

of reasons.

waiting

placement

the presumed

n 19,77-1978 and 1983-1984.

clear for a variety

some counties

all county mental

of county programs

for residential

lists for CLAs

entirely

staff canvassed

provided

however,

1S useful

of need around

by those canvassed
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in providing

the state.

suggests

For instance,

that counties

vary

widely

in both their

counties

stated

of recent
but that

that

of need and their

their

wai~ing

,CLAdevelopment.

Others

those

six years

perception

ago.

Others noted

they would continue

to increase

Many of those

contacted

Some,

over the period

because

had declined,

noted

that, the wa+t~ng Liat had at ab i Li zed , .
se rv i ce s were more disabled

for

rhe i r waiting

that

of resources.

lists

were .curre nt l y waiting

that

level

into

lists

were, increasing

especially

had experienced
of virtually
.
-. a ,period
. .:.-'

during

the past

most Li ke l y to blame, the Pennhurst
respondents
benefited
others

noted

thac

that,

receiving

few years..c,

litigation

Almost all

the lion's

share

Waiting

list

than in earlier

persons
while

since

for

the current

most counties

of the i.r i1~~~.,
.,Other

part

numbers still

raise

t~,~h,?e,m,and,

cont act ed , however Lseeme~,~F,o:
moving out of in,stitutio.p~

w.ere

those ,waitin~.for8ervices.in

waiting

lists

periodl is

for waiting

some interesting

the

somevhat; more reliable

list

que at i ons,

by countY.

CLAWaiting List
Total

~~

By Region (1984)
II Per 100,000

Southeast

Region

3,038

82

Northeast

,Region

174

9

Region

695

27

Western Region

552

15

Central

those" tJla,~;,

had reduced

have now routinized

Keeping in mind the di f fe rence s in criteria

shows the current

were

out.

information

years

no growth,

in the" Westerp.Region •. ,~fi,ll,:

of those

of resources

,

The.se same individuals,

re sour ce services

the Li t i gat ion to one side,

community were losing

aggregate

for,a

at Marcy Center

the, growth an family

for CLAs in the i r ar ea as
agree

.,'

had expe r i.ence d some growth in CLAs::"-par,~icularly
from the~ispersal

and felt

the for~seeablefuture.
""

in services

than
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the process.
inclusion,

.The following

the
chart

The magnitude of the figures for the Southeast Region is particularly
given the fact that only four of the five counties are represented
.did not provide any information).

startling

(Delaware

That the Northeast Region has the lowest

waiting list is not too surprising since it has the highest number of CLA beds
Figures' for the other two reg ione als'o'make some intuitive sense

per 100,000.

because of their resource levels ~nd'growth patterns.
certainly can not

But these same factors

explain the incredible discrepancy between the figures for

the Southeast Region and the'.remai nder of the state.
Aside'from

some possible quirk in demographics among the four regions

(e.g., mor;~'aging families with retarded offspring in the Southeast Region,
etc.), and':the fact that the Southeast Region has the lowest number of CLA beds
per 100 ~OOO, the magnitude of the waiting list in the Southeast Region by
comparison'to

the rest of the state has likely been influenced by the

litigation:~ The impact of the court-mandated

placements, however, -is more

subtle than merely creating waiting list demand for CLA slots preempted by
Pennhurst class members -- the number on the list is far too high.
subtract

all

Even if you

of the 460 -people placed out of Pennhurst into the Southeast

Region on the theory that all 460 of those slots would have gone to other
disabled individuals, there are stil1 more than 2,500 people waiting for
services, more than 1800 more than the next closest region.

What appears to

have happened is that the litigation and the ongoing publicity surrounding the
implementation

of community living arrangements

for class members has raised

the expectations among many families regarding possible placement for their
family member.
In order to validate this speculation, county personnel in the Southeast
Region were recontacted and asked whether they could explain the volume of the
waiting lists in their region compared to the other regions in the state.

290

County respondents

offered several possible factors that may be responsible

for the disparity including the density of population, the lower number of CLA
beds per capita, and the urban character of the area.

All agreed, however,

that the the litigation played a role in increasing demand because of the
publicity surrounding the case and the increased visibility of community
services.

Further, because resources had been diverted to serve those coming

out of Pennhurst, community clients who otherwise might have been served were
now on the waiting list.
Has the litigation affected the general pattern of resource allocation
in the state?
-:
So far in the analysis, we have just been diacussing two types of
residential arrangements -- small community living arrangements (usually·three
persons or fewer), and state institutions.
type of residential category called

In Pennsylvania, there is another

private licensed facility (PLF) which can

range anywhere from nine beds to 600 beds.

PLFs. pr ovide programming .that'is"

roughly similar to CLAs, but they are considered by some to.be~more
institutional in character given the large size of some of the facilities ~ On
the average, PLFs are less expensive than CLAs and also tend to serve more
children.

Though PLFs are not as heavily utilized as institutions or CLAs,

they are none the less a key ingredient in the mental retardation and complete
the picture of resource distribution among the r'e
g i on sr,
Exhibit 7 shows the growth in the number of PLF beds by region over the
past four years.

This exhibit whows that:the soutbea st Region is a

sinificantly heavier user of PLF beds than any other region and continued to be
over the course of the four year period for which data are available.

It also

appears that the rate of growth in PLF beds in the Southeast Region was greater
than in other regions

a fact which could only be very indirectly related to

the litigation since virtually no class members were moved into PLFs.
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EXHIBIT 7
PLF BEDS PER 100,000
FOR FY 1981-84
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Source:

Office of Mental Retardation
Department of Public welfare
Harrisburg, PA

I

1984

The wide discrepancey between the Southeast and the other three regions
can in part be explained by the presence of the two largest PLFs in the state
Elwyn Institute and the Wood School.
Exhibit 8 shows that complete picture of residential bed use among the
four reg10ns -- institutions, CLAs, and lPLFs. Suunnin.gacross type of
residence, the number of beds per 100,000 by region is as follows:
Total Residential
beds per 100,000

Region
Southeast

105

..
Northeast

100

.Central

100

Western

llS

"':'

..

Thus, in terms Qf total resources, the Southeast Region is second to the
Western Region.

The picture that emerges of the Southeast Region is relatively'
,.

low i nat Ltut i onwse , ver.~ high PLF use, and mode rat.e CLA use.

'?

••

Without ,the

litigation, this picture would have been 'even more heavily skewed toward
dependence on institutions and larger PLF s,
Has the Pennhurst litigation overextended the capacity of community
services providers?
This is a di f f i.cult propo si t i on to.address given the lack of any
systematic survey oLprovfdeis

in th~ Southeast Region and in the re st:of the
,.

state where Pennhurst class members have been placed.

The task of assessing

system impact wa.8 originally part of the Longitudinal Study, but was
discontinued because of funding cutbacks and the slowness of
deinstitutionalization

in ..
theearly
I,

phases of .t he projec;t. There are, however,
,

r

strands of inforniatiori.f rom other pa.r't
s .of the study that .can help to shed some
light on the issue.
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Exhibit 8
INSTITUTIONAL, CLA &. PLF BEDS BY REGION
PER 100,000 OF POPULATION FOR FY '84
79
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Department of Public Welfare
Harrisburg. PA

First,
now clearly
are

the data

on client

show that

significantly

class

greater

than those

With improvements

researchers

can now say with

truly

in the CLA).

contention

that

successfully

requests

capacity

about

was a great

both by providers

for proposals

to serve' class

woul'd'tend

provider

members.

Ina

study

interviewed

to determine

interesting

findings
Pennhurst

traditionally
analysis

at that
class

provided

was a'"caution

agencie s, especially

their

to support

of' the' 'sys'temlo'

conducted
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have

absorb

study period.

Inthe

regarding'
'County"

were concerned

that

needs of former

by Government Studies
in the Southeast
,

and

Region'was

'

and characteristics.

in the county.

gi ven the difficulties

the

to get res'ponses 'to their'

the multiple

the sophistication

insd.tution

comes f r om the key

capacity

o~ the

,member,s were new organizations

about

of the .:

to the contrary,

and county' staff.

time was that-many

services

were

been placed.

members. 'Providers

perceptions

in the

of conc'ern expressed

at first

to cover

that

to cook a meal --one

the ability

deal

skills

is not available

Systems in 1980, a random sample of providers
,

to serve

the growth they are observing

to exercise

themselves,

was difficult

would not })e enough funding
class

about

that

in the community, the Temple

have been asked thr-oughout 'the

noted ~that it

Pennhurst

that

the opportunity

Questions

there

from Pennhur st;

who remain at

have not been overwhelmed but,

clients

few years,

personnel

there

some confidence

of information

interviews.

provider

points

This documented progress

source

"more difficult"
initial

data

met the needs of "tho se 'per'sbnsthat'have

Another
informant

three

Development Survey --

providers

relocation

made by individuals

(e, g , , the'opportunity

dormant in the institution

but is

at

growth and' not merely

items on the Behavior

pre and post

members moved to' the community have made gains

Pennhurst.

is

progress

One of the

•providers
that

'coining forward

had not

One 0'£ the obae rvari ons in the
and sltabilityof

presented!

by fo'rmer l y

these

new

institutionalized

individual s ,

More recent interviews, and the last round in particular, showed little
if any of the anxiety· about provider capability apparent in the initial phases
of the study.

In fact, there was a certain amount of pride among many of the

key informants regarding the accomplishments of the community system and its
ability to cope with the needs of persons with severe and profound
disabilities.

Conversely, staff in one county program still have reservations

about the ability of small group living arrangements to serve all persons
regardless of handicap and have plans to move their remaining class members to
a large private licensed facility.
In order to gain a firsthand impr~ssion of service quality in the
community, project staff also met with several site reviewers who are
collecting data for the Temple/Special. Management U~it monitoring system.
monitors noted several evol vingproblems

The

they had recently become aware of

.through their contact with agencies providing services to class members in the
community.

The points raised are summarized below:

•

Training in the concepts of the Program Analysis of Service Systems
(PASS) (Wolfensberger and Glenn, 1973) has been eliminated from the
curriculum for residential care staff and, as a result, staff are not
as conversant with the principles of normalization.

•

Turnover in some of the residences means that staff are not always
familiar with the individual problems of some of the residents.

•

The two areas where some agencies are having difficulty are medication
administration and behavior management.

•

As agencies have grown, the level of bureaucracy and routine has
increased, which to some extent diminishes the spontaneity and degree
of "normal ness" of the setting.

•

Agency administration has been strained in some instances (e.g., one
.agency had four directors in three months).

All of the site reviewers agreed, however, that the procedures instituted by
the Pennhurst'decree

improve. the conditions for class members compared to
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non-class
medical

members.

As an example,

for periodic

evaluations.

The reviewers

suggested

that many of these problems

rapid growth which

in turn placed

direct care staff.

They

and residences

Anecdotal

information

gathered

sound much like county

securing medical
equipped

significantly

were onerous
other hand,
Pennhurst

the transition
smaller.

had helped

In general,

Hearing

to increase

class members.

staff in the Southeast
Respondents

as the Pennhurst

Many of those

Region

in the early

noted problems

whose

in the community

and stresses

an out-of-region
evaluation

care.

residents

of

a sense
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On the

Some mentioned

all of their local citizens

interviewees

One area is medical

for medical

confidence.

cases

requirements

noted that caring for returning
provider

1n

were not as

case managers

were doing surprisingly

the problems

and out-of-region

Master,

Pennhurst

of Pennhurst

of anxiety and

and took time away from theilr other responsibilities.

and that these individuals

services.

and structures.

Others noted that the documentation

some county personnel

as

during phone Lnt erv iews with county staff

deinstitutionalization.

of pride that they had brought

in-region

procedures

support and the fact that their case managers

to handle

they were

system with the same demands

of the state show a mixture

grat if i cat ion about the placement

phases of Pennhurst

and on

result of a shift from a small number of agencies

for more bureaucratic

in the other three regions

canvassed

that some of the problems

to a much more complex provider

any large organization

were the result of

stress both on program management

al so concluded

seeing may be the inevitable

were

they noted the requirement

to his medical

resources

needs let

alone diagnosed his problem (which turned out to be malnutrition caused by scar
tissue in the esophagus and a broken hip).

Another problem seems to be the

relationship between the mental health and mental retardation system.

In

several cases that have come before the Hearing Master, Pennhurst class members
have found their way into ~ental hospitals and, in at least one instance, given
inappropriate levels and types of psychotropic medications.

The issue of drug

administration in community living arrangements has also come up in selected
cases reviewed by the Hearing Master and a concern for the inappropriate
administration and/or utilization of particular drugs is echoed in some of his
decisions.
Another way of vi.ewi ng the capacity of providers to deal wi tilseri6;u~"ly
disabled clients has to do with their stability and viability over time.

Such

stability is particularly important to the well-being of such individuals given
their level of vulnerability and need for lifelong supervision.

One 'co~nty is

attempting to ensure such stability by limiting contracts for program expansion
to large agencies with known track records for program management and program
development.

By narrowing the field in this way, the county is maximizing the

system's continuity.

But on the other hand it is also locking out small

specialty providers and new agencies willing to experiment and innovate.
Most recently, key informants in the state have noted a small but
increasing phenomenon -- providers going out of bus'iness. An estimate provided
by one state interviewee indicates that about 20 providers have gone out of
business (or are no longer providing services an the Southeaat Region ) sanee
1977-1978.

It"was not known how many beds were lost nor the extent to which

this figure differed from rates in other regions.

Explanations for the

turnover included the impact of delayed payments on small agencies, county
dissatisfaction with service quali ty , lack of administrative capabilities, and
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misappropriation of funds.
I

As noted earlier, some of these problems may be the

direct result of rkpid growth and are to'be expected 1.0any industry undergoing
I

such major change v:
The Temple data also shed light on the issue of stability.

A recent

sub-study (Conroy,iFeinstein, Ii Weiss;p 1984) of community residences serving
the study population from 1980 to 1984 showed that of 269 home4s, only 53.2% or
143 remained at the same site and were operated by the same provider.

Nineteen

more homes were still at the same site but operated by a different provider,
bringing the total of homes physically at the same location to 60.2%.
remaining 107 homes were no longer at the same address.

Itis

The

not clear

whether homes in this latter group were still operated by the same provider.
Though these data are only fragmentary, they do raise a concern regarding both
the stability of residential arrangements and the impact of moving from one
home to another on the severely disabled! residents.
The tentative analysis of this proposition, therefore, suggests that by
and large providers have been succe4ssful in dealing with Pennhurst class
members, particularly in light of the data on client growth and development and
the change in attitutdes among key informants in the Southeast Region.
However, problems still rema1n with the provision of gener1c services
especially medical care and mental health care in some areas.

Further, the

need to bureaucratize functions in a larger system may unduly
"institutionalize" the provision of community services.
financial stability -- always an issue 'with parents

Finally, the issue of
remains a serious

concern and one that should be probed further.

What Has Happened at Pennhurst?
Because of the court's scrutiny, have re sources devoted to Pennhurst
State Center been greater per resident than in other centers in the state?
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As noted earlier, the intent of the plaintiffs was to establish a system
of services for Pennhurst class members in the community.

Advocates for the

class eschewed the type of institutional improvement remedies installed
elsewhere because of the ultimate cost and because of a conviction that the
institution could not provide a constitutionally acceptable level of
habilitation.

Therefore the remedy sought only included mandates regarding the

protect i on of rights (e.g., regarding the administration of medications, use of
seclusion and restraints, etc.) and the establishment of a narrow range of
improvements in care (e.g., provision of adaptive equipment, etc.).

The

initial theory was that since the institution was to be closed in a relatively
short period of time, the development of more elaborate improvements would not
be necessary.
In fact Pennhurst State Center is still open six years after the decree
and will be open for at least another two years based on the defendant's plan
for closure.

Further, the decree, certainly until recently, has placed the

institution in a somewhat favorable position vis-a-vis maintenance and, in some
instances, enrichment of services
For instance, in the first few years following Judge Broderick's original
order, Pennhurst avoided the cutbacks in staff complement that were experienced
by other centers in the state.

Those interviewed at the time suggested that

the reason was that the institution was in the public spotlight and that on
more than one occsion plaintiffs' lawyers had gone to the Judge to head off
possible layoffs.

Also during this time, Pennhurst signed a contract with the

Northeast Emergency Medical Association to provide medical care at the
institution.

The consummation of the contract -- which was unique in the state

-- came after some so-called "suspicious" deaths at Pennhurst which were
attributed to incompetent medical personnel by the lawyer for the original
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plaintiffs.
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The administration
concerns

staff to a~r their grievances

of 69

.compared to the
In a letter written

(Kopchick

and Pirmann,

to

1984)

further note:
In our estimation, the best protection for our clients is guaranteed by
the provision of competent management staff, and those resources
identified by that staff as necessary to successfully operate the
,facility over the next two years. 'The Commonwealth has provided .those
competent managers and, so far, they haven't skimped on resources.
Certainly, these will not be easy years and the loss of key staff,
especially therapists, poses a problem, but we are doing what we can to
maintain, our, level of services.
We can't rationally ask or "expect people
t'o hang on here and pass up new employment opportunities elsewhere but we
are going to do what we can (and whatever is needed), by hook or by
crook, to insure that no client suffers.
Further,
morale

in response

at Pennhurst,

facility

staff mentioned

by the Residential

for Retarded

Citizens

to concerns

Services

about the potent'ial deterioration

that a surprise
Committee

Master.
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of the Pennsylvania
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by the Hearing

was that the PARC

with the good morale and the high quality
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of

of

interaction that they witnessed during their tour.
The answer to the question about conditions at Pennhurst as a result of
the litigation is, therefore, somewhat complex.

During the first phase of the

litigation, Pennhurst was insulated from the effects of the state's financial
austerity policy.

In fact during this time it actually enriched its services

particularly with respect to medical care.

However) it would appear that in

the next and more than likely the final phase, condiJtions at the institution
will change in spite of the best efforts of an able facility management team.
In part, this is because of the Lnevi t ab l.edeparture' of specialist staff (e g ,,
s

physical therapists, etc.) to other jobs and in part because of the
unpredictable character of the phase down because of delays in the approval of
the community Medicaid waivers.

The former means a less rigorous level of

programming and the latter makes it difficult to predict budget and staffing
requirements.

What Has Happened to State Policy?
Has the litigation resulted in changes in stat:ewide policy in the area
of mental retardation.
One of the clear tests of the impact of broad scale litigation is the
extent to which any of the reforms it embodies are ultimately institutionalized
in ongoing public policy.

In terms of this proposition, there are several

areas of the decree that are potential candidates for statewide
implementation.

The first, and perhaps most import8!nt, has to do with quality

assurance and monitoring.

This function, which was previously carried out by

the Office of the Special Master, is now bein~ conducted by the Commonwealth
through the Special Management Unit.

The ae t i vi ty involves the review of

transitional habilitation plans (TIHPs) and individual habilitation plans
(IHPs), individual client monitoring at scheduled intervals and in response to
complaints, the collection of level of functioning information, and the
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to IHP procedures.

interviewed,
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to the litigation

that they wanted
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It is hard to know whether

since the state staff always
reduce

the census at Pennhurst.

However, most of those interviewed were clear that without the presence of the
litigation as

a

political shield against union, parental and legislative

opposition, it would have been' extreme:1y difficult to carry out such a policy.
The state maintains that it was in fact the waiver that ultimately made it
financially possible to close the fac i.d i t y , but without the census reduction
that had already taken place based on the Judge's orders, there would not have
been enough cash savings to reinvest in the community.
The real proof of the permanency of some of the court-ordered procedures
lies in the settlement agreement which clearly requires the maintenance of the
TIHP and IHP provisions, case management protections, and the third party
monitoring of client progress and client environments.

Though the consent

agreement narrows the definition of the class somewhat (i.e., by eliminating
those who were on the waiting list for Pennhur at), it still maintains the
Special Management Unit and other entities established to protect the rights of
class members.

The continued presence ,of these procedures, at least in the

Southeast Region, provides a model for the rest of the state.

Conclusion
The above analysis begins to fill in the picture of the effects of the
Halderman v. Pennhurst litigation on clients, their families, service costs and
funding, the serV1ce system, the institution, and on state policy.

The

following summarizes findings in each general area of inquiry:

What Has Happened To Clients?
The quantitative studies conducted by Temple indicate that class
members have improved in terms of growth and learning once they make
the transition to the community. Further, family members tend to see
community programs as beneficial once their relative is placed,
although they still maintain concerns about: the stability of living
arrangements. Clients themselves express positive feelings about
living in the community. Some of the cases that have come before the
Hearing Master, however, suggeat that problems have developed for some
class members including problems with medical care and with the mental
health system.
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What Has Happened

to Funding

Because data on funding by region was not available before 1980-1981,
it is difficult to determine whether funding for the Pennhurst decree
came at the expense of programs in other parts of the state. What is
clear is that the Southeast Region has significantly higher per diem
rates for community living arrangments than other regions and has a
higher growth rate in CLA beds, but the region is a distant second in
CLA beds per ~apita •. With respect to federal funding, the litigation
was only a partial stimulus to the development of small ICF/MRs in the
.community.
Other factors,' such, as the need to "run-down" the census
at institutions statewide, seem to have been greater motivations.
The
litigation does appear to have been a spur to the application for the
community services waiver under Title XIX.
What Has Happened

to Costs

Though the cost of serving class members in the community is more
expensive than serving non-class members bQth in the region and around
the state, class member costs in the community are still less than
they are at Pennhurst State Center.
Further, the value of services in
the community (i.e., the amount of service provided for the dollar
'spent) is greater than at Pennhurst.
What Has Happened

to the Service

System?

The litigation does, not appear to have constrained
deinstitutionalization
in other parts of the state. It certainly has,
however, hastened the development of community services in the
Southeast Region.
The litigation also appears to have contributed to
increases of waiting lists in the Southeast Region (but not in other
parts of the state) because of publicity surrounding the lawsuit and
the concentration of resources on class members.
Finally, the
litigation has certainly forced providers in the Southeast Region to
develop a level of skill and capacity beyond what they would have
under normal circumstances.
Some providers, however, are beginning to
show' the strain. of rapid expansion.
What Has Happened

at Pennhurst?

In the initial-stages
of the litigation, Pennhurst was insulated by
the lit igation from cut-backs made at other institutions.
However,
now that closure has been announced, conditions have changed and the
enrichment experienced during the period after the decree will almost
certainly begin to recede.
What Has Happened

to State Policy?

The litigation does appear to have had a permanent impact on state
policy -- especially in the areas of quality assurance, case
management, and individual client planning.
The. policy

implications

of these findings will be discussed

chapter.
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SUMMARY

CHAPTER 11 .
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Introduction
One purpose of the Longitudinal Study was to explore the use of class
action litigation as a tool for the reordering of services to persons with
mental retardation.

A second and distinct purpose was to assess the

implementation of an extensive deinstitutionalization
initiated.

activity, however

In some ways, the qualitative policy analyses were a vehicle for

fulfilling the first purpose while the quantitative studies carried out the
second and equally important objective.

After five years of analysis -- an

almost unprecedented length of time in social science research -- the two
purposes have meshed and intertwined as the qualities of the litigation have
interacted with the process of deinstitutionalization.
In many ways, the richness of the study can be attributed almost entirely
to the presence of the court decree -- not just because the decree required
the state to move mentally .'reta't:de;d
peop,le'out'
of"Pennhurst State Center into
....",
.

"~

'.,

,

.

the communf tY,but because ,the 11t~ga-,
~.~o~ pl.aced a spo t Ld ght;o~ the system and
speeded up the proce~s ofchEmge.The

iSPotl:l.g~t
'~f'the laws~it{ also 'made the

process more self-conscious and apparent.

All of this made it possible for

the researchers to observe phenomena that otherwise would have been obscured
by time and a multitude of confounding and contradictory factors.

Like time-

lapse photography, 'the Ii tigation exposed the change process to the naked eye
and made it possible to see both the strengths and weaknesses of communitybased care in strong relief.
While it is difficult to bring the complex themes together in a short
space, this concluding chapter integrates the work of the two research teams
-- staff of the Human Services Research Institute who chronicled the general
history of the case, examined a number of specific implementation issues, and
conducted the major analyses of comparative costs; and analysts from the
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Temple University Developmental Disabilities Center/University Affiliated
Facility who studied the human impacts of moving residents from Pennhurst
Center to community settings under the Pennhurst court order.
In the firs t par t of the chapter, liTeprovide a summary of what we have
learned.

These findings are summarized as a prelude to the second part of the

chapter in which we apply these findings, to the extent scientifically
permissible, to specific recommendations for federal, state, and local action.

Findings of the Quantitative Studies
The Human Impacts of the Deinstitutionalization of Pennhurst
The part of the Pennhurst Study that was conducted by the Temple
University Developmental Disabilities Center/UAF was designed to answer just
one major question:

are people better off?

That question has been approached

in several ways, because well-being has many facets.
Before presenting a summary of the findings about the aspects of wellbeing that we have measured, a brief description of the kinds of people who
lived at Pennhurst, and of the kinds of community programs that later became
their new homes is helpful.

Without knowing the characteristics of the people

and the system we studied, the reader cannot judge whether the results of
deinstitutionalization

for other people in other systems will be similar.

There were 1154 people who lived at Pennhurst Center on March 17, 1978.
Their average age was 39 years, they had lived at Pennhurst for an average of
24 years, and 64% were male; 33% had a hlLstory of seizures, 13% had visual
impairments, 4% had hearing impairments, and 18% were unable to walk.
threatening medical conditions were reported for fewer than 1%.

Life-

Just over 50%

were nonverbal, 47% were less than fully toilet trained, and 40% were reported
to display physical violence toward others.

Among the:people at Pennhurst,

86% were labeled severely or profoundly ret.arded ,
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The community service system was composed of residences called community
living arrangements (CLAs).
serving three individuals.

They were very small» with the vast majority
They were almost always located in regular homes

and were staffed continuously·when the residents were home.

All were operated

by private providers under contract with county mental retardation programs.
Counties received 100% state support for the residence and 90% support for day
programs.

Every person left the CLA on weekdays to attend a day program.

Individual Behavioral Development.

Continual behavioral growth toward

independence is a central goal of services for people with mental
retardation.

We have found» by every scientific design and test available»

that people who went to CLAs are better off in this regard.

They have made

more progress than similar people still at Pennhurst» and more than they
themselves made while at Pennhurst.

These people have become more able to do

things for themselves rather than having things done for them.

"Adaptive

behavior" is a general term for this facet of independent functioning.

The

following graph shows the increase in adaptive behavior for 176 people who
were living at Pennhurst in 1978 and 1980» and then in CLAs in 1983 and 1984.
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The Behavior Development Survey, or BDS, our general measure of adaptive,
behavior, could range if rom 0 to 128 points-:-.From 1978 to 1980, while living
at Pennhurst, these people showed no s:i:gnificantincrease in adaptive
behavior.

When

t hey

moved to.CLAs they became sharply less dependent, and,.

considering the results of all our analyses, they generally cOI!tinued to grow'
and iearn after moving, at.least for another year.
The final year of data, however, contains the.suggestion that the rapid
rates of behavioral progress have begun to level off.
not sufficient

to

Evidence thus far is

determine the cause; :Lt cou ld be that the system and its

service providers simply could not sustain the~high level of,enthusiasm
associated wi th such an unprecedented

de ins titutionalization

effort, forever,

or it might be related to the removal of the special independent court master, .
or perhaps real progress is still occurring but it is now in areas that our
behavioral instrument addresses only slightly (such as self image or comfort
in integrated settings or specific vocationally oriented skills).

In any

case, progress has not stopped or reversed, it merely' appears to have
slowed.
We also find that the people who seem to make. the greatest gains in
adaptive behavior tend to be those who start out lowest.

That is, the people

wi th the most severe impairments turn ou t to be among those who benef Lt the
most from community placement.
The adaptive behavior growth displayed by people who have moved to CLAs.
under this court order is literally ten times greater than the growth
displayed by matched people who are still at Pennhurst.
are not regressing.--

People at Pennhur s t

they are showing developmental gains, but at afar

slower rate than people who move to community placements.
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ServIces Rendered.

Do people' receive the services they need after

community placement?" In the Pennhurst' situation, there is a change in service
patterns when people move to CLAs.

The people who have moved to CLAs (movers)

receive fewer hours of developmentally oriented service hours at the places
where they live; about 104 .hours per month compared to about 156 hours among
people still at Pennhurst (stayers), but more day program service (about 121
hours per month compared to thestayers'

33 hours).

Adding the two kinds of

service, the movers receive more total hours of service (225 hours per month)
than the s t aye rs (189 hours per mo nth) , Hence we conclude that, on an overall
index of amount of service, the movers "are better off.
The evidence on medical services suggest that people in CLAs are, for the
most part, using the'Medicaid and Medicare servfce s systems effectively, and
we have observed few cases
services.

of

people Lackdng regular checkups or other needed

Moreover, we have seen no change in general indicators of

individual health following placement.'
We also"find that the number of daily prescription medications to each
person declines after community placement, and has also declined among the
stayers •. For both groups, then, we would infer that they are better off in
terms of the risk of overuse' of medications.
Consumer:lnterviews

-- Satisfaction.

In this part of the study, we

interviewed a sample"of people before"and after they left Pennhurst.

The

sample is not representative of all the"people who Lfved : at Pennhurst, the
majority of whom could· not respond to

a

verbal interview.

Nevertheless, we

have learned a great deal by' talking to people directly, both about their own
feelings, and about the methodology of conducting direct interviews with
consumers.
We interviewed a sample of 56 verbal people in 1980, while they were
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still at Pennhurst.

We included check questions for each of the important

questions, so that we could eliminate c()ntradictory and inconsistent responses
,

from the statistics.

'

The 56 people we re generally happy and satisfied wi th

all aspects of Pennhurst.

We found that 39% reliably said they wanted to stay

at Pennhur s t , and only 23% reliably said they would like to go live somewhere
else.

(The remaining 38% of the people were inconsistent or did not answer

these questions.)
Thirty of the original 56 people have now moved and have been
reinterviewed in their new community homes.

Their responses show that they

are significantly happier than they were at Pennhurst in most aspects of their
lives.

Twelve of these 30 people reliably expressed happiness ,about:,living at

Pennhurst in 1980; now, 22 reliably say they are happy living in the CLA.

The

proportion of people who reliably want to keep on Lf.vd.ngin the CLA is up to
63% (from the 39% at the institution).

There has been no decrease in any area

of satisfaction or happiness.
Among the other 26 people who are still at Pennhurst awaiting placement,
our 1984 reinterviews show no changes at all in satisfaction or happiness from
1980.
We have noticed a sharp increase in consistent answers from the first to
the second interviews, both among mover s and stayers., Having considered many
possible explanations, we tend to favor the idea that these people, who had
seldom been asked their opinions about important things, were at first
unprepared and perhaps somewhat nervous.

But the interview, which was. indeed

an unusual event in their lives, may have been the subject of much thought
afterward.

By the time of the second interview, they had actually clarified

their own opinions about what they liked and how they wanted to live.

This

suggests that consumer input, if we will ask for it and listen to it, may
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become progressively more useful.
Qualities of Environments.

We have found that the CLAs are considerably

higher on scales of normalization and individualization than were the living
areas at Pennhurst.

We therefore conclude that people are better off in terms

of these two envir~nmenta1qua1itie~'

after moving from the institution to a

CLA.
In our work on measuring environmental qualities within community
residences (including physical comfort, 18 aspects of normalization,
individualization,

life safety, encouragement of autonomy and activity, size

and staffing patterns), we have tried to shed light on what environmental
qualities "make 'a difference" for individual growth and development.
preliminary findfngs indicate that the d~greeof
setting 'makes
more progress.

a

Our

normalization of a community

difference, with people in more normalized settings making
We also find evidence that size makes a difference, with

people in smaller settings doing slightly better (even though the size of the
'.

,

settings only ranges from 1 to 8 people).

The data also hint that,

controlling for differences in the Leve l. 'of fooctioning of th~ people in the
community settings, more regimentation may be associated with more growth.
This tentative finding demands more investigation.

In another analysis, we
,

"

see a suggestion that settings with "too many" staff may produce less growth
among the people living there -- but we need long and careful scrutiny of what
might constitute "too many" before saying any more.
Findings of equal or greater importance h~ve arisen from unexpected
quarters.

All of the programmatically oriented measures we have used are

rather highly correlated with the adaptive behavior of the occupants.
,

,

,",

means that programs serving people with more serious disabilities will
automatically receive lower rat Lngs on these measures.
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That is not a

This

desirable property for any set of environmental

scales or standards.

Another unexpected finding of our work is that none of the environmental
scales that were available for use in this study offered adequate reliability
data, not even those that were in use on a national level.

Moreover, during

the course of the work, we came to. suspect serious reliability problems with
many of the environmental

instruments we used.

The Pennhurst Study was not

designed to do large scale reliability checks of program standards and scales,
but that is certainly an area for immediate and "important work e ,

Family Impacts
We now know from national studies that most families of people living in
public institutions vigorously oppose the idea of co~unity
families of the people.living

placement.

at Pennhurst Center are no exception.

The

The

unique contribution of the Pennhurst study is that this is the first time
families have been interviewed before and after community placement of their
relatives.
We found, in 1980, that 83% of the' families of people living at Pennhurst
expressed satisfaction with the institution, arid 72% said they were unlikely
to agree with any decision to move their relatives to CLAB •. We also found
that opposition to the CLA idea was not related to the relative's level of
retardation.

Moreover, families who had visited a CLA opposed them just as

much as those who had not.

In addition, we found that most families did not

believe that their relatives were capable of learning any new skills, and we
found strong evidence that many of the families had an exaggerated perception
of the level of medical attention needed by their relatives~
In any case, we could comprehend

the reluctance of the families. to accept

the CLA concept on the grounds of one fact alone:
lived at Pennhurs

t

their relatives had already·

Center for an average of 24 years.. Change after so long is
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difficult for anyone.
The family of each person who went to a CLA has been reinterviewed six to
12 months after the move.

A total of 134 families have been interviewed in

this "before and after" fashion.
residential care are dramatic.

The changes in feelings about community
The graph below illustrates the magnitude of

our findings.
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On the left side, the graph shows the increase in the proportion strongly
favoring community plac~~nt,
af t'erwa rd,

from.less than 20% before to over 60%

Conversely, on the right, we see that after placement, less than

5% of families strongly oppose the. CLA option.
Survey results show t~at the families also perceive their relatives to be
much happier aft.er the move.

There are significant and positive changes in

practically every item on our survey.
In the areas of the relative's potential for growth and the perception of
the reLat Lvet.s~edicalneeds,
relatively small.

howeve r.,the before-to-after changes are

We are continuing to watch these attitudes in Pennsylvania

to,see whether they will gradually change over years of communi~y living.
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Our data also show no substantial increase in family visits after
community placement.

It seems that the families who visited frequently at

Pennhurst continue to do so in CLAs and vice versa.
In a nutshell, we have found that :Lnitial family opposition changes
drastically to s~rprised and enthusiastic support of the CLA option, tempered
by continued concern about permanence.

Our perception of the single most

important finding of our work with families, other than their delight with the
new mode of care, is their continued and unabated concern for permanence.

Few

of the families are convinced and confident that the CLA model offers a
sufficient "guarantee" that their relatives will have a safe and pleasant
place to live for their entire lives.
Neighbor Attitudes.

The long duration of the Pennhurst Study, has enabled

us to investigate neighbor attitudes in a way that has not been done before -interviews with neighbors of CLAs before and after the CLAs open.
We interviewed neighbors of eight planned CLAs about six months before
they opened.
CLA.

This was before anyone Ln vt he neighborhoods knew of the planned

We asked the neighbors how much they would be "bothered" if small groups

of various kinds of people moved into a house in the area.

The respondents

said they would be bothered ve~y little by new neighbors with physical
disabilities, or with mild mental retardation, or of a different race.

They

admitted that they would be bothered a lot more by people with mental illness
or severe mental retardation.
The potential effect on property va Iues was a strong concern about new
neighbors with mental illness, with severe mental retardation, and of a
different race.

This concern was much less intense abou t people wi th mild

mental retardation.
In all, it appears from our data that only about 10% to 20% of neighbors
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would be opposed, on their own, to a small group home for people with mental
retardation, depending on the level of retardation of the people.

However,

this situation can probably be changed by vocal leadership, even from a small
number of strong opponents.
The same neighbors were reinterviewd about six months after the group
homes opened, and then again at about 20 months after opening.

We found that

only 28% of neighbors were aware that a group home had moved in at all.

Among

the cognizant neighbors, there was a small but significant negative shift in
their general attitudes about people with mental retardation --

but this

shift was visible only at six months after opening, and had vanished by the
time of the 20 month interview.

Thus we found a small and temporary negative

reaction among neighbors of new group homes.
This temporary negative reaction is further documented by the fact that
neighbors who knew about the group home told us that they had been much more
negative when they first heard about it than they were ~.
Finally, it appears that the opposition of average citizens to imagined
group homes in their neighborhoods is considerably stronger than the actual
opposition among neighbors of real group homes.
implementers with a fascinating double bind:

This presents program

if a program opens in a

community, oppostion will decrease, but if the opposition is strong enough,
the program will never open.
Synopsis and Cautions.

The five years of the Pennhurst Study have led to

the conclusion that, on the average, the people deinstitutionalized
Pennhurst court order are better off in every way measured.
uncommon, but welcome, situation in social science.

under the

This is an

More often~ evaluative

results are mixed and one must balance gains in one area against losses in
another.

For the people who have moved from Pennhurst to small community
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residences, results are not mixed.

They are conclusive.

Scientifically, this is not the end of the story.
deinstitutionalizations
is that we do not.

How do we know that

elsewhere would produce similar results?

The answer

Scientific conclusions are stated in probablistic terms.

The more a deinstitutionalizationprocess

resembles the one we have observed,

the more likely it is that .similar results will be seen •. Any who wish to know
if their efforts will obtain similar .outcomes must understand the nature of
the service system we have studied here, and be able' to relate it to the
nature of the system in their own area.

To the extent that the placement

process and the community service system are different, the results of
deinstitutionalization

may be different.

Similarly, to the extent that people in other c:ommunity placement efforts
are unlike the people Ln rour study, the results of deinstitutionalization may
be different from ours.

Our study concerned people with very,'Serious

intellectual and other impairments.

One must draw

8!

careful distinction

between the group we have studied and (he people wholwere
"deinstitutionallzed" from facilities for people with mental illness (not
retardation) in prior years.

Some of those people were discharged with little

more than a supply of medications to support them, and went onto

join the

ranks of the homeless who may be seen on streets and:warm air vents in major
cities.

That was emphatically neither the kind of person nor the kind of

process observed in the Pennhurst Study.
Though cautions against careless generalization are important, it is also
scientifically important to stress that, in the Pennhurst deinstitutionalizat Lon ,

great.

the measurable improvements in the lives of the people have been very
Such gains make it clear that such outcomes are possible given similar

c:l,rcumstances.
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It is also important to note that we have observed an unusual community
placement process, in that 81% of the people who have moved to CLAs are
labeled severely or profoundly mentally retarded.

That simple fact

definitively invalidates the notion that community care for people with severe
or profound mental retardation cannot work.

The Costs of Serving People at Pennhurst and

In

Community Programs

.The Human Services Research Institute completed an extensive and direct
collection of cost information for 42 living areas at Pennhurst and 102
community residences, four adult day programs at Pennhurst and 35 in the
commmunity, specialized support programs at Pennhurst and in three of the five
counties, case management at Pennhurst and in each of the five counties, and
also for medical and transportation services.

In addition, data on staff

activity patterns were collected for all areas by direct structured
interviews.
Three unit cost measures were employed:

(1)

cost per person per day, (2)

cost per hour of direct care staff time, and (3) cost per hour of selected
specialized developmental service.

For all three unit cost measures, the

community residential programs were found to have a wider range of costs· that
were lower on the average.' The greatest unit cost differential was in the
cost per hour of direct care staff time, for which CLAs expended on average
only about 40% of the amount expended at Pennhurst.
Of equal importance was the finding that the largest part of the
difference between CLA and Pennhurst residential program costs could be traced
directly to differences in staff salaries and benefits.

At Pennhurst, the

employees were state civil service workers, and were almost entirely
unionized; they earned an average of 30% more than their community
counterparts, who were employees of private corporations and almost entirely
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non-unionized.

The Pennhurst employees also enjoyed an overall fringe benefit

rate of 63% of salaries, double the rate of community workers.
For day programs, the community settings showed somewhat lower costs per
person day, but considerably higher cos t s per hour of direct care staff
time.

The comman Lty day programs showed much higher costs for indirect

functions, such as drivers and food service workers.

For specialized support

programs such as behavior management, the relative costs in institution and
community were ,higher or lower depending on what services the programs were
defined to include.

In the remaining program areas (case management, medical,

and

the cost finding, procedures were not exact enough nor the

t ranspor t at.ton),

number of programs large enough to yield definitive findings.
Our general conclusions must be tempered by the fact that ~e have studied
a system under Isomewhat unusual conditions.

The court order is one unusual

condition, but it is also important to note that the cost environment in
general is not typical of the country.. Pennhurst Center itself has become
very costly during the years after t he court order;, in fiscal 1981-1982,

the

Pennhurst per diem cost was $123, compared to a Pennsylvania institutional
average of $108 and a national average of $93.

The! surrounding CLAs are also

high in cost, wi th an average per diem of $91 for the people who formerly
lived at Pennhurst, and $63 for people who were never at Pennhurst.

Both of

these rates are more than the state average of $49, and more than the national
average of $39.
One might ~ay that what has been compared here: is a relatively expensive
public institution affected in some part by a federal court order and a
relatively expensive private system of community living arrangements and day
programs a1soaffect~d

to some degree by a federal court order.

The general

conclusions below are offered as the findings, that 'fie think are most likely to
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be generalizable
resembles
will

to other

the Pennhurst

areas

and s Ltut at Lons, but

situationt

the less

likely

t heTe

that

ss a system

the cost

conclusion

be applicable.
Firstt

serving

the analyses

indicate

the people who formerly

than those

at the institution

differential

can be traced

fringe

benefits

that
lived

the community based programs now
at Pennhurst

are less

costly

in terms of most cost measures.
almost entirely

between the state

to differences

on average

The cost

in salaries

employees at Pennhurstarid

and

the private

employees in the community programs.
Second t we believe
benefits

for employe'es' of state

residential
findings

our findings

of generally
areas

lower costs

we conclude that

unionization

and other

thus reduce and/or

their

time for

the dollar"

cheaper"

rationale.

Fiftht

This suggests

that
true

our
for

from what seems to be 'marked pay

may be temporary.

Over the long run

a more equitable

situation

and

the .cos t dfff erent Lal,
were larger

when cast

in terms of the cost

time than in terms of cost per person day.

Wishing to promote community programs are probably
arguments in terms of "getting
than the overly

simplified

some "out+of+po cke t " savings

community based programs.

can utilize

arise

the savings

differentials

care staff

advocates
to cast

and fringe

for community programs is probably

such forces' may:lead to

~liminate

the cost

per hour of direct
Therefore

salaries

than for employees of community

in most states.

most of the savings

differences,
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of the coun try.
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care staff

"community programs are

were documented are inherent

People living

the same generic' services

more direct

best'

in

in community based programs

r el Lgdous , library

t fire

safety)

offered to every other citizen, and the cost is spread over a much larger
number of people.
Sixth, the data indicate that there may be no economic advantage
associated with the specialization of labor in large institutions like
Pennhurst.

Normally, specialization is expected to enhance efficiency and

productivity, but, in this kind of human service organization, the opposite
may be true.

Employees of community programs appear to be generalists,

handling many kinds of activities that at Pennhurst are assumed by personnel
who are hired and trained to do nothing but that function (e.g., guardianship,
food service, housekeeping, laundry).

Community residential program staff

even go so far as to implement physical, occupational, speech, and behavioral
therapies des tgned by consultants at low cost.
Seventh, the relationships found betwe,en the characteristics of
individuals and the costs of the communHy
relatively weak relationships.

programs serving them revealed

This seems to indicate that people are often

being fit into programs, rather than programs being designed specifically to
meet individual needs.

This is contradictory to one of the implicit aims of

small, more individually tailored residential and day programs.
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Implementation

Issues

The Human Services Research Institute conducted four implementation
analyses:

the role of the Special Master, the response of the defendants to

the litigation compared to the reaction of other states, factors affecting the
implementation of court decrees in Pennsylvania and in four other states
(Maine, Michigan, Minnesota and Massachusetts), and the impact of the Pennhurst
case on the mental retardation system in Pennsylvania.

Office, of the Special Master
In order to provide a comprehensive picture of the Office of the Special
Master (OSM) in Pennhurst, this analysis encompassed both the legal context
within which the Master functioned and the larger political and organizational
milieu that were the object of the court's intervention.

The Office was also

assessed in light of the experience of other masters and monitors in related
litigation.

The analysis drew both from the legal literature on complex

litigation and compliance mechanisms, and from political science and public
administrationlitera,ture

on implementation and program change.

The assessment

also included struc t ured key informant interviews with officials in
Pennsy lvania ,and in other states.

There were six factors that explained the'

character of OSM as well as its strengths and weaknesses as a vehicle for
bringing about change.
Lack of Consent. 'The fact that Judge Broderick could not persuade the
partie~in
the remedy.

the Pennhurst c~se to negotiate a consent decree had an impact on
In the absence of consent or of any proposed orders from the

defendants, the character of the initial decree,and of subsequent orders was
significantly influenced by the plaintiffs.
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As a result, the defendants

viewed OSM as iritrusive since they had little stake in the remedy that OSM was
empo~ered

to implement.

Limited
monitors

enforcement

powers.

in institutional

Pennhurst

compliance
available

duties.

a remedy that embodied

The ability
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,
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i

n
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in diverting

structural
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conflicts

separate
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through
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began with class
of individualized

through placement. in the community.
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touched on almost every aspect of the

of the

of the decree.
the master

compliance

in ·theday-to...;day

retarded

individuals.

nature of the remedy in' Pennhurst

the attention

in professional

Separate
agency

carried

system for mentally

The client-specific
factor

The Master's

plans, and continued

short, OSM's compliance
traditional

The Special

a broad and deep involvement

in the institution,

habilitation

cases.

Special Master

Involvement

squarely

from the broader

in individual

in the middle

was a significant

cases siphoned

of debates

reflecting

judgment.

and countervailing
and removed

agency.
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from state and local government
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of OSM as an
was directly

off

motivated

by the plaintiffs'

performance.

frustration
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system, however,

In the case of the Office of the Special Master,
of the agency
position
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and because

conflicts

it ultimately
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mindset
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function
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change.
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the system

and the legislature.
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State Response to Litigation
The response
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changes

a particular
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explore
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Maine

and the literature

It should be noted that no one factor can be isolated

the most prominent

to

Some states, even

the court's

to contest

was based on key informant

and factors

a turnover

constituencies.

as well as on a review of the legal literature

on legal theory.
non-consent,

continued

that dictated

can shift in response

with plaintiffs.

were signed, resisted

in the' state system.

and Michigan

of competing

into consent agreements

other states, like Pennsylvania,
intervene

position

the force of public opinion,

and pressures

after consent agreements

has been varied and wide-ranging.

state, the official

in the level of resources,

political
readily

of states to litigation

Ten

potential hypotheses were developed in order to explain state reactions.
•

Level of sophistication and development of the existing state mental
retardation system -- This factor did not prove very helpful in
explaining the distinction between Pennsylvania on the one hand and
Maine and Michigan on the other. Though Maine's system at the time
of. the suit was not fully developed, the Michigan system was clearly
mature and sophisticated.

•

Extent of public pressure for reform -- In Michigan, the pressure in
the press and from the public facilitated consent. In Maine, the
pressure was unfocused and in Pennsylvania the pressure was more
sporadic. This factor may be a partial explanation for consent but
does not necessarily explain progress once the agreement is reached.

•

Explicit or implicit agenda of state officials -- This factor
appeared to be important both with regard to consent and progress in
implementation -- a fact that is born out in the comparison states
and in the literature. To the extent that state officials see
litigation as a means of furthering their programmatic agendas -which Pennsylvania did not.-- .the chances of consent and progress are
heightened.

•

Orientation of the state's political leadership -- This factor has a
somewhat vague relationship to the events analyzed. If orientation
means political party, there appears to be no relationship between
party identification, and inclination to settle. In Pennsylvania,
the case spanned two administrations, and neither settled the case.

•

Nature of the relationship between state program officials and state
lawyers -...This factor appeared to be important in forging a consent
decree. In the two comparison states, state lawyers were more
influenced by the agenda of state mental retardation program
officials than was the case in Pennsylvania.

•

Extent of previous litigation in the state -- Though it cannot be
directly shown that the cumulative effect of multiple suits in a
state will eventually turn state officials against consent decrees,
anecdot al information clearly suggests that enth.usiasm wanes and
wariness increases after prolonged experience with complex consent
decrees.

•

Judicial strategies employed by the federal judge in contested and
uncontested cases -- This factor requires more exploration. At least
tentatively, it does appear that judges in Maine and Michigan were
more successful at cajoling the parties into consent and into fairly
regular progress. Other factors, however, may have influenced the
behavior of the parties.

•

Nature of the decree and the monitoring mechanisms established -This factor lead to a circular argument that was not useful in
explaining the differences among states. Since the nature of the
decree and the compliance mechanism are 4irectly related to whether
or not there is consent, the analysis becomes a tautology.
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•

Strategies employed by the plaintiffs -- This factor has potential
utility for explaining the behavior of state defendants, but the
limited amount of information in this anal y si s is not conclusive.
If
the defendants' perception of the lawyers themselves are taken into
account, then this factor plus the strategies employed tended to
creat~ the opinion among the defendants in Pennsylvania that the
plaintiffs' lawyers were implacable.

•

Level and distribution of state resources
This factor was not
parti~ular1y satisfactory in explaining the decision to consent among
the three states -- at least at the time such decisions are made.
Michigan's level of funding was lower than what was available in
Pennsyl vania and the economi.c picture was more precarious.
Level of
funding may, however, bear on the decree of progress a state is able
to make in implementing the decree.

Other factors.
trend of settlement
Commonwealth
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in mental
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recently,
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by the gloomy financial

enough
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short, meeting
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resistance

states.

is whether
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1S not worth
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Further,

several
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Of the cases brought
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retardation

was treated as an exception

level and 1n

flexible,
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there was

consent agreements.

court requirement:s was seen as coming at the

of the rest of the system.
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related

states that certified
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fiscal issue
a significant

may resist

had to do with the Medicaid
number of institutional

court-mandated. deinstitutionalization
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program.

Those

beds for Title XIX
unless

they can

be assured that the Title XIX funds will follow the clients into the
communi ty ;

In states where community programs are funded primarily with state

dollars, deinstitutiona1ization

will result in a direct loss of federal funding

and a concomitant drain on scarce state funds.

Factors Affecting Complex Decrees
The purpose of the third implementation analysis was to ascertain whether
those factors that had emerged in Pennsylvania as major influences on the
implementation of the decree were present in four other states that were
operating under a major lawsuit -- Maine, Michigan, Minnesota and
Massachusetts •. The four factors were:

the nature of the compliance mechanism,

union opposition, legislative backlash, and parental resistance.

In order to

gather information for the analysis, key informants in Pennsylvania as well as
in the four comparison states were interviewed, relevant court and state policy
documents were r~viewed, and the legal literature was explored.
Legislative backlash.

As implementation of the court decree in

Pennsylvania began, the legislature also intensified its scrutiny of the mental
retardation .sy stem , Though in the past the legislature had, within reason,
relied on the Department of Public Welfare to set the tone and direction for
the mental retardation program, insistent complaints from parents and others
stimulated the legislature to conduct its own investigation of the management
of the system.

Late in 1982, the Pennsylvania Senate passed a resolution

establishing a five member investigation committee to reV1ew the operations of
the Office of Mental Retardation.

The committee looked into allegations of

mismanagement within the Office of Mental Retardation, and in the community
system in general.

Though the work of the committee did not· result in any

change in state policy or state personnel, it did draw attention to a crack in
the legislative consensus regarding community programs.
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the
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Impact on the State Mental Retardation System
The final implementation
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Discussion
Based on the implementation
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and Quality
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following

Before

of the Pennhurst

to future policy making
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and improvement

results

federal

agenda

for the improvement

retardation.

Funding and Fiscal Policy
1.

The sum of our quantitative and qualitative work leads us to a strong
recommendation
at the federal level regarding the use of Title XIX
Medicaid funds for Intermediate Care Facilities for people with Mental
Retardation or ICF/MRs:
access to ICF/MR reimbursement for institutional
and community settings should be at least equalized.
Our data are powerful enough to suggest increased
non-institutional
care. However, such statements
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federal incentives
may not even be

for

of

necessary. The data on individual growth , services, environmental
qualities, family reactions, and public costs combine to suggest that, if
ease of access and reimbursement ra.te s were equal, state officials would
quickly see the payoffs of shifting to community-based service systems.
Some advocates argue that Title XIX funding should be dramatically reduced
in institutions in favor of commurriit y programs. We leave that balance to
the political process and stand with our inference that ease of access and
reimbursement, rates should be made .at least equal.
2.

The regulations for small ICF/MRs were not suited to the design of the
Pennsylvania 'community system, and impeded the successful utilization of
the program. For a state with a sy'st em like Pennsylvania's, with a large
number of relatively small service providers, the need for large capital
outlays for construction or renovation eliminated many of these agencies
at the outset. The medically-oriented character of the regulations was
also a disincentive in that conversion of existing CLAs was likely to
result in a ~ore hospital-like and less normal atmosphere. Therefore, we
recommend a liberalization of existing regulations to preserve the
home-like character of small facili.ties and to ease access to the program
among small providers.

3.

The potential. availability of federal funding under the Home and Community
Based Waiver Program (PL 97-35, Section 2176) became a major affirmative
factor in the final settlement of the Pennhurst lawsuit. Yet the most
recent revisions of the suburban county waiver applications, designed
specifically to facilitate the closure of Penrulurst and the creation of
less costly alternatives in the community have been rejected by the
federal Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA). If Pennsylvania
cannot secure federal approval to transfer Title XIX funding from
Pennhurst as class members move to the community, we think that placements
of those remaining at Pennhurst will slow or stop. Despite a commitment
to close Pennhurst by June 30, 1986~,the Commonwealth will be very
hard-pressed to find the money needed to fund the 100% state funded CLAs.
We strongly recommend that administration of the community services waiver
.be made cons:Lstent with the original congressional intent to provide
cost-effective alternatives to long-term institutional care. Further,
HCFA should give special consideration and impetus to uses of the waiver
program in those states, like Pennsylvania, that are pursuing a
significant restructuring of all or a portion of the service system.

4.

Based on our cost study and our knowledge of other states, it is clear
that federal Title XIX reimbursement is essential for any continuation of
the trend away from segregated care·for people with mental retardation.
Our work on qualities of environments, in turn, suggests that the current
ICF/MR standards are largely inappropriate for very small community-based
programs. To state officials we recommend that, in the absence of
signficant revisions in the ICF/MR program recommended in #2 above,
efforts should be made to avoid attempts at restructuring small group
homes to fit the medically oriented standards of the ICF/MR program. The
design and structure of community-based service .systems should not be
unduly influenced by carryovers from the service model that is being
supplanted. Thus, we recommend a deemphasi s of the so-called "4 to 15
beds" ICF /MR program in favor of the more flexible waiver program.
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5.

As community services become more mature and represent a more significant
part of the total mental retardation system, the issue of staff salaries
and parity between state and community staff will have to be faced.
If
the aim of the community system is to provide a stable li.vi.ng environment
for mentally retarded persons with a range of disabilities, then community
staff should be paid at a level that will ensure the recruitment and
retention of qualified personnel.

6.

Because our cost analyses showed that community-based
care was less
expensive than Pennhurst, but that nearly all of the difference was caused
by lower wages and benefits for community program employees, we recommend
that administrators
and advocates at all levels avoid the claim that tax
dollars can be "saved" by switching to community-based
services.
If the
above,recommendation
i~ implemented, costs for serving similar individuals
in the two settings will become nearly equivalent •. However, for people
and systems similar to the ones we have studied, we predict that the value
(i.e., the amount and quality of service rendered versus the" amount spent)
will still favor community-based
care. We therefore recommend'
substitution of this latter point in place of the primitive and misleading
"saving money" argument in policy debates.

The Design' and Admin.istration of Community Service Systems
The quantitative
clear implications

and qualitative

for the organization

to state official s and local program
implications

research

in Pennsylvan{a

of service

implementers,

are also aimed. at the federal

leads to several

systems •. Most are r~levant
although

some of the

level.

1.

As noted in the introduction to this section, a clear federal policy on
dei.nstitutionalization
is imperative to facilitate the orderly development
and expansion of community-based
care.
Such a policy should apply across
agencies and departments and should influence system design issues i n
income maintenance, housing construction and rent subsidy, medical
services, long-term care, and social services.

2.

The choice of .funding streams is overwhelmingly
important to the design
and character of communi ty service sy stems. For Pennsylvania's" system of
very small community living arrangements (CLAs), the ICF/MR "four to 15
beds" program had several serious drawbacks.
Nearly all of Pennsylvania's
CLAs served just three people, and court cases in the state had
established that settings with "three or fewer unrelated individuals"
required no zoning variance in .order to operate.
To operate programs of
four to 15 beds, however, many providers for the first time were forced to
ask for zoning variances.
Many facilities never opened because of
"neighbor opposition.
We therefore recommend that the lower liniit on
.ICF /MR beds be eliminated in order to stimulate the development· of
smalle.r, more normal living arrangement s,

3.

The interviews associated with qualitative analyses strongly indicate that
state mental .retardation program officials cannot carry out compl ex system
change without the cooperation of other state generic agencies inciuding
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Medicaid, income maintenance, social services, housing, vocational
rehabilitation and labor. We recommend that cooperation with other
agencies in the form of cooperative agreements~ should be secured as early
in the planning for deinstitutional:ization as possible. Issues to be
dealt with include the par t i ci pa t i on of mental retardation officials in
the certification of community programs for Title XIX, input into the
rate-setting process, availability of responsive day programs, use of
state construction funding, state supplementation of SSI benefits, and use
of social services block grant funding.
4.

The qualitative analyses further indicate that inter- and intra-agency
planning at the state level is crucial to the success of any comprehensive
deinstitutionalization activity. There must be a commitment to such
planning at the highest level of the state's human services agency in
order to ensure a commitment of sta:ffand resources to the process.
Further, inter- and intra-agency pliann i ng should have a direct connection
to funding sources and the development of community .capac i t y,

5.

Ourqualitati ve analyses show that de i ns t Ltuti.onaLiae t i on of a state
facility usually implicates comarurriit i.es beyond a particular service area.
Therefore, we recommend that regional planning be initiated to ensure an
equitable allocation and maximization of scarce resources such'as
specialized medical care and behavioral expertise.

6.

Our observations of the process of deinstitutionalization in the Pennhurst
case leads to our recommendation that implementaltion is best managed by a
team of individuals who report directly to the state mental retardation
program official and who are freed from other agency obligations. The
Pennhurst Implementation Team, which functioned in this fashion, proved
invaluable to the success of the p~ocess.

7.

Our study of the feelings of families in the deinstitutionalization
process leads us to recommend that any good community or institutional
service system should provide a clear and meaningful role for the families
'of people (particularly adults) wit,hmental retardation. This sounds
elementary, but it is far from easy, to achieve. The courts have been in
turmoil about the rights of the parent s of adults who live in settings
supported by public money. Are the parents automatically to be accorded
the status of legal guardian? Must every adult f~ithmental retardation be
taken to court to be judged incompetent before a guardian can be
appointed? Should parents or other family members have the power to veto
community placement?
In the Pennhurst situation, family veto power would have precluded
community placement for 72% of the people at Pennhurst, and would thereby
have prevented the vast Impr-ovementa in well-being that we have measured.
We must therefore recommend to state legislators, state officials, and
local program providers that total control of the lives of adults under
public care' should not be ceded to parents or other family members.
Rather, the design of service systems should clearly and formally assign a
valued role in shared deci sion maki!ng to families, on an equal footing
with professionals and others invol!ved in care. This idea is already
embodied in most processes of "individual habilitation plan" development
under the court order.
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In addition, recognizing their special role, families should have a
special appeal process available to them. Comparable to "due process"
hearings required by laws governing education of children with handicaps,
such hearings should be prepared to deal especially with concerns about
medical care, the possibility of continued growth and development, and
security and permanence of any residential placement.
In the Pennhurst
case, a court-appointed Hearing Master conducted proceedings in which the
concerns of families were treated with dignity.
Most observers agree that
the hearings had a strong positive impact on the confidence and peace of
mind of the families.
.
8.

Our experience with the consumer interviews indicates that local service
systems will benefit from structurally increased opportunities for
consumer participation.
This goes beyond encouraging consumer
participation in the development of the individual habilitation plan
toward regular surveys and genuine support for consumer groups,
conferences, and membership on planning and advisory bodies.
We strongly
suggest that program administrators and providers make it a policy to
solicit and support the voices of consumers.
Our data even suggest that
the quality arid clarity of consumer input may increase sharply over time.

9.

The Pennhurst Study has not settled several Lmpor t arrt questions about
system organization, among which are the optimal: size of community
residences, the reliability and validity of licensing and inspection
procedures, the merits of the shift versus live-in staff system, public
versus private service provision, and profit versus nonprofit providers.
These questions about the characteristics of community services that work
.best could not be addressed in the Pennhurst work because we were only
studying. one system.
Comparative studies of systems in several states are
necessary to get at these issues scientifically, and we suggest that such
studies are needed.
Only the federal government can support this kind of
interstate research.

10.

Both quantitative and qualitative data indicate that case management 1S a
critical function in any community service system.
In the Pennhurst case,
Judge Broderick issued an order that::30 case managers be hired and
assigned to serve about 900 people, resulting in caseloads averaging 30.
The quantitative data hint, and our years of discussions with knowledgable
key actors strongly suggest, that case managers must have sensible
caseloads to .be functional at all. We do not have sufficient comparative
data to pin down the optimal number, but the prevailing opinion in our
study area strongly suggests caseloads of less than 50.

11.

Even with the court scrutiny in Pennhurst, case management is a fragile
function.
In recent years, vacancies in case management positions have
gone unfilled for long periods in many counties, sometimes because of
hiring freezes, and sometimes for reasons that are not clear.
State and
local' officials should, if they believe in the value of reliable case
management, work to obtain valued status for these positions in civil
service hierarchies and salary levels.

12.

The court, through its Special Master, also mandated a specific format and
an independent review process for individual habilitation plans.
Qualitative findings indicate early complaints among service providers
that the format and the review process were overly rigorous,
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cumbersome,

and slow. Quantitative data, on the other hand, suggest that higher
quality plans resulted, and people with this court protection may have
received more careful attention and may have displayed more behavioral
progress than those without it. On balance, the research team recommends
that state officials should implement simple and consistent formats for
indi vidual plans, and ei ther state. or local administrators
should create a
mechani sm for periodic independent expert review of such plans.
13.

The Pennhurst Study data have been utilized extensively over the years by
Pennsylvania, the counties, ind i viidual service providers, and the
plaintiffs in the case •. The 'data have been used for long-range and
short-range planning, for selecting individuals with certain
characteristics
for placement in certain settings, for reporting
requirements, and even for projection of costs to serve specific
individuals in community settings.
We infer from this demand for data
that, at least in our area, the existing information systems are primitive
at best. The systems that do exist are old in design, often borrowed from
mental health or medical app li ca t i.ons , and do not contain the kinds of
data that would be most useful for, planning and evaluating community
systems.
Most of our experience Im other states reveals similar
situations.' We therefore recommend that individualized data base
construction should be an integral part of service system design and that
leadership in this area should come from the state program level.

Capacity

Buildong

Apart from the structure
of issues that involve
services.
leadership,
principal

Building

gradual processes

the capacity

technical
actors.

of community

assistance,

service systems,

of strengthening

to perform
training,

in capacity

and enhancing

certain functions
and confident

In our years of observing

noted a number of key elements

there are a number

the Pennhurst

building

will require

attitudes

among the

situtation,

we have

that may be useful in other

states and localities.
1.

The Office of the Special Master appointed by the court took on a
~ignificant role in capacity building, including recruiting and training
case managers, giving technical assistance to service prov i de rs ,
sponsoring workshops, and making public appearances designed to enhance
the image of people with mental retardation.
This role was, in our view,
a positive one, and we infer that .acti vi t ie s designed to build capacity in
the local service delivery systems are appropriate for court enforcement
mechanisms.
The role of compliance monitors can thus evolve beyond that
of watchdog toward the active facflitation of exemplary programs and new
technologies.
I

2.

In Pennsylvania there was widespread skepticism: about the capacity of
community systems to provide adequate care for people with severe or
profound impairments.
In the Pennhurst case, we have seen that the most
effective

way to build capacity

and the belief
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that it can be done is to

move those with the most serious disabilities to the community first. The
court ordered that special preference for early placement be given to
children.
Although there were only 61 children at Pennhurst, they had
extreme degrees of mental retardation and other handicaps.
Because the
system was forced to cope, people learned early that very disabled
individuals were appropriate for, and able to, benefit from less
segregated and smaller settings.
We recommend that deinstitutionalization
activities include a means for moving some portion of more disabled
institutional residents into the community in :the first wave of
placements.
3.

Our field experience focused primarily on residential settings, but our
strong suspicion from a variety of sources in the study, including the
consumers themselves, is that the next issue that needs major attention is
the availability and quality of day programs.
We have had the opportunity
to study a system in transition from a total institutional model to a
dispersed community residential model.
The data show that Pennsylvania's
-community residential model has overwhelming advantages, but the data also
lead to the inference that day programs are not very different from
decades-old workshop and adult day care models in other parts of the state
and the nation.
We suggest that, at least in ;Pennsylvania, the issue of
residential settings has been resolved in favor of the community, but that
day services should be the next target for capacity building through
technical assistance and innovative demonstration programs.

4.

The quantitative data on neighbor attitudes suggest another implication
for capacity building.
As we interpret the data, the strategy of "just
moving in" appears to have merit.
That is, when planning a new community
residential setting, if it is legally possible to avoid going to formal
hearings and systematically notifying the prospective neighbors, it may be
best on balance to do so. Our interviews with neighbors indicated that
few neighbors would be opposed in the absence of outside influences such
as vocal opposition at hearings or unfavorable media attention.
Moreover,
the average reaction is negative, but small and short-lived.
Finally,
citizen opposition to potential community living arrangements in their
neighborhoods seems to be much stronger than opposition to actual
residences.
Hence it may be better to avoid direct confrontation with
neighbors initially in order to foster the capacity of neighborhoods to
assimilate and accept new neighbors with mental retardation over time.

5.

All of our analyses suggest that, in order to ensure the stability of
community placements for more disabled individuals, residential and day
program providers must have access to backup services including
behavioral and crisis intervention as well as specialized medical
assistance.

6.

Our observations of the Pennsylvania system lead us to conclude that
growth in community services -- especially when accomplished in a short
period of time -- will alter the character of the local delivery system.
Specifically, service agencies will inevitably become more bureaucratic
and small providers may have difficulty in making the transition to a more
complex system.
In order to protect the flexibility inherent in a system
with multiple providers, public mental retardation officials should take
steps to guard against too much centralization and uniformity.
Such steps
should include

timely reimbursement
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schedules

to ensure

the cash flow of

the small provider as well as the creation of service guidelines that
maximize f Lex i bility in the provision of services at the provider level.
7.

While some degree of staff turnover in communit.y residential programs may
be inevitable and to some extent desirable, our qualitative analyses
suggest tha,t too much turnover weakens parental and family confidence and
threatens the stability and well-being of clients.
We therefore recommend
that steps be taken to improve working conditions (e.g., regularize hours,
enrich staff/ client ratios), improve compensati,on, and better equip direct
service staff to cope with the needs of more seriously disabled people.

The Role of the Courts
Because

this was a study of deinstitutionalizat:ion

federal

court, we have paid close attention

related

to the use of litigation

seem to us to have implications

that was ordered

to legal issues.

by a

Several issues

to bring about syst:em change have arisen

that

for federal policy, and also in some cases for

st'ates and advocates.
1.

Our analyses of compliance mechanisms in Pennsylvania and in other states
suggest that, to the extent feasible, court monitors and masters should
not be given responsibilities
that mix both programmatic (e.g.,
traditional state policy functions) and enforcement duties, in order to
minimize the conflict between the court-appointed official and the state
defendants " and to maximize the degree of "owne:rship" of court-mandated
reforms by 'state and local program officials.

2.

Based on our comparative analysis of litigation in Pennsylvania and other
states, compliance entities such as special masters, should be not be
involved day-to-day planning activities (e g ,, assessment of clients,
determination of specific programmatic resources, identification of
providers, ~tc.); but should devote their energies to broad system
planning including the establishment of a schedule for key compliance
events and the various roles that system participants will play.
Involvement in the specifics of planning relieVies program authorities from
responsibility and disassociates the plan from the ongoing mental
retardation system.
The most constructive role that compliance entities
can play is to ensure that plans are implemented according to a precise
schedule and that resources and funding are attached to each critical
milestone.
s

3.

4.

The experience with the Office of the Special Master in Pennsylvania
strongly indicates thar funding levels for compliance masters and monitors
should be kept at a modest level in orders to minimize controversy and to
maintain the focus on enforcement and compliance rather than on the
compliance mechanism itself.
In the case of Pennhurst, despite the fact that: the lawsuit clearly'
polarized groups who might otherwise have been allies, it seems to us that
the results ~- over 600 people moved to vastly enhanced living conditions
in six years -- would not have been achieved by: any other method.
Thus,
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we suggest that litigation can be a force for hhe reform of serv~ce
systems.
However, our comparative analyses in! other states also suggest
that litigation -- when aimed primarily at institutional improvement -can hamper the orderly transition to community I services.
!

5.

At the federal level, we suspect that the rOler'of the courts is
declining.
The U.S. Department of Justice has apparently altered its
position on the Pennhurst case after eight years, and failed to support
the plaintiffs' arguments in the most recent Supreme Court hearing.
Moreover, the Justice Department appears in geperal to be more reluctant
to join in actions against public agencies or conditions that may threaten
the civil rights of people with handicaps.
In; addition, our legal
analyses suggest that the current Supreme Court .is not likely to affirm
additional constitutional and statutory rights: for people with mental
retardation.
We therefore suggest that in the, future advocates will
concentrate their efforts in state courts, in administrative
forums and in
the pursuit of regulatory and statutory reform.

6.

The Pennhurst court order was just that, an oraer, and as such was one of
only two in the field of broad scale litigatioh in mental retardation.
The fact that it was not a consent decree seems to us to have made the
situation mo~e adversarial than other cases an~lyzed.
The absen~e of a
consent decree also contributed to the degree of power and resources that
the court conferred on the Office of the Special Master.
I
!

7.

We infer that consent decrees, where feasible,: are more effective tools of
reform since they represent a joint statement of purpose by the plaintiffs
and defendants.
Federal, state, and local officials, as well as
advocates, providers, and families, are all interested in the question of
whether litigation results in the creation of .~ privileged class of people
who received special attention and resources. :In the Pennhurst case, this
definitely did happen.
Even our quantitative oata showed more service
rendered to, and more behavioral growth among'i the class members than
among otherwise similar people.
Whether this is just seems to us to be a
question of whether the wrongs being redressedl were' serious enough to
justify
strong remedy.
Given the long history of failed attempts to
improve conditions at Pennhurst, the evidence presented at the trial, and
the systemic benefits that accrued to others a~ a result of the
litigation, the remedy in this case appears warranted.
,

a

8.

Another concern related to the impact of litig~tion is whether others are
depri ved of resources that they would othe rw i se have enjoyed.
In
Pennsy1 vania, there is very little evidence tol support the assertion that
the litigation drew resources away from other areas of the state. There
are, however, a few strands of evidence suggesting that ·non-c1ass members
in the Southeast Region might have been affected.
Waiting lists for CLAs
in the Southest Region, although unreliable and poorly maintained, seem to
have increased at a higher rate compared to th~ rest of the state.
Reports from some knowledgeable informants al so indicate that it has been
very difficult for non-class members' f ami Li.e s' to find day programs in
recent years.
We .cannot , of course, be sure that either of these
phenomena was caused directly by the court or de r , On the other hand, the
court order materially benefited other clients, in the system when the
special requirements
for individual plans and monitoring for class members
were extended

to non-class

members

who lived with a class member,
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or who

were served by an agency that a1 so served class: members. In other states
analyzed,
the conclusions
are similar.
In Maioe, for example, the
litigation
appears to have benefited
the entire: system because it became
of broad statewide: reforms.
Thus, litigation
the basis Eo r implementation
can engender discrimination
among' equally needy, groups, but does not
necessarily:
create special class status at the direct expense of others.
I

Quality Assurance and Monitoring
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through
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1.

One major argument against
the idea of dece nt r aili zed , integrated
service
has
systems like the community living arrangement sy st em in Pennsylvania
been that such dispersed
systems are very difficult
and costly to monitor.
Our experience
strongly
contradict.s
that argument.
The Temple University
monitoring ~echanism comprises one part of a comprehensive monitoring
system for community settings
that: provides intense and frequent
scrutiny
from several levels for a reasonaole
cost.
We conclude that it is in fact
feasible,
cbst-effective,
and desirable
to crea~e individually
oriented
and quant i t a t Lve monitoring
systems for community service systems.
We
recommend that the policies
governing existing
and future community
service systems require
such systematic monitoring over and above
minimal licensing
reviews performed for basic health and safety issues.

2.

We conclude, that the quantitative
,monitoring function
should be
centralized
as much as possible.
'For one t h i ng., only then can comparisons
be made across local j ur i sd i.ct i.onal boundaries.
For another,
this is one
area in which the payoff from minimizing duplicative
and contradictory
inspections:
is clear and Lmme
di.at e, Another iSI that using some variety
of
third party as a monitoring entity
can have several important advantages,
among them the minimal appearance of conflict
of interest,
a perception
of
objectivitiy,
and the participation
of pure fact finders who are not part
of an enforcement agency.

3.

Another aspect of quality
assurance that we highly recommend is the
inclusion
of systematic
surveys of families
andl consumers themselves.
Both are extremely

low in r e sour ce demands and can produce
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information

that could be acquired in no other way. It is good policy to try
regularly to identify families and consumers Jith serious complaints,
which they may be afraid to voice to sarvi ce Jroviders, in order to
prevent deterioration of conditions and to SeD[lveas an early warning
system.
.
I

4.

We think it is extremely urgent that all user~ of standards, licensing, or
any kind of environmental measures pay close attention to two issues that
we have faced continually:
independence and ieliability.
Here we use the
term independence to mean that any environmental measure of "quality"
should be independent of the functional level 10f the people living in the
environment.
Not one of the program-oriented
environmental ratings used
in the Pennhurst Study is free of this kind o£I bias and we suspect that
many measures suffer from this shortcoming.
]his means that a program
serving people with more intense needs will aJtomatically receive lower
quality ratings.
Like the need for measures Jf intelligence that are free
of "culture bias," there is a need for measurJs of program quality that
are free of "functional level bias." Examinadion of existing measures and
standards should begin immediately, and a nat~onal level attempt to
develop independent measures should be a high Ipriority.

5.

The second issue, reliability, means that a pjogram1s ratings on any
standards or environmental measures should not be influenced by the biases
of the site reviewer.
If the measures are unieliable in this sense, then
service providers will inevitably realize it Jfter just a few reviews, and
are likely to become cynical and treat the enrlire procedure as a game
devoid of meaning.
We are not aware of any nJtional level or state level
monitoring, licensing, standards, or program audit instruments for which
adequate reliability data have been made available.
Not only should the
users of these instruments test for reliabilirly, but they should also take
action where necessary by changing the instruJents and/or intensifying
rater training.
In other words, it is time t6 apply some elementary rules
of scientific procedure to the assessment of program quality.

6.

Finally, it seems to us that many of the enviJonmental measures,
standards, and licensing/inspection
tools or program audits that have been
developed have contained the assumption, eithJr explicit or implicit, that
a program that does well on this review will *ender good services and
produce good outcomes among the people it ser~es.
Perhaps we are past
the time when this "outcome assumption" is neJded for environmental
measures.
Many aspects of the living situati6n are related to basic
rights, others involve simple sound management, others involve comfort and
safety, and not all need to produce growth and development.
We have
worked very hard to test the "outcome assumption" for a variety of
environmental measures, and have found only r~latively weak correlations
and hints of association.
We are beginning t~ consider the idea that,
because outcomes themselves are known to be reliably and economically
measurable, perhaps new approaches to environ~ental measures and standards
will abandon the "outcome assumption."
Measutes and standards should
instead focus on simple, observable, reliablelfacets of the setting
without making the "outcome assumption," but rather require (or even
collect) outcome and service data for every individual in the setting.
In
fact, that is the direction this research team would recommend for the
future.
I
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7.

Recently. we have observed changes in court-ordered services that are
characterized by a decline in staff commitment and understanding of the
ideology that brought about the creation of community services. Instead.
some staff Lncrea si ng ly regard their jobs as a set of tasks unrelated to
the larger aims of normalization and habilitation. As a result. we
strongly suggest that the expansion of services should be accompanied by a
redoubled effort to communicate program values and ideology in order to
ensure that service approaches do not become over-bureaucratic. routine._
and standard. Without the continued orientation of staff to the norms
that generated the development of institutional alternatives. system
administrators and providers 'run the risk of recreating custodial care an
the community.
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APPENDIX 2-1
OVERVIEW OF THE STrATE,THE REGION,
AND THE COUNTIES
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an area of 127 square

fourth in size among cities in the

slightly

in the Southeast

residents.

in the last decade,

urban, ~ith about 14,000 persons

The population,
is entirely

per square mile.

Region, Philadelphia

capi ta income--approx.i.mately $6,200.

Among the five

has the lowest per

strategic

location on the Mid Atlantic has

made it a major manufacturing,

o

e'ent.e
r,

distributing

It is the most heavily

state, ~th

controlled

counties

apparel

and food-processing.

numbers

about BOO,OOO,

and transportation

industralized

nearly 16% of Pennsylvania's

and one out of five plants.

county in the

manufacturing

The t~o largest

industries

The total available

~rkers,
are

labor force

of Which 200,000 are employed'in

is also a center of higher

state ~ith 32 colleges,

universities,

In 1977, 253,000 students

private

education

professional
attended

and is

Unlike its neighboring

Philadelphia

has traditionally

There are also three elected

'~hose primary

Phila:>elphia has 18 community
authorized

responsibility

is the super-

living arrangement

to serve approximately, 280 persons.

five private

licensed mental

retardation

pr ov Lde rs

There are also

facilities

in operation

in the county.
B.

Chester County
Chester

County lies in the southeast

the east an:> north by Delaware
the west by Lancaster,

corner of the state,

in the

schools and

Philadelphia's

the Mayor, ~ho is a Democrat,

form of government

serving as the executive

and Montgomery

Counties;

Berks, and York Counties.

to

and to

Most of the

area is farmland, but the eastern portion of the county has
recently become

a residential

of metropolitan

Philadelphia

area reflecting ,the western
past Delaware county.

spread

The total

land area is 760 square miles, making it the largest of the fiVe
counties

and paroch,ial schools.

The city is governed by a mayor/council
~th

of 17 members

vision of elections.'

in the Southeast

Traditionally

Philadelphia

public,

Region,

administration.

county commissioners

manufacturing.

seminaries.

by the Democrats.

in the Southeast

had a Democratic

is comprised

bounded on the south by the State of Delaware and Maryland;

Philadelphia's

Q'\

currently

The median age in the city

is,32.6 years.

W

The city council

It is also the fourth largest city in terms of

~ith a total of l,BOO,OOO

~hich has declined

counties

River and the counties of

officer.

Region.

an agricultural

county, Chester has grown at a

Blower rate than the rest of the state, although
past,

suburban development

has hastened

in the recent

population

increases.

In

1976, the county had just under 300,000 residents)

the projection

for 1985 is 385,000.

is still less

than 400 persons
classified

Population

density, however,

per square mile.

as urban and 55% rural.

Currently,

45% of Chester

is

The median age is 27 years,

and the per capita income is $7,000.
concentration

of families with incomes over $10,000 than any

other county in the -Southeast Region.
units

Of the 85,000 dwelling

important

provide

source of income.

the chemical

ing substantial

products have

as well as

largest industry,

of primary metals.

industry and food-processing

growth.

The county's

County differs

from the

in the region in that it is a Home Rule

of ~n elected county executive

estimated

The five council
Delaware
school

members

and five

are experienc-

available _work-

function in a part-time

County has 15 school districts

systems.

In the 77-7B, BB,OOO

There are, in addition,

continue to

The county's

is the production

four counties

Co~~ty comprised

County is known

Mushrooms,

roses and dairy products,

in terms of employment,
However,

Chester

capital of the world."

products,

a major

and horticultural

to the county's econo~y.

as the "mushroom
greenhouse

agricultural

other

Delaware

councilpersons.

in the county, 70\ are owner-occupied.
Historically,

b~en

In terms of government,

Chester has a larger

58 parochial

and three vocational-technical
county's

students

graduate

college.

There

including

Pennsylvania

are also 14 colleges

schools, 27 private

schools

About 60\ of the

school, and 52\ go on to
and universities

State University

There are four community

and county public

students were enrolled.

schools.

from high

capacity.

in the area

and Villanova

living arrangement

universit;\

providers

in

force is 137,500.
Chester
Republicans
districts
grade.

and one Democrat.

that provide

The area has 12 independent

education

The student-teacher

from kindergarten

counties.

year, there were 61,000 students.
22 parOChial

Service Center"
education

for exceptional

to 12th

The county also has 34 private

special education
children

private

D.

An "Educational

Montgomery

in various parts of the

to serve 103 persons.

facilities

retarded

Montgomery

offering

There are also four

residential

services

to

persons within the county.

County
is the most central of the five counties

surrounded

by Bucks County to the northeast,

northwe~t,

Philadelphia

Chester

and vocational

authorized
licensed

mentally

During the 76-77 school

schools and four colleges.

provides

school

ratio is about the same in Chester as

it is in other ioutheastern

schools,

Delaware

county has three county Commissioners--two

and Delaware

to the southwest.

Berks County to the
to the south, and

It is the only one of the five that

does not share a border with another
The population

Counties

and is

of Montgomery

state.-

County

is 640,000

spread over

county.
Among the 12 hospitals
county are Pennhurst
There

State Center and the Devereaux

are four commUnity

County authorized

(with a total of 4,830 beds)

living arrangement

to serve 105 retarded

Foundation.

providers

individuals.

in the

in Chester
The county

an area of 480 square miles.
range

from 11,000

Municipal

population

per square mile in Jenkintown

densities

(near

Philadelphia)

to only 145 per square mile in Upper Hanover

the northwest

corner of the county).

(in

Of the total area, between

I'

90\ and 95\ is classified
county

is the most heavily

compact

commuter

represents
area.

as urban.
developed

The eastern

portion of the

and is made up of the

suburbs of Philadelphia.

However,

County planning

this area

maps indicate that the rest of the county

fact that, .so much
Montgomery

an~ sparsely populated.

of the county is, relatively

Despite

the

undev.eloped,

County is the state's third most populous

county, and

is said to be the wealthiest.
Of the county's

Also included
outlets,

are 1500 construction

in the ,county is concentrated

county

Turnpike,

companies,

in the region.

and one Democratic

The county is divided
schools.

providers
licensed

In addition,

facilities

and is

County is governed by

Currently,

there are two

in office.

shares

Lying on the eastern

there are 134 private
Ten community

to serve 239 persons,
are in operation

with 200
and parochial

living arrangement
plus three private

in Montgomery

County.

edge of Pennsylvania,

its eastern border with New Jersey

River.

To the south, BUCKS borders

it shares,a border

across the Delaware

on Philadelphia;

with Montgomery,

~high

BUCKS

to the west,

and Northhampton

Counties.
Bucks covers an area of 620 square' miles and has a popula450,000 and 500,000 persons--76\

u rben ,

Northern

politan

Philadelphia

tion spill-overs

ten years.
persons

area to be relatively

in recent years.

density

unaffected by popula-

Nevertheless,

an 19\ population

Population

averages

increase
between

the county as a
over the last
600 and 700

per squa re mile.

There

are an estimated

the county.

however,

families

in

The income ranges are wide,

some very wealthy households.

154,000 housing

27% increase

and/or households

income was lower than most

in the region.

and encompass

"now about

123,000

In 1975, the per capita

of the other counties

employs

of which is

BUCKS County is far enough away from the metro-

whole has experienced

There are

units in the county Which reflects a

over the last ten years.

Industry

into 23 achoo), districts,

in the area.

authorized

In terms of exports, the

to the value of its exports.

County Commissioners.

schools located

River, the_

in numbers of exporters,

Like Chester and Bucks, Montgomer~

public

Most of the industry

along the Schuylkill

fourth in the state with respect

Republicans

4,000 retail

with respect to trade and industry

ranks with Philadelphia

three elected

1200 are

an:1 the North Penn area'. Montgomery

is more diversified

than the other counties
county

businesses,

wh~ch "employ about 90,000 workers.

and 4,000 service establishments.

Pennsylvania

the region.

tion of between

16,000 registered

manufactur,ing establishments

BUCKS County
BUCKS County is the furthest north of the five counties in

little more than a quarter of the county's entire

is relatively, undeveloped

E.

in the county is relatively

diverse.

Manufacturing

about 62,000 worKers or 39% of the total worKforce.

Retail and Wholesale
workforce.
fessional

trade employs about a quarter of the

However, the biggest
services

growth

(over 100% increase

also in transportation,

utilities

is in the area of proin the last few years) and

and communications

(70\ to 75%

increase).
Republican

Bucks, like Chester and Montgomery,
Commissioners

and one Democrat

The county is divided
six community
residents,

providers

and three licensed private

for mentally

retarded

residents

This brief picture

in BUCKS County.

of the counties

prosperous

area.

education

exception

lation and industry.
relatively
persons,

well-endowed

It also reflects
with resources

All of these characteristics,

explain why the plaintiffs
Pennhurst

less developed

retardation

state

system that distinguish

from other states and that should be noted prior
of the litigation.

They inClude the following:

•

The general human services system in the state is
directed by an umbr~lla agency, the"Depart~nt
of
Public Welfare (DPW), which has responsibility
for social services, juvenile justice, child
welfare AFDC, Medic~id, mental health, and mental
retardation.

•

The Department of Public Welfare manages "the h~~an
services system through a complex organizational
system that includes regional offices, county
welfare departments, and county mental health and
mental retardation programs throughout the state.

•

The major state statute governing the state's mental
retardation program is the Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Act of 1966.
It is said to be the first
statewide statute to mandate community-based mental
disabilities programs in the country.

Q

The mental health and mental retardation system
in the state is" a county/state partnership with
the state providing 100% funding for residential
programs, and 90% funding for all other services:
the counties contribute the remaining 10% for
other than residential programs.

•

The mental health and mental retardation program
at the county level is managed by a county administrator appointed by the county commissioners.

•

Advocacy ~roups made up of parents of mentally
retarded persons in the state have, in the last
decade, been very successful in securing and
elevating the mental retardation program to a
status comparable to that of mental health in the
Department of Public Welfare. "

•

Significant strides have been made in the Commonwealth in the last eight years in the development
of small community living arrangements (eLAs).
Though growth has levelled off recently, the program
now oncompasoos 1256 such facilities.

•

Though the Commonwealth has expended large sums of
money on the development of community living"
arrangements, the majority of the funding in the
mental retardation system still goes for the
support of state institutions.

in popu-

a region that is
for mentally

retarded

in fact, may help to
on

Region rather than on another,

part of the Commonwealth.

of Pennsylvania

Further, wi th the

an area growing

chose to focus the litigation

and the Southeastern

and of the mental

to the discussion

It. shows an area with significant

it indicates

are several characteristics

the Commonwealth

of a reasonably

and other training" resources.

of Philadelphia,

government

SYSTEM

in the Southeastern

gives the indication

higher

to serve 94

facilities are available

Region of Pennsylvania
and diverse

school districts.
authorized

THE STATE MENTAL RETARDATION
There

commissioner.

into 14 separate

living arrangement

IV.

has two

:1s6 has
C~

seven private

E!laware

license~

facilities.

County

pelaware County is in the far southeastern
,tate.

It is boun~e~

east by Phila~elphia:
state of Delaware;

tip of the

on the north by Montgomery

County: on the

on the south by the Dela~are

River an~ the

an~ on the ~est by Chester County.

It

encompasses 182 square miles an~ is the thir~ smallest county in
pennsylvania

(Phila~elphia

is the smallest).

Though one of the smallest

counties,

Delaware

largest in the state in terms of population.
is now about 97% urban.

is the fourth

Once very rural, it

Its population,. 584,000 persons,

it one of the most ~evelope~

counties

resident growth ·is beginning

to ~ecline.

makes

in the state although
population

density

is

about 3,100 persons per square mile.
Households

and families

152,000 respectively.
$10,000 ~hich

number

OVer half

ranks Dela~are

the househol~s

The per capita income is

Despite its population.density,

farming and horticultural
Ho~ever,

production,

$43 million.
equipment,

Delaware

products

such as mushrooms

is the leading

40,000 employees,

The largest

non-electrical

still derives

from agriculture--particularly

in terms of employment

manufacturing

plants employing

have incomes over

than the state average.

important part of its income

fl~ers.

191,000 an~

close to Chester. an~ Montgomery

Counties in terms of affluence.
$7,500--$300 higher

an estimate~

an
truck

and cut

an~ va Lue of
in~ustry.

There are 470

~ith a total product value of

industries

are transportation

ma.chinery, and petroleum

refining.

/

APPENDIX 4-1
BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT

SURVEY

BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT

HI9·721

SURVEY

TODAY'S

--"--

DATE

MUNJ ..

1·123·261

OF

PEHSON'S UAn

UlfllH
MONTIC

1.121..301 DATE OF ADMISSION
TO CURRENT
RESIDENTIAL
PLACEMENT
__
P~~~~N~~A~~A~S~T~'--------------I~'-'R-S-T-'--------------IM--"

...
,·-·
U

1·1351

V(Afi

, __
'HAft

lEVEL OF RETAROATI()N
1 Norm:fAIIO(O

:~'J

S.

, __

MONTH

DDD--DDDDD

1·1911

IClird

'·(10·14)

.,

Current

or Prior Institutional

PROVIDER

RESIDENTIAL

10·-

1

o

Case Number

DDDD

AGENCY

4

Public Institution
(•. g. P,nnhurst.
Embreevillo,
Woodhovenl
PriYo,o LicenNd
Facility
(ClAI
Community
Li'<ling Arrlngement
GIOUP hom. Of ~rtm.nl
Communily
living 'lflngamlnt
ICLAI
Minimal IUpeNision
ICF·MA,410
15b~.
Fo,.., family placement
With family or in own hom.
Domiciliary gr./board
• car. homo

0Ih"

_

I

PLACEMENT

IEnle, code numbed

DDDDD
RESIDENTIAL

OF CURRENT

Y 110 AHUlD

SEVERELY AETAHOED
PROFOUNDLY
RETARDED

YEAR

1·1361·
1·11.8) BSU NUMBER

TYPE

1·(311

rvtlllll.YlIlfAIlUlO

MUIJ~HAlEL

10

Ot

above

2 55·69
3 "0- 54
25·39
5 ':0.2 ..
6 Ui"un •• wr.bt.

0•
1-1371

.0

SEX

,·Mal.

2

o

1·1381

RACE

----'

Female

1 White
2 Blaet..
3 Other

HISTORY

1·(321
RESIDENTIAL

FACILITY

LOCATION

- OR - INSTITUTIONAL

WHERE DID THIS PERSON LIVE IMMEolA
BEFORE CO ... ,NG TO THIS SETTING!

NAME

COTTAGE

1
2
STREET

lot Co1t.I

~

APT.CDMPlEXNAME

_

~

APT .•

CITY. TOWN

STATE

__

ZIP

O

_

1·(33)

RES~NDENT~NAME--------~----------------------~-----------------------

JOB TITLE

-----WORK

PHONE

_

o

3

Pennhunt
Center
Woodh ..... n Cen"r
Embreeville
Center

:

~rt~:;el~i-:.~::~~•..,Ci::-lit..,Y-------

6
7
S
9

Othe, CLA
Home
SmalllCF
011'111'

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
_

IS THIS PERSON
... E"'BER!
YES
NO
DON'T

TEL Y

A PENNHURST

CLASS

1-1391

VISION tenter

O

if used
With glasses·
4 No difficulty
in seuing
3 Some dilficulty in 5tteing
.2 Gntat difficulty in ueing
1 No vision at .11

KNOW
1·1401

1·134'

INTERVIEWER~NAME

...............................................................................................
~

ADDRE~.~R£ET

.
~

_

~

APT .•

CITY

STAT·E.

ZIP

~I~·----~-----------..............................................................................
~ElEPHONE~(

__

Temple

University

Developmental

Evaluation

and Research

Disabilities
Group:'

Progr'llmfUAP

November

~

1984

OF RESIDENCE

_

PARENTS • NEXT OF KIN. OR PRIMARY CORRESPONDENTS
NA ... EISI

COUNTY

_
_

o

1

number)

HEARING

O

!IF INSTITUTION,
GIVE COUNTY
OF
ORIGIN)

_.

With

hearing

aid·

1 No hearing

Bucks

if usod
htl8ringin hti8ring

4 No dilficulty in
3 Scrne dtlficulty
2 Groat difficulty

in hearing
al all

2 Chnter
3

1·(411

Oelawan

.. Montgomery
5 Philadelphia
6

Other

7

Out

PA County
of

State

AMBUlA
4

1

R.lidanee

_

IState:

_

O
.

J

TION

Walks .....tth no dtfficulty
limps or walk5 unsteadily
2 Walks onlV with help
1 Unable to walk

I (liUI

1-\421

0
1-(431

0
1.(44)

0

WALKING AND RUNNING (Check All Ih~1 apply)
With cane. clutches,
brace. walkor . il U!Htd
a Walks alone
b Walks up and down 51airs alone
c Walks down sta;ls by aUefr.ulliny 'eel
falling olton
d Runs without
Hops, skip. 0' jump •

.

SPEECH

lli.2!.including

1-1501

.igning,)

Talks "bout ecuon when describing
pictures
Names
people 01 objects
whon dOlcfibing
pictures
Usea nomes
at lemilia, objects
Asks fOI at leasl tell
eppropriate
names
Is neally non-yorbal

things

1-1451 BODY BALANCE
6 Stands on "tiptoe"
for
5 Stands on ana foot tor
4 Stands without support
3 Stands with support
2 Sits without support

0,

Can

do none

if .sked
it .sked

of the ebo"e

W
0\
-...j

1
1-1471

EATING

4
3

0,
2

'·1481

0

. considorable
spjlting
Feeds seU with :pI)Or:
Feeds sell with spoon·
Feeds self with linge,.

. I"':e~tly
consider.ble
spilling
or must be fed

or
Of

canteen
places

wilhout
spilling. holding glass in
one hand
. neatly
Drinks hom cup 01 glass unessisted
Drinks from cup 01 glass·
considerable
spilling
.Uo~s not drink" hom ,"up 01 gl811

Icheck

ALL statements

·
·

0

1-1511 WASHING HANDS AND fACE

_d

a Washes
hands With soap
b WiJ!.he!. fac.1I with soap
c Washes
hands and lace with
Dries hands and lace

0

Washes
and dries
with prompting
Washu
and dries

IiOII

reasonablv

well

sell

with

help

Allempls

and

wash

self

1
'·1531

being

washed

to wash

Of

O
1-(56)
~ -.

and

dried

dry self

drlfues self

U

only
Or.SMS •• If by pulling
Of pulling on all
clothes With v.rbol prompting
and by fall.n·
ing Izipping, bulloninU,sn8ppinglthem
wilh holp
O,nseti "til wilh help in pulling or pUlling
on mOlt clothes and 'ellening
them
Cooperate,
when dlened
bv IXtending
"'rm,

01 legs
I Mull tJo dloned
completoly
SHOES (Check All
uatom.nllthl1
applyl
•
Pull on shan correctly
without
.uistanc.
b Ties shoe laces wilhout
auistance
auillaoce
Untie. shoe IICII. wilhout
R.moves
shoel withoulauin,nco
__
NONE OF THE ABOVE

2
1

aU at.tements

·

Cleans

'1·1511

Ihat applYI
shoes

when

needed

Puta clothes in dlawer
PuIS soiled clothe 50 in
laundering/washing,
reminded
d Hangs
up clolhes
u.mindad
NONE OF THE ABOVE

or chesl neally
ploper place 'or
wllhout
being
wilhOul

Use.

M.kes

O

ing facilities OR uses banking
not make change correctly
Adds coins

being
1·(58)

HANDLING
banking tacililies'independently
change correctly
but does

5
..

1

Ooos nOI use money

but does

not

UK

facilitie.

but dOll
up to one

change

correctly

and buys all own clolhin9 without
help
and bUY5 some 01 own clolhing wilhout

..
-

1

Makes minor purchas •• without
help
soh drinks, etel
Does .hopping
wilh slighl wpervision
Does shopping with close IUpervision
Does no shopping

WRITING
6 Wriles senlible and understandable
5 Wliles shOft notes and memo.
Wriles 0, pI inlS lorty words
3 Writ'" 01 plinls ten word.
2 Wriles or plints own name
I Cannol writ. or print any words

O ..

Icandv,

leiters

3

e
f

noill'
Chuckles

lotughs when

01

hClPPV

2
1

Uell4Js hooks

1

o

usas compte .. Jentences
cOnlein.
'"bul," etc.
ing "bececw,"
A,ks QueSlionl using words such 8S "why:'
"how,"
'·what.·'
otc
Speaks in simple serlfences
II non-vorb.al or nearly non-varbll

READING
6 Reads books lUilabh.
• ye..,.s or oldOl

o

bank·

.

denominations
not make

'·(62)

kJitalJl.

tor child, en nina
lor chilolen

wvan

V."'S old
Reads simpl. stories or comics
Recognizes
len or more words by 5ighl
Rtlcognizes
v.rious signs, "ONE WAY,"
"NO PARKING:'
'WOMEN,"
"MEN"
Recogni;us
no wOfds or signs

COMPLEX
INSTRUCTIONS
ICheck All
"ale·
menlS thill applV)
a Undll"taRlh
IOSllucliuns
conlillning
prq)o,iltons
e.g., "on," "in,"
'·l.JiIIhmd,·' etc.
b
Undentands
inuructions
retelling
10 the order
in which Ihlngs mu$! be
done, e-:u.:'·'inl
do ... thin do ... "
c Underl1ands
innructions
requiling'
decision,
'·If ... , do thi.; but if
nOl, do ...

"

NONE Of THE ABOVE
1·1641 NUMBERS
6 Does simple addition andlor subtracllon
5 Counts len or more objects

o

~!!p-

.

1-(59)

various

dollal
Uses monoy

PURCHASING
6 Choos.es
5
Choo"s

O

0'

2

O

ur hom

Goes around ~'ounds
01 Q couple
of blocks
tram home Wllhoul getting lost
Goes around cottege,
ward, 01 home
~eu.~<?1t when.ev..!, s/heleevlIs
own living area

MONEY

AI I

1.1611 SENTENCES_
4 Scmenmes

1-1631

SENSE OF DIRECTION
4 Goe. s..... rill blocks hom grounds.
hom., withoul
gelling 10f,1

3

10,,1,"

NONE Of THE ABOVE
with verbal

CARE Of ClOTH!NG
(Check

0

to soap

O
1.(55,)

unaided

dfl!\SC~ self

prompting
..

waler

and compleles
bathing
and dliOi soli complelely
prompting
or helping

Cooperates
when
by others
Makos no aUempl

1-1541 DRESSING
6 Completely
5 Complltely

2

NONE Of THE ABOVE

1-1521 BATHING
7 Prepales
6 Washes

IN PUBLIC

Ordors complete
meals in resteurants
Olders
!limplo "1eals lik" hamburg.,.
hot dogs
Orders soft drinks al soda fountain
Does not ordel 'ood at public eoting

DRINKING
4 Drinks

AT TOILET

c
d

applvl

Lewers penis at the tenet Without
help
b Sits on toilet seat without
help
cUses
toilet tissue appropriately
d Flushes
toite t altel use
Puts on clothes
Without help
I Washes
h"nds Without help
NONE OF THE ABOVE

!.:.IIIN

1

h dble IU say !sIY") 41 II!"" iI lew
words lit yes, enter 6 in CHcle)
Nuds htl~ or smiles 10 , .. preu h;rppi·
neu
Indicates hunger
Indlcat.s
wanlS by POtnling Of vueal
noise.
E .. preue,
pleasure or anger by vocat

h

o

~I"II

.... t,II'P· ...
iI

Ne v er has loilet eccreeras
Never hds 10l1el ecc.cems duong the day
Occ .. slunally has ludtll accidu"t~
dUliny
lhe dav
frequently
has (oilet accidents dUllng the dav
15 not tenet named
at all

without

1·1461 USE Of TABLE UTENSILS
7 Uses knif. end lark corlectly ~nd neatly
6 Uses table knife lor cutting or splaeding
5 Feeds salf with spD(?n and fOlk· neatly
4 Feeds self with spoon and lork

0

TRAINING

SELF·CARE
that

0

by Iheir

ten seconds
two seconds

5
4
3

J

1'111 VllllIAt
.lIItf'tltltllhl

TOILET

1

Spoech
oasily understood
Speech
somewhat
dillicult
10 understand
Speech
very ditlicult
10 understand
Speech
is not understandable
but makOl
sounds
1 Makes no sOUnds
VOCABULARY
!Including
.igning.1

,

0

NONE Of THE ABOVE

5
4
3
2

5
4

1-1491

1-1651

o

4

Mechanically
counts 10 ten
CounlS tWO objects bV saying ·'one .. _
two .....
2 Discriminales
belween"one"
and "many"
or ".101"
1 Hal no undell13nding
01 numbers
TIME (Check ALL naflnnenulhel
apply)
a Telh tim. by clock or Witch
coneclly
b Underllal1ds
lime inlervals, e.g.,
Ihere is one hour bel"""een 3 :30
and 4:30
c
Undetuand$lime
eQuivalenu.
e.g.,
''9:15''
is the same
"Quaner
past nine"
011 clock with
d A$loocialeslime
various aclions and events
NONE OF THE ABOvE

3

a,

'·1661
(
~
'-_
'-1671

.w..

ROOM CLEANING
3 CI•• nt room won, •. g.,
pAng.
and tidying
2 CI•• ns room but nOl thoroughly
1 Does not deen room at all

'-(73)
doSltog.

FOOO PREPARATION
4 Ptepares an adequate

complete meal lmay
U$Ocannod o. hOlon 'oods'
3 Mil.os.nd cooks simple food ••. g.• hiel eggs.
m."es pancalto •. cooks TV dirV'Mtll. etc.

C')

2

roods requiring no mixing or
cooking. e.g., .. ndwches. cold coreal. etc.
1 Ooes not prepate tood at .. ,

'·(68)

O
'·1691

3
2
t

dishes and

o

01

1-I75t

o

1-1711

hi. own activitie •••. g.,
tasks, gam ••• ole
Asks if thoni i, something
him to do
0' UplOf85
lutroundings
••. g., home.
yald,ote
Will engage in activitios
only if o .. ignod

'01

01 diroctod
1 WiU nol ongoge in assigned
putting
eway 10yS. etc

activities.

(j\

00

o

IOf ot la... filteen minut ••
3 Will pay attantion to purpo •••
10f

,

1-1721

at I.ost

'01

PERSONAL

'" V.ry

o

uI

activit ..
•• fulectivitio.

to olhels

in

a

socially

merme,
IN GROUP

ACTIVITIES

"J

()II .• ,IIJllldly

1

wllllln the lasl ~ weckl
Frequently
(mor. th .. n
within the lest 4 week,

FAMILY/ADVOCATE
INFORMATION

numbed

tha la,t 4 w..,ki

1~'luln"lliloull.1

Wlltlk)
2·IJOI

S

tim.,

per week)

2-IC.rd II

2·(101

Run. oway 0' ""mpll

2·1111

II unlruitwor1hy,

to ,un oway

e.g. lakes other',

0

proporly,

2·(131

Remove.

or t •• ,. off own clothing

2·1141

Injure ...

U

2·1151

Is hyperKtive

0

0

body

any

0
0

()

01 time

Di'J)lay ...
IItllualllh"

2·1181

o

In.ppropri.tely

••. g. will not ~.it Itillior

xu~1 b.havior
(het.ros.oxu.1
or homo·
il IOci.lty unacceptable.
e.o. 10fC:ibte

o

0

II wilhdrawn.
e.g. extreme
inactrvilY ..... tr.m.
Ihynen.
e.. tromo unrnponsivena
..

2-1331

1-(78)

Thre.tens

01

does physical

10(71)

Oemagal

own

H181

DiaNpt. otho,' •• Ctl......

'~1.1

U ...

I-(SO)

Is rebeDioua.

vtolonca

Of

odwr's

property

",o'ano '" hootllo I... u...

fonoWIng

e.g.

ignora.

If\Itruc;IIO',.

fogulattona.

to othol'

0

RESTRAINTS
Does this person's

0-

0
0
0
roStSts

program

include

0" No
t • Yes. in wril1.n plan
2· Yes, but not in written

2·1241
2·1251
2·1261
2-1211
2-1281

2-1291

any uf the following?

o

plan

TUn. out or exclusion over
5minut ..
Overcorrection
(reno,ing
situation
to better than no""al
state)
M.chanical
fastr.inl
(muffs.
milli. any form 01 binding'
Pnyucal reunint
l,.rl1riction
01
movement
by another penon)
hol~lion
(in room with doo,
closedl
Chemical restraint tany
medication
gNen in emergencies
to control behavior!

Of

0
0
0
0
0
0

prn

cunlac,ed

5
4

J
2
1

or prourillTl Utili Oy ph un.'
No lamily
NINer
r .....tee a vltar or lun
About elle,V Ihree.monlh.
About once a month
About once.
week Of more

did family

memben

vi'it

th~ per'-On

lin pint yearl?
6 No family
5 Never
4 Twice.
ynr or leu
3 About ov.ry throe months
2 Aboul onc •• mOHih
1 About once I ...... k Dr rno,.

How ohen

o
:::::"::~~n~::'O',~~:::~'
POW ...
0

'tlmlly

person

6

How olten

2·I'9·2318LANK

MAlADAPTIVE
BEHAVIOR (Entor code numbe,)
4 Never observed
3 Not oblO",ed within tho tast 4 woeks
2 Occasionally
(5 timo' or leu per wook)
within lhe I.. t 4 weeks
1 Ffequontly
(mOle than 5 time. per we.k)
within tho lilt" week'

In the potU yt!iJr. hu .....DIlen hitllhe
the

8SU I

2.(9)

longth

MALADAPTIVE
BEHAVIOR

BELONGINGS

dopendable
• alway.
t..... f;ale 01
boIongings
persona.
3 Usually dopenda~
•• U.UllUy lakea car. o'
pellonal
belongw.g.
care of peraonal
Unreliable·
.. kiom ta"'S
belonging.
1 Not responsible
.1 all • doea not take care of
personal
beklnging.

N..,or OhMIV~1
Nul uh.all/ltd wllhin

Displ.ys stereotyped
behlvior.
e.g. rock,
back and forth. ha. h.nd, in motion

tOf

activit ...

lEn, ... coda

:J

2·11--81 REPEAT

2·1111

ten minut ••

WUIpay .ttanlKln to purponful
lot" ., le.. t five minut ••
Will not pay attontion
to purpo
as long .s livo minute.

BEHAVIOR

4

lie' Of ehe.1I

4 Initiat .. group activities It I.... tOma 01 the
tim. Ueadar end organind
3 Participun
in group Klivitill
IPQntaneously
.nd .. gerly (activ, p ... 'icip.ntl
2 P.rticiPilln
in group Ktrviti .. If encouraged
10 do iO (pouiv' pallicipantl
1 Oon nOl porticip~to
in group .c:tiviti ..

AnENTION
Wih pay attention
to purposeful
activitio.
moro than liltoon minute •• e.g .• playing
gomes. raoding. cleaning up
4 Will pay anention
to purposeful activit ...

respond

PARTICIPATION

e.g .•

5

not

acceptable

INITIATIVE

3

WITH OTHERS

interaclion

1 00"

4 Initiates mosi of

w

1-1741 INTERACTION

4 Inter.cts
with other.
in group g.mos
J Interacts
with others
lor at 1.81' a shan
Of' offaring
period of tim •••. g .. showing
toys. clothing or objecls
Inter.ctl
with other imitatively
with bul,

go .. to WOfkahOp
In ech9ol. or ,etired

MALADAPTIVE

NONE Of THE ABOVE

COMPLEXITY
Competllive employment
In pr.'1ocaUonall,oining,
Por1or~ no w~

•. nOIOhOOfl.
poople nol reg·

01

ula,lyencountered

2 CI•• ,. toble 01 unbt •• k.~. di,h •• and
silvorwol.
1 Do.t not cleo' tabl. at aU
JOB

him. e g.. cln.male
Know. tho name.

o

simple

TABLE CLEARING
3 CI08'S tabla of bf .. k.~.
glBllwat.

O
'·1701

Proper ••

o

AWAREfrIIESS OF OTHERS (Check all." ••• ppty)
a Aacognil.'
own tamlly
b
HecOQlnlle. people oU'"t, than lamll.,.
(if b IS checked. Check a)
about otho' •• o.g~ JOb.
c Ha. inlOfm.hon
addros .. rolalion 10 eeu.
d Knows Iho namos 01 people close 10

did Ihi. penon

Vilil wilh the family

their home or on outlnUllin
pa51 y ..
6 No Ilimily
5 Nvver
4 Twice a Veer or 10"
3 About ovary Ihrlll monlhs
2 Aboul once. month
1 Aboul once a week Of more

at

t11

How olum did the Friend·
Advocate make conUtet
by phone or vi.it (in past yea"?
Note: An Advoc.te
is nllilhe, a lamily m,mbflr nor.
person whose job involvel direct conl4K1 With Ihe
indillidual
Leave bl~nk if person self·advocalel
6 No Friend - Advocate
5 Nev.r
4 Twice a year or leu
3 About every th,ee month'
2 About onte a month
1 Aboul once I week or more

RESIDENCE INFORMATION
How many o,tt!, poopl, live at thi. person',

2·(34)

residenc.?
Non.
tOne
2 Two
3· 3·5

o

o

4 6·10
5 11·15
6 16·20
1 21·25
8 26030
9

MOle (han 30

7·1351

o

How many times has thIS person moved residences
in
th'" p~U '1edt} Include any change of add,",.
Enl.r
num04!f a 10 9,

MEDICAL INFORMATION

o
NEXT

7·1361

MEDICAL
NEEDS; In gen.rlll, how urgent
son", need IOf medical cilut1
(Enter code numbed

4

i

No

9

Not appllcoilble

ITEMS:

i. Ihj~

pelf

o

4
J
2
1

Generally has no Mrious modical n.eds
Needs visiting nune andlor regular visin

2·(40-411

It thiS perlon

tion, name

h .. II lile-threatening

medical

00·
98·

This month
Never
N/A

__

very

2·(42-431

__

2·(44-451

__

2·146-471

__

months

How many

2·(48..c91

__

How mdny

lince

general

since

blood

munths

Qym:cologlul

sioee

lewis

exam

tJy

a

uoce

exam

o

4
J
2
,

2·1381

o

2·(50·511

4 wHklhas

in palt

this

How many

days

in Pilil 4 weeks

have

thil pelIOn',
normal actlllltleS been
stricted tu:ciluse 1.11 hedlth ploLlernll
IEnter numl)l~1 01 ddY$, 00·291

7·11 !reiIU'll' pcr 'leur
One-sill. \CUUfes plIr yOllr
Has docunll,"II:d
history ot seizures,
no seizures currently
Doe5 1'101 have .eizures

h th.r •• wrinen
program
1 YIt!,.TIHP BSreQUlfed
2

3
•

2·1571

than nine, enter
its dO$a9t!1

9)

o

What kind 01 medical coverage
il mall
tal Ihi5 perU)n?
1 Medicaid
IM.A.!. blue cald
2 MNicilld IM.A.I, green cald
3 Medicaid (M.A.I ..pink c."rd
4

5
6
7

TiMES

~

8
PHYSICAL

Medicaid
Ml'dlcilre

card

turned

olten

o

MONTH

members,
OATE ollHP

.id

0
00
walkel.

brace?

.r.

____

or cane

0

prn.nt

gram

Ule REVIEW
or TlHPI1

!lO.h

How m.ny

in th.
to

99;

P., D• .,

number
bl.nk

How

1.1"

m.ny

weeks

linc.

ot

it not

the

C=~M~('.;cr v::itcd thi~ p:r.
son.t
th. rnid,nc,'IEnler
numt.'
of w .. kl, 01 to 91.
,nt,r
98 if nwer)
2-161)

:J
.

11th. nam •• nd phON
number
of this perlOn's
MllNIg" r~ily
.... ilabl. to It.tt 01 the rftid.nce1

1
2
9

v.
No
Don't

know

How much is paid tor thia
penon's
retidenti.1
plxement1

This

should not include 8ny portion of
the penon',
SSI or other publiC auin·
.nce money. Accept pel day, per w .. k.,

figure

pro·

applk:abl.)
2.(65-66)

COSTS
2'178·80)

or objectlvft
written

pl.nllEnttf

DO.II,Ol

5.

2-(76·771

What is the .pprovlli
dote on
th.wrintn
pl.n (tor Pennhuf1t

clan

uled

AIDS:

Hearing
Helmet

YEAR

DO

··00
DO

2'(74·75)

plan at the

__ 1_ ...:...

2·159621

Ie·

Private Insurance
IBlue Crou·Blue
Shield, etc.)
Individu.l',
Of tamllv',
money pays tor medical
care
CLA lundl pay lor medical care

Glines
Wheelchair,

3.

2·(72·131

Y",IHP
•• required
bV p.en.nhu.'51 court ardor
Yea., LMP, IPP. APR. Of 'Imll,r wnu en program
plan
No

in tor HMO memOel~ip

Needs, but doel 1'10\ halle
Need'! and ha'!, but doe$ nOt Of cannOI
Need i, has. and us~s
Has ",0 noed
2·(531
7·1541
7·15>1
7·1561

pl.n fa, this polilsonl
by Ponnhur\!t
court crcer

a coPV 01the wrmen progr,m
,,'the,e
penon',
r.,ide~1
1 Yea
2 No
8 Nol applicable, no plan

2·163041

CURRENT
MEDICATION:
How many dillerent
prescribed
medications
(other than lIitamins or h>pi.
cal ointments)
afe adminiitered
dailyl(Enier
num·
ber. " no~,
enter O. II gleater
What is the medical 1011Is} and

__

O
2·(581

by a

person requited
hOlpilal care (inpatient,
Outpatient,
emergency
rooml?
(Enter
num/)4!r 01 day', 00·281

SEIZURE FREQUENCY
IEnter cod. numbert
B Continuous
intermittent
seilures
1 Appro .. imale1y one per day
6 ApproJl;imately one per week
5 Approllimaloiy
ono per mOnlh

2·151)

99 II mal,l

(EnUI

mcmtu

Howmanydayl

·00
7·00

2·(68·691

2·(70·711

months

denl!l1?

7·1371

Plan?

INDIVIDUAL HABILITATION

checkup?

How milny

GOALS

th' 5 mal! impoqanl
in Ihis p.non',

IUSE GOAL CODES - EACH
MAY BE USED ONLY ONCEI

wele che<:kecJ? IEnt!:r 99 JI not al.ll.llo·
cal.lh:.BrtiOlncveh
ale ilO~OII~"t
lUI
leilUII! rncus and Inhium;
Quesll()O.lJ't!
iU best 101 psychOlfOpiCl.l

condi-

it :

current

PLAN

How many
medical

What an
goal ,r.al

. no meds

99'

10

the doctor
Has Me-threatening
condition
that requites
rapid eccese to medic.' care
WOUld no, survive without
14 hr, medical
personnel

PROGRAM

ilt reSidence
of
h mere a recold Oogl mamtained
all medlcatlonl
and thllil adnlll1ntl,,'lon
101 'I'll'
Pl"ioOn!
I
Ves

2·(391

c...

per monlh, por vear. Conyert
day and round to 3 digiti.

10 pel

_____ P.,----3·(1·8) REPEAT 9SU"
3,(9) 3 (Card _I
3'(10-121
How much per month doe, (his penon
P.. yOO"td\ receive
in SSI or other 8ssistance
payments?
Round to 3 dlgitL

DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
IN THE PAST 4 WEEKS
(EXCLUDING DAY PROGRAM)

LIST OF POSSIBLE GOAL AREAS
GOAl S CONt:LlININO
SHF CAnE.

sxm s.

010lesslng
02 Toilt:tinQ
03 Dome s nc acti\lilius

INUlI'lNUlNI

lIVINO

ANU

4:1 Ih',11II.1I1I11 HI VolllluhllWIII!tlllhnlllll
,IIyIIU".

Inouse

cleanino.

bcdmal..ing.

care

04 E~~ln~u:~~W'f12:di~~."~~~
~r~ltl:~~·II;.I~~ble
manners.
tatJle set ling aoo cltletring. eallng in tes raw enrs .
food o-eoaraucn.
etc.I
05 Bathin9 and/or washing
06 Grooming
and other hY9iene !toothbrushing.
hair
care. sha ....inu. COSOluliCS, etc.I
07 Undulstofldlnu
and US6 01 numbors
08 Un 01 money end pUlCh.ling
09 T t:tlhll~ tune
10 Handhng emerqencias
(lire precaution,
lirst aid.
telephone
assistance.
etc.I
11 Obtaining
ge~eric community
services
!how to obtain
medical.
fehgious.
psychological.
social welfare,
and other cenenc
services!
12 Motlilily/flallel
(gutting erounu
home. neighborhood.
use or public Ifansportalion.elc.)
.
13 Porsonal
health. cafe IrecognlZlng
signs 01 illness. use
01 medications.
nutrilion,
following
doctor'5
orders,
al1endlno
to munstruation,
etc.!
14 Use 01 tolephono
GOALS CONCERNING
DEVElOPMENT
OF SENSORY.
MOTOR.
AND COMMUNICATION
SKILLS;

w
.....
o

20Vision
fusing glasses.
cOllection
01 other eye
problems,
etc.)
21 Healing lusing hearing aid. correction
01 other ear
problems,
etc.)
22 Ambulation
fusing physical
aids when necessary.
cOllection
01 other motor Of orthopedic
ploblems.
muscular
strength
and contlOl. body balance,
gait,
runnino.
etc.1
23 Arm uso and hand·eye
coordinalion
lability to {]r~sp,
to manipulate
objects,
to use lino motor skills.
cOlltlclion
01 othor mOlOr or orthopedic
probl~ms.
u!,.illU phySical epPlJratus
to oid in mu~culer
stlenoth
and control. etc.l
24 Use 01 verbal language
25 Use 01 non·vcrbetl
communication
(signing.
gestures.
making needs known,
ellpr~~sion
01 fuehngs.
etc.)
26 US6 01 wrillen lanQuCtoe (readIng .. writing, understanding
01 malintng of wutten
Signs. etc.1
21 Sensory awareness
(sensory
stImulation,
sensory
InltHgrallon. etc,!
GOALS CONCtRNING
REDUCTION
OF BEHAVIOR
PROBLEMS;
30 RedUCtion 01 physical
violence
towards
other5
31 Reduct~on
01 hostility or threatening
beha ....ior
32 Reduction
01 property
damage
33 Reduction
01 btthaviors
that disrupt other's
activities
34 Reduction
01 rebelliousness.
resistance
to rules,
instructions.
dutit:s orders.
etc.
35 Reduction
01 running away or attempting
to run away
36 Reduction
of th.8lt, stealing,
shoplifting
37 Reduction
of lYing, cheating.
borrowing
without
Pt!lrnission
3D RUduction 01 physical
violence
10 sell
39 llt:dul.:tlon ul slcroOlypcd
buhaviOf. odd or repetitive
manflt:ttsms,
eccent"c
habits Of bilaue
oral habits
.40 Rdduction
of illdpplopriat8
verbetlilettion
or vocalilation
!prolaMy.
talk.illg 100 loudly. laughing inappropriately,
unpleasant
nOises. etc.1
41 Reduction
of ina~propriate
interpersonal
manners
!too
familiar with strangers,
violation 01 other's
fights and/or personal
space.
annoying
othels.
elc.)
42 ReduCtion
01 clothing
problems
(reluses
to wear or
removes
inappropriately.
tears or ~amages.
etc.!

4411adudlun
45 Heduchon
ueheviors
46 Reduction
47 HtaJucllun

UIIII IlvIIV.

ft_llllllln

tllIl"UIII,! UIIIU:'I.1I1I"''''''II".,1

til hVIIUIIU;lIv,ly
01 any lund 01 inapplOpllat~

sellual

01 psycholoU'cal
d.stvrbence
uf 011101 lwhaviol
IJlulllcllI:'

hJc~cIlLot!·

FORMALL
SKillS

soectuc

Y STRUCTURED

TRAINtNG
programs

AND

SCHEDULED

PROGRAMS
prolliding

ecti ...ities 01 wll·help,

social

education

and Haining

interaction,

in essential

and independenlliving.

EXACT

liN
PAST

GOALS
SKILLS;

CONCERNING

OEVELOPMENT

A. Social Int ... .ction Tr.ining.
e.g. interpenonailkilll,
mannen

OF SOCIAL

GOALS
60
61
62
63

lell concept.

CONCERNING

and GroomiOl
Including toiloting

E. Family

USE

OF LEISURE

C, __
3·119·21)
D __

.
3·(22·24)

llf •• nd $ell Educ.tlon

.....

E. __

, ..•.

F. __

liYinQ $kills Tr.ining
F. Community
e.g. money hilndling, domestic
aCli\lilY.
obtaining
gt!neriC community
sel\licel, shoppinG.

H. Supenisionrrnining
(sports. hobbies.

WORKING:

70learn
appropriate
classroom
beha"'lor l!oiumg
Quiet, paying attention,
performing
aSSigned
etc.)
71 Improve motivation
to participate
and learn
72 Be tlanslerred
to a more appropriate
01 more
Of more nOfmaliling
school placement
73 Achieve mastery 01 speCific academic
skillls)
writing. alithmetic.
etc.

CONCERNING

.

Dov.lopmcnt

Cognitiv./Academic
Anding,
Drithmetic.

Skills
etc.

J.

Phyt.ical Th .... py
Se ......
ic8$ of Physical

Thorapist

10

still. being
actiVities.
in school
advanced
. reading.

TIME

80 It:arn to use tl!lc\liSlon apf.)topriately
Imore sel€ll.:tlvely.
le!os otten. al propel times. t:lc,)
81 Develop hoblJyl~1 . dr". cralts.
music. leisUle re .. dlng.
games.
collt:ctlng.
etc.
82 Develop skills i~ spons/athletic
activities
(regular
e.r.ercise, jogYlng. baseball.
basketball.
hOfS€lback rid·
ing. tennis. bowling.
swimmlOA. etc.)
83 leatn to use community resources
more tndependen~ly
(p_,,"'s. pools. mOllies. theatres.
museums.
chulcnes,
€ltc)
84learn
to plan 8Ilcursions
(day trips. vacations.
etc.1

Training.

3·[31 ~31
H. __
3·(34·36)

ActiYiti ......
camping

I. __
3·137·39.

.

.

K. __
3·(43-451
positioning.

l. OccupelionaJ
Thet"apy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S .......ices 01 an Occupational
Therapin

a ..... aor

. ..

,.
of speech

. ...••.....
than administration
01 routine

P. PlYdtoth.....py. . .
Inttlnsive psychologicallherapy

Q.

l. __
3·(4648)

Skills Tr.ininv
. . . . . . .
coordination
".ining

N.SpeechandH
.. ringTt.npy"
....
Se ......
ices. 10 improvlI r..ception/percePtion
O. Nurw.ingc.r..
Nuning care olhllt

Modi'K:aI~n
To reduce maladaPtive
Enter rough'
minutos

J. __
3·{40..c2)

K. MobiJity Training.
. .
MO\lement skills, skills to get around house and
community
(e.g. public transportation).
Include

M. SenIotimotOl
'.g. eye-hand

G. __

therapist

in Group or IndiYidual Recr"ljonal
use 01 TV. etc.llnclude
Hips. movie.,

t.

In

3·(28·30)

....

G. Recreation
Th
py.
Provided or supe
ised by a recreational

64lFo-:;~ j~~·i~~~~i~~0~~!~~~~~Ya;;;~~~~r~a~~a~~~ns9s.v:,~t:,~
vieWIng techniques.
filling out etpphcat1on, etc.!
65learn
how people are e.r.pected
to relate to employt:ls
and co· workers
GOALS
CONCERNING
fOUCA nON

GOALS

Skilb

3·125·211

self esteem

l"Hun the concept
of working for pay
Improve motivation
to work
learn specilic
job slo:.tlls
Acluevo a now or botlttr wOlf,. pl;u:em€lnt Imety tJe
structured
aCllvilies center.
workshop.
10tJ !otatlon
ind'Jstry,
competive
employm€lnt,
etc.1

A
3·(13·151

01)111..... . . .

O. Hygiene

28 DAYS

8. __
3·(16·18)

C. hting
Skill, 0
Including food preparation

58 ImprOlle alieni ion ,pa~
59 Improve

. ...

B. O, .. inv Skill. O.,.lopn'l.....
Tnching.
not just htflplOg

50 Awareness
of others
51 One-to-one
interecucn
!Including conversation
tt:chniqut:s.
appropriate
behavior,
eTC.!
52 Group interaction
5::.1Family interaction
Iwith piHt:nts. siblings. OTher
relatives
and/or offspllng
54 Manners.
customs.
politeness.
etiquette
Iproper
behavior
in any SOCial :!oetting)
55 Civic and legal dutios !laws. ff:spect for rights 01
othors)
56 Se_ual interaction
57 Awart:ness
of propefly
and ownofshlp
!learning when
it is apPfopriate
to :!ohare. and when II
is appropriate
10 borrow)

perlorm!td

..............•
behevior,
on an aver.

.nd

language.

,. ,
mediCoitionl.

by a truined

therapist.

, ••............

M. __
3·(49-611
N. __
3·152·54)
0. __
3·(55-67)
. P._3·158-60)

DOD
3·(61631

day.

LJUHATION
1-1 min.
Smin.
l .. 16 min.
.. '"'lOmin,
6" 1 hi ,
6 .. 2 hll.
1" l hll.
S" 4 hu.
50' mor. hn.

2"

e ..

Interview With Individual

DAY PROGRAMS
AWAY FROM THE HOME OR .LlVING AREA

ITotM

DESCRIPTION OF PERSON'S
CURRENT DAY PROGRAMIS)
01

02

03

04

05

Adull Day Care
Prouram 01 aCli.."lIo, focusing
on tho basic
lask$ 01 everyday jivmQ father than work
(no wages paid)
Pre-Vocational
PrOQram 01 work· related training (no wages
paid) e.o learning to ccom. sorting. etc.
WOIk Acl;vilies Training
Prouram 01 work or work· related haining
(wage' are paid: less than 500Clb01
minimum weUe)
$hellered Employment
PrOUram 01 work or work· related training
(wagus are paid; more than 50% 01
minimum wage)
Compelitlve Employment

A. What
(Enler

Public schoot. special clall in ragul., school
Public Ichool,

23

Pri ve te school.

24

IPocial

hSI at

tetn

o
00

Record
Time

3·1661

8. How Manv Devs Pel Week
Does Penon
GoTo Day
Program?
(Enter Number,
1 to 71
II Two Dav Programs,
Record
Total Day.,
C.

3·1671

How Manv Hour. Per Day7
(Entel Number.
1 to 91
If Two Dav ProGrams.
record a"'.'8ge.
E.clude
navet

Whal is name and
01 day program7

0

o

2.

toceucn

3. Prulty

26
OTHER
30
80

90

Public

School,

homebound

DAY

ACTIVITIES

.OTHER

AT

AWAY FROM

NO DAY

THE

RESIDENCE

RESIDENCE

here1

o
o

. How does

this pers.on

normally

'r,vel

to the day

program?
1 Walks or bicycles
2 Uses public ueespcnauon,
escorted
3 Uses public IranSpOrlalion.
independently
-4 Residence
cecv.oes trans POri anon
5 Day program crov.ces transportation
6 County provides transpcnancn

PROGRAM
7

le.g. patel,anSIII
Other

4.15510~9

4.(]nO

4·I1BI0

4.(56)0,10

4.(721012

4.15710,11

4·1731
0

12

4.11910,3

whowork

her.1

;.12~

0

-4.17;IO~5MC

15
4.15910,2

much

'.17610'6S0

4.12210,6

A 101
IRecord

•. 16010,3

Verbatim)

usually

4.(7710'7IND
4.(61-621[0'4

Wid li~ing her.1

1. Yes
2.

4.163.64lrn,5

00'" blank

4·('2,'4)

4·115·161

4.179-8010=]"
4.16610,7

How many full tim. ".11 work ilt this
living area or residence
- DIRECT
CARE ONLY. NOTINCLUDING
THERAPISTS
AND OTHER
PROFESSIONALS?
In an ....erage

week,
by these

5-110-111[0'2
"16710,8

PO

[Oil

5·112·131
4-(2810"

4.16910,9

4.12910,2

4.16910,,0

4.13010,3

4.17010",

5.(14.,51[0'4
5.116.,71[015

how m;)ny hours
lull

lime

l1all7

5.118.,91[0,6
How many part tim. slaft work it this
living area or residence
- DIRECT
CARE ONLY. NOT tNCLUDING
THERAPtSTS
AND OTHER
PROFESSIONALS?

In an ''''erage
.re worked

000

•. 16510,6

4,(2710111

000

00

IMPR.

4.12510,9
4.12610,'0

are worked

4·(10·11)

4.PSI0'8INT

4-(2410,8

No

Is there anY1hini
el.e you'd
like to tell me about
livini h.re1 (Record
r~spon5'S v.r~,iml
Lee.".

3-178.801

AAP

4.1581-0"

linl.

Are you

~3 AAARR

4,17410,4

4.12010,4
like Ih. people

3. Prenv

00

week,

how

by these

pan

many

houfl

time Itattl

•.131.3511

I

•. 136..0011

1,5

4.(4,-451

1,6

I
I
1 I
I
1 I

4.146.4911
4-150-541

00

OJ

SISA

LS

1 .. Not at all

2. A

3·176·771
3·1701

*,

4'11710"

much

STAFF

Private schoct. paid tor by other than school
stimulation
or pre-schcct
training
program. not plovKted
setting

like living

PASS

PO lcont'!

GHMS

4.1231017

3·1751

system

Formal infant
development
et iesidential

do you

A lot

00 you

syatam

25

cod.

A lilli.

Commenu

3-1741

lime

IEnler

1. Not it all

4.

Ur

school

paid for bv school

How much

o

h4lPPY living herll?

2. No

3-(71)

3-(731

SITE REVIEWSCORES

in privatel

Are you ulu4IIIy
nume...r)
1. Yes

...

Is Spent

3·(68-69f

22

from

II Two Day Pro~lilms,
The One Where Most

EDUCATION
20 Pu~ic scbcct. regula, clau in regular ,choot
21

Type?
code

Compllllled

J·(711

'4

17
1,8

APPENDIX 5-1
CONS1UMER INTERVIIEWS

QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTITUTE FOR SURVEY RESEARCH
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
-Of The Conmomoeal tb System Of lIigher Education1601 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA
19122
STUDY #5~0-350-01

1.

Do you Iike living here?

OMB No.:
A SURVEY OF RESIDENTS
COMMUNITY

OF PENNHURST

LIVING ARRANGEMENT

AND

PROGRAMS

Date:

la.

Time interview

began: ___

A.M. ___

P.M.

Time

ended:

A.M. ___

P.M.

interview

Yes

1

In

2

of, a lit tie, etc.

No

3

Don I t Know

8

No Answer

9

you ever lived anywhere else?
(Have you always Iived here?)

Have

1

(Yes)

Parents

RESPONDENT'S

sort

between,

NAME:
Other

Inst i tut ion

2

(Yes)

ADDRESS:
3

No
CLA or
TELEPHONE

roup home

lo

(Yes)

Know

8

No Anwse r

9

Don't
TO BE COMPLETED
Pennhurst

BY OFFICE

Resident

BEFORE

FIELD USE

Number

_
2.

Base Service Unit Number
Cottage or Agency Name
Sex:

q

NUMBER:

M

F

Cottage

Do you I ike the people who work here?

Code:

I

Age:
Yes

VERBAL CONSENT FORM (READ TO R)
Hello, I am (YOUR NAME) working for
phia. What is your name1
if you can't hear anything I say. We
Pennhurst/in
homes like this one).
I
your life and what you do every day.
at Temple will ever find out what you
confidential.

We

think

It's

Important

Temple

a school in PhiladelPlease let me know
are talking to a lot of people (here at
want to ask you some questions about
No one but us and the people I work for
say. Our talk will be kept secret and
to find

out

about

you

and

your

o

most,

Don't

ANY RESPONSE

GIVEN

IN ADDITION

Know

NAME :

3.

Do you want

to keep on 1 iving here?
1

Ves

NO

unsu re

TO YES/NO)

_

10#:

8

9

No Answer

_

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

-

INTERV IEWER'S

2

3

No

Sort of,
(RECORD

not all, etc.

feelings.

If you don't want to talk to me, you don't have to, and you can stop any t,me.
101,11 you talk w, th me?
DYES

Some,

University,

I

,

,

..

p

. 4.

•

s

s

a

4

Do you have any real good friends?

,

4

•

0

;

+

Q

8.

I mean people you like a 19t.

Yes

(If no, skip to Q. 5)

a

1

How many?

6.

7.

..

+:

p

..

Are yciu usually happy or sad?
Happy

1

In Between

2

Sad

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

A lot (5 or more)

1

A few (3 - 5)

2

Yes

1

3

In Between

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

A Couple (1 or 2)
5.

..

Unsure

9.
4a.

c

Do you have a girlfriend/boyfriend?
Yes

1

Sort of, maybe, etc.

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

Do you ever see anyone in your fami ly?
sisters?

1

Sometimes

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

Are people here mean or nice?
Mean

1

Both, some of each, etc.

2

Nice

3

No

"fI~.wer
.,

10.

If you had one wish, what would you wish for?

11.

Where do you go during the day?

I mean mother, father, brothers,

Yes

Don't Know

Are you sick a lot of the time?

8
<J

(PROBE FOR AS MUCH DETAIL AS POSSIBLE)

o
12.

00 you learn a lot there?

16.

l.fyou could, would you 1ike to leave here and live somewhe~e else?

Yes

1

Yes

Some, somefimes

2

In between, not sure

2

No

3

No

3

Don't Know

8

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

No Answer

9

1

..

"

..

13.

14.

15.

t

t

2

00 you 1ike it there?

00 you make any money?

Yes

1

In between, sort of, a little, etc.

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

7

$

to Q. 19)

17.

What kind of place would you like to go to?

18.

Are you ever unhappy?

(IF CLIENT NOT WORKING, PROBE FOR SOURCE)
Yes

1

7

Yes, mas t of the time·

1
2

N:>tmuch, a little, etc.

2

In between,. some of the time

No

3

No never, not usually

3

Don't Know

B

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

No Answer

9

Are you usually sad or happy?

t

(If no,skip

19.

Happy

1

In Between

2

Sad

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

$

7

$

t

s

7

1

t

Is there anything else you'd like to tell me?

t

t t

7 S

.

'

.\

t

c

7 S

$

43

¢

$

20.

$

Would you 1ike

$

3

3

a

$

$

e

e

co

3

4

4

1

In between.

2

not sure

3

here

1)

, point

"

Ambivalent

o points

comments or observations

Show the one page glass and tap sequence.
Ask "Tell me what is happening here. Tell
happened to the glass",'

me the story

of what

Perceives
a single object and perceives
a sequence
"The glass is getting
(got) full of water"
"Empty. Full.

Full.

Full"

pointing

to the

pictures

9
Does not perceive
a single object or a sequence.
"This one got water and this one didn't".

-1 point
that

"They got water".

you may have?
2)

Show the picture
of the girl with the flower.
Ask "Tell me the story of this picture.
How does the girl

2 points

Perceives
both action and emotion·
"She colored the picture
and she'sproudlhappy/satisfied"

1 point

Percei ves emot ion
"She's happy". She likes
Incorrectly.

-1 point

labels

!'She's mad/sad",

3)

the picture"

einotion

Show the picture
of the boy and the bicycle,
Ask "Tell me the story of this picture.
How does the
Perceives
"His bike

1

Pgrceives
emotion
"he's sad", "he's mad"

RQint

feel?"

"She stole it"

2 points

-1 point

.

g

Li

8

Know

No Answer
any other

i

e-ioTioN LABELING INTERVIEW
SCORE SHEET "

Yes - go back

Oon't

Are there

2

to go back to Penrihurs t?

No - stay

21.

3

both action and emotion
got a flat and he is sad/mad".

Incorrectly
labels emotion
"He is happy". "He is glad"

boy feel?"

s

4)

1 po int

Show all 3 pictures of the boy getting spanked Set (3-5 seconds each)
Ask "Look at all these pictures and tell me the story of what
happens. How does the boy feel?"

2 points

Perceives the set of pictures as representing a single person
(percieves sequence) and correctly labels emotions.
"The boy (was bad) and got spanked and is sad/mad/hurt"

1 point

Correctly label emotions
"The boy is sad or mad or hurt"

00

-1 point

Incorrectly labels emotions
"The boy ts happy or glad"

6)

-1 point

Place all 3 separate "smile button" faces on the desk face up and
arrange. Then place all 3 photographs face up on the desk. Ask
pl ease match the photographs with the drawings
All are,matched correctly
Any incorrect matches

Show the five "Smile button faces".
reach.
Ask:

Leave them within respondents

7) Which one is most like how you feel about living here?
Most happy
5
4
3
2
L-

Which one is most like how the other residents feel about you?
Least Happy
1
2
3
4
5
Most Happy

,~

1

Least Happy
_

Least Happy

10)

Which one is most how you feel about the workshop?
2
3
4
5
Most Happy

Lea st Happy

11)

Which one is most like how you feel about the s taff?
2
3
4
5
Most Happy

Least Happy

12)

Which one is most like how you feel about the other res idents
Least Happy
1
2
3
4
5
Most Happy

Incorrectly labels emotion
"The boy is sad. the boy is bad"

5)

1 point

9)

Show all 3 pictures of the Boy Fishing Set (3-5 seconds each)
Ask "Look at all these pictures and tell me the story of what
happens. How does the boy feel?"

Correctly lables emotion
"The boy is Happy/Glad"

-1 point

"

Which one is most like how the staff feel about you?
2
3
4
5
Most happy

Perceives the set of pictures as representing a single person
(perceives a sequence) and correctly lables emotions.
"The boy goes (went) fishing and caught some and is real happy"

2 points

w

8)

APPENDIX 7-1
BASELINE FAMILY QUESl'lONNAIRE
WITH DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO EACH ITEM

OHa NO.:
EXPIRES:

08S-R-0370
Apri I, 1982

(0

Pcnnhurst

Res1dent's

Full

tI.lmf~:

(LAST)

(HI DOLE)

(FIRST)

mlllllil • :1(,. I y'~,1l":.

-l"i\Gil-Family

Impact Survey

for Pennhurst

Study

CD
This
~e

is a survey

of

are interested

of your

families

with

a relative

who

is a Pennhurst

in how you feel you will be affected

relative

into

feel your relative

the

community.

We would

also

resident.

by the movement

like

to know

how

to every question,
or you
past events.
In such
then go on to the next

question.
Even if there
questionnaire
Please

w
00
o

are some questions
you cunnot
answer,
in the enclosed
postage-paid
envelope.

an swe r by

or by filling

putting

an "X"

in the

box

that

best

please

fits

return

your

0
0

Resident's

Male

63.3%

Female

36.7%

Ovc r a l l , 110vi satisfied
a r e you
the services
your
r~l,]tive
hJ5
(CfiECK
ceived
from Pennhurst7

Sex:

you

will be affected.

You may feel you cannot
give an exact answer
may be unsure
of how you felt
when recall
ing
cases,
please
give us your best estimate
and

Pennhurst

the

\.that
above

is your r c l o t ions b i p to
Pcnnhurst
resident?

(CHECK OHE)

0
0
0

the

.

Father

16.7%

Mother

47.0%

Other

(PLEASE

SPECIFY):

36.3%

0
0
0
0

Very sa t i s f i e d

0

Veey

Did
bc s

ao swe r ,

Sornewha

your

ides

Have

I:

ever

you

been

interviewed

IKl

DYes

EXAMPLE

~hat

in a survey?

110

2:

is today's

(rOR THE REMAItIOER OF THE QIIESTIONNAIRE, ~E ~ILL REFER TO THE
"
PEtItlHURST RES 10ENT AS YOUR RELIIT IVE,
REGARDLESS OF ~HETHER TiiVSHE]
IS YOUR
CHILD, BROTHER, SISTER, ETC. THIS
IS DONE TO HAKE THE QUESTIONNAIRE
APPROPRIATE
FOR THE MAJORITY OF THE
PEOPLE FILLING IT OUT .. IF THERE ARE
AtIY QUESTIOIIS, PLEIISE CALL MR. DAN"'
KEATING AT 787-1356.)

date?

31

-TotvT

10.8X

d

t

At wh~t age did your
enter Pennhurst?

MEDIAN

=

relative

11.5 years
(AGE)

o

4.8%

dissatisfied

1.9%

i ss o t l s f I e d

l't~lativc ever
Pcnnhurst

DYes
EXAMPLE

28.7~

tleutral

(parents/other

in the blank.

53.n

satisfied

Somewhat

w lth
reO:JE)

or

live

at

home

anywhere
wi th

relatlves)1

36.4%
tlo

63.6%

If YES, pleose list the types of
res""idence,
ror e xamp l e , foster
fami Iy
9rOlJP horne ,ather
hospi tal,
p r i vat esc hoc I ,et c . :
I

55

4

;

2

5

5

5

¢

,

c

2

$

$

a

9

;

4

&

5

,

0

;

(

"

5 £J

f
['\~rfl'"

f'lIt'·fltlll'!"·",,hll!"",I.

r c lo t iv,. p;,rt ic l pat c
of the f o llow lnq?

-vour

(rl[ASE

o

(1-.;)

did
in anv

"'-

Preschool Activit i c s [I o r
cxamp lo , l n f an t s t Irnula t lon
Head

Special

Needs.

St~rt,

till

tlr~WI1I

~ct

Y=15.3%
N=n4.n

Set,

u

\.Jould

[]

manv

Public

D

11.15

t

years?

Y=26.1%
N=73.9%

school

educa t ion

o

Post-school ac t Iv l t Ics (For
example, voc a t i ona l training,
sheltered workshop employment)
How

many

W
00

~

[]

Weekly
Bi-Weekly
Monthly

10.0%
3.3%
30.9%

0
0

Once a yea r
L~c;s

to four times a year

th~n

medien1

ha t

r equ i res very
to m~dicAl

Needs

i t l nn
visits

v ls

rcgulnr

the

..r t cn i nq condition

lifc-thrc

rapid

and/or

to the

once

24.7%
10.3%

a yr.,)r

Never

17.9%
2.n%

nd

v

l

dun

i .. ,1
l
[r
I til
wor s e , and 5 me ans you
sc.i

relative

11.3't

care

nurse

l

l

s

IIljlY rl"I'lirr.

"

l

o

t

eli rr('rp.llt
.1".rwr.tr" nf
in tilt" CIIIIUTl,",lty.

of

C:i1rp.

yonr

c

om

is placed

~, where
1
think
things

",C"flS

you

think

w l l l change

t
for

0
0
[]

0

Three

to four t i,mes a yearl6.2%

Once a year
Less

Never

than once ·a

YCClr

Gencr~11y has
medicill needs

l.f your
5clectcd

no

CIIIINGE FOR
THE WORSE

serious

35.0%

rcl~tivc

for

were

movement

to

be

[]

Very

0
0

Somewh~t

I ikely to agree

B.9%

I ikely to agree

Unsure

5.0%
14. 5~

[]

Somev ...hat

[]

Very unlikely

a.

Your own soc la I life

Cj%

b.

Your job

c:t%

c.

Your

d.

FamlJy

e.

Your

0%
20.6%

job

spouse's

from

Pennhurst to the community, how
likely would you he to ~gree
with this decision?
(CHECK ONE)

unlikely
to

to agree
agree

B.7%

f.

q.

Your
Your

recreation

time
time
time

activities

at

home

0

Cr

alone
wi th your

spouse

wi th your chi Idren living

~O%

[:j9%

at home

C:r

h.

Fami Iy vac e t ions

i.

Your

j.

Your mentilily retarded relative's
relationship with other people

own

general

happiness

h i q ....wi 11
the
be t t c r
n

c

r

e

for

hanqe

if

your

Your mentally retarded
general happiness

relative's

l.

Your
mentally
relationship

relative's

Have

you

ever

been

to

a

m.

Your mentally retarded relative's
relatlonshJp with your spouse

Community

Living Arrangement
(~ group home
in the community with 2,to 10
residents)?

retarded
with
you

CHIltIGE

[1

34.0%

o

22.2%
No

77 .B%

n.

Your mentally retarded relative's
relationship with (his/her)
brothers

nnd

sisters

5
3.5%

0
0.5%

0
1.0%

5~.B'<

tfl1:

g,
. ,.

0

0

0

[j

eJ% 00%
35.6%

~

t!J
[j%
6.4%

0

n.n

e::t~ 0

2.1\:1:

0

0

0

0.3%

~

Fol

2.4%

lIS:;

51. 3%
36.3%

D

3.4%

47.1%

0

1.2%

0

0.5%

0
1.7%

0

,-,

0

25.9;:

0
2.2%
0
2.7%
0

D

14.....I!

46./;:

0
31.3%
0
31.1%
0

0

0

0
2.8%
0
1.7%

22.5%

CJ

42.4:::

0.7%

0

0

1.8:1:

47.4%

0
0

0.3%

0

35.9%

0

14.0;
42.2~

g%

0

Cf.tL·

g

4 .8%

~r

APf'L

Q%

5.fl%

c:J

CJnx

D

4

0.5%

0

0

19.5%

DYes

3
47.9%

0
37.5%
0

2.5%

D

EJ4%

CHAIIGE FOR
TilE BETTER

1-10

E~r f!J
42.4%

63.0%

.k.

B.nX

30.6%

a

m.1Y chi\no('

In the community.

6.4%

0.7%
0.9%
B.n%

Weck Iy
Bi-Weekly
Monthly

\,/('

11 fe

110101 YOU
(FOR EACII ITEM, PLEASE CII[CK rur BOX Willell MOST CLOSH Y RErRESHnS
THINK THIIT ITEM WILL CHANGE IF YOUR RELATIVE IS HoVEn FROH PEtlNHURST TO THE
COMMUN ITV • )

27.4%

doctor

How often did your relative return
home for a visit from rcnnhurst
during the last 5 years?
(CHECK ONE)

0

attention,

and

r.,mlly'S

26.3'~

years?

Three

[]

\...11 hout
personnel

".lIrvlvl~

IH.lt

Y=4.0X
N=96.0%

How often were you able to visit
your relative at Pennhurst during
(CHECK ONE)
the last 5 years?

[]

rct.lr.:dt:'d
i
l n t e r-n s t ed In how you think
If
your
r c la t l vo w.v; plilr.pri

NOl

[J

How many years?

o

cnrc?

Below

Day Cn~e)

or private

yoltr

((I,

Mcnt:dly

~~-hotJr

access
How

r:nll''''','r
m~dl~al

yllil

n~cd

I'rlnlivr'~

(CHfCK nNE)

CHECK ALL TlIAl APPLY)

proqrnm.

Ilow

D

g

g~ R
D
0
10.3%

CJ
5.r:

0

D

B.6'
CI

4.8%

38.3;'

D
8.3:;

0

0
20.0~

0

f'1~,,".("

l nd l c a t e how -,I rOflqly

you

.,' .......

ur

,1I~.'q,.f'!~

with

t.IH!

s t a t emcn t s .

rnllowln'l

NE ITilER IIGREE So/\EIIHI\TSTRmlGL Y
STROIIGLY SOll[\.IIIIIT
NOR 01 SIIGREE DIS,\GR~[ DIS~GREE
IIGHE
IICREE

(CIIECK 011£ nox rOR F.IICII
O,IJ[STIOtl OHIM.)
STRONGLY
/I(;nr:r

~-

- ---

(IS)
~
~

I br-l i ovc- th"l my ,.,,1.lliVf· has
r~ilch,.d (his/her) hi"h""t levr-l
of e duca t lona l and psychological
d~vclopm~nt ~nd will not progress much beyond thelevel
(he/she) is at now.

IQV

*

When

--------.

my

relative

home,

I prefer

remain

in the

(his/her)

-- ---_._---1-- .._-

lives

away

SOHrWIIIIT Nf Irurn IIGRF.f SOHEIIIIIITSTRONGLY
IICRrE
NOR OISIlGREE OISIICR[[ OISIICRFf

-----~.------_r-----r----~
5

60.a

11. 3r.

15.2%

same

entire

place

lifetimp..

61.7%

IIhen my relative lives away.
from home, I prefer that
(he/she) move from.a more protected residential
setting to a
more open setting as (he/she)
achieves greater self-help
ski lis.

14.8%

I

2

12.9%

12.5%

~

?

15.7"J,

5.1%

2.7%

*'

I bel ieve that funding

9.2%

3

5

16.5%

10.4%

47.B%

I

11. 7%

4

5

22.8%

19.8%

36.6%

~

5

6.0%

23.9%

16.9%

44.3%

3

4

5

16.4~

49.8%

I

8.4%

itv ,

10.0'):

15.5%

o

o
26.

Li

non

c

l

®

*'

to

o

l burdens
leave

for

the

c

o

r

3

c

if (he/she)

24.9%

Pennhurst.

; s

IIIU[O

s

011 /I[X I

26.7'/.

12.6%

27.

~

5

12.B%

36.3%

3

rclntivc

14.4%

wi 11 need In the future, how
much do you agree with this7

(conr

22.6%

13.3%

Norma Ii za t ion means that , as
much as possible, mentally
retarded persons are given
normal opportunities
for living,
working and school.
In thinking ~bout wh~t your

1Il.4%

IB.l%

PAror.)

$

7

2

19.n

11.1%

I

2

3

B.6%

$

s

7

$

2

n

2

7

Very

10.7%

9.3%

I,

15.6%

I,

15.0%

5
37.3%

~
56.5%

25.4%

fami liar

Somewhat

J-...

familiar

/lot familiar

p""

Need

more

Agreed

completely

3.6%

Agreed

somewhat

6.3%

Broderick's

Disagreed

somewhat

18:5%

Disagreed

completely

66.9%

describe

ho'" you fee I about

the decision

0
0

Agree

COMpletely

Agree

somewhat

0

Neutral

0
0

Disa9ree

somewhat

18.9%

Disagree

completely

61.4%

• s

15.1%

(SKIP TO Q. 28)

10.6%
decision

when you first heard about

4.8%

Neutral

Please

49.0%

information

Please describe how you felt about
it. (CHECK ONE)

0
0
0
0
0

I bel ieve that my fami Iy wi II
not have to assume added
of our relative

1

7

16.3%

Dc i ns tit uti on a 1 j z a t ion i 5 the
moving
of mentally retarded
persons
from the institution
into places in the convnun i ty.

o

3

2

8.8% -

I believe that all services
needed by my relative would be
avai lab le to (h.im/her) in the

were

I

homes as pos s ib Ie. In thinking about what your rel.JtivC!
wi II need in the future, how
much do you agree wi ttl this?

o

3

for

community
living
arrangements
is s e cur e a,nd permanent.

commun

rrt.Hdf·d
.,1 I,,"/rd to II V<' III P I "c(~"
.J f(' ar., ~llJch like no rtua l
which

How familiar are you with the recent court decisions
(Broderick's decision and the
Circuit Court appeal decision) in the Halderman vs. Pennhurst case?
(CHECK ONE)

handl. all situations which may
arise with regard to your mentally retarded relative.

I~

.*

Restrict
l ve
l v e c;;')ys thilt.men t n l Lv
·.liPllld
hrI"'r',nl,",

In thinking about whe t your
relat ive w lll need in the
how much do you agree
future,
w l th this7

~

Persons
who, work
in comrnun i t v
living
arrangements
arc knowledgeable
and skillful enough to

1(19':1

*
®

3

for

--

LCc15t

AI ternat

6.4'%

6.4%

from

that (he/she)

(0. The

t s

now,

(CIIECK ONE)

4.B%
10.B%
4.2%

; s

s

? S

?

o

a

$

,

5

t

4

2

4

TII('("(' a rr- cvcn t s \"Idc:h
m..,kr. t1~ .,11
rr.'·! It·n''.~. t:onrll';rd.
rrlJ~;t ri1l~cI .1nrl ""gry.
This generill f ce llnq may be descrlhed 1IS stress.
How much stress did you feel
when each of the f o llow lnq events hapl",ned'i'ii"Y'our IIfe and the life of your
mentally retarded relative?

.(FOR EliCH EVENT, PL(IISE CIIECK TilE BOX INOICIITING 110\0/STRESSFUL THE EVnJT \O/IIS
TO YOU.
IF THE EVENT 0 I0 NOT OCCUR, PLEASE CHECK THE SPACE MIIRKEO "0 I0 NOT
OCCUR.")
NOT
OCCUR

010

i®

Diagnosis:

When

officially
special
relative

you

was

--

mentally

16.1%

retarded.

1Q9

When

your mentnlly

relative

reached

w

00
W

When your
w~Iking.
When

the

relative

age

reached

--

®

the

age

When

retarded

your mentally

or

®
®

private

to

of educational
either in pub Iic
school.

Placement of the mentillly
retarded relative into an
institution outside the
home.
When a medical (e.g .•
seizure) or oehavior.1!
(e.g. , tant run,) c r i 5 i 5
speciric

was
(CONTINUED

to your

0.2%

5

l.7f

2

3

4

5

39.6%

2.9%

19.5%

0.9%

14.4%

I

2

3

'I

-g:y%

21.6%

3.3%

20.4%

5
2B.2%

--

1

relative

identified.
ON HEXT PIIGE)

24.0%

44.6%

40.0%

19.2%

I

younger

brother or sister began
act at a higher level.

®

10.4%

4

1.3%

at

became

Beginning
placement

2.3%

3

retarded

When your relntive
toi 1et trained.

relative's

69.3%

2

I

22.5%

which you would normally
expect a child to begin
talking.

I®

I

at

began

your mentally

relative

t/OT AT ALL
STRESSFUL

retarded

which you would normally
expect a child to begin
walking.

®
®

SOMEWHAT
STRESSFUL

were

told by a
that your

ist

VERY
STRESSFUL

--

I

2

2.9X
2

2.7%
2

44.7%

24.7%

3.4%

-55.3%

1
23.7't.

2.1%

2

3

19.8%
3

14.5%
3

13.2%
3

10.0%

II

5

2.0%

6.7%

II

3.4%

•

4

4

5

0.8%

13.2%

4

5

1.8%

7.2%

6.3%

-22.51.

1

72 .2%

I

57.0%

2

1.21-

2

3

13.5%

3

4.2',1: 11.9%

4

1.2%

'I;'

1.0%

5

5.6%

·5

3.5%

S

s

5

;

010

.....

-

®

for your
On~~t of puberty
m"nlally lei ilrdf!d n~l"t iVI:.

-------------------.

~

®
®

a

1

70.61.

7.0t

17.3%

24.7%

o
o
o
o
o
o

3

2

2.8%

41.1\1-

30.21.

II

7.

3

If your
~rould

15.8:?:

rcliltive

you

what

34~ 1%

4

3

1.72:

5
13.1%

3.3%

5.9%

"
0.4%

5'
9.9%

were

to

size

prefer

5

1.4%

15.3%

Pennhurst,

leave

facility

him or her

to

1 ive in if 1 I v lnq awav from
home?
(CHECK ONE)

6.8%

72.0%
30.9%

o
o
o

o
.. o
o

Alone

or wIth

iI

roommate

15.1%
36.1%

to 5 residents

22.8%

6 to ID residents
11 to 15 residents

7.9%

16 to 25 residents

4.1%

Over

13.8%

25 residents

If your relative wer e to leave
PcnnhiJr'Si., how much
supervision

and/or care do you think (he/she)
would require?
(CHECK.Ot/E)

Self-care
(grooming,
hygiene, dressing,

65.7%

lt ion)
t

be rnpv , 30.5%

Work and work-training
(preparation
and training
for work)
.
(DESCRIBE):

2

1.5% . 19.1%

I

Medical (check-ups,
surgery,
physical therapy, dental,
nursIng) .-

Other

4

1.I3X

66.4X

48.3%

Speech ("valuiltion,
l ra inl nq]

1

6.1\%

8.0X

Behavioral
(therapy,
behavior modification,
eliminating
problem
behavi ors)

Recreation
(trips, hobbies,
sports, arts, crafts)

72~Il':'

4.n

7.

1

Academic
(basic reading,
writing and use of numbers)

~

J

0.8%

I

If your relative were to leave
Pennhurst,
whIch of the followIng kinds of servIces do you
thInk will be more Important?
(CHECK UP TO THREE)

o
o

7

NOT liT IILL
STRESSFUL

.

--

~iscussion
about guardlanship proceedings.

$

------l---

SottEWliAl
5TltE5SFUL

16.11'1.
t.n
27.0'1 . .. -'7b:n ._----_
...- . -.. ---

relative's

'Init ia 1 discussion
ahout
movement
of your relative
from Pennhurst Center.

s

£

,---

VERY
STRESSrllL
I

---

Succes s rill r.omrl('tlon ('Irnn
program.
educational
Menta Ily retarded
21st birthday.

!

----_._-

/101

OCCUlt

nu t r

--

S

-- ----

5

18.9%

,

Ci

o

None

o

Weekly visits

15.6:1:

o

8.3%

o

o

o

thing

D.7%
to make sure eve rv-

1.6%

is all right

Daily check-up visits to make
sure everything
is all right
Daily
visits,
plus occasional
minimal a s sLs t anc e

3.4%
1.6%

Someone on duty at residence
8.8%
durin', w.lkill'lhour'. lil'ovidln~
help in norm~l daily nctivilies

2',

Someone on duty
hours
with daily actIvities

to he 1p

83.9%

rr

In

l vc \Olen! to l(~"vr.
Pe nnbu r s t , which of the fol1m-liog
your

1'(~1.,t

situations
(him/her)?

o
o

would you prefer
(CHECK ailE) .

for

sisters,

To Iive wi th persons who
function at a simil~r level
and have simi1ar
h~ndicaps

55.

h~ve

no

ri

21.1%
iI.

handicaps

To live with a mixed
persons,

50ns,

some

Immediate

dau9iltcrs,

on a da iIy basis?

h. on a weekly

To live wi t h persons "ho
func.tion at a 'ower level
with somewhat more severe
handicaps

of

your

to

Lf _'jIY,

knn\ol wh i ch ,
(,mol j(Hl.,1

-;Uppf\lt.

NOT
APrLl
CABLE

-

till'

ot br-r

22.0%

a.

rriends?

supportive--that

31.5%

it,

somf'!"'/hat supportive,

28.5%

mildly

16.8%

supportive.

o

no t vuppo rt i ve at all, or

c=J

it

20.3%
r

made

things

worse?

2.8%

op l e h.1VC p r ov i ded

i1~slstilncr.

(for

DAILY

b.

lIeiqhbors?

c.

Co-workers?

d.

Other

IIEEKLY

Proiest,

f.

Doctors?

g.

Other

MInister,

(PLEASE

0

Extremely

o

Very important

0
0
0

important

SI ightly

important

Not important

"
5.6%

56:2::

4~6X

63.S,r::

22.C?%

l~B%

2~8%

·31.%%

1~5%

2~0%

2hz

l~m:

61:4~

25,~'1.

2~0%

2~0%

5?n.

3~3%

61.5sX

I,

23.%%

O~5%

1~8%

3!6Z

5.2%

64!i:J%

23.'6%

O~7%

1 ~8%

a!81:

8~O%

57 :S%

3
8.5%

4

5

5.7%

13.n:

SPECIFY):

Somewhat

NO
ASSISTANCE

9?n.
4?n:

or Rabbi?

important

YEARLY

5~8t.

parents?

e.

MOtITHLY

3'.1%

a

!low we would like to ask a few
questions about yourself.
How important Is your religion to you?
(CHECK OtIE)
is,

pe
of

19?61.

59.2%

you could not ha,ye done with-

t.yp,.';

basis?

d. on a ye.1rly basis?

extremely

fnllnwln!l

of
nr

rREO.U[NCY OF AS~ ISTAtiCr.

lIould you say that the emotional
support you have re cel ve d from
family members as it relates to
your mentally retarded relative
has been:
(CHECK ONE)

o

l l kc

infnrrn:ltinn,

basIs?

c. on a monthly

0.9%

of whom

o

with

aunts,

have more severe handicaps
and some of whom have less
severe handicaps

out

W(~

yOll

ex.1mrl ... babv s l t t lnq , Ir~nsr"r",tinn,
elo..) wl t h rr~,1fd to your mcn t a lly
re t ar de d relative.
(CllreK 01lF nox 011 F.A(IIL1NF. nrt.ov)

group

o

,""ollici

Unw

uncles. etc.) do you talk with.
either on the phone or in person?
(RECORD AS MANY AS APPLY)

at all

o

to

H OF RELATIVES

To live with persons who
function at a higher level
and/or

o

Ifin

ncldlt

r~mi'y (lho." living In the same
hou,ehold wIth you). how many
rclativ~5 (r~rcnt~, hrothcrs,

38.5%
33.3%
IB.O%
5.6%
4.5%

I

2

7.7%

5.2%

,

2

$

so.

2

How frr.qllC"ntly

reli910ul

o

One

I"':

do

[]

Two to

hr ce tim"~

[]

Once a month

[]

A few times a Y"M

[]

Never

t

I,/holt

(CHECK ONE)
'16.41.

or tnorr. ., wor-k
.1

month

12.015.9%

or less

27.8%

w

00

is

4

your

(CHECK

OUr)

e

6

(I~mrntlHY or r.rad" School
(r.r"des I to II)

22.5~.

Some Hi!Jh School
(r.rilries9 to II)

16.B1.

[]

High School

35.01.

0

Some

0

Co IIeg" deg ree

[]

Some graduate
degree

school

0

Other

SPEC IFY) :

[o rma

q 4

,

$

( IF YOU ARE IIOT THE MOTllFR OR
rflTlIER or TIlE PENNIIUHST RES IOf.NT,
PLEflSE SKIP TO Q. 561

hiC1hc~l.

o
o
o

No

e

Qraor of
sp~usr h~!i comp1eted?

thr.

school

4

2.2f.

l school iog

54.

[]

No formal

[]

Elementary or Grade
(Grades I to 8)

0.4%

schooling
School

24.0%

o

High School

29.8%

[]

Some College

[]

College

[]

Some graduate
degree

school

[]

Other

SPECIFY):

(I to 3 years)

11.8%

o

VI

degree

(PLEASE

College

Technical School

6.9%

1.8%

~

What

vn»

hr.lw

(CflECK OIIEl

and whether

PI.n~"

pensions,

or not

1 i t e to
Plltch

know

t o t a l,

i ncome , hr:fore t a xe-; , you and
ynur ~p0ll!;r I·~cciv~rl in the l~st

sex,

age,

would

•

ret

Include

any

l r crncn t p l an s , e t c .

ret~rded.

33.9%

0
0

Under

(IF HORE SPflCE IS NF.EDED, PLEflSr.
WRITE AT TIlE BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE)
AGE

[]

Slo,non

- $14,999

1~.2%

SEX

HENTflLLY RETflRDED7

S5,OOO

$5,000

- S9,9Q9

27.01-

(I to 3 Years) ..B.3%

Yes

tlo

[]

S15,OOO

$19,999

7.5%

).2%'

Yes

tlo

0

$20,000

- $24,999

4.7~

7.9%

Yes

No

0

Over 525,000

Yes

No

Yes

No

or

(PLEASE

9.7%

L TH IS QUEST IOIltIAIRE
THANK YOU VERY HUCH FOR YOUR T IHr. MID COOPERAT ION. PLEASE 11f11
BACK TO US TODAY III THE POSTAGE-PAID
F.NVELOPE PROVIDED, EVEN IF YOU flflVENOT BEEN
ABLE TO FILL III EVERY QUESTIOtl.
Not app licable

3.8%
or

finillly.

,1ppr()y.im.1tcly

year.

they are mentally

21.5%

Some High School
(Grades 9 to 11)
or equivalent

or eqUivalent

•

a

S.

$

We would like to know how many
other children you have, their

7.9%

What Is the highest grnde of
school you have completed7
(CHECK ONE)

[]

s

$

a r t cnd

you

services?

$

is your racial

[]

lImerlcan

[]

Asian

0
0

Black,

0

White,

background7

Indian or Alaskan

or Pacific

Native .9,

Islander

not of Hispanic

Origin

. 4:

1~.5;

.4:

Iiispan Ic
not of Hispanic

.

Origin

B1. 7~

APPENDIX 7-2
POST RELOCATION FAMILY QUESTIONNAIRE

-Of

The Conmoruacal-th. System

Of Higher

IMPACT SURVEY

FAMILY

INSTITUTE FOR SURVEY RESEARCH
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

FOR PENNIIURST STUDY

FIRST FOLLOII-UP

Eduoat.i.on-:

1601 NORTII BROAD STREET
PHILAOHPIIIA,
PENNSYLVANIA
19122

(READ INTHODUCTION)
THIS IS A SURVEY OF FAMILIES Willi A RELATIVE WilD IS A FORM[R rEtitHIURST RESIDENT.
liE ARE INTERESTED ItI 110\/YOU FEEL YOU HAVE BEEN AFFECTED BY rur MOVEMENT OF YOUR
RElAT IVE FROI( PENNIIURS T . WE I.JULD ALSO LIKE TO KNOW HOW YOU FEEL YOUR RELATIVE
HAS BEEN AFFECTED.

STUDY #518-296-01

FAMILY

IMPACT SURVEY
FI RST TELEPHONE

YOU MAY FEEL,YOU CANNOT GIVE AN EXACT ANSWER TO EVERY QUESTION, OR YOU HAY BE
IN SUCH CASES, PLEASE GIVE
UNSURE OF HOW' YOU FELT WIlEN RECALL INro PAST EVENTS.
US YOUR BEST ESTIMATE AND THEN WE WILL GO ON TO THE NEXT QUEST lOti.

FOR PENNIIURST STUDY
FOLLOW-UP

IF THERE IS ,A QUESTI ON YOU CANNOT AtiSWER, PLEASE
ANSIIER AND liE WI LL CO ON TO HIE NEXT QUEST ION.

Time

Intervi~w

beg~n:

Time

interview

ended:

____
___

P.M.

~A.M.

Q

I'd like to veri fy 'that your
RESIDENT).

rclativels

name

INDICATE

is:

TIlAT YOU CANIWT

(NAME 0 F FORME R P ENtlllURST

P.M.'
(IF IIAHE"IS CORRECT,
ISR.)

IF NAHE

CONTINUE.

IS INCORRECT,

DISCONTINUE

AND CALL

..

CD

CASE NUMBER:

w

RESPONDEUT'S

!lAME:

--:__

~

_

00
00

ADDRESS:

(APT. #l

(STREET)
PA
(STATE)

(CITY)
TELEPHONE

NUMBER:

'-:(>.:;2..:.1
",,5 ):..-

(READ IF R IS SOMEONE
ItlTRODUCTION:

(Z I P)

IIhat is your

0

Father

0
0

Mother

@

OTII[R TIIAN TilE RESPONDENT)

(P~EASE, SPEC IFY) :

Other

IIhen did,your

.,

A letter was sent
conduct inC) about

(0

t

R requests

INTERV IEII[R'S tlAHE:

-,-

IF APPROPIATE)
a copy of letter

10# :

rciat

rve

leave

rennhurst1

(DATEl

lIello, I am (YOUR tlIIME)call ing for the ln s t i t u t e for

(CHECK

to (FIRST NAHE)7

(IF SAME PERSON ~IO RFSPOtlDED LAST TIME, CONTINUE.
AHRANGE TO CALL BACK.
IF SAME PEHSON NOT AVAILABLE.
IF SAM('P~RSON IS DECEASED, INTERVIEW SPOUSE ONLY.)

_

Survey Researctl of Tc~)lc
University.
to your bouse abou t the survey we arc
your rc la t ivc s move from Pe rmhu r s t ,

r e l a t Ion s h i p

o
_

Where did

vour relative

0

Co~~n

D
0
D

Pr Iva t e schoo I
Foster

Natural

Itv 1 iving

fami lv
fami Iv

go from Pennhurst7
arrangement

D
D
0

Other

ins t It ut Ion

Nursing

home

Other

(PLEASE

SPEC IFY) :

q

$

o

s

,

2

;

4

$

a

,

a

e

Yes

0
0

No

,

o

~

Is your relative still living in that scttlng?

0

,

4

know

0

Con-rnunl
ty living arrangement

0
0
0
0
0
0

Private school

weekly,

D

nlOnthly,

o
o

6, Where is your relative nowl
~

$

;

a

ONE)

o
D

(IF "NO," GO TO QUESTION 6,
IF "YES," GO TO (~UESTION 8,)

y a

(

How often were you able to visit your relc:ive in the last year:
(CHECK

Don't

o

4

4

three to four times a year,
once a year,

,

or

less than once a yearl

How often'did your relative return home for a visit during the last year:
(CHecK ONE)

o

weekly,

Natural family

D

monthly,

Other institution

D' three

Uursing home

o

once

D

less than once a yearl

Foster famll y

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY):

to four times a year,
a year

I

or

w

00
ID

f,;'\
7,

\rIas the move from the or iq i na l placement

to the current

placement

within the sallieagencyl

0
0
0

a move

\!J

How

urgent

do you

consider

your

ielativ~'s

need

f9i medical

OUE)

(CHECK

Yes

D

would not survive ,without 24-hour medical perspnl1el,

No

D

has life-threatening
rapid

Don I t know

Overall,
receiving

how satisfied
now:

are

you

with

the

your

relative

Is

access

condition

to medical

that requires very

care,

o

needs visiting nurse and/or regular visits to the doctor, or

EJ

generaiiy has no serious,medlcal

Overall

(CHECK ONE)

f

since

your

relative

was

needs1

selected

for movement

Into the con-rnunl
ty, how do you feel about that move?

0
0
0

very satisfied,

0
0

somewhat

sornewhat

services

satisfied,

:

neutra I,
dis sa tis f i ed ,

very dissatisfledl

0"

care:

0
0
0

very comfortable,
somewhat

comfortable,

neutral,

D

somewhat

0

very uncomfortable?

uncomfo

r t ab le ,

or

from

Pennhurst

(CHECK ONE)

@

aspects of your family's
in how you think different
Interested
has mov~d from Pennhurst.
mdY h~ve changed since your relative
\.Ie arc

please
For each statement.
Now I'm going to read ,J I ist of statements.
you st.'ongly aqr ee , somewha t ilgl·ee. nelttler agree nor
t e II me whether
somewhat
disagree
or strongly disagree.
disagree.

11fo

We'd 1 ike you to ima~inc a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 means things have.
changed for the worse. 5' ure an s you think -t h lnqs have changed for the
and ) means there hus been no change.
better

(FOR ITEHS 17 AND 21,

I

3

2

life

a. Your own social
b. Your job
c. Your
d. Family

5P~U.S~.~s

Job

recreation

act ivi ties

NOT
CHANGE FOR APPLITH[ OEnER CADLE

NO
CHANGE

CHANGE FOR
TUE WORSE

~

time

f. Your time

alo';e
wi th your

spouse

g. Your tIrne wi th your chi ldren
I i v i og at

W

0

0
0
0
0

0 0
D 0
0 0
D 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

D
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

home

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

D
0
0

,0
0

0

\0

0

h. Fami I'y'vac

a t-Ion s ;.

0

i. Your own genera I -happ iness

0

j. Your mentally retarded
relationship
relative's
with other people
k.

1Q.91hasbelieve
that my relative
reached (his/her) hlgh.-e s t

re tar dcd

re 1 ol t i ve ' 5 relationship
with you

m. Your' mentally

level

of educational

and psychological developp,rogress
ment and wi II ~
much beyond the level'
(he/she) is a t now.
1@lIhen
away

noy relative

I@When

from

home ,

2

3

~

5

3

~

5

.

I

my relative

aWclY from

I,

lives

prefer
rema i n in
that (heIstie):'
the same place fur
(his/her) ent i re Ii fet ime.

'I

2

I

2

lives

home, I prefer

that (he/she)' movc from

0
0

0

STRONGLY SOMEWHAT NE ITilER AGREE SO~IEWI!ATSTRONGLY
DISAGnEE OISAGREE
NOR OISAGREE
AGREE
ACREE

"

"

residenmore prolected
t la I setting to a more
open s e t t i nq as (he/she)
se Ifgreater
achieves
c1

,

"

3
'.;"11

5

,~

"

help sk ills ,

retarded
Your mentally
happiness
relative's
general

I. Your mentally

READ ALTERNATIVES)

Now would you say you s t rongl y ag'ree, somcwhtlt a9rce, ne i ther 89rec nor
or strongly disagree with the statement:
disagree,
d i s aq ree , somewhat
:
(REAO I~)

at 'home'

e. Your

15-23)
ron IT,EIIS,

(CIRCLE RESPONSE CODE ron I~ BELOW AND REPEAT pnOCEOURE

re ~ardcd

0

0 0

0

0

D

r-e l e t ions hl p
relative's
wi th your -spouse

0

0

0

,0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(READ ALTERNATIVES)

@ Pers~ns
munity

0

0

who work in com1 i v lnq ar ranqernen t s

are knowledgeable and
sk III ful enough to handle
which mcly
all situations
arise

with

regard

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

~

5

to you,.

retarded

mentally
relative.

0

retiu:d:ed
n. Y~ur mcntullY
relationship
relative's
wi th (h is/her) u~others
and sisters

0

0

0

®

0

0

I bel i~ve that fun'ding for
commun I ty I i v i n9 arrangeis secure and
ments
pe rmanen t ,

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

2

s

t

r

s

2

2

,.

t

1

s

g

,

r

7 r

r

,

$

4

•

4

4

o

¢

4

SlIlONGLy SOI1EIJItATNE !TilER AGHEE SOI1EIJIIATSTRONGLY
01 SAGIlf.EDISAGREE
NOR OISAGREE
AGREE
AGREE
~

I bel ieve
needed by
available
the corrmun

that ull services
my relative are
to (him/her) In
I ty.

2

3

4

5

i

burdens
for the
our relative
since

financial
care of

,

Q

,

+

a

4

Please de.c,'ibe how you feel about Judge Broderick's
In the tlaldcrman

versus

Pcnnhurst

case.

4.

original decision

Do you:

(CHECK ONE)
I

@ hasbelnotevehadthatto myassume
rami'ly
added
I

•

I

2

3

4

5

(he/she) has left
Pcnnhurst.

0
0
0
0
D

agree completely,

agree somewhat.
neutra

,

1.

:

disagree

somewhat,

disagree completely7

(kEAD ALTERNATIVES)

@

~~ormal iz a t ion means that,
as much dS possible,
mentally retarded persons
are given normal
opportuniworking,
ties for living.
In thinking
and schoo I.
about what your, r e lat lve
will need in the future,

Since your relative has l ef t rennhurst, which of the following kinds of
services do you think are sci II needed:
(CHECK ALL TlIAT APPLY)

I

2

3

I,

5

o

how much do you agree
wi th this7

0)

D

Tnt: l.e a s t Restrictive
A I terni)~
says that

menta Ily retarded
should

lie allowed

persons
to

i i ve

in places which are as
much like norma I homes uS
poss ible. In thlnkinq
about what your relative
will need in the future,
how much

do

you

ag

o
o

I

2

3

II

5

Academic

(basic reading, writing and use of numbers)

Behavioral (therapy, behavior modification,
eliminating prnblem behaviors)
Hed Ica I (check-ups, surgery, phys ica I
therapy, dental, nursing)
Recreation

(trips,

o

Self-care

o

Speech (evaluation,

hobbies,

sports,

arts,

(grooming, hygiene, dressing,

crafts)

nutrition)

therapy, training)

o

~ork and work-training

o

Other7

(preparation

and training

for work)

(DESCRIBE):

r ee

wi th this?

~i)
,

De ins tl t u t Ionn l l z a t Ion
i~ t he ~ll:Q'!~~~!lQf ~!~!H~~~y
r~tarded
persons
from the
inst i t u t ion Into places

In the CQnunun 1 t y . In
thinking about wha t your
r e latl ve will need I'n the
future,
how much do you
agree with this1

I

2

3

4

5

finally,

we would

1 ike

taxes, you and your
pensions,
retirement

o
D
D
D

o
o

Under S5,OOO
S5,OOO - S9,999
SIO,OOO - S14,99~
S 15.000

- $19,999

$20,000

- $2~,999

Over $2~,OOIJ7

to

spouse
plans,

know approximately

how much total

received
In the last year.
etc.
Was it:

Please

Income,

in~lude

before

any

APPEN:OIX 8-1
NEIGHBOR ATIITUD,ES QUESTIONNAIRE

r:

'1~~111Ull FOK SURVEY RESEARCH
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
-Of The CommorJUcaUh System Of lI~ghcl' Education1601 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA,
PENNSYLVANIA
19122
STUDY

I.

Do you like living here7

I

Yes

OMB No.:

#540-350-01

sort

In between,
A SURVEY

OF RESIDENTS

COMMUNITY

LIVING

OF PENNHURST

ARRANGEMENT

AND

2

of. a Ii tt l e , etc.

3

No

PROGRAMS

I

Don t V..now

8

No Answer

9

I

Date:

RESPONDElIT'S

Time

interview

began: ____

A.M. ____

Time

interview

ended:

A.M. ____

P.M.

la.

Have

you

eVl"!r

1ived

(Have you always

NAME:

anywhere

else?

lived here?)

P.M.

_

Other

ADDRESS:

I

(Yes)

Parents

Inst

i tut ion

2

(Yes)

3

No
TELEPHONE

CLA or

NUMBER:

Donlt

TO BE COMPLETED
Pennhurst

BY OFFICE

Resident

Base Service

BEFORE

Number

Name
Age:

~e
want

2.

Cottage

w,ll you talk w,th mel
DYES
GIVEN

8

l:now

9

Do you like the people who work here?

Code:

_

IN ADDITION

I
I

Yes
Temple

Some. most, not a 11 • etc.

University,

a school in PhiladelPlease let me know
are talking to a lot of people (here at
want to ask you some questions about
No one but us and the people I work for
say. Our talk wi II be kept secret and

think
itis
important
to find out about,you
to talk to me, you donlt have tal and you

(RECORD ANY RESPONSE

4

.

No Anws e r

_

VERBAL CONSENT FORM (READ TO R)
Hello, I am (YOUR NAME) working for
phia. What is your name7
if you can't hear anything I say. We
Pennhurst/in
homes like this one).
I
your life and what you do every day.
at Temple wi II ever find out what you
confloentlal.
It you donlt

roup h~me(Yes)

FIELD USE

Unit Number

Cottage or Agency
F
Sex: M

q

D

and your
feelings.
can stop any time.

3.

Do you

want

3

Don't Know

8

No

9

to keep on 1 iving

Answe r

here7

Yes

I

Sort of, unsure

2

I

No

I

No Answpr

t

t

rlAHE:

_

7

r

10#:

3
8

Don I t Know

INTERVI EWER'S

2

No

NO

TO YES/NO)

I

9

-

_

g

c

s

2

s

s

a

$

4.

a

$

•

4

Q.

5)

4

8.

00 you have any real good friends? I mean people you like a lot.

(If no, skip to

z.

6.

,

7.

1

In Between

2

Sad

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

Unsure

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

A lot (5 or more)

1

A few (3 - 5)

2

Yes

1

3

In Between

2

No

3

Don't Know

13

No Answer

9

(l

or 2)

Are you sick a lot of the time?

00 you have a girlfriend/boyfriend?

.

Happy
1

A Couple
5.

Are you usually happy or sad?

Yes

9.

4a. How many?

c.

;

Yes

1

Sort of, maybe, etc.

2

No

3

Don;t Know

8

No Answer

9

10.

If you had one wish, what would you wish for?

II.

Where do you go during the

00 you ever see anyone in your family? I mean mother, father, brothers,
sisters?
Yes

1

Sometimes

2

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

Are people here mean or nice?
Mean

1

Both, some of each, etc.

2

Nice

3

Don't Know

8

No I\n~wcr

9

day?

(PROBE FOR AS MUCH DETAIL AS POSSIBLE)

12.

16.

Do you learn a lot there1
Yes

1

Some, sometimes

2

13.

Y9U

could, would you 1ike to leave here and live somewhere

1

In between,

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

else?

Yes

(If no, skip to

3

No

If

17.

Do you like it there?

Q.

19)

2

not sure

No

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

What kind of place would you like to go to?

1

Yes

2

sort of, a little, etc.

In between,

3

No
Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

18. Are you ever unhappy?
14.

Do you make any money?

(IF CLIENT

WORKING,

NOT

PROBE FOR SOURCE)

~tmuch,

3

No

15.

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

19.

Are you usually sad or happy?
Happy

1

In Between

2

No Answer

s

No never, not usually

3

Don't Know

8

No Answer

9

else you'd like to tell me?

8

Don't Know

2

Is there anything

2

some of the time

3

Sad

$

In between,

2

a little, etc.

1

Yes, most of the time

1

Yes

..

s

9

,-

d

t

2

r

2

2

2

r

4

•

20.

4

\/oul9 you like

•

, •

•

4

•

4

,

•

fMOTIONLABELINGINTERVIEW
SCORESHEET

to go back to Pennhurs t?
Yes - go back

1

In between,

2

No - stay
Don't

not sure
here

3

Know

8

No Answer

1)

, point

a

Are there

any other

comments or observations

Show the one page glass and tap sequence.
Ask "Tell me what is happening here, Tell
happened to the glass".

me the story

of what

Perceives
a single object and perceives
a sequence
"The glass is getting
(got) full of water"

po int s

Ambivalent

"Empty, Full,

Full,

Full"

pointing

to the

pictures

9
-1 point

21.

c

;

that

Does not perceive
a single object or a sequence.
"This one got water and this one didn't".

"They got water".

you may have?

2)
2 points

Show the picture
of the girl with the flower,
Ask "Tell me the story of this picture,
How does
Perceives
both action and emotion
"She colored the picture
and she's

1 point

Perceives
emotion
"She's happy", She l tkes

-1 point

proud/happy/satisfied"

it"

Show the picture
of the boy and the bicycle.
Ask "Tell me the story of this picture,
How does the boy feel?"

2 points

Perceives
both action and emotion
"His -bike got a flat and he is sad/mad".

1 point

Perceives

"he's sad".
-1 point

feel?"

the picture"

Incorrectly,
labels emotion
"She's mad/sad",
"She stole

3)

the girl

emotion

"hes mad"

Incorrectly
labels emotion
''He is happy", "He is glad"

8)

,
4)

9)

Correctly
lables
emotion
"The boy is Happy/Glad"

1 point

Incorrectly
labels
emotion
"The boy is sad, the boy is bad"

-1 point

5)

Show all 3 pictures
of the boy getting
spanked Set (3-5 seconds
Ask "Look at all these pictures
and tell me the story of what
happens.
How does the boy feel?"

2 points

Perceives
the set of pictures
as representing
a single
(percieves
sequence)
and correctly
labels emotions,
"The boy (was bad) and got spanked and is sad/mad/hurt"

1 point

Correct ly 1abe 1 emotions
"The boy is sad or mad or hurt"

w

how the
4

Which one is most like
Most Happy
5

how the other
4

Show all 3 pictures
of the Boy Fishing Set (3-5 seconds each)
Ask "Look at all these pictures
and tell me the story of what
happens. How does the boy feel?"
Perceives
the set of ~ictures
as representing
a single person
(perceives
a sequence) and correctly
lables
emotions.
"The boy goes (went) fishing
and caught some arid is real happy"

2 points

staff

Which one is most like
Most happy
5

about

feel
3

about

you?
2

1

Least

Happy

1

you?
Least

Happy

the workshop?
2
3

1

Least

Happy

1

Least

Happy

res idents
Least
1

Happy

feel
2

residents
3

10)

Which one is most how you feel
4
Most Happy
5

11)

Which one is most like
Most Happy
5

how you feel
4

about
3

the staff?
2

12)

Which one is most like
5
Most Happy

how you feel
4

about
3

the other
2

about

each)

person

\D

00

Incorrect 1y labels emotions
"The boy is happy or glad"

-1 point

6)

1 point

Place all 3 separate
"smile button" faces on the desk face up and
arrange.
Then place all 3 photographs
face up on the desk.
Ask
please match the photographs
with the drawings
All are matched

-1 point

Any incorrect

Show the
reach.
Ask:
7)

t

f(ve

correctly

matches

"Smil e button

Which one is most like
Most happy
5

d

t

faces".

how you feel
4

t

Leave them wi thin

about
3

living

here?
2

.

respondents

1

Least

t

Happy

.

t

s

r
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Survey Research of Temple University.
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attitudes.
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of March 17, 1978, to ~elocate the 1155 residents of Pennhurst to small
community-based settings, i.e., group horne" or group apartments.
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is concerned with the policy issues of national scope that have been raised by
the case, with the cost of care, with the impact on the service delivery system,
and with the impacts upon the clients, their families, and the receiving
communities.
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with the former issues. HSRI 'swork falls into three major areas:
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(1) The assessment of major events, decisions, and issues
surrounding the Pennhurst litigation (i.e., Historical
Overvi ews);
.
.
(2) Analyses of specific issues arising out of the Pennhurst
litigation (i .e,, Implementation' Analyses);
(3) Analyses of the relative costs of institutional services
and community living arrangements (Cost Analyses).
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